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i. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SU)_,IhiARY
]. ] STUDY OBJECTIVES
The prin_.ary objectives of the instrunzentation portion of this study were the
interfaces between this payload and the other flight capsule subsystems, and
the integration of the selected payload with the remainder of the flight capsule.
Similar efforts were carried out in much less depth for the 1973 and 1975
missions. For the 1971 mission two cases were considered, the entry from
approach trajectory (EFAT) case and the entry from orbit (EFO) case. In the
EIFAT case the flight caps-o/e includes a landed capsule "which is to survive im-
pact \rich tne planetary surface and function for a period of P-4 hours. Thus the
payload {or the E-mAT case is con_posed of a descent payload and a landed pay-
lord. in t?:e EFO case, the capsule is not designed to sur\-ive ir:-:oact and its
._av±_.:: <= :_:ncc_.n= onl, ._irln2 descent. The _enerai <avload l_]_iccti\es :-.... >_
!v.-o cases are compared in Darazra.mh I.Z. In the pa'fload selection task, the
• " _ _. sible the actualm_a_c;r <_:Y:mnasis was mlacec on approxin_-ating as clos_,,- as sos
payioaa v.n-_cn the Martens:, Aeronautics anol Space _' : ._q_ ,-,a ,_ in
',<-t}" the scientific_ _ co:.-nn-:un_tv,' ',_ould choose, while also '_nc_g_,--;:-- insrrunzents_
\xhich cover the spectrum of interface requirements which might be encountered
when the final payload is selected.
In defining the payloads, the overall mission objectives were first studied and
a list of candidate experin-_ents was assembled. These experiments were
studied to deter_ine their suitability for the various missions. Some of the
f_ctors evaluated for this purpose included: worth of the experiment to attain-
n_ent of n_ission _oals; interface "_a-i_ements such as weight, volume, power,
con-n<-:u'zicattons ..... _i_- s, deployment, sensitivity to ntission enviro_-,_ents,
effect on n<ission environ,'nents, and calibration needs; deveiomntent status:
7=n(.:test recu[:'e-_n_-:::ts. Far the, 1%71 ntissio:< a mrioritv list ;,f exDeri'q--_ents was
then asse;-:::Jed in v.hich the \arious factors noted above ...............-:-e{_hed= a_ainst
each other to provide an ostin<urp__ ranking. In makin_ up this list, considerations
of both block and functional redcndancy were inclu@eQ. The priority list approac}
\vas chosen over other possible approaches because it was the n]ost compatible
with the iterative process used to balance the payload design against all of the
other subsystems' designs in the final system synthesis. The 1973 and 1975
payloads were assembled by the same general techniques, but were evaluated
in lesser detail. Finally, the factors involved in a detailed integration of the
experiments into the flight capsule were studied.
-i-
I.Z COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY FROM APPROACH
TRAJECTORY MISSION AND ENTRY FROM ORBIT MISSION
The primary objectives of the 1971 mission as specified by the Langley Research
Center (LRC) were to provide data on parameters of the Martian atmosphere
and surface required for efficient design of future Mars Flight Capsules and
Zanders, and to provide information which would be of assistance in the design
of future experiments to obtain detailed scientific information concerning bio-
logical, geological, and meteorological phenomena, both past and present, on
Mars. Specific measurements of primary importance included: atmospheric
density, composition, pressure, and temperature; surface composition, rough-
ness, and hardness; wind velocity spectrum; trapped radiation and surface
radiation fluxes; and ionospheric composition.
The EFAT mission includes a landed capsule, which can perform experiments
directly on the planetary surface. The basic ground rules imposed on the
EFAT payload studies by LRC included the provision that television experiments
during entry, parachute descent, or after landing were not to be considered for
the I ,1 mis experiments9, i sion. _4_ln_l_r active biological experiments, i.e.
seeking to detect Martian life forms by measuring growth or processes associ-
ated with metabolism were to be excluded from consicierataon. Chemical compo-
sition experiments were not, however, to be excluded. A mobile lander was
not to be considered.
This directive was understood to mean that, while roving vehicles which might
leave the lander to obtain samples were beyond the scope of the study, simple
sample collecting devices were permitted. The payload instrumentation is
also required to withstand the various environments encountered during the
mission. Finally, the selected instrumentation must b{_ sufficiently well de-
veloped to assure its availability for the mission. This development status
was interpreted to mean that the instrument must be available for test in pro-
totype form by 1 September 1966, but it was assumed that accelerated develop-
merit programs could be initiated in late 1965.
The objectives imposed on the EFO payload studies were similar to those of the
EFAT case in many respects although engineering objectives were given greater
emphasis. The ground rules were less restrictive. The Suspended Capsule was
not to be designed to survive the impact of landing and thus only indirect measure-
ments of surface properties could be made. No experiments were specifically
excluded from consideration. It was recommended that television be evaluated
and that serious consideration also be given to penetrometers which might be
released, impact the surface, and transmit their data to the suspended capsule
for relay to the flight spacecraft prior to impact of the suspended capsule.
Later it was recommended that the use of smoke bombs to determine surface
wind velocities also be studied. Specific deadlines on development status were
not given. It was, however, required that the instruments be available as
needed for the test and development program.
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_ SELECTED _ A_.L.OAD_
The payloads which \vere selected to satisfy the objectives and requirements
surnnzarized above without creating excessive pro_)ierr_s in integration into the
flight capsule are shown in Table I. The EFAT payload actually consists of
two physically separate instrument systems, one located external to the landed
c_p_l_ (with the _w_ption _f th_ _ccelerometers) for nne__surern.ents during
entry and parachute descent, and one located wholly within the landed capsule
for measurements from the surface. The separation requires duplication of
instruments which are to operate in both mission phases, but the alternative
to this weight penalty involves significant compromises in the impact attenu-
adun sysLem on the landed capsule. As the E_-AT flight capsule design evolved,
it became apparent that weight limitations would dictate the removal of several
instruments. The selection of the oblate spheroidal shape for the landed cap-
sule involves duplication of those instruments which require orientation relative
]cto the _,cal vertical and izT:ooses a weight penalty Due to these weight con-
straints those instrunzents in the table which have Seen n_arked with asterisks
were not carried into C-_e fir.a! design.
A possible shortcoming of the final payload is that it does not _nclude experi-
ments to measure directly the physical characteristics of the surface, and it is
recommended that the addition of a light-weight penetrometer experiment be
seriously considered in any further work on this mission concept, at the expense
of the landed acoustic densitometer if necessary.
From an examination of the EFAT payload, it might appear that there is ex-
cessive redundancy in the atmospheric density and composition experiments.
Actually, these experiments tend more to be complementary than redundant.
The state of the art in making many of the desired measurements is such that
cornpiete coverage frequently cannot be obtained with a single instrument over
the desired range of altitudes or possible atmosphere components.
The EEO payload, with the exception of one deletion and four additions, is
identical to the EFAT descent payload. The radiometer experiment has been
ren]oved because at the lower entry velocities anticipated for this _ission the
temperature in the shock region ahead of the stagnation point is too low to pro-
vide adequate emission intensities from the desired spectral lines. The added
experiments are" the television cameras, which will provide between iI and 19
pictures at different resolutions during the parachute descent; the penetrometers,
which will be released at about 3500 feet and transmit the acceleration-time
histories they experience during impact to the suspended capsule for relay to
the flight spacecraft; the doppler radar, which will provide an estimate of wind
velocity by measuring the horizontal velocity of the suspended capsule; and the
water detector, which will measure the atmospheric water concentration with a
sensor specifically designed for the task. This payload can provide most of the
information which a small, impact attenuator-protected landed capsule can pro-
vide with the exception of growth-t}_pe life detection experin_ents, surface
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chemical composition, and meteorological experiments over a diurnal cycle.
The first of these limitations is partially compensatedby the high resolution
television pictures, and the secondand third by the much wider coverage ob-
tainable from electromagnetic reflectance (from radar to ultraviolet frequencies)
studies of the surface from the orbiting flight spacecraft.
The smoke bomb experiment was included in the design almost to the end of the
study. The basic concept involved a set of bombs, dropped from the suspend_._d
caos_le at about ZO, 000 feet, which rel':aP_'d _uffs of smoke at tinned intervals
:: ,::,_: : , These sn_oke puffs woulc _,=.. : !, ti_, _uLf_ i_>5 .
c:,.e c!is_ance between the puffs as recorded b', t<::, ,,:i.=._ ,.n t_c:t _r_-s _.,,:: : ' :_
csti ..... _te of sarface wind velocities. Althougi: it ,-,-._ := . -i ...... : _., :-,
case condition,s), the conver_c problc,: _,;_vii-ig significa_
nigh reso!utiJ_: pi<._Ltre_ .,k)scui'ed by th: ._li:<.i<ecould not be res_
•.::<De._[n<e_: v _:_ <<]eteci.
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PROBE/LANDER, ENTRY FROM THE APPROACH TRAJECTORY
Z. 0 STUDY REQUIREMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION PROCEDURE
Z. 1 STUDY REQUIREMENTS
The scientific instrumentation portion of this study has as its primary aim the
selection of an optimum payload for the 1971 flight capsule, and the definition
of the interface requirements of this payload with the other subsystems of the
vehicle. A secondary but important goal is the development of a payload selec-
tion technique which will readily allow variations in the payload as systems
studies results in changes in the available weight, power, volume, communica-
tions facilities, and specialized capabilities. Other goals include the creation
of test and development plans for the 1971 payload, synthesis of payloads for
the 1973 and 1975 missions, and specification of the special requirements of
these later payloads on the flight capsule.
Initially the Langley Research Center (LRC) had specified that the payload
selection task would include the selection of a sequence of three scientific
payloads from three categories of instrumentation, rated in terms of their
current development status. LRC Category I instruments were those which
were immediately available off-the-shelf as flight hardware or which were in
the final stages of development. LRC Category II instruments included Category
I instrumentation as well as instruments which could be developed with a mini-
mal amount of effort. LRC category Ill included category II and those instru-
1_its which could bc developed in ti_e for the n_iss_on in response to strong
development efforts. These categories were a very useful tool for quickly
gauging the development status of various experiments which were of interest.
As the study progressed, it became apparent that there were no instruments
available which sat{sfiecl th_ Category I requirements. This problem will be
discussed in greater detail in the later sections, but it is of interest to note
that the two environmental constraints which eliminated most devices from this
category were the entry and impact deceleration loadings and the sterilization
requirements. Initially, a cutoff date was not specified to define Category III,
although it had been emphasized that study was to reflect the status of real
rather than conceptual or imaginary hardware. With this rather open ended
constraint, the difference between Categories II and Ill was significant. How-
ever, as development schedules for the overall program were formulated,
it became apparent that a cutoff date for development schedules was essential.
A date of 1 January 1967 was first selected, but soon revised to I September
1966. Category III was thus redefined as including only instruments which
would be available for test in prototype form by I September 1966. Thia
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....r_efin{tion _<._:-.Ii_-> e]i::iina<ed _'_.._ distinction bet_veer Category_ _:T_and Cate-
_or': l!i, C_:.?s a sin_ie oa,,-ioad :,::as selected. Per}:a:)s the :-:-_e,st irnportant
effect of these developn<ents \yes the _-< _-::-;-:-_ .... - --_,-_ -ra:ec
deve!opn_ent scheddes for 1971 payload instru_._.en[ation,
In selecting the various payloads, it was necessary to define a set of basic
being primarily to provide data necessary for the design of futur<' _qic]_t { :i_-
sules and data necessary for the design of future experiiY_ents which \vo_f[d
definitively clarify the nature of the planet Mars, including its biological,
geological, and meteorological phenomena both past and present. The specific
measurements which were called out to satisiy these requlrerp_ents are listed
in paragraph 4. i. The prinnary goai of the payload selection task was to
estin_ate as \veli as possible the actual payload \vhich the National Aeronautics
and Space Adn:inistration; in concer_ with the scientific cor:n_=nit,, _vo_d
choose, in carrying out d:is task it ,:,as unders!ood [}:at [r:e pa,.ioac seiec_ed
v:c:.i!d in ai! prooazci=_-- nc I ::e the exacl -'-,: finally <;i__ssen for ih< 197! mis=-_on,
Dut _l_a< .:he nuore closely it resenubled the iinal selec=ion, _he n:ore \aiuaole
the :qi_ht ,_o=,_ stud\ ......v,o:id_ be. The 1973 and _oT_,5 n_ss_on ohiectives \vere
rm__ore closely related to scientific rather than engineering goals. They m_ere to
i_ezin the systematic stud,.- .of the nature of hlars, ,.vith particular en%phasis
given to its bio!ogica!, geg!oaical, and rneteoro!ogica! phenon-:ena.
Certain basic ground rules were inuposed on the payload studies by _he Langley
Research Center. Television, durin_ entry, parachute descent, or after landing
was not to be considered for the 1971 mission, but could be included in later
mission payloads. Similarly, active biological experin_ents, i. e. , experh_ents
seeking to detect Martian life forn_s by nucs_surin: _:ov.T] ....: }}:_:),: _s(-_ :-., £-
ated with n_etabolisnz mere to be excluded from considerai_on for 1971. Chen=ical
con_pos_tion experin%ents, ho,,vever, v:ere no[ exclu@e@ _+or i°7!. -lhere \vere no
conslralnts on biological expert:hen,s in the 1973 and 1975 payloads. A =__obile
lander R-as not to %e considered for an<- of the n:issions. This e_-_clusion v:as
understood to mean that, m_hiie rov__n£ ianders or ro\-in_ vehicles m-hich _migh%
leave the lander to obtain sam]ples of pictures m_ere beyond the scope of the
stud},, sin]ple sample collecting devices (stick}- strings, arms, scoops, moving
aspirators or ejectable experiments) v:ere allowable. The payload instr<__en -
tation was, of course, also required to withstand the various environn]ents
encountered during the mission, e.g., the 145°C sterilization qualification
test, the 500- to 1000-g impact shock, and the lower amplitude but longer
duration entry deceleration.
In addition to these specific ground rules, it was also apparent from the start that
the payloads, particularly for 1971, would be seriously constrained by weight,
power, con_.rn.unications capacity, and deployment capability. The very nature
of the mission wo_Jd also call for the highest reliability in individual experiments
as v.'e!l as careful experin__ent selection to __r._ov_6_. ... essentia! data with a variety,
of faiiare rr-odes hod= v:ithin the payload and in the _-u_:_p_r_.h 8 s- }:s}-st_n:s.
From all of the foregoing objectives and requirements a further essential re-
quirement may be deduced. Namely, that to be truly effective the scientific
instrumentation study had to be carefully integrated into the rest of the flight
capsule study effort. Without continuous, detailed liaison with the other groups
working on the study, the payload studies would be of very little significance
and seriously limit the overall value of the study.
Z. Z MISSION OBJECTIVES
The selection of payloads requires careful definition of basic mission objectives.
Without such definition the selection procedures, assignment of priorities, and
the estimation of worth have little meaning. The original Avco proposal and
the Langley Research Center guidelines for the study provided considerable
direction in this area. For 1971 (as was noted in paragraph Z. i) the primary
objective is data which will reduce the design conservatism required for future
flight capsules. The most critical item here is the definition of the atmospheric
density profile so that optimally designed entry vehicles can be utilized. Such
optimization will permit the weight formerly allotted to design contingencies for
atmospl,_ric density uP.certainties to be converted to payload. For the design of
large entry vehicles with extensive experiment payloads this optimization is
particularly desirable. The current values of the Martian surface pressure
range from 4 to 20 millibars if both the Mariner IV occultation experin_ent
(4 to 7 millibars) and the astronomical observations of the 1965 opposition
(probably 8 to Z0 millibars) are considered. Within this range even the
general design concept for flight capsules appears to undergo major changes.
From the design point of view this is an even less attractive range to span with
a single design than the i0 to 40 millibar range which preceded it. The atmos-
pheric density profile is clearly the nnost important measurement of the mission.
Iherefore, _he candidate list should include several methods for measurin_ the
profile, not only for the sake of reliability if one method should prove defective
(either in the course of payload selection or during the actual mission), but also
to improve confidence in the values obtained by utilizing several independent
nnethods. Such redundancy considerations also make it attractive to perform
tl-_ ii_easurcmcnts in several phases of the mission profile.
A further problem in the measurement of the Martian atmospheric density
profile is that there is a very real possibility that the profile may show signifi-
cant variations both with time and with position on the planet. Although the
capabilities of a single vehicle with a Z4-hour lifetime can only hope to define
density variations associated with diurnal temperature changes (the density
fluctuations are not expected to be large), the possibility of geographical vari-
ations should be noted. These fall into two categories, those associated with
local altitude variations and those associated with the overall shape of the
planet. Using the 9-kilometer scale height indicated by Mariner IV it is possi-
ble that local terrain features, such as the postulated 4-kilometer elevation
which may have been observed in Mariner IV picture 13, would have very sig-
nigicantly lower surface densities. Only detailed mapping of the surface, as
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may be done _,,- the Yova_er flight s_acecraft, _n co× unc "-_:J_ ,.t;*u,_._ Si_.ht cans'Ses
to several s_tes ,_.___ orovide estimates oi the hazards .... _ec _,_ such feat_res.
The shape factor problen_ reiate__ to the oblateness of _i_'"ars and _._ DossiSiiit'_
that the planet is far displaced fron< hydrostatic eQui!ibriu____. Dvnannical
measurements of the degree of oblateness of Liars made by observation of the
orbits of its Imoons, Diemos and Phobos, indicate a value of about 0.00 :,_.while
...... "*- -<....O. I.
_ ....... _ _ a very real
possibility that there may be a systematic error in the visual data, if the visual
data is accurate and the planet is thus significantly more oblate than the dynam-
ical shape then the surface pressure will be less at the equator than at the
poles. The difference between the dynamical and optical oblateness corresponds
to an excess altitude of the physical surface above the gravitational equlpotentiai
surface of about 18 kilometers. With a 9-kilon:eter scale height, this excess
could cause very significant differences between the surface pressures at the
ecuator and at the poles. On earth such a disequiiibriunn co_,d probably not
be sustained over _eolo_ic time, but :.f _hiar_ does not have a ]{:_{s cor_ (as the
__ <:;j._<r the pr,._ar_.ner iV @ata __= ....)_ then obabilitv st _'cstsining s<_cn a condition ,s
increased. Sin%pie nzethods of resolving this question \vith a flight capsule
alone are difficult to conceive. 5evera! !anders with precise gravimeters could
be landed at different latitudes to provide an estimate of the effect. The making
of several measure:_ents of a*_-_o=nZe _-_- pressure at va_o_s lmt-'*_Ses is also a
possibility. However, the best techniques would probably involve radar altimetry
from an orbiter, or images of the planet taken from an approaching vehicle.
Even if the magnitude of this problem is defined it will not resolve the question
of how the flight capsules's density measurements relate to the densities at
other points on the l_{artian surface. Determination of the distance of the landing
site from the center of mass coupled with knowled_ of this distance for other
surface points, would allow estimation of surface densities over the entire
planet. Such a determination could probably be made by utilizin__ the relay con]-
nnunications system between the flisht capsule and fli$ht spacecraft as a radar
beacon ran__ins systerr:.
The experiments placed on the candidate list _o provide at:r_ospheric density
nzeasuren_ents include: accelerometers (to deduce the density profile front the
vehicle's deceleration), } ray scattering, acoustical densitorr_eter, radar alti-
meter (to provide reference points), Rq ray scattering, and temperature, pres-
sure and composition (gas chromatograph, n<ass spectrometer, and radiometer)
experiments. The various phases of the mission in which these experiments
may be utilized are listed in Table If.
Probably the second most important measurement is the determination of the
wind velocity spectrum near the k4artian surface. For the design of landing
vehicles, knowledge of the density profile can provide data which will allow the
optimal design of systems to reduce the vertical component of velocity, but
ur2ess the wind velocity is well known and the allo_vances n_ade for it in the
lander desi__n, the horizontal component of v_lo_{_v n_av mro\qde a __reater
threat to the survival of the lander than the vertical cs_n_r_onent. Calculations
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_t]iiz[__$! t}_<_ ot-s<,rvatlor:ai C_ta _R }[ rt!a_ :_:_t [lauds a:_d _<_,rod',r_an_ic theori, s
!arc _os<:i:%<d vies! <<i;<i:ie_ i'n <:: .... _ <_ 4 :} f< se.:. 5, <,i ,_icci<[<:s or<: : -
viousi,. .......... '- significant m-hen desim_-.=i:_ landers ' }__ose _-_
pact is of the order of 80 ft"sec. In a_adi_i_'n to its effect on !anCin s dvnannics,
the ""_-'_ velocity _i-_ affects <_'_ s_-_ ..... : _hc erection .... "_ 'or =+amil _t_'-_
system once the vehicle has landed. Sonne experiments, the seisn-_onneter
:aein£_ an extreme case, will require a very highly staDilized vehicle. Further-
nnore, the wind may blow dust particles into the vehicle, dannaging sensitive
instrument surfaces or, in the limit, burying the vehicle. Not only will it be
imperative to obtain information on the probabilities of encountering various
wind velocity levels: but also it re, ill be desirable to observe variations in
velocity spectrum as a function of diurnal and annual cycles and as a function
of location on the surface. Such observations can best be made b -_ a series of
. ._N._el, build up an extensive body of data.ion_-lived landers, whlch mill " +_ ......_ --
i-icv_ever, initial res<its fro:-n a sin_ie lander omeratin_ over a diurnal cycle
_,-:_,,_±.... represent an intnt<nse increase over <'-,e curre£-i<' _ysliabi{f" - £a-_a. _",ieasL_re-
_.nncn!s _'<zade frL:R-_ a:z enteriT_a yel-_icle o,.er a relal-vel, skbr-. _£r_.s'_:. .vo_.d "-e_,r_ --
sen+_ a significant -._ncr,-ase in D___r Kn_v,!ec±£. FDr this reason _}Le ca_=c=cc.__ ±isl
includes a radar altvn<<'_er which \viii mro%abiv be a%i{ IO Drrp. ide v/ind-velockv
inforn<ation durin< _ oarac<ute descent, as \veil as se,,era! ap.e_r;omne_ers for de-
ploynnent from the lander° In addition, a particle i_pact n_icrophone which ,,v'll
pray-de data on the frequency and n_=o:_entun_ of dust --_" ......Wd_ _c_ }-!as been included.
The third most critical requirement is probably the definition of the Martian
surface to the extent that it will affect the impact and operation of a lander.
The information of interest includes: the slope of the surface, the size and
shaoe of surface irre_uiarities +he hardness of _he surface and its b_arin_
stren_tho These properties \viii inSuence the type _f svs_enus reouired to re-
{ -_,_-,J_antenna tea _£r_n-_<nts_ and n_,.i!ioi,_- path effects), _nd \\-ill assist in +_c_
selection of erection a:ui s<ppor: svi:<_n<s. Aiti<o_:_k ih_:se da!a v-il] %<: of
2reat i:n:_sortance, ih£ _niorr;_s___on <,riai_od '_:ii aF, pi :hi la [1<< :.rnrne<i[a< •
vicinity of the iandin 8 site. Reaso_q:_o__ .._ fron= terres[ria! sRalo_ov, .... it \voulc_ seen_
very optinnistic to base future lander desi£ns o:_ extr_polations fronn one or _+\vo
data points. However, they will provide a_ least sonde data on the characteristics
of the },tart[an surface. Although the need for this type of information is very
_reat, and probably is m_ite iustifiahlv rankled third on th_ Lasis of need, !_<
actual utility of the data \vhich one can reasonably obtain n_ight justify a lo\ver
rating. This type of reasoning may also be applied to other measurements, such
as surface composition or temperature, which provide data characteristic of a
given point in space or time but which have little generality. The actual experi-
rn=ent_s in the candidate list which will physically characterize the surface are
_cct ±eron_eter,the impact - _ - the pene_ron_eter, the descent <elev_slon, the lander
television, and perhaps the radar alt:.rne_er.
l-he fourt] u most in<oorlant OL<ieCCiV':: :S ::* O!Xai_ u t::r:,r : _,Ii .... .-ki-k =_i]! aiio,,;
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the design of definitive experiments for the detection and characterization of
life. The basic requirement here is to obtain an accurate picture of the en-
vironment in which Martian life forms would have to survive. (Active biological
experiments are excluded by the ground rules from the 1971 payload.) In order
to detect and characterize life forms, it will be most desirable to know in ad-
vance what sort of atmospheric gases they might use in their metabolism, what
chemical nutrients they could obtain from the soil, what sorts of temperature
ranges they would have to survive, whether or not they would be able to pene-
trate the surface for protection, what the general configuration of the surface
is and what types of radiation fluxes, both electromagnetic and particulate would
they be required to sustain. Much of the information desired h_re will be ob-
tained by experiments listed under other objectives, but all of these have been
included in the following list: gas chromatograph, mass spectrometer, water
detector, oxygen detector, _ scattering, neutron inelastic scattering, X-ray
fluorescence, X-ray diffraction, pyrolysis-gas chromatograph-mass spectro-
meter, infrared microscope, atmospheric and surface temperature, pene-
trometer, impact accelerometer, cosmic radiation detector, surface radiation
detector, descent television and landed television. An extension of this objective
is the inclusion of the z_ore active life detection experiments. It _,_ possible that
the firs'_ round of active life detection experiments will not be able to provide
definitive _ns\vers, but it is hoped that their results will lead to the design of
definitive experiments. These experin_ents include Gulliver, \Volftrap, _k/lultivator,
the bell jar, optical rotation, J-band, and luciferin(whether these last three are
active or inactive is questionable because they do not detect growth or
metabolism, but rather detect chemical species closely associated with
terrestrial life).
The final set of objectives will be to geologically and meteorologically char-
acterize the planet. With the exception of the gravim_te_, tl_e n-,agnctometer,
the seismograph, and the radio frequency probe, all of the candidate experi-
ments which pertain to this set of objectives have already been required by other
objectives. Indeed, the entire candidate experiment list Irlay be construed as
contributing significantly to these objectives. These experiments, when con-
sidered together, w11i provide an exc_ll_t preliminary picture of the c_rrent
state of the planet's interior, surface and atmosphere, and in addition will
provide insights into its evolution to its present state and will detect most of
the processes controlling changes in its state.
In this section no attempt has been made to list in great detail all of the ob-
jectives which a given experiment may satisfy. This area receives more ex-
tensive treatment in the individual experiment discussions in Section 7.0.
Z. 3 CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT LIST
The first task in the selection of the payloads was the development of a list of
candidate experiments from which the payloads for the various missions would
be chosen. InitiaNv it was nlan'_e _ t0 develon at least t_vo such candidate lists
one for the 1971 _r.ission and then on =_or t\vo for fine later nnissions. Hay:ever,
since the three missions \vere to represent a slowly expanding program of
investigation of :vi=r=. _t appeared _ore desirable to develop a single list for
the three missions (of course with the exclusion of ground-rule-prohibited
experiments). This enuphasized the need for a series of payloads which would
NASA payload-selection groups.
Table II is a list of the candidate experiments selected to satisfy the objectives
of the 1971, 1973, and 1975 missions. In selecting the experiments which will
tend to satisfy the later mission objectives, an attempt has been made to pro-
vide a group of experi___ents which typify the general classes of experiments which
will probably be performed on these missions rather than_ to compile as. exhaustive
list. Since the priK_ary study goal in considering the later missions is to de-
tern_.ine the impact of later mission e×%perin_ent requirements on the flight cap-
s_ie coTcent selected for !971, candidate e:,rneri_.ents have beer. chosen to a
significant extent to prov:_de a variety of extrerr_es in subsvsten_s' requirenzents.
The experin__ents marked with asterisks are those which are excluded by ".he
ground rules from consideration for the I°'_ " "_,_ m_sslon, The x' s in the :kiission
Phase columns indicate that it may be possible to perform the experiment in
that mode of the mission profile. Phase I is from separation from the space-
craft to entry, Phase II is from entry to parachute deployment, Phase IIi is
from parachute deployment to impact and Phase IV is after landing.
Z. 4 EXPERIMENT SELECTION PROCEDURE
The previous three subsections have outlined the study requirements and n:ission
objectives and have presented the candidate list of instrun_entswhich fall \vithin
the projected state-of -*i_=t-=-rt for i_7!• , _o73, i aTe._ _,_r_issions. The next step in
_ ......=: analysis of the instruz_-:entat:on is to est-_blish a nrocecure .,vkerebv
a selection of instr_nnents rp.a\-be n-.ade frorr_ the list to g.enerate the three-
nnis sion payloads.
The flrst step in establishing this procedure is to determine selection criteria.
In this study the criteria were, in general, the same for each of the missions
considered. Only the weight given to each criterion differed from. n_ission
to mission. The three general selection criteria which were used are listed
as follows:
i. The overall usefulness of the instrument in attaining the mission's
goals.
Z. The cost of the instrument to the mission in ternzs of the support it
requires from the other subsvsten_s.
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3. The ground rules and constraints imposed on the study.
The mission goals have already been discussed in paragraph Z.Z. A factor in
meeting the mission goals which has not yet been considered is the role of re-
dundancy. The rigors of entry into the Martian atmosphere and impact on the
Martian surface are such that onemust consider the possibility of instrumen-
tation malfunction or failure. Becauseof this, redundancy was considered as
a factor in payload section. Two forms of redundancywere considered. These
were inclusion in the payload of duplicate instruments to make the same measure-
ment (block redundancy) and inclusion in the payload of different instruments de-
signed to make the same measurement by different means (functional redundancy).
Duplicate instruments would provide a backup in case one failed. The inclusion
of instruments which make the same measurement by different means is a more
valuable form of redundancy especially if it is possible to detect inconsistencies
in the data of one of the instruments while reducing the data from each instru-
ment. This check is feasible in the case of such instruments as the mass
spectrograph and the gas chromatograph. For example, take the hypothetical
case that the abundance of a certain species as indicated by the gas chromato-
graph is much greater than that indicated fron_ the mass spectrometer data.
In this case it may be possible that an unprogramn,ed species is present which
has similar characteristics to the programmed species under the conditions
found in the gas chromatograph. Further analysis may indicate what this
species may be. If the mass spectrometer had not been used, this situation
would not have been detected.
The factors involved with the cost of the instrument include:
I. Weight
Z. Power requirements
3. Size, volume, and shape of instrument
4. Data bits required for the experiment
5. The interaction of the instrument with the rest of the system
6. Auxiliary data required for evaluation of results
7. Sampling requirements
8. Instrumental reliability
9. Calibration requirements
i0. Warmup requirennents
Ii. Deve[op_nent status.
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The f{r_ three iten-.s are self .... 1 ........ " __
senses me" _'_i but one ',<e {:_h_ n, ore, ...... _-_= -,,- }_as
.X_.c_+ ._+.+ iv4,:_ .... ]_%ore D:l_ai=Qr to 3r:,era_e_ _+
a diffici: _o position shape, _he Cecision on v.'hich instrumnen: :o :noose '_<%1i
be in favor of that of least v.,eizht, less po'.ver require::ents, etc.
It is not the number of bks per measure=__ent \vhich determines the cost of an
_-n_* _,_, P-,_P--t_on reeu!rernents. ±he IIP_Dortsnt lto:YP_ is t_%c :klr._<tcr
of bits to perform the entire ex-periment. Take, for instance, the ten:perature
sensor used to obtain the descent temperature profile. This instrument requires
seven bits per measurement. On the other hand, the mass spectrometer re-
quires 49 bits per measurement. As the temperature profile is expected to
vary greatly in the descent phase, a rapid san_plin Z rate of this instru__ment is
required (l every Z seconds). Ho_:ever, the atmospheric con_:position is not
expected to change much in the latter part of the descent \vhere the nnass spec-
tr_n=eter is to be ased. Therefore, this experiment need not be sannp!ed often
(5 tiIy:es is recon:rnended). These san piing rates resuit <n 5_0;} bks _:)ein_
collected fr<_ t?:e _enzperature sensor for a traiectr, rv in s i,io i£! 3 atrr;qsmhere,
,vnereas for the n-.ass spectro__r_e=er on]}- 245 bits are coii_c:ec.
The interaction of the instrument ,,vkh the rest of the systent n:cluc<s such iten:s
as the _quiren<ent for nnagnetic cleanliness ",<hen a :__a_n('z<rnet_:'r is included in
the overall flight spacecraft or the positioning or shielding of photon sensitive
particle detectors to protect them from the sun. In some cases, _his factor can
be quite important, as the example of the magnetometer sho\vs. In this study,
it was considered an important enough factor to exclude this instrument from the
197] payload.
The auxiliary data required for the interpretation of the res-alts fron_ a partic_-
_--÷ ..... t involve the defar experiment n_ake the decision to include this _,_ ....m ..... -
clsions to carry other exDerin_ents to provide the auxiliary data. Take, for
exarn_ple, the acceiero:r_eter \vhere an altitude de:ern:inin 8 device such as a
radar altin<eter is necessar _- to c%<ain an ai:it< d£ ta_ in :rXer t J b<: _J i<_ <:_ :e-
duce the acceleron<eter da_a to obtain the entry :ra{es:orv R-_n the desir_-c
accuracy.
The area of sampling requirements includes such items as access to outside
of landed capsule; knowledge of local vertical as may be required for experi-
ments \vhich must be pointed up or down; and actual articulation required to
obtain a sample of the Martian surface. Especially on the !971 mission, de-
ployment requirements are to be kept to a minimum. This will, therefore, be
a more important factor in this mission than in the succeeding 1973 and 1975
missions.
Reliability is a measure of the probability that an instru_r_ent vdll perforn_ its
intended function. It is, of course, an in_portan_, factor in the choice of instru-
__-:entaN_o_ for all _ss{o_.
Calibration and warmup requirements are factors which add to the complexities
of a piece of instrumentation and thus have a negative influence on instrumen-
tation proportional to magnitude of the requirement.
The development status of an instrument as understood here involves all
factors involved in the development of a usable instrument from analysis of
measurement concept to the manufacture of hardware and testing including the
difficult problems of hardening the instrument for entry or for landing on the
Martian surface and rendering it heat sterilizable without degrading its
operation.
Outside factors include such items as study ground rules and mission con-
straints. A ground rule which has a direct bearing upon instrument selection
is that ruling out television for the 1971 mission. The ruling out of mobility
for the lander also has an effect upon instrument selection. Constraints in-
clude such items as booster power and vehicle size which limit the payload
weight and size.
±h_i_ arc essentially two mothod_ whereby one may consider each experiment
in the candidate list in the light of the factors discussed in the foregoing and
arrive at a choice of payload. For lack of better nomenclature they will be
termed the qualitative method and the quantitative method.
Qualitatively, one may consider each experiment and determine the merits
and drawbacks of the experiment in terms of the factors outlined above. Then
considering the experiments together, based upon their respective merits
and drawbacks, a priority list of the experiments is arrived at which is in-
dicative of each experiment's value in achieving the goals of the mission.
Once the priority list is co_x_pleted the constraints on the syste_ (booster
payload capability, ascent shroud size, etc.) determined the payload to be
carried. The experiments are selected from the priority list in descending
order until the payload capability is reached.
There [_ o_e n_ore factor which enters. That point iH the priority list which
defines the minimun_ number of experiments such that, if fewer experiments
are carried the mission is degraded, must be determined. In other words, it
must be determined how many of the experiments on the priority list are necessary
to achieve the primary mission goals. This point is discussed in the next
section.
In the quantitative method, one attempts to construct a mathematical model of
the instrument in question and its interface with the total system. This is,
of course, a most difficult and time-consuming task due to the complexity of
the instrument itself and its system interface. The success of this method
depends upon the detail to which one goes in constructing the model. Take for
example the electrical subsystem of an arbitrary instrument. If one considered
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this whole subsysten<_ as a factor in the rn,ode!, one could go no further than
assi_n_n_ to the whole subsystem: a _ubiecti\,e figure of rr_.erit. However if
one ,vent into more de_aii in breaking up _he subsystem, n_uch of the subjectivizv
in the model could be re__oved. If one went so far to consider such a factor as
voltage regulation required to be prov-Ged bV the power subsystem to the meas-
uring instrument, then in considering two instrurnents one could include in the
model the numerical value of the regulation req_rec?(_ny2p_rc_t, 4 percent,
etc.). In this case a requirement of close regulation would tend to increase
the cost of one experiment over that of another which is equal to the first in
all other senses.
by requiring many individuals expert in the mission problems to do the evalu-
ation and assigning. The final figure of merit is obtained by taking the average
of the values obtained by *_'e u .. ,.
_.. in_vzauaz eva!uators.
The qualitative method was used to arrive a_ a payload in this study. A group
of Avco scientists each chose a payloa_ based upon consideration of :he factors
discussed in the foregoing. After rnuch deliberation, the final payload "was
selected. The conclusion was reached early in the stud}- that to attempt to
build a quantitative model for the selection process within the time allocated
in the study for the selection would result in very little if any advantage over
the qualitative method followed. In closing, it should be noted that the quali-
tative method is, in part, the method employed by NASA (see chapter IZ. 3 of
Space Probes and Planetary Exploration by W. R. Corliss, D. Van Nostrand
Company, Princeton, 1965).
Z. 4. 1 Priority List
The qualitative analysis of the instruments comprising the candidate list
given in paragraph .._3 resulted in _lne tentative selection nf_.,-_idifferent
instruments for the 1971 payload. Four of the i:':strunuents selected w-ere
included in both the descent and _he landed payloads. -fable ill lists these
Z5 instruments in the order of their decreasing net worth to the mission.
Only the first 16 of the instruments were included in the final payload
selection.
Examination of the table indicates that the first six instruments are in-
cluded in the descent payload. A fairly complete analysis of the Martian
atmosphere can be made with these instruments. The placement of these
instruments at the top of the priority list is a direct result of the primary
mission goal to obtain data of engineering importance for the design of
future vehicles. As discussed more fully in paragraph Z.Z, the knowledge
of the atmosphere is of the utmost importance to vehicle design. This in-
volves knowing the atmospheric profile of densit},, pressure, temperature,
and composition. These four profiles will be obtained with the first six
ins<ruments given on ".he priorit':- list. The radar altimeter is necessary
-17-
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_-÷_ _ for the data obtained from all instrumentsto provide altitude ¢orre___.o,_
included in the descent navioad.
Knowledge of the surface wind conditic, ns is also important to vehicle design.
The design of the impact attenuation system denends upon a knowledge of
the expected surface wind intensity. Also of importance to vehicle design
is knowledge of _urface ha_di,-_, _rface composition, and [nt_ity of th_
expected Martian dust storms. As pointed out in the general discussion of
the payload situation given in the preceding section, most data is of little
importance if it is applicable to only a small part of the Martian surface.
This is especially true of data obtained from the impact accelerometer and
penetrometer experiments. To a lesser ext_nt, it is also true of the data
from the _ scatter experiment. This instru_rnent \rill determine the chemical
composition of the klartian surface in the immediate _icinity of the lander.
: ',- -_ cvc!e sured\Vind and dust stornz intensities and chan_es over a G¢u.n=± mea
at one noint on the surface have the n_.ost probability of bein_ applicable at
an,- point on the ).fartian surface_ T--:is fact and their inzportance to design
resulted in the force anemzorr_:eter and the dust detectar receiving the hi_hest
=_r_:_:_n_= in the landed pa',-load. The _ scatter, Done-priority of all :.n-t ....... .
trometer and hT, pact are placed correspondingly lo\ver in the table.
Rightfully, the hot-wire anemometer should also have a high priority
based upon the data it should collect. However, because the output of this
instrument depends upon the con_-.position of the atmosphere, there is doubt
as to whether the existin Z instruments of this type may be developed to have
the latitude in measurenzent required to give valid data regardless of the
atmospheric composition, and this experiment has not been included in the
final payload selection.
In the auantitv to be expected, the detection of water on the planet \rill not
be of great engineering inzportance. }-io<vever, its detection is of such
scientific i_:nortance that a v.ater detector is _iven hi_]: orioritv on the
landed payload.. The_ landed _mhase of the rr,:iss_o__.. :r.av take n]_ce___ near the
height of the wave of darkening. The detection of \rater under this condition
is, therefore, of great biological importance.
The radiometer is designed to provide data on atmospheric composition
when the entry vehicle is in the peak heating regime. These data are not
redundant because the gas chromatograph and the acoustical device will
only collect data after the peak heating regime. However, the instrument
is in an early stage of development. Although a prototype will be complete
by 1 September 1966, severe problems may arise in testing which may
prove difficult to solve.
T}_e ,_ass spectrometer will provide data on atmospheric corr_position which
are redundant with the data frorr, the gas chron_=_o_ranh and the acoustical
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device. However, as pointed out in the foregoing section, the data fron_
either the gas chromatograph or the mass spectrometer may be valuable
in the reduction of the data from the other.
The expected lifetime of the lander is 24 hours. It is highly desirable to
measure quantities characterizing the atmosphere and surface over this time
period. The first of these would be the atmospheric temperature which
would probably have the greatest variation over a diurnal cycle. Following
this would be the pressure which would not be subject to too great a change
barring violent weather changes. Finally, the gas chromatograph would
be needed to determine the atmospheric composition, thus allowing the
mass density to be calculated from the perfect gas law. An item of less
importance to future unmanned landers, but of great importance to any
manned mission, is the flux level of particle radiation at the Martian sur-
face. Thus a cosn_ic radiation detector is included to J_easure radiation
falling on the planet's surface and a surface radiation detector to measure
the flux of particle radiation coming froI:q the planet's surface°
The /J-scatter experinnent to measure atmospheric density _n the descent
mode is a simple experiment in principle. But the integration into t!_e
flight capsule creates _any problems. First, o_c _,_ust provide shielding
against the radioactive source of /9-particles. It would be desirable to
begin density measurements directly after peak deceleration when the
accelerometer data provide lower accuracy in the density profile. To do
this one must either blast a hole in tl_e heat shield to make nneasurements
in the forward direction, creating the problen_ of scattering fron_ the hot
ablation product gases which will be con_ing off the remaining heat shield;
or one must orie__* the device to measure in the back\yard direction. This
may create problems during the parachute phase du_ to interference of
the parachute. If this is the case, one must either consider in-flight re-
orientation of the device to look forward or fly t\vo instruments. Due to
these problems, it has been decided to make /{-scatter n_easurements only
in It_e parachute phase when the heat shield has beer_ i_'ttisoned and the
/J-scattering device is given a low priority.
After peak heating in Phase II the acoustic device will be used to obtain
density measurements. The sampling tube of this device will have inlets
in both the forward and rearward directions. When the heat shield is on,
the forward inlet is closed and a sample is drawn in fron_ the rear. It
is believed (this must be confirmed by testing) that with a broad-based
vehicle, an inlet in the center of the back section of the flight capsule
will not be affected by ablation products and will find the atmospheric
density close to ambient. When the heat shield is j_ttisoned, sampling
will begin in the forward direction.
9
9
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On the surface_ the direct nzeasureN=ent of the density is given a io',_
priority for the follo\vin8 reasons: I) the density at the surface is not so
in-_portan_ ior eng:_neer-_ng purposes as it _as in the altitude reg-_ons pre-
ceding peak deceleration, Z) extrapolation do\vn to the surface at the last
, .... n÷ _ •m_c_ density value, =ires a good value £or this quantity, 3) the rneasure-
n_ent of pressure, temperature, and composition on the surface will give
the density through the perfect _as law.
The RF probe is in the next to last place. This is first due to its low
value as an engineering measurement; secondly, the expected accuracy of
the experiment (Jr-50 percent) is less than that attained by the occulation
_._ .............. _ ga-ve results accurate to _ i0 percent.
Finally, the trapped radiation received the lowest priority due first to the
fact h _ the , _ _-=_e_- . oe-_t,t_,a _a_: _ IV exmerirnent has sho\vn that a radiation _ _' if it
does exist, is extren_ely weak. Second, during: Phase I where this equip-
n-_er_t should be collecting data, the bus ,aiil be fo!iov'in_ the fii2ht space-
craft trajectory euite closely, it would be advantageous in this case to
conduct this ex-perin_ent from the bus.
The question of mission degradation, due to the re__,oving of so many in-
struments from the payload that the pri_ary nzission goals cannot be reached,
was discussed earlier. The primary goals of the 1971 mission are to ob-
tain data on atmospheric conditions such as density, tenzperature, pressure,
composition, and wind conditions. If fewer than the first nine experiments
on the priority list can be included in the payload, then all of the primary
n_is sion _"goal= v;ill not be achieved and the mission must be considered to
be significantly degraded.
-.P_. _._Frequencv, and Accuracy,. Reouirer_ents.
The frequency and accurac;_ _ of n<easuren%ents are, of zoirse, a function
of the physical Dhenon_ena which are to be exan%ined. Yhe frequency and
• ' _ and justified in theaccuracy of m%easur ement of each experirp_ent are g,_\en
individual experiment descriptions in Section 7. 0. This section describes,
in general terms, the factors which determined the frequency and accuracy
requirements, and gives a summary of the basis for the accuracy and
frequency requirements set for each of the experiments included in the
1971 payload.
Consider first the question of frequency of measurement. On the descent
from the Sight spacecraft to the Martian surface, two factors influenced
the frequency of measurements made. First, there was the requirement
to establish the boundaries and intensity of a possible Martian radiation
belt. Second, for atmospheric quantities such as density, presstlre,
tennperature, and electron density one desires to determine the profile of
these quantities as a function of :_kitdie above the i:iar:_t_s surface.
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Frequencies for these measurements were established using known data
on Martian conditions and atmospheric models constructed from these
data. The trajectory for the Model 3 atmosphere was used to establish
the measurement frequency. Within the limits of this study, the Model 3
atmosphere results in the most rapid descent to the surface. Therefore,
the frequency of measurement established for this atmosphere would not
be degradedshould a Model Z atmosphere be encountered.
Mariner IV data from the occultation experiment indicate an even more
tenous atmosphere (4 to 7 rob) than the i0 mb of Model 3. If this is the
case the frequencies set in this study may have to be increased.
A Z4-hour mission lifetime was assumedfor the surface phase of the 1971
mission. The first factor which was considered was the frequency of
measurements necessary to characterize the changesin certain quantities
such as pressure and temperature over a diurnal cycle. Models of the
Martian surface conditions were used to establish these frequencies.
Secondly, it was desirable to detect changesin possible rapidly varying
events on the surface. Wind velocity changesare expectedto be quite
violent. Detection of dust storms also fall into this category. Analysis
showed that a desired frequency of measurement for these raw data would
result in an abnorn_ally high bit accumulation. It was, therefore, decided
to make a threshold type of measurement, whereby over a sampling period
the number of times the wind velocity exceeded a certain value would be
recorded. The total number of times these data were examined was de-
termined from the consideration of the bit capacity of the system and the
desire to determine over a Martian diurnal cycle the periods of greatest
wind motion.
Finally, instruments were included which would n_easure surface charac-
teristics of a constant nature. These included the gas chromatograph and
the a scatter device. A sample frequency was established for these de-
vices based upon salnpl_ redundancy and sysfaT_ bit canacitv considerations.
Three factors played a role in determining the accuracy requirements of
a measurement. First, there was the necessity to follow a profile during
the entry and descent modes of the mission. The accuracy required in
these cases was based upon some theoretical profile which in turn was
based upon astronomical data or data from Mariner IV. If the theoretical
profile is correct, it is desirable that the data fron_ the lander instrun_ent
be accurate enough to confirm this.
In the landed phase, it is desirable to follow changes i:_ a quantity over a
diurnal cycle. As in the descent phase, the accuracy required here is
based upon the expected variation in a quantity and th_ desire to confirm
or disprove this variation.
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For _easurerr_.entswhere no significant cycle of chan£eis expected, a
value _ui_-_r.ent:==st he nnsdein settin_ the _.ccurac: desired. _-cr exan<_ie,
if [he accuracy of a probe =__trun%_nta]lo_,vsa measurement oi a quant[tv
to be made to a greater accuracy than that kno,.vnthrou@hEarth-has _&
measurements it is valuable to rnakethe measure-_rr=ent.!f the sam%eaccuracy
canbe achieved and[he measurement is of high priority or direct in nature
it may bedesirable to make the measurement.
Finally there are the devices converted to threshold instruments to cut
down onbit transmission rates. The sensitivity required in these cases
is determined by the size of the threshold stens.
The remainder of this section discusses accuracy and frequency require-
ments for each of the experiments included in the 1971payload.
First the :_easurenzen:sto be __r____dei:: the descen__phases (Phases ii andIll}
will se consiCere_. F=r the p_rpose :,f this disc=ss on, :_hase II will %e
broken up into tm_o suhohases. Phase lla shall denote tha= position of
Phase l! from entry until end of blackout. Phase lib covers the period
from end of blackout until the beginning of Phase iiI.
In Phase Ila _he three-axis acce!erometer will provide the data from which
the atmospheric density, pressure, and temperature will be calculated.
Many errors may enter into the reduction of the accelerometer data. It
was therefore decided to require an accuracy of 0. 1 percent, a figure
easily achievable with the current state-of-the-art. One sample per
second per axis is taken. The entry dynamics for the N4odel 3 atmosphere
justify this sampling rate.
In Phase lib and Iil_ the atnsospheric density will be measured directly
using t,,vo concepts - /- scat*.erln_ and tke :r_easurerr. ent of "_he atn_osp]=eric
acoustical irp_nedance and sonic velocity. T}-_e tensity is bein£ n%_-as_:red
directly \vith these devices. Since the primary purpose of the density
measurerp.ents in this n]ission is to provide data for the design of future
entry vehicles, an accuracy requirement of 5 percent has been placed on
this measurement. This accuracy is adequate for design purposes. Since
the density profile will not be as variable as that of thetemperature, it
need not be sampled so often as the temperature. The /_-scatter device,
which requires seven bits/measurement, will take a sample every 5
seconds. The acoustical densitometer, which requires Z1 bits/measure-
ment will be used as a backup to the _-scatter measurements. A total of
five rr__easurements of the atmospheric density will be made using this
device.
T_
a platinum resistance thern<ometer probe. A theoreticai vertical ten=pera-
ture profile (S. !. Rasooi and R. 5astro\v, The Atmospheres of h[ars, %'enus,
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and Jupiter, NASA-TN-D-Z303) was used as a guide in establishing the
sampling frequency and accuracy required for this experiment. A sample
spatial separation of 5 km in Phase II and i km in Phase III with an
accuracy of 1percent wo_id be adequateto follow such a profile should it
exist at Mars. However, in the Martian troposphere (this region is part
of Phase Ill) it would be advantageousto follow fluctuations in the tempera-
ture which may be indicative of weather conditions present during descent.
A sample every Z secondswas recommended which would result in a
sample approximately every 60meters in Phase III.
Pressure is, in all probability, a monotonically decreasing function with
altitude. Therefore, a sampling rate as high as that required for the
temperature measurements would not be necessary. However, it is
desirable to use the pressure data along with the ten_perature data to cal-
culate the atmospheric density through the perfect gas law. For this
reason the same sampling rate and accuracy was recon_mendedfor the
pr<ssure as for the temperature.
During descent atmospheric con_posltionn_easur,_-m_<;h[__i]] ben_adcusing
three instruunents. In tl_e peak heating period of Phas(_ Iia a radion_.eter
will record the intensity of selected molecular b&_nds of n_olccules present
in the shock-heated region in front of the vehicle. I[ is necessary to follow
the intensity time history of the chosen bands in order to h_terpret the data
available from this instrument. A sampling rate of i per second is adequate
for the worst case in this study, the Model 3 atn_osphere0
Atmospheric con_position measurements using the mass spectrometer and
the gas chromatograph will be made in Phases IIb and Ill. In this region
the composition should be fairly constant. Also, th_,se i_strun_ents require
a large nunubcr of bits per measuren_ent (gas chromatograph 56, n_ass
spectrometer 42). For this reason it is desirable to nnake a minimum
number of nneasurenzents with these instrun_t.nts. Fi,;<_'m]casuren_ents ar('
to be made with (_sch instrument.
Carbon dioxide and water are the only gases to have been detected so far
by spectroscopic means. The accuracies of the carbon dioxide measure-
ments have varied from Z0 to I00 percent. The n_easured value for the
abundance of water is accurate to within 50 percent. A measurement
accuracy requirement for this mission was set at i0 percent of the amount
of a species detected. The three instruments selected are capable of this
accuracy.
It is desirable to begin n_easuren_ents with th_: trapp<_d radiation detector
at a distance of 25 l_{artian radii froi_ the planet in order to cover the
region already exan_ined by ikAariner 1V. A sar!_p!< _\_l? I% seconds
would result in a data point approxin_atel_: ev_r. 7% t<J I00 kilormet<rs.
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This data sampiinz rate is based upon an assun_,ed lower bound on the
tion belt is about 6000 _,mzz thick in its thickest region). A sa__,:pie every
._ will allow definition of the boundary to within I0 percent and give
a significant number of sarp:ple _oints v,ithin the trapped radiation belt.
The frequency of ionospheric measurements is based upon the models of
Danilov, Chamberlain, and Yanouv I and the data obtained from R{ariner
IV Z. Assuming an entry vehicle velocity of 6 km/sec, to follow the pro-
file of Danilov (which is the worst case) a sampling frequency of Z per
second is desirable. The uncertainty in the value of the electron density
using the recommended RF probe is 50 percent.
The frequency of altitude deterrnination using the radar altimeter is
recomn__ended to be one _er second. With the exception of the RF mrobe
sampling rate, this is equal to the highest sarr,pling rate to be used in the
svsterr_ and ,,vii! prsvid_ as. altitude ta_ for the accelero_eter n_-.=asuren"._nts.
This is quite important in the reduction of the acceierorp_eter data.
On the surface, the m.easurement of wind velocities is of the highest
priority. 7o keep the bit collection rate within bounds, the following
system was selected. The anemometer would be converted to a threshold
device and would be programmed to register the number of times the
wind speed exceeded the following values: 400, 300, ZOO, 100, 50, and i0
miles/hr. The instrument would be sampled five times over a diurnal
cycle, e.g., once before sunrise, once after sunrise, noon, before sunset,
and after sunset. This will determine the period of greatest activity over
a diurnal cycle. It would be desirable to sample this experiment more
often, e.g., once an hour, but this would result in too high a bit rate.
The anen=ometer w:li be accurate to within i0 mph and have a threshold
sensitivity of I0 n_ph.
The dust particle detector wo'_d be designed to d_tect on_ly particles with
momentum in certain threshold ranges. The number of detections would
be recorded and the instrument would be sampled five times a day. In
addition, a very wide field-of-view sun sensor would be used to detect
the number of storms and/or clouds passing over it. The number of
times the intensity of sunlight dropped below a certain level would indicate
the presence of a cloud or storm. This counter would also be sampled
five times over a diurnal cycle. The samples should be taken at the same
time as the anemometer is sampled to allow correlation of wind speed with
storm activity,
Atmospheric temperature is the most variable quantity at the surface of
h4_rs.... T]_ atmospheric r_mnerat_re= _s e_tirnated to vary• fro_ 300°K
at noon on the equator to ZOq°K at "--:'_:_ at the same point. Based upon
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experience from Earth temperature changes, it is advisable to sample the
Martian atmospheric temperature at the surface once each i0 minutes.
With this sample frequency, it should also be possible to detect weather
changesby detecting the temperature changeswhich accompany them.
One-percent measurement accuracy is sufficient. A more accurate de-
termination of the temperature than Z ° to 3°K will result in the determin-
ation of temperature changes which are of little importance.
The temperature of the Martian surface itself should change less rapidly
than the atmospheric temperature near the surface. A sample of the
surface temperature every one-half hour should be sufficient.
In the landed mode it is not necessary to sample the pressure as often as
the temperature as it probably will change little over a cycle as short as
i0 minutes. One sample per hour is sufficient. The case is the same as
regards the atmospheric density. One sample per hour will be made of
t his quantity.
Within the limits of the accuracy of the gas chromatograph no changes over
a diurnal cycle in the atmospheric composition is to be expected. There-
fore, only 5 samples for the purpose of redundancy will be made.
However, a water detector will be included in the landed payload which
possesses a greater sensitivity than the gas chromatograph. If water is
present in the atmosphere, and condensation and evaporative processes
take place over a diurnal cycle as is the case on Earth, it is possible that
this instrument will sense the changes. Therefore, one sample per hour
is desirable for this instrument. The detector is accurate to f_ 30 percent
measuring a partial pressure of water of i0 -4 miiiibar_.
Using the a scattering device to obtain data on the composition of the
Martian surface, it would be advantageous to have mobility to make meas-
urem_nts at a distance from the lander site. This would increase the
probability of examining areas possessing different surface composition.
However, mobility is excluded from consideration in this study. The
surface composition may therefore be determined at only one point. There-
fore, onIy five measurements for the sake of redundancy are recommended
for this experiment. A research model has been built; tests have indicated
that the minimum amount of an element detectable is 1 atom percent. This
is more than adequate for a gross characterization of the surface
composition.
The cosmic and surface radiation detectors will be sampled once each
hour. This will allow the diurnal changes in these measurements to be
followed quite closely. The count capacity of the cosmic radiation de-
tector was based upon a theoretical estimate of the flux at the Martian
9
G
-Z6 -
1
surface (Particles and Rediation in the kfartian atn<osphere, T. Fink and
N. E_iilford, Gr_nu_<an Research Depar_rent h_,sI%_orandurn RN'_-ZZZ
(September 1963)). The theoretical estimate m_as made assuming a negi<-
gibie np_agnetic field in the vicinky of iXiars. This agrees m,ztn [he res,._!ts
obtained from kiariner IV. The logarithm of the count capacity of the
surface detector \vas arbitrarily set at twice the logarithm of _he count
capacity of the cosnnic radiation detector to cover all possibilities.
-Z7 -
3. 0 SYSTEMS INTERFACES
In developing a realistic scientific instrun_entation payload there are two prin2ary
considerations, the basic measurements required to achieve experin_ent goals
and the interface of the experiments with the overall n_ission.
Volume II describes the scientific payload synthesis procedures -- that is the
interative process that defines the overall systen_s constraints on the scientific
payload, i.e., weight, allowable bit rate. bit storage capability, and allowable
peak power, and power duty cycle.
The intent in this section is to develop both the overall scientific instrumentation/
systen_ interface and the functional relationships between particular instruments
and real system constraints.
Table IV lists the 1971 mission payload instrur_ents and illustrates the relation-
ship b_,,<_................p_<_c measuren_ent requirements and the overall n_ission profile.
I)hysica! characteristics of the instrun_ents are presented in Sectlon 7. 0. Th_
._...... i',-_ the d{. entcon_rnunications requiren_ents for the instrun2entatiou ar_: _,, ,n , ,r ,_c
*--,_aj_ectoryin Table V, and for the landed payload h_ Table. VI. A detailed des-
cription of the payload per se is given in paragraph 4. ].
3. 1 FLIGHT SEQUEh'CE
Th{' ov{_rall flight sequence for the mission is shown in Volun2e I, Section 2. 0.
In the present section prin;ary en2phasis \_ill be 6n the post-FS/FC separation
phase of the mission. The scientific payload is ess,.,t_tially dorn2ant durin_ t:he
fii_ht sequence prior to separation, except for occasional diagnostic status checks
and necessary instrun_ent calibration.
Instrument calibration is desirable while the flight capsule is c(mn<-cted to the
flight spacecraft as th_ _nstrun_ents can then dra\\ on the spacecraft po\_{_l supply,
without increasing the batter}" weight requlren_ents in the meight-iin_ited flight
capsule. In particular, the calibration of con_position and particle radiation
measuring devices can be completed at this tin2e. Sample gases can be used to
calibrate such instrun_ents as the pressure transducer, the gas chromatograph,
the n_ass spectrometer, and acoustic densiton_eter. It is conceivable that the
particle source experiments could also be calibrated by checking them out against
kno\_n san_ples as the scattered radiation fron_ both the a and /j experiments is
at a comparatively low level. It does not seen_ feasible to check the trapped or
surface radiation experin]ents, since, providing a test saniple which could produce
an ad{'quat{, l-ange of energy levels does not appear attractive. Ho\vever_ caiibra-
ti{}n {)f the cosn_ic radiation measuring device could be readily con_pleted during
stat_:s checks of the instrun_ent payload, as extren_ely energetic protons and
heavy ions will be constantly in2pinging on the telescope detectors throtu/hout the
flight. The results can be con_pared with those obtained by the spacecraft's
particle detectors.
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_-]t( 17ru!uta]-v]_azarrit , !]ue]Kstrtl;"__t,:it&_<t<%_],;rM%±the c,r.:Ts,_])a-'_aTic:']22orIio_%of
the ::, _ssi<,__] is t];_:_ thi rn:ai <nv2ronnue;tt ;ns::!e t} t. steri]£z_:tio< &a._%ster. Ho.,.-
ever. P.]aintenance of adec_.ate tin--]_e:-at<-;res for ti_e iri-Oad batt£ries in their
nonoperationa2 state, _{-; to 12(i_F, u. o2i( st-:c_2 to be th£ oyerridiR_ desisn co:2-
dition. The reeuiren2ents for sterilization and hk_}_ _ ioad_ on i_-_act_._ or durin 8
is not a problen2 for the experiments.
There is a definite possibility of seein Z a very lo\v pressure or pressure equiva-
lent to space vacuum inside the sterilization capsule for ion Z periods durin Z both
the interplanetary Jlizht and the posts(paration phase. Although instrun_ents \_ili
be designed to n=eet this problen_, e. _.. expos,are of !o'A vapor pressure organic
• __, .o_erated. tv.'on-_ater-ia! v.hich n]isht exDerlence deleterious effec .... ._.c,uld not be _
mroblen_s are present; :_nec]tanucal de'si<,-._r_:ent arn2s n:av incur cob/-v, eldin_
effects c'._ur!n_ ionu hard :ac_txRl e:-lor_s2res ard sa:Tple aco'uisitis_. :2:bes v. il!
:,x_as __n t}e <ase f _ R_e < _<st!tu<_2".s _" .<t( r 'au<.'/ it-. _2,afuic llr_ Skis :2, ay
or(ate a t;-a12ffiellt CORUiIIOIZ %_.L'7111:/ _212-a_ s&12-uDie 8. CC,£.lSlIIL-.,2% ".2ai ,ieic£s i12%aild
results. _]<at is. .-ntil <<urii%riu]":. is :-,_acnec: a si±Ri:icant osrtion :au flue con-
--*;..... * is adso:bed r.,nto the surface Laver c,f the san_ml_ ::co:xs!tlon tube
Postseparation operations, as sho\,,n in Table lY can }_e ro_.ohlv cate:8orized into
four phases;
Phase I Post separation to entry
Phase II Entry to main parachute deplovn2ent
Phase iii _,_a:n_'_ :°araclu-Ke derolo\n]( nt *_,_ inu,_act•
-i-able VII sun:n=arimes tit( tra]_ctorv tt]7ue. (-rent. _nl aitilude k2storv £ropn entrx-
to inlDact for th< _ referer, ce Ira (ctor,, cases. -}:<_s( tra,ectc:ries have beer: used
to establish the data rate. da,_a stora±e, and paye: recntrenuents for the descent
phase o£ the n:ission.
It should be noted that the fo!lo\ving discussion covers all recomrr_ended 19,71
payload experiments, A priority list (para8raph 2. 4. l) has been established for
the experiments. The reference design described in Volun]e It carries a payload
based on the priorit)" list, consistent v. ith al!omable pav!oad v,ei_hts. Establish-
nuent of the priority list is an essential tool to facilitate necessary pa)-ioad per-
turbations .'_R_r!nt_ the conceptual desian phase of the stud\-. _._< increm<entai
,,-_eu_ht cost of each experinzent bevo::d the firs! instrun_ent is sho,,vn in Table
: TT The _ .......\'l±_. first exDerinuent ",\eight i,-clude < _ece s_arv teleco_<unicatlo- _- eaui_-
Nient &:_c <- oo_=.el ...... _- "_,xyi_i ) ".=,eis:ut lot trarus2nuissioun of data accr22red 8%: the acceiero
n2etsP -P22v. incren-enta u. eisllt s £< 2! e talance :,i _}2_:- 22-Stl- t]n-e:-ts include *scv,er,
connznnunication, rDrackets, and caBii::s _enaities :or ,.:ach stez,.
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During phase I, trapped particle radiation measurements are the only payload
functions. The instrument is activated Z00 minutes prior to entry. The integrated
number of counts from the GM tubes are recorded and the logarithm of the inte-
grated count is stored in the data storage after each sample. Stored data can
then be read out as part of the engineering status data from at the entryn_inus
five minutes event.
Phase II encompasses the period from entry at 800, 000 feet_ through blackout,
through the parachute deployment sequence, ending when peak deceleration g on
the main parachute are sensed and the entry vehicle structure is jettisoned. The
measurement sequence is initiated on sensing of 0. I g by the accelerorneter.
Data acquisition begins at this point for the accelerometer, pressure and tern-
perature transducers, the radiometer, the R! _ probe, and the radar altimeter.
Trapped radiation measurements cease at the time that this measurement sequence
starts. It should be realized that meaningful data acquisition in the high altitude
region of the low density atmosphere probably is neither attractive nor promising.
In particular, the radar altimeter is not designed to function at altitudes greater
than 200, 000 feet and in any event does not function during blackout. However,
the resultant integrated power demand is not large. Therefore, as a switching co
convenience to sin_plify programming and improve overall system reliability the
operation of this set of experiments is initiated by a single command.
Perhaps the most vital engineering data from the mission will be accumulated
by the accelerometer during Phase If. During t_e early portion of the study, the
assumed data rate from the accelerometer measuren_ent was by far the greatest
single contributor to the payload bit requirements, i.e., 315 bits per second.
This formidable data acquisition rate was due to a requirement for following
• " _ "11 _-_three-axis oscii]ations of the en_ry vehicle; I.e., as_u _c_ an os_l,,_ ,on rate
of 3 cps second, five san-_ples per cycle and seven bits per sample, the total
three-axis bit rate requirement was 315 bits per second. This requirement
swarz_ped out all other instrument bit requirements. As this bit rate and asso-
ciated storage requirement proved incompatible with even the most optinxistic
communicatiu_s _yster±% capability the initi_J r_q_i_ernent was reevaluated.
Review of previous related work and the limits of sample trajectories indicated
that the amplitude of the oscillations about the mean acceleration history trace
in typical cases was such that only a slight error is incurred if the measuren_ents
do not follow the actual trace of the oscillations. A further reduction in possible
error is provided by the altitude reference marks provided by the radar altimeter.
These markings reduce the potential error sources by providing altitude corre-
lation data thereby reducing the open-loop error incurred if calculations had to
be based only on impact timing.
-38-
!Litk T3cr 5eCO:iZ, :< :_:_= L:<r a>i:- ::_r _.-_: .:: :. _f ::c _ssa:-)- tkLs co-_]c! be f -rt}_r
reduced by taring tke root suzT:: s<yaare Drncikc-_ of t- e t}.ree acce!eror:;eters.
Thc Da±ance oi the exDerL_IcNts _ _°_'-_ao<-_ il COnSls<s Drlillarlly <,* Con%posillON
n_easurements, i.e., radion:eter, n<ass spectron<eter, gas chron_atograph, and
the acoustic densitometer. The latter three experin_ents are initiated at the end
of blackout. Radiometer nneasuren:ents are conducted through blackout, \vith the
most valuable data being collected during peak heating, prior to the start of heat
shield ablation. The radiometer vehicle design interface m_ill be covered in de-
tail in paragraph 3.2. A]thoush the r_diometer is redundant and a large bit
contributor, it is extren_ely valuable in that it provides unique high altitude
co1_%position data during the _*r.ost critical rrission pRase.
.The mrin_arv con%nosition <iata is sd_ticiDated to conic fro_:: the redundant gas
£kron\a:asra-s-_ ar.£ n_a_=_ _=To£clrclr-<<er. Adciitic.nm.i cm::'_r4mosi'.ion support ala
v ill :snme fro.n-, ii-_e 8co_is:to £, :-__=il£:R._:ler x_easi!an:m_lt :}_ _i:: :.,sr_}:e tic nlean
_8__%1,.-c :far v:ei_ht, i-]%es< _kree r:meas:trennents <ira _: sar_-.p!es front a com_'_on
n_anifo!d so as to faciiRar, e .data correlation and interpretation. The iirnkin2
iter_ls that detern_ine the frequency of _easurerne_-As are hit rate and storage
i_nzltatzons, an< the co!<._parativel,/ _._ (lO =econds) -_= .... p_e processing time
Phase Ill encompasses the period from deployment of the n_ain parachute until
impact. It does not include any data recorded during or subsequent to impact
of the suspended assembly on the k4artian surface. The only additional instru-
N'_ent is the /J-scatter experinnent, ar: atmospheric density _easurement.
T]se acc<_]es_o_eter is _nr)e_'atec} J_R, a _-,.:.c%t_c.#c] s.grt:Ti_ :., }< _:--<!e, ] sanqp]e per 20
seconds, so as to reduce tke rat,: of <!__ta accurnu_a_::>:_" - c_r_n_: _ Phase !ii. Data
accun%ulated durin_ this _>erio< is interspersed v iti_ th< <:iata collected and stored
<!ur:ns blacko-ir ar-£ r_..a_._ 4_r_ _ -;--_,: r*- _:_--- i,.% '. -:ir-: ' desce:tt, _?x. first
i5 franzes of data w840_ bits} are r_air_e£ zn ire irxern_/ _=tora_e and retrans-
N_itted by the direct link in, mediately subseouent to lcn<ing.
An arbitrary re@uirennent has been set to take three sets of sarnp!es with the
gas chromatograph, mass spectron'eter and acoustic densiton_eter con_bination
\vhile on-chute subsequent to main parachute dep!ovrnent. These measurennents
serve a dual purpose. First, they provide confirmation of the one or two samples
taken prior to parachute depioym_ent. In addition, the probability of acquiring
representative atn_ospheric samples is considerably greater during the final
descent phas_ titan it is i> Phase II. {.During Phase _, the entry vehicle structure
and heat shield are still in place and there is a _=trc,_c_..--possibility of coilectin__._
perturbed sam<D:_s contam=inated by a:}!atzon and o<x:_ass {_=' products Ho',_ever.
In addition to its basic function of supplying altitude r{_fercnc, n_arkin_s, the
radar altimeter \rill be used in a secondary nlode to perfornl crude surface
roughness and \rind velocity measurements. This n-_ode in_ooses only a slight
added load on the communications system].
The final mission phase, Phase IV, includes n_easuren_cnls taken during impact
and for a period of 24 hours thereafter. All landed experinnents are operated
inm_ediately after landin Z so as to acquire one con_pletc sam's)!('. This surface
experin_ent data can thus be transmitted to the flight spacecra!t via the re'lay link
prior to injection of the spacecraft into orbit. The data is also stored for direct
transmission to the DSIF.
A significant lraction of the total data acquired is acc:un_ulated in the initial
measurement sequence as the impact accelerorneter and the penetr_n]eter arc
co_7_pleted at this tinge. These experiments are larg_ contrib,ttors to the landed
payR)ad bit requiren_ent because extremely short tin]{, incren',ents are needed
over the estin_ated timna, acceleration history, in order [o accuraTcl\_ ,_rac_erize-_.... *
in st-ncral, the ba _a_c'_ u of the experiments fall into the _(_]h)\.:_._ s_quencn_.
c at('f,o ties:
i, E×p(rin]ents that atten_pt to ioNo\\ local n]eteoro!cb_ca_ or i_, .....o_,
conditions over the diurnal cycle, i.e. , pr< ssure and teN]perature trans-
d_cers, n]icrophones, and water detectors.
i. Expcrilncnts n_casurin Z quantities which ar< - _._ul:Lcd to bc cssentia]l'/
_. InstrunHu_ts that make frequent _easuren_ents _lu_in# the diurnal cycle
and c[_ pend on cxt_-nsive internal data processin_ t_ red,R:e data transn'ission
ads <] s_or8_. |'_'qniFel]lents, i. e,, anen_oIslet_F,_ ._,_-i]]ilLli',:'[)il{_:_<:: .
%. 2 DESIGN
The scientific payload is divided into two categories in fern,s of the design inter-
face: external and internal payload. External instrun_,-_.qtalion is attach(,d to the
outer vehicle structure and is not designed to survive landing in-ipact. The. in-
ternal payload is designed to survive landing in, pact loads.
Althou_h there have been a _ultitude of payload capsule s}]ai:,,._sand concepts
revic',\'ed durir<: the study there are currently only t',__ < on'pc, titors tb_at appear
attractiv( . _£h{.se are the lenticular, \vhich prov[<les a < rude, ]<)ca] vertical du_)
to its £eoh_etry, and the flotation sphere which n_ak_s use _}f an offset e. t_.
to a]i_n tb.e payload vertical axis along the local verti¢},l, Ja[Ne !K illustrates
the contparative payload \veights for the t\vo concepts !'. _:.i.(:_:]_1 },(_ noted that
the ]entJcu]ar s)stem_ nR_st provide dual deployI_cnt i .r i_zsi r_:e_:'. £ronpings,
1 .
ther_b,; incurring a significant pena]t'y i_: both scic:x_;_, _n._ _e±eco;:,_',ur_ications
sub syst:e_ weigl:ts.
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The following paragraphs describe the major considerations entering into defining
the scientific instrumentation/design interface for both external and internal
payloads.
In the external payload, the major considerations are packaging and san_ple
acquisition. Atmospheric sample acquisition during Phases I and II of the des-
cent presents difficulties. However, in Phase I, the only access requircm_nt
can be solved by integrating the trapped radiation telescope int_ the _-ntry _chicie.
i.e., using the telescope cover or first element (with known characteristics) as
the necessary access hole without breaking the surface of the outside structures.
In all flight capsule designs, the majority of the external instrurnentation is
packaged on the periphery of the after structure, inside the thern_al protection
structure. Instrument location has been largely dictated by balance requirements
and by the need for minimizing interference with the conn_nunications antennae.
The one major instrument grouping is the composition and density measuring
complex, i.e., the gas chromatograph, mass spectrometer, and acoustic den-
_itorneter combination. In order to simplify san_ple acqu[siti,)n an4 in_prc_ve
data correlation on a given sample, a con_n_on n_anifold i_ ,_scd Io gather a.t_,_s-
phere samples. The manifold is open on both ends so. d'at aft, ,_ tb_ _:nt_:y _.ehicle
is jettisoned sazilpl_:s can be acquired from_ either end of the tube,
Temperature and pressure sampling requirements are ainu n-_iininal, r<quiring
only simple access to the atmosphere. It shouhl be noted however that the ac-
cess hol_s and instruments must be related so that radiative and convective
heatLng during entry do not create local hot spots in the ther_]al barrier or in
the instrument itself.
The beta scatter experinxent may be a problem in that Lts detectors require a
clear windo\v to the atmosphere with dimensions on the order of 4 in 2.
Integration of the radion_eter into the heat shield is a i)rilnar_ pr.ob!,.u) i,_ _c,_:
d_-._gu _rea. This is due to two basic considerations:
i. The necessity for inclusion of a quartz window at the stagnation point,
with resultant difficult seal problems.
Z. The requirement for viewing of uncontaminated radiating entry-created
gas constituents. This requirement may necessitate th_ use of a berylliun_
heat sink or thin annulus surrounding the quartz \vh]do_< so as 1o a]]o_, the,
\_indov. to viem' a sample uncontaminated by ablation pr<,dt_cts during vehicle
entry. The area of the beryllium is dependent on the anticipated nkagnitude
of the angle of attack envelope during peak heating.
The RF probe in,poses a requirement on the heat shield _,r _n a_ea of n_eta!iic
coati_g which will act as a capacitor.
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Nor The internal payload, the priLnary considerations are -_hern:a! control, pack-
a_in_ _nd £eplol,-n%ent. Crush it strct-.e req__renLents ant ]a-nncR vehicic envelop<:
constrainzs con:bine to rr'._inin=ize the ps}-!oad container volu._7_e. In addKion,
ante_mna cavities. Te]econ_n%unica:ions equip_.ent, and batteries take up a signi-
ficant fraction of _he available Lnterior volume. The result is that in container
confiourations the experiments are usually housed in an ar_nulus around the peri-
phery of the container. Thermal control of the instrument volume then becomes
a problem_ in that if internal heat generation is necessary to ensure maintenance
of instrument operating temperatures at night, the instruments need heat paths
from the energy source and need to be mounted so as to minimize heat loss to
the outside container surface.
l-he use of the sheet explosive tec.h_nique to remove conical sections of crushup
at instrument deployment points is then preferable both from_ the crushuD removal
reliability and from the < _ '" _nerrrp_a_ con_ro_ vie,,vpoints.
r R_kagir'_ tken reDresen'_s a tradeoff %e:v-een T,.vo essentially incon_-:_aTible _oals:
:_ ......._at_-on of tnerrp_a_ _=ses _ur_n_2 =Tcra_e ant landed operation, and
ru_.2edized n:oun[inz so as to survive ia_nck, en_r,/, impact vibration and decei-
era_ion, and shock loads.
Although this is a relatively sin_ple payload from the deployment aspect_ n_ech-
anization of the deployable instrument groupings is still a major design consider-
ation. The complexity of deployment is further complicated by the possible
vacuum environment exposure of surfaces that must operate in actual contact.
Design techniques sho\vn in paragraph 1.4. !0 of Vol. V, Book 6 largely eliminate
this problem in thatpurelyrotational movement is minimized. _ necessary,
rotational movements could be totally eliminazed. The technique of deploying
instrun=ent groupings on telesconin_ rods \vith _as _enerators minimizes the
exposure of bearing surfaces to the vacuum environ:m_ent, in addition, if neces-
sary, -plastic seals _nd or n=ol}-bdenurn disulfide lubricants can be used To ovpr-
conue :he potential rroblen<.
Deployment requirements per se are minin_ized by groupLn£ sets of experiments
in deployment units. This approach has the dra\vback of losLng a set of instru-
nnents rather than a single one in case of deplo}u_ent svsten: failure. Horn-ever,
the complexity and packaging difficulty inherent in a one to one deployn_ent sys-
tem seem to preclude its use, In addition, the specification of redundant experi-
ments allow's groupings that are functionally equivalent for the most part.
Although the primary emphasis in this phase of the study has been on the 1971
payload, it is apparent that later, more sophisticated payloads will have a signi-
fican_ impact on the overall flight capsule system. In particuiar, equipment in
the following categories has major impact on system design:
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i. Equipment with elaborate deployment requiren_ents such as soil sample
collectors or landed television can_eras.
Z. Equipment \vith large power requirements such as television or infra-red
microscopes.
3. Equipment that is impractical or impossible to harden sufficiently to
withstand hard (or semi-soft) landings such as television and R TG's.
It should also be noted that although reference payloads for 1973 and 1975 n_issions
have been identified in paragraphs 4. 2 and 4. 3 in the case of the ]973 payload, the
actual allowable payload limitations may preclude any significant alterations to
the basic 1971 payload. Therefore the assumption n_ade in this subsystem is
that the 1973 and 1971 payloads are essentially identical \vith no n_ajor instru-
mentation switches other than that occasioned by improvements in the state-of-
the -art.
Pre._ent information regarding the IViars atmospheric _t±'<L_t_rc indicates that for
_he ]975 n_ission, a landing system with retrorockets _o brake ih_: vehic]_'s des-
cen[ velocity and provide a soft landing (less than 30 ft/se< _._,_J{__ vel_citT) is
attractive. In any event, a soft landing seems necessar}- _s it does riot appear
feasible to harden certain of the scientific equipmen[ and long tern_ po\ver sup-
plies (either RTG_s or LiCI fuel cells) to withstand a h<gh-g in,pact. In addition,
it is not possible to supply sufficient crushup volui_e to reduce interior g loadings
to the range of shock loads that the instruments can stand. Scientific instrun_ents
such as the mass spectrometers, television, neutron inelastic scatter, and the
infrared microscope are exan_ples of equipment for v hic], hardening seenns ex-
tr_nnelv d_ficu!t.
The landed weight of these concepts is approxin_ate]y 2200 pounds. The payload
volumes as shown are consistent with packaging dt_nsities of 30 ib/ft 3 or less.
Therefore payload container volun_e does not in itsell _e,n: to bca proble_,n aree_
Hov',:w_ the extensive deployment and/or sample acquisition _i__ability rcqulred
from the experiment set results in a difficult packaglnt_ proi:)ierr_. Be_ .....(
the interplaybetm_een the requirement for a sizeable retros?sten_, and the booster
envelope restriction, the natural and desirable packaging location for the' landed
payload is in a toroidal container around the retrosystem space. This location,
coupled \vith the removal of the requirement of 4,v steradian crushup surrounding
the payload tends to simplify the deployment process per se. Conversely, the
absolute number of deployment and sample acquisitions r('9_ti_'cd, vith associated
mechanization and deplo}n-nent units, creates an extre_el} <.,n_plex positioning
and relative location requirement on the various instruments. This is illustrated
by the fact that out of the 29 landed experiments, 15 require either category 2 or
3 deployment (i.e., need extensive deployment oz i_e_:d to acquire' a sa_nple for
analysis).
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-!-he _s:aJor inroact of t_'e i!i7f pa<]oac, as ca}led out in para£rash 4, } is that re-
_ardiess oi the atn-_osp}sere con--position and pressur_ a s<,_:t landing is reculre::,
-his recuirernent is £{_tated bosh by the instrun%ents s_oecqfded and b'f the pov. er
supply recuiren-lent innoiicit in a ion_-terr,n relalive!y hig]: pov,_ r den_an ndssion
The secondary innpact is that deployment requiren_ents are such that a specific
local vertica3 sn@ _=_{d psy]r)_d tie-d_:,wn }re also definite requirennents.
3.3 TELECOMMUN!CATIONS
In this section the sampling sequence of the scientific payload as it relates to
s_mthesis, of the communicaiions anu ......uaLa nanu±±ng" _ysteiy_s is dis_us_ ..... _-
lishin8 the sampling sequence involves the decision as to which instruments in
the payload are to be sanupied concurrently. From a data-gathering, storase,
and transrs_ission point of viev: l_' vcould be _ost advantageous if tlne experin_ent
san%plin 8 could be arranged so that a steady flov,-of bits is collected for storage
n-unicatio_-_ s\-sten< in such a steady state case. P,7orsz__a!b, = smc}-: a state of affairs
_._....u_ exist. In every onase of a nnission there are periods of peak @ata-nanC_li_E
and -_,_=:__oeriods. The __vstenn nnust he designed ._{-_.the Dear case. _Itis the pur-
-,_,=_ _f n =_r_ des{_n Dro!rar'_ to evolve a system which aooro_ches the steady
state case as close as possible,
If a group of instruments must be sampled together this constrains the data
handling to operate in a nonsteady state. If such requirements do exist they
n_ust be justified. For the ]971 mission it was required that the following in-
struments be sampled together:
In Phase II (Entry)
Acceleron_eter
Radion<ete _"
Radar aitinneter
Z. Pressure
Temperature
3. Mass spectrometer
Gas chr on_atog r aph
Atmosr_heric densitometer
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In Phase III (Parachute)
i. Pressure
Temperature
2. Mass spectrometer
Gas chromatograph
Acoustic densiton_eter
In Phase IV (Post hnpact)
i. Gas chron_atogr aph
Acoustic densitometer
2. Force anen_omete r
Particle impact microphone
in Phase II both the acceleron_eter and radar a!tin"._er v.i]! provide
data from which the entry trajectory will be reconstructed. TL_ data
from both instrun_ents will be supplemental and partly redundant to
each other. Thus, these instruments should be sa_npled together. ']-he
radiometer data requires correlation with the trajectory data for inter-
pretation.
and throughout Phase III, This data \viii be u._:od _<> caicul_t< i._c particle
number density by means of the perfect gas lay,-, it is, th_refor_ -, desirable
to make these n_easurenzents together,
tograph will be aided by data from the mass spc,<tr<>i-,-_<.!er and vie_ versa.
As the atmospheric densitometer may possibly provid{_ information on at-
mospheric composition (see description of this instrlu_ent in Section 7. 0
for further information on this point), the data col]ect<_d by it may aid in
the reduction of the data from the other t\vo instrur_<u_ts. _!o assure that
all three instruments analyze atmosphere san_ples of t:[_esa:r_e con_position,
they should be progran_med to make measurem_'nt_, 1og_ tI_<.r. This also
applies to the atmospheric analysis to be perforn;ea i:_¢_]_;_s,_IV. !fete
only the gas chromatograph and atmospheric dens_t<,n_{ te_ _v[il be used, and
they should be programmed to make n_easuren enl- r<)L_th_r.
Finally, in Phase IV the data collected by the a::<:_;,:::,:{ r _{nd the particle
in,pact microphone should be san_pled togelh,:_ _i . .{!., }_mn<:iiir'_s?st_.-n_.
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The r:mrticle in-.r,ac: _,-_r'_--'-_,r,np-:ill coilec _ ':ata on the sc-caiied _,_artian:
£'r_st stc_rrr.s. A hi gk storm% aczivitv s?_ould c( rreiat( ",-ilk ki£_]_:-,,_ind c::t=i-
<ions. l< is desirable there[ore that this instrunkent be san%pied al _]-_e sa_<e
_inze as the ane=v-_on%c'ter.
3.4 LANDING SITE
For the 1971 mission, it is expected that the primary considerations for landing
site selection will be the co_Yrrnunications requirements of the landed capsule.
Ho\_ever, the scientific merits of the various sites which fali within the corn-
fall within the trajectory constraint have been studied.
The basic assun<p<ions leading _o the selection of a iandin_ site are as fol!ov, s.
The site shall be v,i_-i_ =30 s_rees !aritude of the sub-Earth moint at the tin-,e
of l_ _,_ . The iandi-_ <at< v, ili be betv een 51 October i971 and 9 February
i<}72, _:-_e =_-_arth =:Linl <-arks fro;:n i _ t-_ _m ,ue_rees sour]: la:itide darin_
<}<e laneins period. A dispersion of --5£0 kilon=e<ers or absut ---& de_rees larituce
exists in :he landed footprint. To ailov, for the full iandin_ period, <he perrnis-
sih!e latitudes must fail betm'een 6 degrees north and 4% de_zrees sou_n latitude.
If aiiov;ance is n%ade for dispersion, then the target si[e must be betv,-een 2 and
40 degrees south latitude.
These considerations immediately rule out Syrtis Niajor which lies almost wholly
in the northern hemisphere. Solis Lacus (20 to 31 degrees south latitude) be-
comes a rather unattractive candidate because the dispersion provides a good
chance for a connplete miss in either latitude or longitude. Such a n_iss would
n-_ost _o .... \ place the lander in a d_=er_ _egion. A]_ou_h the 1971 n=ission
\viii not carry television _r bJo]ogicai e\-perin_en<s, it n-_>u]d sri]] he very desir-
able to _lace the lander in a dark re_ion v, hich v. ili at i_ast be sin-__ilar to the
iandin_ sites __;rcr<:s<d i-_r later nuissions. .% survey of the sites avaiia%ie in
_, -_,_:,{-'_:< <_i_u-:e tek ahoy s :_:_ cancida[es. :'.Lare 5irer:un< _taraet: 24
dearees latitude, 17i <(sr(,es lo_,{_-_u_'e% <: :\,iarc' Cin:n_e_iun% - LaesZrv_zoniu_r_
Sinus [_- f _. _-: .......... re Tvrrhenur'_, r_e . .. Ce[re_s latitude, _?o degrees io]_l[%ice), },[a
(target: 12 degrees latitude, 263 degrees longitude), _X[argaritifer Sinus (target:
13 degrees latitude, Z! degrees longi_ude), and N[are Ery_hraeuN'_ (target: 22
degrees latitude, 44 degrees longitude). Of these h4are Sirenu:_ and N[argaritifer
Sinus are some\vhat questionable on grounds of size m;hiie there is relatively
little difference between the other three. However, the Mariner IV television
camera scanned across .N4are Sirenum w-ith pictures seven, eight, and nine.
These pictures provide additional data on the environment of the landing site
m_hich will not be available for any of the other ca_didate sites. Even if the
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impact point is at the southern edge of the dispersion circle, at which point a
somewhat desertlike region of low brightness separates Mare Sirenun_ from
Mare Cimmerium, the lander would not be in aparticularlyundesirable spot. It
is therefore recommended that Mare Sirenum be chosen as the landing site. If
this site is regarded as too risky, if the dispersion or communications constraints
change, then the best alternative would probably be Mare Cimmeriurn, because
of its size and degree of darkness. Both of these sites have the added advantage
for communications of at worst providing a site only 14 degrees from the sub-
Earth point.
For a mission without television or biological experiments the exact date and
hour of landing are not as critical as for missions carrying such experiments.
However, since the wave of darkening will pass the landing site latitude about
31 October 1971, it would be desirable to land as close to this date as possible
to obtain data on water vapor concentration and other atmospheric constituents.
This time period is thought to be particularly significant for Martian life forms
if they do exist. Landings after 1 January 1972 would be much less attractive
from this point of view° The hour of landing and mission life should be so timed
that n_easurements are taken at least during the period of fe_' hnurs before and
after a sunrise or sunset. Preferably both a sunrise and sunset should be in-
cluded in the measurement period. Atn_ospheric con_position changes, wind and
temperature effects, which are of considerable engineering and scientific interest,
may be expected to be most pronounced at these times.
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4. ! 1971 PAYLOAD
The scientific instrun<ent payload recomnzended to collect environmentai data
in the vicinity of and on the surface of R{ars for the 1971 flight capsule is
specified in this section. It is advantageous to classify the scientific payload
into two categories. The first of these categories is the payload to be used
during the descent to the Nfartian surface. This payload is summarized in
Table X _' second ' is the ..................:-- to <_ us _'_ ......1_t
R_t_a. surface. This pav!oad is _ _-.4 _ indata after inspact on the __ 4 .
Table hi. Data describing the instri_entation m_eight, volurn_e, power require-
:_e-,_+s, hits per rr_easuren_ent, san-niin_ _ rate> and the deplovrnent_. nzode are
also presented in these tables. The _:ission is further divided into the four
phases S_=crised i'% oa_-_nnB_9__r.. _._ _>. _<m,_en the sarr_e instr_n<e:lt is 1o be used
in _--_- than _ne ohase, its vve_oht ai%d voi_nne in the second phase are £iven
in parenthesis to indicate that they are not to be added to the total. The deploy-
ment code used in the tables is the following:
instru_ent requires no deployment and no access to outside of the
vehicle
i Instrument requires access but no deployment
Z Simple deployn-_ent required, e. g. , extension of arm from the capsule
Con%piex mep_oy___ent required, e.g. instrun<ent nnust be denLoved so
that contact \vith surface is achieved
+_ Ces%ovn:ent recuiren-:en_s v'iii be given in theA n__ore detailed statement ol _._
description of each instrurr.ent \vhich foKov,'s.
4. 1. 1 instrument Descriptions
The paragraphs beiow provide summary descriptions of the instrunzentation
required for the 1971 payload including factors such as accuracy requirements,
deployment requ.irements, and possible vendors.
4. i. I. 1 Accelerometer
A standard type inertia accelerorneter is recommended for measure-
_r_:ent of the deceleration descent history in Phase !!. A requiren%ent
of 0. l-percent accuracy of measurennent is desired and is \vithin the
state oi the a ,-_. Tne acceierometer is located as ._,_earas oossible to
the center _ _:_-v._)_....o:'+h__ fli£ht, cap_ule._ A dla[- ran£e unit is used
to minin%ize the den:and on accuracy over an izireasonac, ie range.
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4. 1. 1. Z Atmospheric Pressure
The atmospheric pressure will be measured fron: the beginning of
entry. Measurements will continue at the rate of I per i seconds
down to impact. One pressure tranducer has been found which nnay
cover the whole range of pressures to be expected on the mission.
This is a device in development at N_ASA/Ar'_es. If it should prove
that this device cannot be used, measuren:en_s i_ dze entry Phase II
will be made using a subminiature vacuum pressure gauge developed
by the Hastings-Raydist Co. In the lower-altitude Phase lit, two
pressure gauges con:einto consideration, tl:e Selt_.iducer being developed
by the Oiannini Corp., and a magnetic rel ictance type of transducer
produced by the Pace Engineering Co. These last nan_ed devices also
are most suitable for measurements on th_ surface. A requirement
of l-percent accuracy has been placed upon the: presswork. :_easurernents.
The descent pressure transducers _:_ e depi:?%ed to _-' :ear of the
\rehJoIe. On the surface, access to the aln:<)sphc':_ is required by
the :ransducer.
4. i. I. 3 Temperalure _kleasurem:ents
The atmospheric temperature n_easuren:e_:t will b_in at the end of
blackout and will continue <]o\_n to in:pact and on tke _irface. Also,
the Martian surface te_npera1'_re \viii be mea<ured. All measuren_ents
will he made with a platinun: resistance type tl:ern_on_eter. A possible
vendor for this devic_ is the Rosen_ont En_i_:_:i:._: ,i_<_., oi hlinneap<dis,
_,__inL,.An accuracy of 2°C is requir_d.
On the descent, th_ ten_peralure sensor \viii i)e depio),ed on a boon: to
the rear of the flighl capsule and will be the:-!-:_!_' is_i_ed fron: the
vehicle. _oo_l d_plo?n:ent and :solar:o=: i/ _: , !.._i_,,{! <)J ih< _t_,_,s-
phcric and surface ten:perature sensors to :,< ,: _: < :m the s:_rfac_.
4. 1. i. 4 Acoustic Densiton:eter
This instrument will be used to detern:ine the _,_!:,_ospi_eric <i_ns:ly,
mean molecular weight, and the C /C v rati<>, h_c:_:_urenlen1_ v,iii begin
at the end of blackout and will continue do_ J_ t:o]_:qo:,=t. A s<cond unit
will n_ake mea_uren:en_s on the surface, '1-_= : ,, :< : __ _,_i_i! developed
at NASA, Godd_,r([. N[ea_urernents of I -pert<::: .....-<,:'a,_y\rill be n_ade
Access to the atn:osphere is llecessal_ to _,:]i,_:: F_,zc-tat_/'ef,_cFlls,
4o i. i. 5 b!ass Spectrorr,_t_r
_-lle mass spect:',_I::ctr._:" 'v i:.:. ,= :::_eci : :: ,, . : .., ' : :::::_ ,i_.lqqos
pheric compositi,>:: :r,.>r: ,_;::,l ,t :.iac:< ...... :.,_ . t 5(; ,_
_5?_
•-_ _ n _ <._ _£_.
NASA, Ooodard.
this instrument.
tion.
have develosed a quadrupole nuass soectrorr=eter for
.An accuracy of i0 percent has been _btained with
Access to the atn<osphere is necessary for opera-
4. i. 1.6 Gas Chromatograph
Like the mass spectrometer the gas chromatograph will determine
the atmospheric compositions at points from end of blackout down to
impact. A second unit will be used to make measurements on the
atmospheric analysis. An accuracy of i0 percent is required of the
instrument. Access to the atmosphere is necessary.
4. i. i. 7 Radar Altin_eter
i_he radar a!ti_=eter will deternuine height above the )dartlan surface
from entry to innpact, and may also provide inforn<ation about wind
velocity and surface roughness. A requirement of -l-percent accuracy
has been made. A great number of companies exist which could develop
this instrument. Among them are Avco, Bendix_ Fairchild, G.E. ,
G.P.L., L.F.E., Minneapolis Honeywell, Raytheon, Ryan, Sanders
Associates, and Westinghouse. The antenna must be placed so that
the vehicle's structure does not obstruct its view.
4. i.i.8 Radiometer
The radiometer will measure the intensity of selected molecular bands
of the co_'_ponents of the Martian atmosphere excited by the shock wave
of the entry vehicle. From this information, the atrr_ospheric com-
oosition \viii be dete-_-__.___,_Q._ Avco is developing a prototype of this
instrurr.ent at the present tinge. It is expected to Le able to determine
atrrospheric constituents to an accuracy of 10-percent. A transparent
m'indo\v must be placed at the stagnation point of the entry vehicle to
allow transmission of the shock layer radiation to the sensing devices.
4. I. 1.9 _ Scatter
The _ scatter device, which determines the atmospheric density by
measuring the intensity of scattering of _ particles, will be employed
during the parachute phase of the descent (Phase Ill). This instrument
is under development at Parametrics, Inc., of Waltham, Mass. A
5-percent accuracy is required. The vehicle's structure must not
obstruct the scattering path of the _ particles.
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4. i. i. I0 Water Detector
This device is more sensitive than the gas chromatograph which is
also to beused on the surface for atmospheric analysis. If water is
present in the atmosphere, it will be followed by changesover a diurnal
cycle. The instrument is accurate to ±30 percent measuring a water
partial-pressure of 10-4 millibars. This device is being developed at
Parametrics, Inc., of Waltham, Mass.
4. i. i. ii Cosmic and Surface Radiation
Solid-state particle detectors arranged in a telescope configuration
will be used to measure the cosmic and surface particle radiation at
the Martian surface. Through the use of coincidence and anticoinci-
dencecircuits, the directionality and energy of the detected particles
will be registered. Suchdevices have been developed for spaceprobe
useby the group directed by Professor Simpson at the University of
Chicago.
4. i. i. 12 Anemometer Device
A drag-force sphere will obtaln data on average wind conditions and
changes in wind conditions over a diurnal cycle. A sonic anemometer
recently announced by the Teledynamics Division of the American
Bosch Arma Corporation may replace the drag-flow sphere. A pos-
sible vendor for the drag-force sphere is the Flow Corporation of
Cambridge, Mass. Both anemometers must be deployed on a boom
far enough from the lander to obtain wind-force measurements undis-
turbed by the spacecraft.
4. i. i. 13 a Scatter Device
This instrument will measure the intensity of a particles back-scat-
tered from the Martian surface. From thls data, information om th_
surface composition will be obtained. A prototype of this instrument
has been produced in a joint effort by JPL, the Argonne National
Laboratory, and the University of Chicago. The instrument must be
deployed to a position close to the planet's surface.
4. i. i. 14 Particle Impact Microphone
This instrument will be used to measure the momentum flux of sand
and dust particles in cloud formations on Mars. These yellow clouds
are thoughtto be storm centers composed of high-speed winds carrying
great amounts of dust or sand particles. A device for this purpose
has not been developed. It is thought to be possible to utilize the
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exoerience obtained in _he_evelo_nnentof _ ........ eLeJ_o_ _e_ ors.
_his ",,viil alloy.- a ce-ric( as=£icable tc the ase described here tL_ :0e
built in t{_e _-_- the _o-_......... i ,, _: rr_isslono
4, I, 2 Redundancy
'li_e irnportance of redundancy in the data collected by the instruments
included in the payload has been stressed in the preceding sections. The
amount of redundancy which has been achieved with the selected payload
will now be considered.
As discussed in paragraph 2. 2 the primary goal of the 1971 mission is to
obtain data of value in the design of future flight capsules. Of utmost
importance is the return of data characterizing the __lartian atn_osphere,
i.e., density, pressare, tenzper_ture, and co_nposit=on. 7he six experi-
._ren_s of highest priorxy are included to obtain th=s inforn_ation. Also,
fr=;n< an engineer=n_ v_e',vpoint, il is i:_:_rtant to provide data on wind ant
dust stor-n-. :ntensi!ies. Tv,'o instruments to return this inforrr_ation follow
on tln_ priorKy list just behind the six instruments to obtain alnuosmheric
data.
The following shows the redundancy in the system as regards the data just
discussed. First, the data desired is listed. Following this the instru-
ments (or instrument system when the data is derived from the measure-
ments of two or more instruments) which can provide the data are listed
according to the mission phase in which they are to operate.
4. I. 2. 1 Atmospheric Density
t. Phase iI (entry}
a. _'cceleron<eter -- oeai_-8 peri_d
b. Acoustical densiton:eter -- fronu end of blackout
C. Pressure, temperature, and mean molecular weight --
measured with the gas chron_atograph, the mass
spectrometer or the acoustical densitometer -- from end
of blackout
2. Phase III (descent)
a. Acoustical densitonnete r
b. _ scatter
c. Pressure, temperature, ane n<ea.u n_o,ecu_ar _n_.
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Phase IV (post impact)
a. Acoustical densiton_eter
b. Pressure, temperature, and mean molecular weight.
Atmospheric Pressure
Phase II
a. Accelerometer (peak-g period)
b. Pressure gauges (2X)
c. Mass spectrometer (ion gauge)
d. Density and temperature
Phase ili
a. Pressure _auae (ZX)
b. i\iass spectson_eter (ion gauge)
c. Density and ten_perature
Phase iV
a. Pressure tn_"_"_'
b. Density and temperature
Atmospheric Temperalure
Phase II
a. Accelerometer (peak-g period)
b. Temperature sensors (ZX) fron_ end of blackout
c. Density and Pressure
Phase III
a. Ten_perature sensors (2X)
b. Density and pressure
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3. P h a s e i Y
a. Ye_r_erature _ensors ,._Xt
b. _ensity and pressure
Atmosphe tic Composition
1. Pha s e It
............. _'- _ _ _" _ _ _ _ /
b. Gas chro_-r atograph
c. },,lass spectronzeter
2. Phase ili
a. C-as chromatograph
b. Mass spectrometer
c. Acoustical densitometer
3. Phase IV
b. Aco__sticai densi: orr_eze r
c. Water detector
Wind Conditions
Phases Ii and ilI
a. Radar altimeter
2. Phase IV
a. Force anemone-ere r
b. i{o_ v:ire aner_:on:e_e:-
4.1.2.4
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The radar altimeter wH] be the only l_lstru_,,_._ with ,,Id"k i.t :s po,:=sii_L;
to gatt_er data over wind conditions at high ai_tuc:e_. }_<_ ii n_;L r '0=' 'p,_,s-
sible to correlate the low-altitude data (say bciaw 50()0 feet) with N-_e <in_i
conditions measured on the surface by the force a:z_i i_,,_ ,_iv_ rJ_P_en_o__<,,I_ z.
For example, take the case that the radar altin_ele:- <i,:_:!._ir_.i:ca_e_ ,,(:r\
high speed winds were present during the last sta_e:_ oi ([es::ent, but that
the two landed anen_orneters show no such conditio_L or,,<:r a ,iLurna_ ,:ycle,
In this case the ane_nometer data would be subject t,_ :l_,,.bl. Jt '__a,_ have
happened that the hnder impacted in a valley or ere,rice _m..s shielding it
fron_ severe winds.
The type of redundancy just described is a fu±l_,[±,_n_] _'_dund::Jt_cy_ There
is another type of redundancy included in the missR, h; t,iLi:_ i- ',,[_,ck redun-
dancy. As an exan_ple of block redundancy cons]dec iLc ga:-, . hrornatograph
n]easurements on the surface. Five rneasuren_erns ,_rc to be n,ade al_hoL_g},
one n_easurement would be enough if every!hing f_m,:l {m.e,l pr_q,_erlyo the
atn_osDheric composition is not expected to chan_c _:_a:l_ ....c_ a diul-nal
cycle. Further exa_>ples of this are the pressersc, <',<:n_t,, an<_ surf_cc
composition measurcn_ents on ti_ sctrf,_c_.
4. Z 1973 PAYLOAD
The 1973 payload was originally conceived as a i<,gicai .::x{_-_io_ ,d ...._u_ 1971
payload which would pr,_vide additi,.n>_l _ci_ntifi¢ _nf'Jr!;,:Iti,:.u in liH: bk)ioozca i
and geological areas. Ilowever, recent reductions in tl_e e._limates of the
density of tt_e h.iartian atn-_o_t)he_t; indicate that it _s F: ,,,',,1) n,.,i p,:,sslbfe to
incrc.ase si_ni6,'>,_ly the oavioad \vei ahi over tl> [ -,tat,ned in 197 i unless
_:ajor <:h;_tnses are nnatie [n the design of tke fiisi,_ c.t ..... [, an,, ,_ ti_4 i_i ..... _,
profile. Thus, t\vo payloads were consideced for 197n_ The fi:':_t of these is
the 1971 payload flown ,,)n th_ _ san_e \.e_lcie in the same n,i_{: i,ui p_ofil<=. ]: ,<,_
()ve. rall reliability consicicrhtio_ IIN_ i_ not an _._re,_:;._: :.! .... :,, , pt, 1;:_,
serz,_,p4 p;,yl(_,a is one scR:cted -'.illt_i,.: ;Jss_tr'r}[)l[(,l_ ;I_,-_I ::} i;:, r,';,._: in [i_<_ .,, _,t,,i,l..
weight is n_ade possible. This second payload i_, [he ,q__' ,)'l;_cI, i_ /!isct_s :<_,I :n
the following paragraphs, and is the one \vilich iron_ tile s<ii<:nt_tic poi_t <)i _,i<.v,
woulcl be very desirable to fl} fo[lo\ving an at le<st partlal]: ::_< ......,_'ui !7}I
flight capsule mission.
For this heavier payload it. was decided in the biolog_(_i aL'c;_ i,) _:once_n_-aic
on obtaining additional e,',,ironn_entai dala rather th;_; art,:,, ] t e:.c_ei-i_i, <: _,cii c
biological experin:ents. ']'\vo factors influencecl flits d_,/ibi.,:_, t,githin kh,J I ]71
weight li_itations, detailecl experin_ents to san_.p]e and chui_iJ::,;/Jy anal. yz<: the
Martian surface were not possible. Prior to carr/i,_ ,;_ ,_:_].,c biolc;gl<.9]
experin_ents there appears to be cons]dr=table ,_._.-_i_ _, i,_, k_a : .,1, sL--_ o_ li,<:
organic chetnical content of the >,iartian surtax.<: s,,.._i_ .> v,,.,, i,: ,,Ls'._;Jnc_! b; [:,,:
n_icroscope. In addition, it ,,,,as <i.le_t!oh_,t,ie \<hvtl_,.:_ ,-: , .... z,_ -,or [ '75,
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n_.ission "_oa±C nave the weight capaLility <o carry an extensive active bioio_icai
%<=_ ryin._ :nlv one sr <v o act_ire h,iclcpic_:i experi.'oner__s \vo==c proDas:_ -
raise n<ore ques:ions than i< ,a_ould solve, and thus vro_id not be an attractive
_e_n_. ±nerelore: these experln-:enls "_a\'e %eer: deferree -'-_,tii!975,
Another important consideration in selecting the 1973 payload is the success
of [he 1971 mission. It has not been assumed that an}- individual experiment
on the 1971 mission will provide completely reliable data. Therefore, with the
exception of certain experiments like the beta-scattering experiment which
was eliminated in favor of the gamma-scattering experiment (whose develop-
ment schedule kept it out of the 1971 payload), all of the 1971 experiments
have been included in the 1973 payload. Because of the short period between
the return of da_a frorr. _he 1971 n-_is_ion and the launch date for the 1973
n_ission, n<ajor chan_es in i}_e _o-- • _-.,_'o payload in response {o lui! data cannot be
acca_npiished_ it v;culd :_:e desireahie, ho\vever, ":: dmsiln s afficient fiexib!ii'.-
inl3 tke 107£ .eillC±e !_. P_iid,-,, ssr:<£: ia_=[ "_y_lli£Te re:D_ace7< e:i_, .... _ ::.u:_ _ a£1%-allce<i
bioi:_ica! and _eoiogical experincen_, of exp_rin<_n_ _-<_derec unnecessary
by 1971 returns. -fHi_ ",rill, of c_,u_ =e, reauire the ce'_-is,n_-;::_ of _t_c%,,-
experiments for 1973, but since these exoerin<erxs "_-:}_ .::_ .:_]so _;e candidales for
1975, only an acceiera!ion of their deveiopn*.ent schedules will be needed, and
the overall developmen_ effort m'iM not be wasted if .:hey are not flown in 1973.
A similar policy of replacement nnight also be applied to lhe lighter 1973 pay-
load, although without careful planning of the 1971 vehicle for this contingency,
serious compatibility problems may arise.
One of lhe most significant chanzes in the descen_ experiments for the 1973
payload is the addition of a magneton-_eter. This experin_en_ was not included
in the 1971 payload becanse the additional subsvs<em recuiren_ent of magnetic
cleanliness \vhich it would impose v,'_s re_arded as too restrictive on an already
tight developrr.ent schedaie. £urlher__ore, ::he resui_ of the ;'dariner IV nca_-
nelo!_ eler experi-_ncnl iKclc%_les !._lai iof A !21A=_Yit_] N: C_<::f _ /_v_< i'iY:e-_ l iO ;srovide
a correspondingly io\v n<agnetic con<an<ina_ion spec_fJcali_,n. --e n:agne_ic
cleanliness specification wi_ich will be required ,.<,ill]'a',e a sisnificant in, pact on
the electrical subsysten_s or the vehicle. However, the .,_-_"_er IV results
also increase, in a sense, the importance of [he higher sensilivi_y experin=ent
because they indicate tha[ Niars may be an interpolation point between the Earth
(possessing both an atmosphere and a high magnetic field) and the Moon (pos-
sessing neither an atmosphere nor a high magnetic field) since Mars has an
atmosphere, butalow or nonexistent magnetic field. The magnitude, direction,
and temporal and positional fluctuations of the field will be of great interest.
Another change of equivalent in_pact is the inclusion of television in both the
n ...... . __.: ____n .... _._.n_ _ "" ,,_ on tb.c connr'F.unications
syste .ms. The transmission of one television picture ,v_i} reeuire rr_ore _ala
bits than the entire 1971 n<issian, in addition the television experimenl ,,viii
genera!e conn_plex ...._a_olin_. _ .nr°b!enns both on de_cent and after landin_.__
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The seismometer will require a high level of stability in the lander if it is to
measure seismic disturbances rather than measuring the n_ovement of the
lander in the wind. Finally the soil composition experiments will require
deployment of sampling systems and the design of sample handling systems.
Although the design of such systems will be an in_portant problem, it will not
have a significantly greater impact on the lander design than would the deploy-
ment of the alpha-scattering experiment in the 1971 payload.
The actual experiments selected for the 1973 payload are Listed in Table XII
and Table XIII. The meanings of the various column headings and the notations
are the same as those usecl in describing the 1971 payload in Tables X and XI.
4. 3 1975 PAYLOAD
in the selection of the 1975 payload it was assumed that capability for landing
significantly heavier payloads than the 1971 flight capsule will have carried
will be available. In light of present information it appears that this greater
weight capability will probably be achieved with a soft lander utilizing a
retrorocket in [h_ t_r_inal stages of the descent: This operation will consider-
ably ease the impact resistance specification on the znore delicate 1975
instrun_entation and <rill eli_inale a number of difficult design problems. It
will, of course, add the problem of obtaining samples whici_ have not been
disturbed by the firing of the retrorocket. The use of a retrorocket might well
require mobility mcdes which are beyond the lin_iis of this study, but it is
probable that some samples could be obtained m'ith sampling probes on recover-
able projectiles.
_lno, •In cLoo_. _ the 1975 payload the san_e general considerations that were used in
the selection of the heavy i973 payload w_e _p_ ........ m_..... sumption con-
cerning the success of previous experiments was continued, being applied to
both the 1971 and 1973 missions. The descent payload for 1975 is the same as
that used on the !97_ ,_-_s_ion_ but the landed payload has been significantly
increased in the geological and biological areas. The X-ray diffractometer
while the X-ray fluorescence will allow quantitative analysis for a variety of
elements whose presence n_ay not have been detected by the scattering experi-
inents. The detailed television analysis of an additional landing area will pro-
vide further insights into the nature of the }[artian surface. The biological
experin_ents which have been selected for actual-life detection represent a
cross section of the available techniques. They atte_Y_pt to grow Martian life
forms in a variety of environn_ents and detect that growth in several ways.
In addition, they test for most of the che_nical con_pounds and reactions which
are characteristic of terrestrial[inc. In the actua! n=ission which is flown, it
is possible that many of these individual experin_cnts will be con:bined into a
_nore full}" integrated syslen_ for perforn_ing a scrles <_f tests on the same
sa:_ple either simultaneously or _n a logical sequunc_, t_nfortunately detailed
inforn:ation of the developn_ent sta<_a:- :)f such syst<wns is _'ot available.
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DD
The ir_._pact of the 1975 navioad on w:e _nL caps,ale's s_tbsvsten-ss is not
qualitatively different iron-_ that ci the iIo7_, p._?_c._-: ]\_ost of the chan_es_ are
simply increases in the \veizht, voi:ame, energy, c _ _' : _i<• o_.:n_.._n_ca["ons, and deploy-
ment requirements, it \vouid appear <hat, until the payload requires mobility in
either the vertical or horizontal direction, later missions _ payloads will not
have greatly differing requirements on the vehicle.
The actual experiments selected for the 1975 payload are listed in Table XIV
and Table XV. The meanings of the various column headings and the notations
are the same as those used in describing the 1971 payload in Tables X and XI.
4.4 CRITICAL ITEMS
Table XV! sunzmarizes the deve!omment status of the instruments selected for
inclusion in ihe 197 _ <!{_ht caosule. For the table, the develops]cut orocess !_as
been dividec into five parts. ?he nzeaning of theoreticai analysis and design is
clear. __he n:.'r_.bers _nder u-_ares!a! indicate the status of the _vork to deveiom
m--.
all materials for an instrunzent, i_=e numbers under fabrication give the status
of the v,,ork to overco._m_e an%- problenzs in lhe deveiopnzent of fabrication tech-
niques to build the inslrurnent in question. Finally, all prob!ems which exist in
the development of test methods are considered under "test".
The status of development of an instrument has been indicated on a scale of 3.
The meaning of the numbers is as follows:
I. Problems, if they do exist, are minor in nature.
Substantial problems do exist, but it is felt that the}- can be overcome
\vithin the time li_lit set for development of flight test hard\rare, i, e. ,
5eptennber 1960.
3t hiajor problems exist wnxn wiil not be soi\'ec v.-!tnin the time .....l_
unless special ern.phasis is placed on this area.
The instruments are listed in the same order as given in the priority list of
section 2.4. i. Therefore, a number 3 appearing high on the list is more
critical to the overall program than one appearing further down on the list.
The number given in the test column may be misleading. A number i rating in
the test area is not meant to indicate that testing is complete, it indicates
only that developed test methods exist to meet all test requirements.
In the follo_ving paragraphs, all items placed in a Category 3 status are justi-
fied in a short narrative of the problem area.
Analysis of the radio__eter is the most critical itennat nresent. This instru-
ment measures on entry the intensity of radiation in narrow spectral regions
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.... -- _ ti-e c-_sosision of theof selected nsolecc_kar bands. Fro_s-_ s},_= _r_tsrnca __<__, _ _
a_n-osphere is de_erncined. _ne reis_xnshis S_e_\<een c,on_p::_s_£cn __nd raciiktlO]%
intensity is not direcz in natare. Yhe i_erpre_a_ion of _ise da_a _ epends upon
knowledge o£ velocity and atn}ospheric density i=onn acceieronneter nneasure-
ments. Vehicle shape and nnotion are i:_nportant iacto_s in the ana/vsls. It _
also i_portant to know whether the radiation measured is equilibrium or
nonequiiibrium radiation. Thus, in order _o develop the radiometer, a great
deal of theoretical and experimental analysis is necessary _o determine the
relationship between instrument output and composition of the atmosphere
being measured. Therefore, this is a critical area in the development of this
ins! rument.
Ii is desired, if .nossible, to use the radar =_n_e:-_-:-e_-_ io ,obtain informal.ion on
_Xiartian terrain characteristics. In order ".o use the instrunuen_ for this pur-
pose, a great deal of theoretical anal-, sis is necessary to carry through a
laboratory si._ialion progran0 to s!ucv _he characieris<ics of radar re<urns
frsn-_ :errains of various charac_.er.
lns'rurr_en<s of <he nartic!e i_rpact n<icrophone _ype alread,, exis_ for _he
detection of rnicrorneteoroids. These are pardc!es of lov< rr.ass ('_'I0 -I0 gin)
and small size (< _'icrsn}. The requirements on the nnicrophnne for the
.X[artian surface are greatly differenl, it nnust be designee to cetect possible
N'[artian sand storms composed of sand particles of approximately 400 micron
diameter moving at speeds of the order of 30 meters/sec. The flux levels in
a N{artian storm will be quite large. It is unknown at this time \vhether the
design of I7,.icronneteoroid detectors already in existence can be rr_odified to
serve as a dust storm detector on the b_artian surface. If such is not the case,
.s_o be a critical area.a zs_ajor design prozra_n would be necessary and this ,"_ _ _ "
Carrenl es[i_-:_t_ require 18 n-_cn:%i_ in order to achieve nzinia!uriza_ion of
exls<in£ oral-force ane_rom_e:ers. 7kis v;o_:!d overs<e: <he <eadline of
i Septennher _°CC.. -. n<ore cc:ncen_r_'_ezi prszran< :s necessary <o n:eel :he
deadline.
4. 5 SENfd-CRITIGAL iTENIS
Several items in Table X\;I have been gisen a 2 rating \vhich borders on a }
rating. A short discussion of each of these semi-critical items follows.
All the pressure transducers found to be suitable for the Mars mission were
accurate to 5 percent. If the desired 1 percent is zo be obtained, a moderate
to extensive amount of redesign \viil probably be necessary. The Rosemount
rnea__ e_en_ in the 0. l-ib/in. 2
capacitor devices, it they are to be used for ...... s
range, must be redesigned to reduce lheir weights.
The design _-< =he radar ai:in_.eter }=as not been be£un. Ai_?=ou_h _he deveion-
men_ of _his ins<run<ent _a:iii be nnaior in __cope, Nsere appear <o be no crizicai
problem areas. Any delay would make this a crilical i!en_.
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The design of the radiometer is now in progr<ss. % p_)t ,! : i,<t ,\111 ],,' , _,_,_--
pleted by September 1966. However, a great a_, _t ._! _i.a. _:i_}_,_:,_: ,,_ _"._cl_Lir,._-_
for this instrument. Any delays could result i_ _}_'-_ ._s!_:en_ '._ec<n_i_c,
critical.
4. 6 PROBLEM AREAS
The major problem area that has been found in ',h_ _,_d,_ .... _ ih, s( ienti±%, ,__
strumentation is the state of development of the it_._t :,ll_:<:alic:_ii_)A reqtkii'_(! fo :
these missions. This was emphasized by the lack ot _th} i_stru_.._entaticn
which could qualify for Category I. The problel_ _.c_)s l,) i_e lhr_:e b;;si,: rco_=.
First, both the measurements to be made on b'lars and tke n'_ettH)ds of making
them are significantly different than those conv(:nt_ hidl}_ l-:_ade on l£drth. Thus
there is very little instrumentation which sin_pl'_ __:q,l_res sNgl:i ;_::.iifica[ion
to make the desired measurements. Second, the. ,_<< _[cralioi_ eh, kronme_t
during the mission profile is rather high durin,< i,oti_ _i_c cx_t,_ p:_: .oe (i()O _.) 150 g)
and at impact (500 g). Although electronics ha,._ 'o_:t__._ b_:il_ t.., optz_<_te at _;uch
higher g loads than these, other part_ or ihe insi:uin_i'.[:) k:_.e il_[. The c!esi_
of sophisticated efectromectaan_cai anti eLeu_r_ .,p,i.._i -=:........ - _, .... },c__:_ in ,,.
even to survive these conditions is a ,_e-, diffi_ ,:. : .... :. o_ _c', ..i:i
become more severe as _>_ore complex geoche, t:,i,-:_i. ;,," - t,i .],.- , sa£ il,._tr<tn,_:,n__.-
tion is desired. A relatively coxnn_on instrun'c:_, _i'_: _z;:{=s epe<_t,_,,_,,_r_t-r,
which has been flown in man}; rocket anti sateiiit_e _u_._ions, s_ ,_<oc.........._, ,_:**_>:
available in a form which will survive landing and tnay _i,;,_ c,, _e'._ _,us',,-i,,c ca! r 7.
i consideration of more complex inslrurnenls \vh_ h ha\e 0ee_ ,Jr kems i,H, t-v:st
to the space sciences will provide an even more i)(:_._i_,,ts_ic\,]e\v. The [itivd
aspect of the problem is the ste_rilization envi_c_.,, ,. '_k_>., :_!.tho,.:shtlt<:
most publicized of the environments, probabL,: _a,,.:,cs],.:ss<,f a_ _oruble_i to ti_e
scientific instrumentation than do tile two previ<)._- _ ,_, ;< ,:__a, <_ H_<,_ran_:..
are underway to provide electronic comxponen!s v:i:J_i....lit sur, iv'e tixe stcrlii>a-
lion qualification tests.
It is thus concluded from our surve,• o_- NASA cc_1 . .-i_,<_x, ._,, _.,-_,
and the literature, that unless developN_enl pr<.,_:-_ _ ,; _,_ar_,',_ _[_,::>;,:..:,.i,c_-
ments are started almost in_naediately there wiii b,.:_:;i,,_s pro!)!t=t_: i_
meeting the 1 September ]966 date.
An additional problem area is the general field ,,:. _,:,_, t,l_ >., <u_its,oL., t, :[I._
during descent and after landing. During descci_, i! \_.ii,:)c n_.__s_:_ ,_
obtain uncontaminated sun, pies of the an'_bient is,t::_':._.: :_ i4},-.,,:l..il , ,.hi._'_c.
passing through a ratified atmosphere. [he p_: ._-_ ........... :: .... _ :_.._ ,bL_!i,..,_
products, and short-lived species will ru;_ke n-.,.....2n_lal ',a:_i_ix,_M <ti2._(,.tic.
i ,During the parachute descent, the _-:uspc_zde(i ; .... ., , : !.._. ..... <, '-=,c .,x_<. ,a
species on its surface which ,sulk t_a',-__ bt_,._ ,.! ....... t:.,. _. (:_:'> _ _;: _ _:v:],
space vacuum, thus preseruing depR:,,ed -_,:._:pl, .... , _, , _. '_, :c-_.c
the landed portion of the n_ission '_i::_- :;:_,_=_-_: ' :.:... ,4:xi(i,. i_dl .',,tx_,:m
-.OS -
o{ san_ples fro._._ a broad spec _ "_ of -- _-_ :y " "ork on t_< orobienn is
bein_ carried on a_ the re: _romulsicn LaDora<ory, b:: sp[=n:;nnu soiulions have
not re: been _-_ached Once a _annmle is _._,_{_ed, s_-s[en_s ,_:i11 also be needed
"C " ....... _ " ill exa:uuine it.[o "_ransport [he sample [o [he various e..ne_:_e__ ,,vn_cn _<
"0
PROBE, ENTRY FROM ORBIT
5.0 STUDY REQUIREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION
5. I STUDY REQUIREMENTS
The study requirements for the EFO case were less rigid than those for the
EFAT case. The objectives were similar, but more freedom in the selection
of experiments was allowed. No experiments which are compatible with the
mission profile were specifically excluded, and it was recon_Inended that tele-
vision, penetrometers, and smoke bombs be seriously considered for inclusion.
The ground rule on instrument development status required that the instruments
be available as needed for the test and development programs, but no specific
cutoff dates were given. In the payload selection area a list of candidate
measurelrlents and instruments was provided, but the listed items were to be
considered only as candidates, with additions or deletions allowable. This list
is shown in Table XVil and represents essentially the EEAT descent payload
wlth the addition of television, penetrometers, and smoke bonzbs.
5. Z MISSION OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the EFO mission was to obtain detailed information on
the Martian atmosphere and terrain needed for the design of future flight capsules
and landed capsules. In addition, such data as could be provided with minimal
cost on the scientific nature of the planet, with particular regard to its biological,
geological, and meterorological phenomena, both past and present, were to be
obtained where possible. As may be seen from Table XVII, the important
properties for measurement are atmospheric density, altitude, surface features,
surface roughness, surface hardness, surface winds, atmospheric composition,
atmospheric pressure, atmospheric temperature, trapped radiation, and
ionospheric composition.
The atmospheric density is clearly the most critical property, since almost any
Mars mission which can be conceived would use some form of atmospheric
velocity retardation in part of its mission profile. The design of flight capsules
which can tolerate a range of atmospheric density profiles can be very expensive
in weight as well as in terms of other mission constraints. The determination
of altitude is essential to provide reference points for data which are desired
as a function of altitude as well as for the television and penetrometer experi-
ments which require altitude reference points for correct performance or
interpretation.
Knowledge of surface features or contours is essential for the design of landed
capsules which are to remain erect or erect themselves after impact. If a
large portion of the Martian surface were covered with steep slopes, the
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TABLE XVli
LRC CANDIDATE LIST
Zvieasurements
Atmospheric Density
._ititude
Surface Features
Surface Roughness
Surface Hardness
Surface Winds
n tr:- o s ph e r i c C n,_ pe s itln, n
Atmospheric Pressure
Atmospheric Temperature
Trapped Radiation
Ionospheric Composition
_utgge_ ccu u,,Y_ent s
Gamma Scatter
Beta Scatter
Acoustic Densitometer
Accelerometer
Temperature, Composition, In-
str'_ments given below
Radar Altimeter
Television
Radar Altimeter
Radar Altimeter
Television
Penetrometer s
Impact Accelerometer
Radar Altimeter
Penetrometer s
Te±evision
Passive Observables
_N[a s s Spectr :,r£e:er
Gas Chromatograph
Acoustic P_ensxon__et er
Entry Radiometer
Specific Detectors
Ames Transducer
Thermocouple Probe
Radiation Detector
R.E. Probe
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design of suchlanders would be considerably more con_plex. Surface roughness
or small-scale contours are ahnost equally important for lander design. The
presence of features varying from several tirnes the size of the proposed lander
to about one-tenth its size could put heavy loads on the lander's impact attenua-
tion system. Surface hardness and bearing strength information are required
for the design of the lander support system. It is necessary to design a system
which will prevent the lander from deeply penetrating the surface and burying
itself, but which will not be damagedby the loads imposed by the hardest extent
surface. Surfacewind data are necessary for the design of landed capsules
which use parachute tern_inal descent systems, since wind-induced horizontal
velocities may easily exceedthe vertical descent rates. The wind velocities
would then determine the amount of impact attenuator needed. In systems
using propulsive terminal descent the requirement is less severe, since the
propulsive system will have the capability of countering the relatively low
dynamic pressures which the wind may impose. If landed mission lifetin_es
of days or weeks are planned, the effects of wind-driven sandand dust may also
define in_portant design requirerr_ents.
Atrrr_.osphericoc,_po_t_otn data is necessary for the design of systems to protect
the entry vehicle frolm the effects of aerod\.-nan_ic heatinc_. '_These data will also
, o
be usefdl to capsule design if corrosive constituents are found, and they are of
great biological, _eological, and n_eteorologicai interest. Atn_ospheric pressure
data n-_ay be _< _lwith other data to calculate density and <on, position. \Vhen
results front several capsules are available, pressure data will provide an
estinnate of the figure of the planet as well as height above the Inean surface.
Atmospheric teYnperature data n?ay be used with other properties to compute
pressure, density, or co_m_position. Perhaps more i1<clportant, the ten_perature
data will be useful in the design of thermal control systen_s for otiler flight
pu_,ble presence
in the design of all spacecraft and capsules which must pass through them. The
Mariner IV data have led to the tentative conclusion that such belts, if present
at all, do not constitute an irnportant threat to future _,nissiot_.s. However, t}_is
preli___inary information should be corroborated. The exact nature of the
.................. exn_o_u zn A!thouKh the Mariner
IV occultation experiment provided evidence for a low-density day-side ionosphere
which would not pose a major threat to radio frequency con_munications, con-
fir_ation of this result would be desirable.
5. 3 PAYLOAD SELECTION RATIONALE
The general approach taken in the selection of the experin-_ents was similar to
that used in the FFAT case. First, a set of mission objectives was defined,
then a list of c;_didate experiments which might be used _o satisfy- these
objectives v.;__de\_Iopcd,andfinal[y a set of expcri_e_.is was selected froth this
list wkich would have a high proksabilit v of satisly£n a i},::obicctives while mini-
rnizing interface require:ncnts_ ,-on_.piexity, and :e,._[o}>: .<_t prob[enas. The
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nnission c.bjectives have been discussei in considerable detail in the Previous
section, ine list .',_ can:::cate ex_erx-; ents is sho-;,vn i.< _ __:_ie _ _ ___.
venience it has been divided into those experin_ents v,:hich kave been included
in the EFO oavload and those which v, ere rejected. Yhose experiments which
: _ _ _ ' -_-_ experimentare marked with an asterisR were not _nc:u@eu zn the LRC c=_: = e
list (Table X\;!l}. The candidate list experiments were assembled after a care-
ful revie\v of the literature, extensive discussions at NASA centers (Langley,
Ames, and Ooddard), Jet Propulsion Laboratory and at various potential ex-
perimenter's laboratories, and consultations with in-house workers in relevant
disciplines. Experiments were not included in this list if they could not contri-
state of the art before they could be available as flight instrumentation. The
latter constraint was not interpreted so as to eliminate all experin_ents for which
4_-* .... -_=_- *4n_ available. Instru_,.ents :_:Zic'_; could be conceptually
ee___ _:ued to be asse_p_ble s..fro:u__ extant ?.ardvzare and to operate, accordin[_ to
de:r:cnstrated physical orincimles "a_ere allo\ved.
\Vith the candidate iist as a startin_ ooint, the actual payload selection task \vas
started, i-he individual experinuents ,-ere subjected to a preli:_inary investi-
gation to determine what their interface requirements, conzplexity, deveiopnuent
, re±_, =D_±zt } _-problems and :-_ :_:_-- potential would be. At the same tz_e, the nature of"
their output data was studied to detern_ine its worth relative to the mission
objectives and to determine what interpretations might be placed on the returned
data, and what interactions might exist with outputs from other candidate ex-
periments to improve the reliability of the interpretation. In evaluating these
points, an effort was m_ade to n_axinnize the worth of the payload \vithout being
seriously concerned about \veight linnitations. Unlike the EFAT case the ground
-.._.__-- _<_ ,'___ _-='_ _==_ ,_4s......._ _._ inzpose severe wei £_t restrictions; and therefore
the priority list approach ,a'as not required; instead the payload was to be selected
and then the flight capsule designed around it.
in the earl. _ stages of the EFO =.-<-;n-, it was __sianned ....:__ =_- ......_h_e_ sesarate.
payloads of varying ,vei_hts. The first ,,<as to be a mininzum payload which
would be the next size up from an A_:es Probe class of _:ission. The second
or no_-ninal payload was the minimal payload with the addition of a penetrometer
experiment. The third or maximum payload was the nominal payload with the
addition of a television experiment. The first iteration of this procedure led
to a maximum payload identical to the list of selected experiments shown in
Table X-VIII with the exception of the doppler radar. Preliminary designs of
flight capsules were carried out for these three missions. However, a careful
evaluation of the worth of each of the _._.issions indicated that only the maximum
payload represented a significant increase in worth over the Ames Probe.
Although the :-ninimum and nominal missions do in fact carry significantly more
instrumentation than the small Probe, they only characterize the atmosphere.
LiI_.!I ±iiTinus the increase in return _= in the an<ount oz cata rather _" - : t}le __z_
data. The rr:axi_u__=_ oavloa,£ Ruissian v.ith its television and penetro:=eters
provides s_nificant data ,on the nature of the :,.lartian surface and, thus, is the
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TABLE XVIII
CANDIDATE EXPERIMENT LIST
Selected Experiments Rejected Experiments
Radiation Detector
Accelerometer
Radar Altimeter
Mass Spectrometer
Acoustic Densitorneter
Gas C,hr_mat(_graph
Pressure Gauge
Temperature Probe
Smoke Bombs
Gamma Scattering
':"Surface Transponder
Impact Accelerometer
Oxygen Detector
Argon Detector
Carbon Dioxide Detector
R.F. Probe
Television
Beta Scatter
_Vfte r .a w _v. _,a_
':_Doppler Radar
Penetrometer
Entry Radiometer
':-'Particle Microphone
*Ma gne Lc_ e te_,-
;:_Experirnent not on LRC candidate experiment list
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_^_ _ o.ntlnuit, in _}-_ ,vortk versu_ ,vei_i:t carve _:f%er ::-e A:v_es Probe. Forr_: .'.. i s c ....
this reascn s_nlv the :ra:'<ilnur:l oa--lcai R-as c_rrie,_ :_ rt _3k _:: ie-aiied seiecz::x
.... , .... 8ht capsule design.
In the detailed selection analysis the reasons for the inclusion or rejection of
ewperirnent_ fall into a fairly snnail nu:nber of categories. Virtually all of the
included experiments satisfy more than one of the nuission objectives and in
addition are functionally redundant with at least one other experinnent. This
relationship of the experiments to the objectives may be seen in Table MIX. In
this table an _'X '_ is placed under an objective if the instrument in question pro-
• " _ _,J::ieco_<qbination ,vitn other instrun_ents. '_ of the ---=--h_°_e_'- order co:_binations
have been onnitted for clarity, it __av _ppear that excessive redundancy has been
achieved for several of the ,J_,'_\___._ e_= Hov._ever, most of this __-_dundancv_ is
_-.... _: .... 7 rather than .9_ --:-_,<__. Per}tap_ _ even :-note i:_Dc.rta:-t, under t?:e a-oDareniiv__ .
high redm-:iancv ob!ec/ives such as atT_-_sokeric dens:t) :,r connpos_':icn_ very
fev_" if any of the individual experi-_er-ts filly sa_.isiv :::e sb:ective, Under
-_- =_h r _ co:_upositior-, the :r:ass snectron:eter gas -_.... "--'....s _-_-_l-
densitorn_eter, and m_ater detector each perfornus a soecific task or [asks. The
a±±
mass _pec_ "_-o._eter will scan _=,_ rr-.:ass to charge spectru'n: fron- tO,. to _@,,_.ide _'_
identifying all connponents m-ith ions in this range, but not readily detecting the
higher mass multiply ionized species, in practice the interpretation is less
clear even within the nominal range, since several anticipated species have
identical nominal masses. For example, small amounts of carbon monoxide
in nitrogen or carbon dioxide cannot be detected. On the other hand, the =_as
chromatograph can handle the carbon monoxide well and can easily detect so:_ne
ie_, _, has trouble seoaratin_ oxygen fron] ar__on, aof the higher :_ass opec' - but {_ " _ _ _
is not readily pro_ra_,:_ci_ .... ta scan for a bread ran£e sf species _vkose _=_¢'-_:
is not previously defined.
_fhe acoustic dersitonneter is present pri:r:arib,: :o deter:_ni:-_e att]nosnheric density,
but it also allows the nneasure_ent of _:_ean r:nolecula _. _.<t:=6:_-_<:_ and the heat
capacity ratio, CD/C v. These latter data ,,rill provide a check on the element-
specific detectors so that if an unexpected nnajor con_ponent is present, so,me
indication of its identity will be available. The water detector provides data on
the water content of the atmosphere, something that none of the other instruments
do well at the low concentrations predicted for _%[ars. In addition the accelerometer,
the temperature probes, the atmospheric pressure gazes, the beta-scatter in-
strument, and the radar altimeter are credited toward the composition objective.
The first four of these serve pri:unarily in providin Z data for the reconstruction
of the density profile, but by knowing density, pressure, and terr._perature, the
c_Ic_a_e_ orovide check on the elen_ent-mean n]olecuiar weight can be - - : _ _ to _ a
.... _e_er _._ce reference ooimt_ forspec!zlc sensors. The radar -_:_ _ provides -]*: ....
a±_n___]_ an apparent nine-foid redundanc\ existsthe co__._oosition nrofile. Thus, _*_ --
r:one of t'<e :__.._._:_:_._:<q........_-*- are oresent 93.:e!y_-"for t.<e.......pLirpose ol DklilC_ill_ redundar_cv.
Each serves a \yell defined indemenient role. Siiniiar situations exist \vith other
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obiectives havin__ an apparer-t!y ihigh r_nc_,-_-_- :- -, atthou_h .... there are actua!b, a
fev.- cases of a!n-:ost pure bloc)< redundancy, e, £., the acoustic densitonneter
Rr:d the <.eta scatter :nstr<ntent under -he density :r,r<,iiie obtecti.<e.
- --E ....
s _ TR_ _{_,_ c,{ the rer._rned c<_s_ \vRi]_ Drc_v'r_{n_ s bi__h Se_ree of £exibiiitv
i_'_.terms of reducing tb.e nu=r.ber of assumDt{on_ _ - required about the nature of
k[ar tian conditions Exme rin-_ents "_:-_• _ m_: provide single points ol zn+,or_atzon
were rejected in favor of n]ore versatile ones (as evidenced by the rejection of
the oxygen, argon, and carbon dioxide detectors and the particle microphone).
The included experiments, with the exception of the penetron_eter and the acoustic
densito_T_eter, all exist today as flight-qualified hardware, although perhaps not
in the precise for:<n required for the h[ars n_.ission. The penetro_neter is under
__dvanced developn_-ent for lunar n_issians, and the densiton_eter has been carrie<
be\-ond the breadboard s=age. Yhe rejection of the _an%__.a-scatter experi:._.ent
resulte ,< in part fro_n% questions concerning source deve!op._...ent.
__n carryin_ out the t_se, _',££_.............. _\-}%ick led ts seiec_ion ,_r re{ect_onj m*_ exme!_i_-ents,
t%_, iLnpact of a _i\en exoerinnent on d:e other experin_ents or o:_ other :!i#ht
cRos_z±e subsvsten_s ,_;as ver}- carefully e-_-az_<znec "_ %',-it} the except:on ....f ' ....
television ex_erzn_ent v<_ic?_ Drc, v._e_ the _reatest i_xrease it. the v ,,,r':.o; - ._
--_--_; _,:-_r _:_--]_ u,robes the <ele-red in_<ru_-,-_-t< do not mlace _[,.:: pr-ds of
£zreat :]_a_nitude on other subsvstem_s. On the oNter } and, the sn:oke _}o'n_:}_-,
_ _o ..... er wer tedsurface transponder: impact acceleronzeter, ant _.._na_ ne t _--=' _ r_ec
prin]arily because of their i_npact on other experi_]_ents or subsyste._s. ]'ne
smoke bombs entailed the risk of degrading the high resolution television pictures.
The surface transponder with adequate i_mpact protection would have i:nroduced
serious weight and volun_e problen_s. The impact accelerometer would i:ave re-
quired special design of both the telecon_n_ur.ications subsvsten _.and the _upport
_ruct _re. 7he :nagnetoRaeter would _'__ave imposed a ;:_a_netlc c]_anl_n<-ss smeci-
iication oR all at}net s nbsvste__zus -,vhick v,-ouid R_ve b_:n <%ifficult t_ ;:.:J:t_
k fartker criterio__t Rhick suDoorted "};e reiection >f the entr _,,ra.k:_....-' <__.,'=_ t:_e
s_rface =r-_nspor_::ier, the i::<oact acceiercnueL_=r_ and ti_e RF _]ror>e -_:_ : ._ ::_rD-
...._} of obtainin_ sn%biguous data or no n-_eaningful _ata at all.
-entr\' velocities on entry fro::z or%it, it is unlikely that t]-e shock-layer
atures ....._',o,_.±c__ be _._t-,ighenou_h_ to provide the desired en_issions _or the
" F:e lay, _
t e n-:De r
entry r
chan_e
adionzeter to analyze. With
the radial distance from the
tected. The impact acceleron_.eter _
the surface t -_,< nC_r v,?nch did not
capsule to the transponder v.-on!d not be de-
s data would not be interpretable \,J:tho<_t
detailed information concerning the velocity and attitude of the suspended capsule
at in, pact, the slope of the impacted surface, and the failure dynamics of the
structure, none of which would be readily obtainable. The velocity of the entry
vehicle as it passed through the ionosphere would be sufficiently high that it
\vould create its o<vn ionized sheath. This sheat}: would nzake it ,,er: difficult
to obtain data on the naturai),iartian ionosmhere.
Another re_ection criterion was the deve!opnzent status of the experin-ent. A!-
l}:<<-_-_.. ...._'_s: of !?.e experiments on the candidate list _,_re...... :_l=cted_ _eca:se,
_-_o_-_ n]anv other q-,_os they had no _._naior c eve!oD_-p_ent "problems, 1}-.__ fa__-_-._a
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scatter experiment was included in spite of serious questions about the availa-
bility of appropriate soft gamma sources. This was done because of the experi-
ment's capability of providing very desirable data, atmospheric density mea-
surements during entry, \vid_ a negligible effect on the other Capsule systems.
Because the developn_ent status of the sources has not yet been favorably re-
solved, the experiment was rejected. However, if such sources are found to be
available it is recornn_ended that the gamma scatter experiment should replace
the beta scatter experiment.
The application of these criteria to the task of payload selection has resulted in
a rather clear distinction between the included and rejected experiments. None
of tl_e experiments in either category appear to have received questionable
assignments. The n_ain factors which would tend to change the payload are
advances in technology, unforeseen development problems, changes in our
knowledge of the planet, or cl_anges in the 1_ission objectives°
5.4 ENGINEERING PAYLOAD SELECTED
The engineering payload which has been selected is shown in 'Yable XX with some
of its requiren_ents and performance det_i]_: The. nun_bers given are calculated
totals f, r the various experiments, but do not include contin_eucies,_• or the weights
of intcrconnectine cables and nsounting bracRets. The results of experiment
integration studies are given in Section 6.0, while detailed analyses of the
experin_cnts are _;.....in Section 7 0.
The experinnents will be turned on prior to separation fronn the flight spacecraft
and will ren_ain on until their destruction at in, pact. Only three of the experi-
ments are actually providing useful data prior to parachute deployment. They
are the radiation detectors, the acceleron_eters, and the radar altimeter. It
was decided that the problems associated with atten_pts to make _<qeaningful
con_position or tel]_.perature n_easurerments during entry were too great to
atten_pt to o\¢rcoF_-_e. It would probably be possible to use a nude-source mass
spectron_eter fron_ separation until entry, but the instrunnent would not be useful
during the lower portion of the trajectory° This requires either a location on
the front of the capsule or, with a rear-nnounted unit, an attitude change maneuver
executed just prior to entry, both of which are unattractive concepts. The
inclusion of such an instru_v_ent on the flight spacecraft would probably represent
a n_ore meaningful expenditure of the weight, since the instrument could then
provide data during 1-nany orbits at various distances from the planet (assuming
elliptical orbits), although it would not furnish data as close in as the flight
capsule's trajectory. Thus no data on extren_e upper atmospheric density will
be obtained by the capsule although such data would be useful in providing esti-
mates of the decay rates of various orbits. Such data should, however, be
obtainable froth both ultraviolet and radio frequency experilnents on the flight
spacecraft.
During th<, high deceleration portion of the entry trajector}_, the high tez-nperatures
and cool,position changes in the vicinity of the entry- vehicle result in serious
san_pling problen%s. A hole in the heat shield at this time is n_ost undesirable,
while sampling at the rear of the vehicle may involve an unpleasant combination
of shock and ablation pro_lucts. Spectroscopic n_easurements through a forward
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looking radiation window would be attractive, but the shock temperatures are
too low to provide any useful radiation. The most attractive portion of the
entry trajectory is the short period between peak heating and parachute deploy-
mont. During this tinge a hole n_ight be blown in the heat shield and meaningful
co1_nposition and pressure measure1_ents made. But even this approach involves
a colnplex deployn_ent sequence in which the material which had been in the hole
l_nust be safely removed and contam_ination or overpressures in the sampling
1_uanifo]d avoided. Any data taken in this way would be highly suspect. Therefore
only the rad]ation detector, the acceleron_eters, and altin_eter will be operative
until parachute deployn_ent, when the entry shell should be well separated from
the instrut_nents. However, as a failure _-node, the entire curved front of the
entry shell will be blown off if the parachute deployment and entry shell separation
sequences malfunction.
The radiation detector experin_ent will search for trapped radiation belts or
other unpredicted hitch energy radiation phenomena The experiment will provide
unique data i_ the region bet',veen flight spacecraft periapsis and the surface and
n_a_ _ provide data corroborative to a sin_ilar experin_ent on the spacecraft at
altitudes between separation and periapsis, l he four separate _L_c_urs...... _:_ <_
eapai_ie of de_ccting eiec_rons -_vithenergies fron_ 40 key to } Nlev anti protons
with energies fro!n 500 hc'_ to 8 _.icv. A 5-second counting interval will be used
to provide adequate sensitivity. There will be provisions for counting rates of
fro_] 0.2 to 3200 counts per second.
The acceleron_eter experin_ent's n_ost important function will be to san_ple the
decelerations experienced by the entry vehicle between entry and parachute
deploy_._ent. These data <<ill, \vith the application of suitable data reduction
nnethoc[s; all<>\v ti_e reconstruction of the atmospheric density profile in this
region. Backup for this con_putation will be provided by the data frozn the radar
altin_teter, the pressuregauge_, and the temperature probes. A failure of almost
ever} _ other experinlent ant! even the loss of co:mn%unications during the later
phases of ti_e _niss[on would not connpro_ise the achieve_nent of the critical parts
of the n_ost i_nportant n_is_ion objective, if this experiment is successful.
The radar altimeter will provide altitude data from the end of blackout until
impact. Use of the entry shell structure as the high-altitude antenna will allow
this broad range of operation without excessive power requirements. After
separation of the entry shell, the altin_eter will shift from low-frequency (18 mc.)
to high-frequency (324 me.) operation which involves the use of another antenna.
The altitude data obtained will provide reference points for the data taken by the
od_er instruments. %Vith a single altitude reference point the accelerometer
experi_ent can be used to construct a large portion of the density profile even
thoug!_ Iow-ahitude density data are not obtained.
The atn_ospheric pre_sure <_._,,cswilln_ake direct n_easure_nents of anJ)ient
pressure during the parachute descent phase of the n_ission. The pressure instru-
n_entation to he used <<ill be either vibrating plate transducers or diaphragms
with solid sta_e force sensors.
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The atn:_OSDheric_'-_ _ "* " Drobes be two t te:_peraFare.:p_r u_e _ will identical otai
probes which v:iil be operative frols: entry shell depio}usoent to in-:pact. At the
parachute descent velocities anticipated, [he nseasured total *_'_ _ _,-_:_ ne. at,_ e will
cicseh" approach the static tenaperature. The exoerin_ent---4_. _ ,.... generate infor -
rr_ation of use in the reconstruction of the "_ -<:*'-
_e ....._ profile, of nsetero!ogical
n_is sions.
The gas chromatograph will detect the concentrations of atmospheric argon,
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, krypton, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, and xeon,
utilizing a :m.iniature multiple column, multiple detector system. These are
the :-najor gases whose presence is anticipated in the Martian atmosphere. The
_oresence of ma_.or a:___ounts of other _a_es, such as n_ethane or nitroaen oxides
wii! either not be detected or \rill de_=rade the planned ana]v_e_ [-Ioxvever,
several other experin%ents v:i!l either detect such con:ponents or will nzeasure
:_-_emn nno!ec :far weight.
The acoustic densitonneter v.-illtransmit :n__easuren__ent5 of the acoustic velocity,
acoustic in]pedance, and ten_perature of atmospheric sa:z_pies. Fro:_ these
data the atn_ospheric _ens_tv, n_ean _:i_±_.__r we:gnt, an_ neat capacit}: ratio,
Cp/Cv, will be calculated. The experiment will provide low-altitude density
data and will provide data for an independent check of the analyses of the major
components of the atmosphere.
The n_ass spectrometer will utilize the scanning of a quadrupole mass filter to
n__easure the amounts of gases which fragment to give ions with mass to charge
ratios of from i0 to 90. The time from the initiation of scan and the amplitude
of up to 80 peaks in this range will be transn_itted. As noted in the previous
_ection, the mass spectro.meter and tke gas chromatograph effectively co:_.piement
each c,tLer to provide a _road ran__e_ of analyses_...... _,vit_ >_h__ reiiabiiitv.•
The roeta sc_Atering experin:ent will utilize the Dack scatter of beta particles
fro::-_ >tn_ospheric n_olecules to obtain estimates of atnqospheric density. The
beta particles are generated by a radiosotopic source and are detected b}-
counters shielded fron_ the direct en=issions of the source.
The television experiment will take sets of three pictures of resolution varying
in the ratio of 9:3:1 with three bore-sighted cameras during the parachute descent.
Depending on the atmosphere encountered, between 11 and 19 pictures will be
transnnitted back to the flight spacecraft. The highest resolution obtained will
be approximately 0.4 foot per picture element and the lowest 36 feet per element.
_All in_a_.es will be in a 200 hv. _n0 element format with 32 s:_ee_- _ of gray trans-
n_.itted. The lowest resolution camera of the three will provide an image cut by
a diagonal with two different color filters on either side of the diagonal line.
The other two images will be unfilte _'=_. To con_pensate for r_-*_-_"_in_--and i:]_age
s:=_ear proble:rls caused by wind-induced high angular rates and cisplace_.ents
fro_zz the vertical, the television ca_meras are _ounted on a stabilized p!atforn_
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which is driven by the inertial reference system. The platform can compensate
for angular displacements up to 45 degrees from the vertical. In addition, the
camera shutter triggering sequence is programmed so that probability of
triggering when the platform is on the stops is reduced. The television system
is designed around conventional rather than high sensitivity vidicons. The image
specifications and the shuttering sequence have been selected after careful study
of the many uses to which the television experiment may be put. The breadth of
utility of the experiment has been maximized without seriously coznpron_ising
its usefulness in any given area.
The water detector will be of the type in which changes in the capacitance across
an aluminunq oxide filn_, caused by the adsorption of water, are measured.
Because the low levels of water concentration anticipated will cause serious
problen_s of adsorption on exposed surfaces in other composition measuring
instruments, it is planned to use a sensor which is specifically designed for
water detection and whose active element can be exposed directly to the atn_os-
pherc without sampling n_anifolds. Even with this precaution, there may be
some response tinge problen_s at low temperatures and water levels.
The doppler radar or velocity-attitude sensor will function fron_ parachute
deployn_ent to in,pact as a three-leg high frequency radar which will provide
range, range rate, and doppler signal strength on each of the three beams, as
well as a cone angle measurement. These data will be interpreted to provide
estimates of horizontal velocity (wind velocity) as well as parachute dynarnics
and large-scale surface features. The mission will also provide an opportunity
to flight qualify a critical component of future soft landing systems.
The penetrometers will provide the only data based on actual physical contact
with the klartian surface. The experiment will consist of four pcnetrorn_t_rs
to be dropped sequentially at two second intervals starting at 3500 feet. Each
penetron_eter will contain an omnidirectional in, pact accelerorneter and a
tele_,_etry trans_itter to relay the irnpact deceleration data back to the suspended
capsule. This analogue signal will be processed on the suspended capsule to
retransmit only the times between the crossing of i5 p_s_lectcd g level gates.
These times and gate numbers will be transmitted digitally to the flight space-
craft just prior to the capsule impact. From the nature of the decelerations
experienced at impact, the bearing strength and vertical structure of the
Martian surface can be deduced. Impacts on unyielding surfaces will be accom-
modated by balsa wood impact limiters.
5. 5 LANDING SITE SELECTION
The selection of a landing site was influenced by two major factors. First was
the desire to impact in a region which would be the site of future lander missions.
Second was the desire to h7_ve a target of sufficient size so that even with the
ma×inqu'n_ possible dispersion in impact point the capsule would still be in a
region of interest. The selection of the future lander's impact point was
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deter:nined bv_ the scientific interest ._{nthe site and b,,- .'.he te!ec _v,i]_.m]un,-c__ _-_:<_o_
_.::c e_':[ire arrival \vindo\v. This latter constraint ,z'as invoked because of _ne
_:ecessi:.v to avoid !om,-a_ntenna pc,_nt:n_ angles _or _:_ c_irec[ _,_ =-_.*_r .....
svs<e:n. For the !973 lander arrival ',vindo\v_ this constrain t iin%its the landing
site to regions between + ii and -35 degrees latitude. A band of [his width
includes virtually all of the dark region sites which might be of interest, it is
assumed, because of the importance of life detection experiments to the landed
n]ission, that dark regions which show distinct color changes during the wave of
iarkening will be primary targets. However, radar observations of Mars at
_]_e coming favorable oppositions may provide indications of surface roughness
_,:nich will change this view. Preliminary observations during the 1965 opposition
i:_dicated very si_.nificant differences in the rouahness of various areas, but
u:_ortunate!y did not cover any of the areas of primary interest. Possible
_-_ets :_lude Svrt_s _-.,±=_or (6-degree latitude), blare Sirenum {-18 de_rees),
____ e ,_:n-_z_.erzurr_ - haestrv_oniun< __inus r-t: _'ees) Liars Tvrrhenum
• _? h
-:Z :e_rees!, Liar.<ari=ifer Sinas {--3 dec. rees'_, _-_]:s i.acus ......dec_rees),
.... : i_re Erylhraeum {[-22 degrees). Three of <hess sites are particularly
a ::o_-:,i_:-e_. <_:rt-'.< },[aior and Solis Lacus because of [he extre:_e color chan_es
.....hick usuall%, _ occur during the wave of darkening, and _'_iare Sirenu:_ because
,.:,_s ihe subject of h,!ariner IV piczures nun]ber eight and nine. The deciding
: _c:or an]ong these three sites should probably be their size relative to the
l-*nding-site dispersion. This dispersion provides, for the worst case orbits, a
":hree-sigma target with a maximum dimension of about 375 km. Such a dis-
?ersion makes Solis Lacus a marginal site and provides a rather low probability
<_f landing within the approximately 280 by 280 kilometer bounds of the Niariner
I',/ piciures. Thus Syrtis h{ajor is the preferred site. However, the arguments
,,<_inst .'.he seven suggested sites are not s_ficientlv strong to cause their
Jf in the future other considerations should favor one of them.
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6. 0 EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION
In the discussions of the experiment integration tradeoffs and results which ap-
pear in this section, and the detailed analyses in Section 7. 0, very heavy en_-
phasis has been placed on the television experiment and, to a lesser extent, on
the penetrometer experilrmnt. There are several reasons for this en_phasis.
These are the two most valuable individual experiments in the payload, and they
have very little redundancy with other experiments. Thus, it is essential that
their feasibility be carefully studied and their performance optinMzed. In addi-
tion, since the interface requirements of these experiments dominate those of
the other experiments in the payload, it is essential that their requiren_ents be
defined with greater precision than those of other experirrmnts. A 100-percent
error in the weight of a l-pound pressure experiment is almost trivial, but a
similar percentage error in a 60-pound television experiment has much greater
systems impact.
The te!evis_on experiment has a much greater dependence on and ir_teractio_
\_ith various aspects of the n_ission than any of the other exper_n_e_, _. I_ i_as
critical interfaces with virtually all of the major capsule syster,._s. \/cry early
in the study it became apparent that, to a significant degree, the capsule >,)L_Id
be designed around the television system. For that reason it was decided that
the details of the experiment would be studied in much greater depth tha__ had
originally been planned for any of the payload experiments. This decision clearly
appears to have been the correct one. In addition to providing a degree of
confidence in the design which could not otherwise have been obtained, it has
provided insights into some of the problems which will be encountered _it}_
other experin_ents when they are later considered _n equivaler, t detail.
6, 1 TELEVISION EXPERIMENT
The flight capsule television experiment is designed to obtair_, data _,f <ngh_ccring
im:pertance concorn_ng characteristics of the iMartian surface. 'f'< _ le_s_r
extent the TV experiment will also help detern%ne properties of the Martian
atmosphere.
In the integration of a television experiment into the instrun_ent pay1,_ad of the
flight capsule and into the overall flight capsule-flight spacecraft i_issi_m,
several major factors must be considered.
1. The flight capsule television experiment is only one part of the overall
image generating program of the mission. It must be designed to eff_:ctively
augment and complement image experiments performed with the flight
spacecraft payload.
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2. It must be integrated with the other instrurr.ents in the flight capsule
oavload ,o take advaKta_ of _ oo:ent!al of television iN:a_es to :m_ove
interpretation of the results of other experiments.
3 The fii__ht camsuie has two _:_nf_cant advantages for television pictures
over the flight spacecraft-- rangetothe surface and less potential atn]os-
pher:c deterioration of images. The flight capsule TV experlm_t n:ust
make the best possible use of these advantages in fulfilling its mission and
should concentrate on mission objectives for -a,hich these favorable conditions
are necessary.
4. Like all other spaceborne TV experiments, video data transmission
accounts for the vast bulk of communication capability required in the
fliglnt capsule and. in fact, significantly influences other n:aior aspects of
the flight capsule system. Thus. it is especially importan_ to closely in-
tegrate the TV experin:ent and subsvsten: _vith the re_=ainder of tlne capsule
_-nd support suLs\'sten<s.
These factors play a maior role :n the definition of TV ,_ objectives
and the design of the TV subsysten: to satisfy these objectives.
6. i. ] ExDerirnen: Objectives
The basic objectives of the flight capsule TV experiment are based on
generating engineering and scientific data required for further ex-
ploration of Mars. These basic objectives may be grouped into four
(4) categories.
]. Resolution of surface character and surface objects to assist in
!andin__ and lander o_erations_ on the N,!artian _u_-_ace.
I. _etern:ina'.!on _f s:anifi:_-n: features of local aibedo and _mho:o_:e:r:c
properties to assist in the desion of future imaging experin:ents.
3. Assistance in the interpretation and generalization of flight spacecraft
television images taken from Niars orbit.
4. Support of other experiments in the engineering payload. Each of
these general objectives generates specific image requirements which,
in turn, are related to major system tradeoffs.
6. I. i. I Surface Characteristics for Landing Operations
The physical surface features of prime significance for future Niartian
!anders are: (!) discre_ o%iect hazards. (2) gross surface texture and
roughness, (3) surface slopes, and (4) surface bearing strength.
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TV pictures are generally the prime mechanisnl for assessing the first
three of these factors, and indirectly contribute to detern_ination of
bearing strength. In the integrated engineering payload, the TV pictures
will beaugmented by radar observations which provLdea secondary
(andambiguous) source of surface feature data. The TV e_<p_rin_ent
will, in turn, support penetrometer experiments in dram,ing conclusions
aboutthe bearing strength and mechanical properties of the surface.
The spatial scale of interest in determining the extent to which specific
surface characteristics (objects, texture, etc. ) interfere with landing
dependsuponthe anticipated lander size. Based upon existing and
projected booster shroud diameters and the control and deceleration
requirements for soft landing, it is unlikely that lander diameters
(including extended legs or pods) will exceed30 to 40 feet or be sn_aller
than I0 to ]5 feet.
Sucha lander would be significantly con_promisedhy a variety of
discrete object hazards on the surface including rocks and slna]l craters
having transverse din_ensions of approximately _ iect and i-_ch! oi
feet. Thus, the identification of such ob]ects and a :_',<_a_,::_-_,_t _i their
frequency of occurrence is required.
In addition to discrete objects, certain aspects of gross surface texture
and roughness also present landing and post]anding hazards. Large
areas where the average surface slope is greater than 15 to ZO degrees,
as might be encountered on a dune-covered desert area, mould enhance
the probability of tipping the lander over or of having it touch do\vn in
a significant local depression. Figure ] illustrates a typical average
terrain texture of this type, and indicates that textural features at
spatial frequencies of approximately . 0085/ft and higher v. il] present
this particular landing hazard.
Large araas of uniformly-steep slope, which n_ay be frec ()L discret¢_
obstacles or textural hazards, may also present ])roble_ of Lander
stability. It is unlikely that anylander design will be stro_.g]y influenced
by slopes less than 15 degrees, and equally unlikely-that any lander
design could be made compatible with average slopes greater than 45
degrees. Thus, a prime objective of flight capsule-flight spacecraft
in,aging experiI_ents x_ill be the identification of slopes (>f 15 t() 45
degrees extending over spatial areas many tin-_es the size of proposed
lander s.
6. l. 1.Z Photon_etric Properties
A major objective of the flight capsule TV experiment \_ill be to obtain
in,proved data on both the gross and local photon_etric properties of
Mars to assist in the design of future image experin_ents. While it is
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likely that both the flight capsule and flight spacecraft TV systems will be
designed to accommodate a wide range of illunaination conditions,
future landers and even advanced design probes should be able to take
advantage of improved photonaetric data obtained from both the flight
spacecraft and the flight capsu]e.
Four types of photometric data are required: (l) the so-called
"photometric function '_of the 1_lartian surface, which relates the appar-
ent brightness of the surface to the directions of illumination and ob-
servation; (2) the apparent albedo of Mars as measured frona within its
atmosphere, and variation of this albedo over snaall areas which define
contrast and assist in the interpretation of image content; (3) the effect
of skylight on the depth of shadows and the general extent of light trans-
n_ission, scattering, and reflectance of the Martian atmosphere; and
(4) the spectral characteristics of surface reflection, both over large
areas and in smaller regions.
ebtimated fron_ Earth-based observa_i_)ns ai_d t:l'_n_ A'iariner IV data,
appears to lie between those of the lunar surface and a Lambertian
reflector. The difference in predicted surface brightness frown these
two known functions is as great as 4:1 for i!!u_ni:zation angles of interest
in the proposed TV experin_ent. Even lunar TV experin_ents (Ranger
VII, VIII, IX) required adjustn_ents to con_pensate for the differences
between predicted and measured photometric pr<)perties.
Since photon_etric n_easuren_ents of bfars have only been n_ade from
..... _ .... " _; .... * " the ' :':outside the l\'lar_lan aci_ospt_e_e, one ca_ ,:_y es, ,_ dcptn ,._
shadows and the extent of skylight. These factors are of great signifi-
caz_ce in the interpretati()n of photos of the 1Viartiaz_ sacface. The same
is true of albedo n_easurenaents. Various wa\:c_Iength depe_id_nt prop-
erties of both the Martian surface and atrnospI_ere, such as colored
areas have been observed. Identification of the surface and atn_osphere
features which undergo such changes and the phenc)n_ena which cause
them are clearly of scientific importance, and n_ay be _f great engin-
eering significance.
6. 1. 1.3 Interpretation of Flight Spacecraft Images
It is likely that the flight spacecraft will have a capabi!i_ for taking
and transmitting a far oreater nun_ber of pic'ture_s tha_-_ the flight capsule.
Hox_-ever, the spacecraft has a much greater rang_: t_ the su_'fa((, (700-
1500 kn_) than the capsule and can only take pict_res through the entire
Martian atmosphere. Even if greater optical system sophistication is
permitted in the spacecraft, the flight spacecraft TV system will not
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I
Dhave the resolution capability or definition (contrast) capability of a
properly designed flight caE.suie TY exper:_:ent. Tkus, a rr:a:or
objective of the capsule TV exnerin=ent is to provide a iirniied nunzber
m'hich can rnateria!!]< assist in the interpretation of f]:,ghz spacecraft
television images.
There are tm-o broad areas in which this assistance can be implemented:
(I) the identification of specific small-scale geological features through
the higher resolution capsule images which in turn, appear in space-
craft images, and (2) through extrapolation of the occurrence of these
features over large areas of the l_lartian surface mapped with the
spacecraft cameras. In order to achieve both of these obiectives, the
spacecraft cameras must _.ap the area in which the capsule impacts
the surface, and the ability n:ust exist to exactly locate capsule pictures
in the spacecraft !R_ages.
To enhance the orobabilitv_ . of locating _i{o<_,t__..ca:Dsuie T\ r _nictures in
flight spacecraft T\ 7 images, ti_e resolution of a_ !eas_ one cansule
picture should be comparable to the highest resolution \vith m-hich _he
landing area \vil! be mapped by t]_ef!ight spacecraft. Further, <he area
coverage of this capsule image should be large enough to accon%modate
surface features which can be readily identified in the spacecrah in]ages.
For orbital periapsis altitudes of 700 - !500 km and periapsis over the
anticipated capsule impact point, the flight spacecraft can]eras can
obtain surface resolution of 10-30 meters/TV line (nominally 30-100 ft/
TV line). Ln 1000-1ine forma_s such images v,ouid cover surface
san]n!es 30 0@0 _o !00_ 000 feet on a side. Flight capsule TV ii_ages
of 30 ft'TV line resolution covering at leasl lO nercent of this area
could be readily located i_ the snacecraft in-ia_es. This consideration
:ndica:es the desiranili<<- of v.ice-covera_e, i::.-,_.-res:!u<:o:< :m:a;_e_ :n
the flight capsule r_:ission.
These lo\v-resolution in, ages alone, ho\_ever, v.:ould primarily be useful
only to the extent that they elin_inate deleterious atmospheric effects.
To assist in the identification of geological features, higher resolution
images of the same features are required, if the same image format is
used, higher resolution implies smaller area coverage. The value of
higher and higher resolution images of the same features diminishes
as the common area covered approaches zero. On this basis a practi-
cal ]in,it for feature identification mhich can be directly related to
flight spacecraft images is about 10:l in resolution and i percent in area.
These image sets covering the sar__e surface area in steps of increasing
--_--_:-- ' _ .... _ _ as nested "_,_o_._ \\-]_]e hair ofr't_m_._Liu,_i are co2-1Zl_lO_Ly . ........ ....... _ .... _ •
_,_,._ reso!ut_on _n_nroven_ent represent_the <-=ax_nzun<useful
resolution range for interpre_aticn_-c{restedinages, o<]-:er ily.ages at
intern%ediate resolutions are usually required for effective use of nesting•
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The extent to which such nested images are valuable in identifying
specific features in spacecraft images and the certainty with which
these features can be extrapolated to other portions of the Martian
surface clearly depends upon the nature of the surface. An objective
of flight capsule TV experin_ent is to provide the in, age characteristics
which permit such extrapolation where the surface features are
appropriate.
6. 1. 1. 4 Supporting Other Payload Experiments
Other objectives of the flight capsule engineering payload can be
directly supported by the television experiment. These include (i)
wind n_easurements, (Z) penetrometer studies of surface bearing
strength, (3) atn_ospheric composition measurements, and (4) radar
measurements of surface roughness.
Surface winds are of considerable engineering importance to future
lander designs - especially the -presence of very high. steady wind
velocities at_d/ur extreme gust vel,,)ci_es. l_hough the entire flight
capsule n_ission lasts {rely a fern hours fron_ separation to i_npact and
the capsule _nay onl} be in a positio1_ to n_easure lore-altitude m4nds
for a fern_ n_inutes, eve1_ this ]imlited san_ple of iEiartian m:ind conditions
coupled with other atmospheric ineasuren_ents is inlportant in estab-
lishing the range of surface conditions lander designs must anticipate.
The television experiment can contribute to wind estimation, first by
passive observation <_fthe Martian atmosphere and surface. The
presence shape and n_oven_ent of clouds and dust storms as recorded
in TV pictures would indicate several key features of wind conditions.
Second, the use of a smoke bomb experiment closely integrated with
the TV experin__ent would offer a direct and inexpensive techniqL1e for
wind meas_lren_ent with a reasonable probability _,f success.
Such a cooperative n_easuren_ent of ,_,ind conditions can ozdy be nlade
fron_ re]a<ively low altitudes where the probability of smoke visibility
is highest and where the time differences between smoke bomb impact
and picture exposure are (i) long enough to permit fornlation of a
suitable s_'_oke signature and (Z) short enough to assure that high velocity
\rinds will not disperse the snloke so n_uch that it cannot be identified
and nleasured. The smoke bomb TV experin_ent can serve as a
backup to indir{_ct m'ind n_easuren_ents n_ade during chute descent by
both a n-_ultiple-beanl doppler radar and by inertial instrun_ents included
in the pay]_ad for other reasons. A n_ajor difficulty in the use of a
sn_oke bo_n}) experin_ent is the non-zero probability that s_oke plumes
may obscure surface features in the last high resolution in,ages.
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The nrinnarv exnerLn=ent for d:e estin-:ation of z__echanical :0ro:z,erties
of <he surface such as bear:n_ stren£th and siralifica<ic:: in,-:l, es :l-e
use o; nnultioie penezron:eters m hich transnnit tl_eir deceieratfon
his_or\- on in, pact. hlore than one pene<ron-_eter is required %o produc_
a number of samples of surface conditions. The television exoerin-:ent
will assist in the interDretation of the penetronueter results by pro-
viding an independent indication of the variabilizy of the surface prop-
erties and, if the flight spacecraft and flight capsule pictures can be
correlated, by indicating the frequency of occurrence on the planet of
the general surface conditions in the capsule impact area. If such a
be increased significantly.
Several factors dictate lo_v-a!titude dep!ovn:ent of the penetronzeters.
and current conce_ts_ for dep!oy_,_.ent mould, iin_it -'!........:a_ dispersion ,of
De:\etronleter_ i___Dac% s *_'__ a ,-_]°c'-_fi_ol radius circle. T_u<, _m-,_<_-_-=
lr_i&_es which _,vauld contr:bute to enhanc:n 8 pe:__etr_n:e!er resilts :_ust
.... (ii m _rit_ e r a i-, _ eprovide a clear zn,_zcat;on of surface variab!lit< over this _ ....
_erhaps the prime __r__easurer_ents \vhich will be n:ade with the engin-
eering payload are those \vhich detern_ine the connposition and physlca]
properties of the }v[artian atn:osphere. Indication of clouds, dust
storrns and surface conditions can improve interpretation of the results
of mass-spectrometer measurements and water-vapor measurements
and provide interesting ancillary data for the acoustic densitometer
and beta-scattering measuren]ents. In addition, inforn_ation on the
__u,e_ral reflectance characteristics of clouds or the atrnosmhere can
su},porz or augrr_ent rr_easuren_ents n:ade of IR, radiation and reflectanc,:
fron-_ the flight spacecraft
Obser-<ations _,,:ll be n_ade of _he _{ar:ian surface by radars <:n _he
fl:gh_ capsule operati_sg al three \,,idei\--separazed frequencies 1].O{
(three-beam doppler radar), 324 n:c (lo<_:-altitude altimeter), and is n_c
(high-aiti_ude altin=eter). Though the prin_arv function of these radar
syste_m,s is not surface roughness measurennent, some indications of
surface roughness result from processing of the return signals to indi-
cate the specular and diffuse components of the return. Each of these
radar return signals will have a maximum sensitivity to roughness
parameters of spatial scale approximately equal to the wavelength of
the radar carrier. These wavelengths are 55 feet, 3. 0 feet, and 0. 07_
feet. Optical roughness correlation should be possible m, ith both the
flight capsule and flight spacecraft TV pictures at I = 55 feet and \vith
the capsule alone at A : 3. 0 feet. At A : 0. 075 foot measurements are
just beyond the nnaxirnun= optical resolution m,hich is meaningful fropn
the capsule. Radar measurements at th_s spatial scale would con<Die-
_:er=_, and to sonze extent au_n-ent, the highest resolution ontical in_,_es
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from the capsule TV system. Furthermore, this short wavelength
roughness result with the highest resolution TV images would help to
determine if still higher optical resolution is of engineering significance
for future image expern_ent.
The basic objectives of the flight capsule TV experiment are summar-
ized in Figure Z. From this illustration and the previous paragraphs,
it is apparent that the highest resolution requirements arise from the
estimates of surface roughness and the assessment of object hazards.
The coarsest resolution desirable is approximately flight spacecraft
resolution and is necessary to facilitate location of the capsule TV
pictures in tile large-scale spacecraft images,
6. i. Z Major System Tradeoffs
In designing a TV subsysten_ to in_plement the experimental objectives
of the flight capsule, several related major system tradeoffs have been
considered. Tile areas in which television-sensitive tradeoffs have had tile
greatest in,pact on system design are tile following:
[. Selection <_f tile chute descent phase of the capsule mission for the
television expcrin_cnt;
2. Selection of image format and data rate requirement;
3. Selection of a slaved platform for camera stabilization during
capsule motions on chute;
4. Selection of the n_ultiple can_era - sin_ultaneous exposure technique
for in,age nesting; an<]
5. Selection _f the shutter logic - data storage and translnission
technique.
6. i. 2. 1 Selection of Mission Phase for Te]evis[on
In the 90 minutes or so from capsule separation from the flight space-
craft to impact _'ith the Martian surface, three distinct mission phases
have been examined to detern_ine the most desirable periods for TV
pictures on the entry and descent trajectory. These mission phases
are called (i) pre-entry, (2) entry, and (3) parachute descent and are
characterized as indicated in Table XXI. The major factors which
influenced the selection of the chute descent phase alone for TV pictures
were the follo\\-ing:
i. Shortest range to the surface (well below top of the atmosphere)
Z. Long duration at favorable ranges
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3. !T:ev, to the surface u:-ka_s-,_,_,_d by entry shell
4. Look an£le si2nificarnD,- limited to -9'0 de£rees due to cansule
suspension c,m cl_ute
5. Smallest descent and drift (horizontal) velocities.
The
are
and
primary problem attendent to selection of the chute descent phase
the capsule oscillations induced by the dynamics of chute descent
aggrevated by wind gusts.
In rejecting the pre-entry phase the follom'ing factors _vere most
significant:
I. The cameras v,-ould be aln_ost entirely above the _hfartian
atnzos_shere and v,-ould cover the sal_ie s=arface area as can-_eras
or. the -_isace cr ai'_,
v Canzeras n_ust be poir_ted vertically to obtain an\- ranse
advantage over the flight snacecraft to take pictures at higher
resolution with comparable can:eras.
3. The large heat shield diameter limits potential viem_ing port
positions to the rear portion of the afterbody, and from this part
of the capsule an active ACS \vould be required to assure vertical
or near vertical look angles.
sn-_'ear considerations to a0out £Sft iTXz line, and v,ould require
lens diarr_eters imexcess of l0 inches to achieve this resolution
(see r:sure 3).
Figure 3 illustrates the approxin:ate velocitY-altitude characteristics
of the pre-entry, entry, and chute descent phases of d<e capsule
_ission and illustrate the image resolution range that could be achieved
\vithout capsule drift con_pensation for a given lens diameter. The
lower region of the entry phase is also of interest since resolution
fron_ Z to I0 feet per TV line could be achieved m:ith cameras having
aperture diameters between l and I0 inches. The major limitations
in using this region of the descent trajectory are (l) the requirem.ent
for an additional separation system to produce an optical windo,a in the
heat shield, and (2) the dynamics of the entry vehicle which could
produce oscillations in a1_-gle of attack (and look angle) during the final
phases of entry.
Fron: t_}_se considerations, it is annarent t]<at the best single n:issio_
phase for the TV experin_ent is tb_e chute descent phase where the TY
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_\:_tenn can take best ae_',,,'an*a_ of reduced surface rar=ze, and the
n_inimum of atnnospheric disturbance. During the parachute descent
phase small ca-,_,_eras can be designed to vieid resolutions less than
' ft/T\ line.
The use of nlore than one phase of the descent trajectory was also
considered. By using more than one mission phase, communications
time would be longer and the area of planet surface covered would be
increased. This philosophy was rejected for the following reasons:
i. The use of the parachute descent and the lower entry phase
involved an additional separation and a shutter logic n_ode change
to produce three additional pictures, The trade is considered
unfavorable
=. The use cf ::= parachute descent abase and the _:per entry
p_ase involves orovld-n_ an optical port which could .....easily
survive entry.
3. The use of the paraci=ute descent phase and the pre-entry phase
involves two separate optical systems and/or vie\ring ports. Though
several low resolution images 25 feet to 200 feet per TV line could
be generated, these images offer few, if any, advantages over the
flight spacecraft images and do not justify the additional capsule
complexity.
Thus, through consideration of the resolution requirements of the TV
experin_ent and the in-_pact of the TV subsystem on the fli_ht capsule, the
chute descent phase of the capsule nzission m-as selected as the sole
n=ission phase for TV pictures,
6. !. 2. 2 Lug=age Format and Data Rate
From Figure 2 it is apparent that a high ground resolution of 0. 1
ft/TV line is desirable for surface roughness measurements, and a
low surface resolution of 30 to 100 ft/TV line is required to locate
capsule images in flight spacecraft images. Further, to assist in the
interpretation of spacecraft images, nested images covering about
10:l in resolution are also desirable. Each separate resolution
requirement, in general, requires a separate image. Each sample
of surface requires a separate image.
In addition to resolution, the area covered by each image must be
adequate to serve the -n_--nn_p_ nf that IY'_,_O_ _r_ _,_t_O _n c_toct-
ing and identlf)-ing 3 foot obiects on the surface, about i ft/TV line
resolution is desirable. To make any estin%ate of the frequency of
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occurrence of suchobjects in a given region of the planet's surface,
the image in _,hich such an object is detectable n_ustbe 50 - i00 times
the size of the object. It is also desirable to obtain such image samples
at several points on the surface.
The prime lin_itation on how many images can be obtained with a
given format and resolution is determined by the mission requirement
to transmit all of the TV pictures prior to impact, the allowable data
rate, and the capsule descent time on chute. Figure 4 indicates the
relationship between these major variables for chute descent times
between 100 and 400 seconds. In general, the required transmitted
data rate R is given by Equation (1) below.
n2 N N
o
R -
T
s
(i)
where l{ = transn_ission data rate (bits/see)
n = forn_at size (elen_ents or lines for a square format)
Ts= parachute descent time (seconds)
N = nutnber of grey leve]s (bits)
o
N = nun_ber of pictures
The znininmrn number of pictures required to satisfy the experimental
objectives is about 4; a nested set of three images covering resolutions
fr_n_ about 30 ft/TV line to 3 fi/TV line, and at least one higher res_-
lution image at I. 0 ft/TV lin(: or better. Para_]_tte descent tin]e is a
function of the parachute area-to-suspended \\eigi__uratiu A/\V and thc
properties of the Martian atn]osphere. An 80 foot dian_eter parachute
results in descent times from about 170 to 320 seconds in the range
of atmospheric models considered.
In selecting the 200 line x 200 elen-mnt forn_at recommended for the
TV experiment, the following factors were considered
i. A fom_,at size of at least 150 x 150 was required to provide a
sampled area of Martian surface large enough to assess the frequency
of occurrence of surface objects of approxizmately 3X the size of a
resolution elenaent.
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2. -fbe data rate goesup as the scuare _f %beforrr_at size, and
i_ _vitnthe nui_ber of ,nictures and the reciprocal ol the chute
descen< time. Thus, for any fixed data rate the nunnber of samm]es
permitted is sharmlv reduced as the forn]at size increases.
required 150 x 150 line surface resolution-format required for object
assessment.
4. At the coarsest resolutions considered (= 30 - 40 ft/TV line)
a 200 x 200 format size results in surface coverage of 6000 x 6000
to 8000 x 8000 feet which is adequate for location of the flight capsule
images in the flight spacecraft images, and is of sufficient size to re-
veal surface features of interest in ,eoao_cal mapping from the s_ace-
craft images.
ff_ £]
=,_. The =_C)0x Z_ format permits ammroxin-_atelv.. 1o_.oictures at a
nominal chute descent time of 200 seconds for a data rate of the order
of i01< bits/sec. (See Figure 4).
6. 1. Z.3 Light Sensitivity - J_nzage Tube Tradeoffs
The resolution requirement of the TV experiment, anticipated Martian
surface brightness levels, and the camera motion on parachute indicate
the desirability of high sensitivity image transducers for this applica-
tion. The system requirement to withstand the 135 ° C dry heat steril-
ization cycle, ho\vever, significantly limits available image tubes.
High sensitivity image tubes such as the intensifier vidicon, irn.,_age
orthicon and secondary enn2ssion vidicon. \vhich use photocathode gain
s_a_2es, are available. Hov. ever. it is _,-,,,_,_6_______hat a cesiu_: (S-,?c")
photocazhode will vcithstand the lneat of sterilization. -ilnerefore. in
spite of the simplifications in optics and minirs_.ization of chute dvnan:ics
which could result from the use of these tubes, they have not been
considered in the TV subsvstern design.
Two primary image tubes have been considered -
i. Standard vidicons with ASOS photoconductors and
2. Return-beam vidicons with ASOS photoconductors.
Selenium compound photoconductors such as ;vere developed by GEC
for the }_iarinerIV camera were also examined, but rejected because
of the sterilization requirenzents.
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The n2ajor syszen2 zradeoff _n_plicit in tee use of -mage tubes is
summarized by Equations (2) and (3) below,.
,_ $ vH,,-, _)TE=S
TE =
Bo 7/T
whe r e -
V c = camera velocity. (due to capsule motion on chute) - ft/sec
= camera pointing angle (degrees from vertical)- degrees
C
= camera s_.ng rate- deg sec
c
' = caDsuie i.or_zon._ drift veloc:tv-zt 'sec
H
V V = capsule vertical descent velocity- ft/sec
/
= capsule roll (or spin) rate- deg, sec
T E = camera exposure duration- seconds
S = image smear-feet
: minimum detectible in_age tube signal-foot-candle-seconds
_ rrlin
B° = n_inirr_um surface brightness- foot-lamberts
= efficiency of _.Ee opzical svs_ennqT
L D = camera focal length to diameter rat_.o (lens speed)
The required exposure duration for a given optical system and surface
brightness depends upon image tube sensitivity Emi n . The sensitivities
of the 2-inch return beam vidicon and the l-inch standard vidicon con-
sidered are E = 0. 0002 foot-candle-seconds and Emi n = 0. 005 foot-
mzll
candle-seconds, respectively. Thus, required exposure durations
are in the ratio 1:25 for these two tubes with the return-beam vidicon
allowing the shorter exposure. From Equation (I), it is apparent that
significant reductions in TE will produce corresponding reductions in
the image smear for _ capsule dynamics situation.
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The use of the return-beam tube does, however, result in larger
cameras and optical systems becauseof its slightly lo_er resolution,
larger size, and requiren_ent for n_agneticdeflection.
After consideration of these two alternatives - standard and return-
beamvidicons - the use of standard vidicons was made a study
ground rule and, thus, a l-inch standard vidicon with ASOSsurface
was selected, _',*"avoiding the special development require1_ents of a
return beamtube at the expenseof greater design in,pact from
capsule dynamics.
The required exposure durations with practical optics for standard
vidicon can_erasdesignedfor a minimum surface brightness of 30
foot-lamberts are about I. 0 n_sec.
6. 1.2. 4 Flight Capsule Molion Tradeoffs
The major problem area in the TV subsystei_ design involves achiev-
ing high resolution (0. 1 to i. 0 ft/TV line), unsn_eared images from
the descending flight capsule. Analysis of capsule motion on parachute
has indicated that the capsule dynamics shown in Table XXII may be
encountered during chute descent. Arbitrary exposure of a standard
vidicon camera for the l msec required for light sensitivity would re-
sult in image smear of i0 - 20 ft/TV line at altitudes above i000 feet.
This situation places a practical limit on resolution in the region 20 -
40 ft/TV line - much too low to meet nT.ission _biectives.
Figure 5 indicates camera surface geon_etry in the planar case and
defines the dynamics variables for this discussion. The major
contributions to image smear are capsule swing rate _c and swing
angle @c" As 0c increases fro1_0degrees (vertical can_era pointing),
roll and descent velocity induced sn_ear increases from zero. In
addition resolution is also degraded because surface range
increases.
*A ruggedized and sterilizable version of this tube is currently under developmer_t by R(:A under contract to JPL.
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increasi:_g the size of the marach_<_e red.:ces s:__z_ar due to desce:_
7-eloci[\- bul ca-Lzses _reatcr e;_cursiens i:< _7 ir resmc;nse, to, _j_N s\:_ts,
c
:7_ _ -_-_'- ach tRe stead,,- ,,<ind velocit},and \k_x cause %'H to _r_ore _=_=> appro
biodification of the single riser line parachute design to a n_ultip]e
point suspension m-ill reduce spin or roll rate and tend to darn_p indep-
endent capsule oscillations. This n=odification, home\,er, has not been
analyzed or simulated to a point \vhere it could be introduced into the
design m_ith high confidence.
The best solution to capsule motion problems does not involute changes
i_: parachute design but reduction in both _? and i a: the tin%e of ex-
c
posure. Concents for this design are presented in the next section.
%_.;]Len _ and _[ are boil< ..... _ sn_ear (and re=<:,_L_ns are
C
only by cams_<i< drift <e]oci:-.- oyer i],e sun=ace i-or o- :-'-
,.:.ind induced-drift velocities, resoluiio:-_ is tin i=ed bv s:__:ear considera-
rio:,:s to approxi_y!a_eiy 0. 4 f_,/T\ r line - ,.:.-ell_viihir: t]:e nnissiozn ob{ec-
ti\-e s.
6. i. 2. 5 Flight <ansule hio_:oh _rac_eoz,__ - a ............... -
Shutter Logic
The basic approach taken to achieve suitable reso]ution during the
parachute descent phase of the flight capsule n_ission involves mini-
_,-,,izin_ the _ffects of s\;.-ir._an_le _ and s_vin_ an__le rate D T\vo
- - . _ "'C " "C °
tec}:_.iq<:es to accon_plish the effect were considered in detail: (]) sens-
iz-_g _ and L ....._ inhibitin 8 +_ ,-_'a sh_,tters _,]_'-, th_'_" veriab]esC C c,_ ..................
-,.ere o_:tside of design !in<izs (the 'v-air for favorable dvna_:ics: spn-
r:,ach], and (2) acti,Jelv stabilizin£ the ca_>s%:!e (,_r ca:_,<_ra s'} d_,_ri__<,_
in order to in_nle_z%ent the first approach to achieve a resolution of
] ft'TX _ line at an altitude for \vhich the required optical s vsten: \,.as
reasonable, typical dynan]ic conditions necessary at 6000 feet are
@c I< 30 degrees, #c --<3 deg/sec, and /@] < 1.4 rpn]. !mrelin_inary
\rind gust analysis performed for planar parachute motions indicated
that parachutes of roughly 80 feet in diameter ,,vould assume _aximun_
s<ving angles 0 up to 90 degrees in response to step \_'ind gusts up to
200 ft/see. Furthermore, for a \:'ind gust of this rn=agnitude it takes
about 8 seconds for the parachute s\ving angle to return to less tha_
%0 de_'ees. During this tynical parachute n=otion, the capsule is c_'-,:-
ecuting a iar_e_> independent sm-ln_ with an an_Diltucle Of ]5-£0 de_rees
at a _]_uch hisher ra_e. Ho\ve\_er, t]_-_ capsule _<ir:_ rate isc masses
through zero at ]east t<vice per second. Therefore. m:it]:in about S sec-
onds of a _,'i_d _u<t it is ]iRe!v that the d\na_=ic co_:ditions on {,c ann
[ \rill be n:e% for n!anar _otion.
C
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For non-planar motion (coning, etc. ), it is very unlikely that the
capsule swing rate will ever be below 3 deg/sec on both pitch and yaw
axes simultaneously. In the absence of detailed analysis of the three-
dimensional capsule motion, it is difficult to state what swing rates
are realistic. Furthermore, the perforxnance expectation of the TV
system becomes critically dependent of wind gust n_odels for Mars.
Such information will not be available prior to the capsule n_ission.
Thus, to reduce the dependence of the TV experiments on both para-
chute design and harness design, as well as wind naodels, and to ins-
prove the resolution capability of the TV subsysten_, an active camera
stabilization systenn is reconnmended.
This stabilization system is summarized in TableXXIIIandanartist's concept
of the resulting gin_bal system is shown in Figure 6. The ginabal sys-
tem x_,illmaintain an essentially vertical can_era look angle for cap-
sule swing angles up to 45 degrees and will reduce the pitch and yaw
rates to less than 0.0010 deg/sec (producing a combined swing rate
less tha_ 0.0014 deg/sec). \Vhen the fligl_t cal, s_le _vin_ ar_gJe is
greater than 45 degrees, one or both of the platfor_ gin_bals \vil] 5e
up against a stop. Even in this case. the s\\'ing ailgle _ii] aiways be
reduced by 45 degrees and swing rates will be partiall_r con_pensated.
The selection of this can_era platform approach represents a relatively
sn_a]l perturbation in the ren_ainder of the fli_i_t capsule.
An inertial reference system (IIKS) is required to sense capsule dyna-
n_ics _L_ _ .... for favorable dyna._ics' approach. The use of the
can_era platforn_ slaved to the IRS platforn_ involves only the addition-
al electronics required to develop torque _rlotor drive signals, the
platf0rn_ girnba]s, and the torque motors theiL_,_<lv<s.
5. i. 2. 6 Nesting Concepts - Fligl_t Spacecraft C_rr_:!atie_
The desirability of nested images covering the same s_rface area at
different resolutions arises largely fron_ the flight capsule support
of the flight spacecraft in, age experin_ents. T\vo concepts for obtain-
ing nested images were considered:
]° Using successive exposures at lower altitudes (and higher re-
solution) fron_ the same can_era co_erlng the same surface
area, and
2. Simultaneously exposing multiple boresighted can_eras ]_aving
different reso]utions.
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The first (and :_ore convention__l! technique ,.vas rejected as a result
of the analysis of capsule parachute n:otions indicating the difficukv
of covering a co_n-.on area on successive in, ages differing in resolu-
tion by as much as 3:i. Figure 7 illustrates this difficult}< t-nder _he
assumption of a constant drift ve]ockv on parachute, this _raph indi-
cates the condition for \vhichthe co_nn____on a_a in successive ima__es
reduces to zero as a function of horizontal velocity and fractional
change in resolution AR . To achieve a nested set of images mdth re-
lative resolution 9:3:1,R A__R_Rr_-_ustbe greater than 0. 89. The coarsest
R
resolution camera suitable for the flight caDsuie_ n:ission (30 -,LI_'_-_
line at 20, 000 feet), \vili only meet this condition for horizontal velo-
cities less than abouz 35 ft/sec. AitkoughN_e condition improves at
hi._her descent velocities, ii requires either a YV> 600 ftisec or a
coarse resolution greater than Ig0 ft/TY line to barely :n:eet this nest-
i2%± cri:erion.
The use of multiple -_-_:-_h_ed can:eras, exposed sirr__ultaneousiv, to
meet the nestir_ requirerner._ _._"_-_=-several advaY:tages in addition to
_zn_t_= effects o{ capsule s_;* _-_st, it permits precise re-
lative location of the nested images and nneasure_n_ent of resolution or
scale differences. Second, it en_ploys n]ultiple can]eras to enhance the
reliability of the television subsystem without exactl F duplicating cam-
era functions. Third, it provides considerable altitude flexibility in
taking capsule pictures. For instance, several, presun]ably different,
samples of surface can be photographed at the same resolution through
high altitude exposure m:ith a high-resolution can_era, n_ediun_-altitude
exposures \vith the rr_edium-resolution camera, etc. \Vith this approach,
SUCh inia_es are _.\po-_ :_: enoa_n apart in tim:e to assure that even
n_oderate drift velocities vrnl el_rs_nnate overlap to produce independent
m k ]li_;i <f m .
The N_ukiple boresighted cannera technique v,as selected for the flight
capsule T% z experiment to achieve these advantages as -yell as to elin_i-
hate loss of conzn_on in:age area due to capsule drift.
6. I. 2. 7 Data Transmission - Storage Tradeoffs
Several factors in the capsule TV subsystem implementation have a
major impact on the choice of data handling, data storage, and data
tr ans1_is sion technique s.
The vidicon tubes selected are operated in a slo\v-scan n_ode v,ith a
france duration Tf< 6 seconds. This readout tinge is selected lon_
enough to reduce the video bandv<idth (and an_plifier noise) and short
enough to avoid deterioration of the in,age due to discharge of the photo-
conductive surface. The use of the slom-scan readout n]ode generates
-109-
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a requirement for buffer storage of TV data in the _-.,v1_tcansu]e,
• _ " _ _ _r_nsnuissior: data _÷slnce caTa tales fronl t[<e %-icicon xcee_q _<_e_.
Further. sin-_u]taneous exposure of t\vo or n]ore cam_eras produces
this high data ra[e fron= each of t_vo (or n=ore) vidicons.
Because of adverse capsule dunarnics on parachute and the low (but
non-zero) probability that the camera stabilization platform will be
operating against one of its control axis stops at a time when the cam-
era shutters should be opened, it is necessary to provide a time gate
during \vhich the shutter is operated rather than a discrete time shut-
_e__ _-'_ _s ..... _-_+ _r_ _ _ncertaintv in the actual
time of shutter operation, and could result in dead air during the in-
_erva_ \vhen the shutter logic is waiting for the _imbal system to come
off its stops. The use of shu_ertime gates appropriate for current-_vind
_u_t n_odei= could nroduc_ as n_uc]- as 5 to i _'_scc _'_o_._ ........._'__ _,"
picture. !n order zo avoid t?.is possibility, ar,d _he attender._ loss of
COZllP-lkl!ilCa[i©n <i]-!!e, a nl_d]ZI"DIe nlenlorv svstenu has ]Deer: zncluc:e_a in
_he design -,vlcich assures that all such waiting tin_es occur v hile pre-
vious pictures are being transn]itted.
6. i. 3 Television Performance Tradeoffs
In the previous section several major TV tradeoffs which affect other
Flight Capsule subsystems and/or the Flight Capsule mission have been
considered and design decisions based on these tradeoffs are presented.
In this section, major design decisions relative to the TV subsystem and
its performance are revie_ved to complete an introduction to the recom-
n]ended de sign.
6. 1. 3, i Number of Can:era Tradeoffs
One of the most im<nortant design considerations of the =apsule televi-
sion experiment involves the choice of three separate cam_eras to in_-
p]emzent the capsule TX" obiectives. In genera], the use of nuore than
one camera is desirable from reliability considerations. Ho_vever, in
the capsule experiment \vhere transmission data rate is so severely
constrained, the use of tm.o identical cameras transmitting essentially
the same information represents a very poor use of the limited data
transmission capacity. This consideration dictates the use of at least
two different cameras, either one of which could produce images which
satisfy most of the mission objectives.
The use of the multiple can_,era nesting technique requires at least a
3:1 resoluzion difference between boresighted cameras for b,vo nested
in:ages, and a 9:3:1 resolution dependence for d]re_ nested in:a_es.
The latter =+.... _ selected for the capsule svstezn since. _
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addition to providing the maximum useful resolution range for nesting
at high altitude, it also assures the highest resolution camera \\ill be
adequate at low altitude to produce the high-resolution images required
for object hazard assessn_ent.
For instance, the surface resolution of a fixed focal length can,era is
given by R = KZ
where R = surface resolution (ft/TV line)
K = a constant (]/TV line)
Z = altitude (feet)
An exposure of a can_era systena designed for a 9:3:1 resolution ratio,
at some high altitude X0, implics that Ki: I(2: ti 3 are in a 9:3:1 ratio.
The corresponding resolution obtained at Z 0 are t_ 1 = 9tiZ0, R Z :
3KZ 0 and 1t 3 = tiZ 0. The relative resolutions obtained from the three
can_eras at lo\\er altitudes is shown in Table XXIV. Several points are
illustrated wit}_ this table.
i. For r]:c a]tiLude range over \vhicL TV in",axes can be exposed
and trans_'dttc.-I ()'i(! to Z0/6) during parachute' descent the n_axinlun_
resolution difference is 54:! (9KX 0 to 1/61CZ(I ). For 9t_IX 0 equaJ to
flight spacecraft, resolution ( _30 ft/TV line), the highest resolution
available beconnes approximately 0. 6 ft/TV line, \,,hich is adequate to
meet the high resolution requirement of the %V experiment.
2. The first two nested sets \vith coarse resolutions of 9KZ 0 and
6tiZ o arc close enough to flight sp_cecraft resolution to be located in
spacecraft images and, thus, provide two independent san-_ptes of
terrain (in the same general area) for spacecraft correlation.
3. There arc nmltiplc uncorrclated inmges prov,'ded at roughly
the sal_c resolution (for instance tiZ 0 and 3tiZ0)to increase the nun_ber
of samples required for object hazard asscss_e_lt.
4. There is considerable overlap in resolution for surface statis-
tics such as topological counts of craters, etc.
Several approaches to achieving this effective n_ultip]e-carnera nesting
have been exan?ined. These include the use of single calnera x_ith part-
ial (200 line)readout, and the use of dual-n_ode readout. This dual-
n_ode readout involves generating a high-resolution ima2e on the vidi-
con over a forn_at greater than 200 lines, say 600 lines. The inner
200 X 200 se_n_ent of this in,age is read out to provide a single high-
resolution image. The entire format is then read again, averaging a
3 X 3 array of high resolution elements, to produce a boresighted low-
resolution in_a,,e
9
9
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The dual-lnode feature was rejected becauseof its complexity and
reliability considerations which involve the loss of two images, if a
single camera fails to operate.
6. 1.3. Z Grey-Level Transmission
The transmission of a 32-level, 5-bit grey scale is recon_mendedfor
the TV experin_ent. In reaching this conclusion, 64-1evel and ]6-1eve]
transn_ission were considered as well as grey-scale compression
techniques.
Grey-scale compression was ruled out becuaseof its con_plexity and
the relatively few Mars images on which the statistical parameters
for a reasonable compression systen_could be based. In addition, the
uncertainty in Martian photometric properties further increases the
risk associated with such compression techniques.
it is anticipait'd _t_a_-_tht_range of surface 1--_<_+,,_!_ss_,_'ver,,,_............_}_ TV
system must operate \vii] be from 30 to 3000 ft-]z_:nberts v, ith the av-
erage background surface brightness in the prince inu}act region (20
to 30 degrees solar elevation angle) rangin Z fron_ 100 to 580 ft-lan_-
berts. %Vhile there is ,_reat uncertainty in the exacl values of in, age
brightness and contrast which will be encountered, unlike Mariner IV
\vhich covered a \vide range of illumination conditions during a single
nlission, the flight capsule will operate over a smaller range of planet
surface iilun_ination conditions. Furthermore, inmge contrast may be
better in the flight capsule mission due to the elimination of atmos-
pheric veiling.
The primary reasons for the selection of 32 grey levels for trans-
mission are based on the signal-to-noise ratio li1_itations in,posed by
the short allo_able exposure duration and low sensitivity of the stand-
ard vidicon tubes. Figure 8 _u_ ......_s the _-_-_'_,_ vidicon output
current as a function of surface brightness for t\vo vidicon calrleras
with ) = 0. 7. One is designed for unity signal-to-noise ratio (peak-to-
peak noise = vidicon signal current) at B 0 = 15 ft-]an_berts and the
second for B 0 = 30 ft-lamberts. For the peak-to-peak noise amplitude
sho\vn (2 units) only about 25 quantization levels are meaningful over
the entire range of surface brightness anticipate<]. For a can_era de-
signed for unity signal-to-noise ratio at 130 = ]5 ft-]alnberts, about
42 levels are n_eaningful (with possible highlight saturation).
The recommended reference design is based on a unity SNR at 30 ft-
lan_berts. This criterion requires an f/l optical systen_ at an exposure
duration of ] n_sec. Faster optics, higher efficiency and slightly im-
proved vidicon sensitivity may perlrlit designing to 15 ft-lamberts. In
an attempt to retain conservative values in this preliminary design.
such provisions have not been incorporated.
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In the event that better SINR's can be obtained, 32 grey-level trans-
mission with discrete light level con_pensation is recoml_ended to
minimize the additional data rate requirements.
Another approach to improving SNR involves increasing, the vidicon y,
but this change could linait the range of solar elevation angles over
which the system could operate without changing tube voltages.
6. 1.3. 3 Optical System Design
In selecting the parachute descent phase of the flight capsule mission
for TV, most of the optical system compromises characteristic of a
television experiment design, lose their significance. Flight capsule
dynamics on the parachute have been largely elinainated through the
use of a camera stabilization platforn_ such that horizontal drift velo-
city is the last renaaining significant smear contributor.
Wind-induced horizontal velocities up to 200 £t/5<c a_'_"anticipated. ^__U
200 it/see standard vidicon tubes \xith high speed optical systen_s can
only achieve about 0.4 ft /TV line resolution. Altitudes are lin:ite(i in
the parachute descent phase to about 25, 000 feet. With vidicon surface
resolution in the range 200 lines/0. Ii inchupto 2001ine_/0. 15()inc1_
(which represents a shoal] increase in vidicon sensitivity), the optical
systen_ focal lengths required for 0.4 ft/TV line resolution are shown
in Figure 9. The most reasonable design criteria for the high-resolu-
tion n_ission is to select a camera design which yields the highest re-
solution unsmeared image at the loxvest operational altitude, since
achieving this limiting resolution at higher altitude implies that sub-
sequent images with the high-resolution camera will be sn_earec].
Fron_ Figure 9 it is apparent that focal lengths of the order of 2 to 4
inches are required at the lowest altitudes for which an i1_ag_ can be
transm_itted (in its entirety] to the thght spacecra£_. 'Yi_e high lens
speed requirement, f/l, can be met at these focal lengths ( and dia-
n_ete r s).
The use of adjustable focal lengths (zoom lens) or lens turrets to ach-
ieve this limiting resolution was rejected due to co:_plexity of the re-
quired optical systems.
6. 1.4 Selected Design
A reference design for the television experin_ent and subsysten_ is outlined
in some detail in the following sections, This design reflects the experin_ent-
a] objectives and mission constraints described earlier and illustrates the
in,pact of major problem areas. In a sense, it is a con_pendiun_ of tele-
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vision capabilit F _,vhichcould beprovided in the capsule and design re-
:_'f :h< design arbitrary decisions have been m<ade for ccn=:mJeteness. T_:e
m ____'] _.]
u_,L,_:_ analysis and design alternatives are considered in _emth_ _.i_-a_a-:_
_raph 7. i of this Book.
6. !. 4. ! Television Ca_<ner__s
The television experiment employs three identical cameras _vith differ-
ent optical systems. _All of the cameras use I inch standard vidicon
tubes with ASOS (antimony-sulphide-oxy-sulphide) photoconductive
surfaces. The cameras are operated _/th 7 = 0.7.
Electrostatic focus and electrostatic deflection is recomn_ended for
all three can:eras. The can_eras are operated in a partial-scan n:ode
to yield 200 lines X 200 element square image formats over the C. i!
X 0. il inch central area of the vidicon surface.
The can]eras are distinguished prim]arilv by their optical systenfs, and
are designated A-ca_m.era, B-can]era, and C-can]era, respectivel F,
in order of increasing resolution. The coarsest resolution A-cam_era
is fitted \vith a pair of diagonal filters (arranged as sho\vn in Fig-
ure ii). The spectral characteristics of the Amos surface, and the
combined response of atypica] filter (similar to a \Vratten _o. 47A)
and the ASOS surface is shown in Figure 10. In order to assure ade-
quate light sensitivity, filter efficiencies, _f, must be greater than
0.25.
Table XXV sunxmarizes electrical canuera characteristics. The can_-
ters are double-blade nzecha:dcal shutters nreset to yield exposure
the vidicon can]eras (fran_:e tin]e) is approxJn]ateiy 6 seconds.
The image decay tinge constant for the ASOS surface is longer than i0
seconds. The mission camera cycle time is approxin_ately 35 seconds,
and the design includes provision for priming and erasure (if required
to eliminate the residual image after 35 seconds).
6. 1.4.2 Optical Systems
Fixed focus, fixed focal length, single lens optical systems are re-
commended. The three cameras are n_ounted with their optical axes
boresighted. The optical systems have been designed to }de!d 3C: ft/TV
line resolution for the A-camera at _be highest n_n_n_] picture-taking
altitude 20, 000 feet. The B-camera and C-can_era are selected to yield
zt/Tv line and 3. 3 ft/_rV line at the san_e altitud_ ___]ecan_cras are
exposed sinnultaneous]y to produce nested sets of three in, ages in a r_-
solution ratio 9:3:1.
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TABLE XXV
TELEVISION CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS
I inch Standard Vidicons
ASOS Surface
)/ =0.7
Minimum Detectable Signal: E = 0. 005 ft-candle-sec
Resolution: 200 Lines x 200 elements over 0. ii x 0. 11 inch
Partial Scan Format Size
Electrostatic Deflection
Electrostatic Focus
Frame Time _ 6 seconds
Image Decay Time Constant > i0 seconds
Cycle Time _ 35 seconds
Shutters: Doubl_-blade mechanical shutters with Exposure Durations
T E = 0. 93 to 3. 7 msec
The TVimage format and area coverage for vertical orientation is
shown in Figure 11. A sun, mary of optical systen_ and can_era operat-
ing parameters is presented in Table XXVI. The values in this table
are based on encountering a 20 - 30 degree solar elevation angle in
the capsule impact area. The exposure durations are the key para-
meters in the camera and optical system design. All of the exposure
durations are made as long as possible consistent with the criteria
that image smear during the shutter opening be less than one-half of
a TV line at the lowest altitude for which the given camera will be ex-
posed and its image transmitted. These design altitudes are:
A-Camera- 4, 800 feet (in VM-4)
B-Camera- 3, 800 feet (in VM-8)
C-Camera -2, 800 feet (in VM-3)
-120-
A -CAMERA
RESOLUTION AT 20 kilofeet
30 feet/TV line
FILTER I
(A-CAMERA ONLY)
B /I
IO feet/line / I
/ J
667,,
/
_----- 2000 ft
FILTER 2
( A-CAMERA ONLY)
L.
[-- 6000 ft
IMAGE FORMAT
ALL CAMERAS 2OC L',;_ES X _"_ _-' _'UCL_TC /+ _,,_: !N _ _+ X r_ lJ _NCH
AREA OF I INCH VIDiCON
AREA COVERAGE iN FEET
ALTITUDE in feet A-CAMERA B-CAMERA C-CAMERA
25,000 7500 X 7500 2500 X 2500 8:53 X 853
20,000 6000 X 6000 2000 X 2000 667 X 667
I0,000 5000 X 3000 I000 X I000 333 X 333
5000 1500 X 1500 500 X 500 167 X 167
2000 600 X 600 200 X 200 66.7 X 66.7
e6 - 249,4
Figure 11 TELEVISION IMAGE FORMAT AND AREA COVERAGE
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For the higk res_iuzior- C-c__n_.era. t_is nqr_in_un_ exposure of 0. 93
_<<_ec _lsc _er_er_r_es a requiren:ent for at. f 'l =_r,zical s/s_en= to n:eet
....._=_L sensitivity req'airen_ent of unit',-b:<m. at 30 iI-±an_oerts surface
brightness, T?ns criterion can be n_et wit]-: s]ov, er on[its in the B- and
A-canueras. Ho\ve\_er, the use of fikers ",\ith zhe A-can_era further
attenu__tes t]_ _v__i]_b]e signal energy. The A- camera lens speed, _vhen
increased to f/l, permits the use of filters with 0.25 efficiency.
All of the shutter durations are based on image smear produced by the
camera dynamics shown in Table XXVI. They take the angular field of
view of each can_era and tLe 1 u_4_-_....... _n_Ing"÷ accuracy ......_,_tr_cn ._dera-
tion. The design is based on the use of a camera stabilization platform.
Provision is included for light losses due _o optical efficiency and a
pro_ective windom. T+ ^%_ ,_ noted that the A- and B-can%era designs
are quize simuiiar to Ranger-type can%eras.
6. i. 4. 3 Can<era Dep!z_yrr_en< and S<abiiiza<ion
The_, ca_reras are nnounted cn a tv:,o-axis ginlballed platforn2 driven by
control sitnals generated i:2the inertial reference system (IRS). The
gimbals operate along the flight capsule pitch and yav: axes to reduce
the canlera swing angle @c and camera swing rate _c" The roll axis is
not compensated. Figure 12 illustrates the platform geometry.
lVhen @c is less than 45 degrees, the gimbals develop suitable compen-
sating signals to maintain the camera optic axis \_dthin about 1 degree
of local vertical and reduce camera pitch and yaw rates to less than
C. 00l de_,'sec.= Reduction 0f _?__inturn reduces sn_ear con<'_onents_ due
_c, vertical dcscen_ _-_ _ c_r,_-_]e roll. The residual *,_._,_o
error arises fro_] several sources, including platform% p.is-a!i._nnzent
n_.osDhere ' - and _ervo moin_in[ errors.
When the capsule s\ving an_le exceeds 45 degrees, one or both of the
gi:_hals will coupe against n_echanical stops, and the effect of the plat-
form will be a reduction in @c by 45 degrees and a partial con:pensa-
tion in rate, dependent upon the exact attitude of the capsule. In general,
the camera shutters are inhibited when the capsule swing angle exceeds
45 degrees.
The camera deployment sequence is illustrated by the shutter logic dia-
gran: in Figure 13. The TV sequence begins (in the prime operating
n:ode) with the confirmation that the entry shell has separated. A 3-
second delay allows the enzry shell and any debris generated during
separation to fall out of the camera field oz \uew. This con±irmation
should occur at fli.g]._capsule altitudes of approximately 25, 000 feet
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in VM-3, VM-4, and VIVl-7 atn_ospheresand 19,000 feet in the VM-8
atmosphere. At approximately the same time, the parachute should
be fully openedand the capsule significantly decelerated fron_ its
ballistic entry trajectory.
After this 3-second delay, the two gin_bals driving the can_era stabili-
zation platform are mechanically released and allowed to follow their
control signals. Prior to gimbal release, the optic axes of the three
cameras were aligned with the vehicle roll axis. The shutters for all
three cameras are openedfor their preset intervals in accordance
with the following logic:
I. Both gin_bals are off their stops and have been for 0.25 sec-
ond (this condition assures that the cameras are stabilized in
a vertical position)
OR
Z. 8. 2 seconds have elapsed since the shutter" enable connnand
has been given.
The second condition [s r_quir_d to assure that ulJikcly long duration,
high angle coning modes on parachute do not excessively limit avail-
able com_munication tinge. This 8. Z-second enable interval could be
set at any time between 0 and 8. Z seconds \\dth the present design and
easily extended to ZZ.4 seconds with additional 1_en_ory capacity. With
planar parachute motions 8. 2 seconds is long enough for the capsule
roll axis an_le, perturbed by a 200 ft/sec \\qnd gust, to return to less
than 45 degrees.
In, mediately after the first shutter exposure, the three vidicon cameras
are read out in parellel through separate A/D converter_ to digital
buffer memories. The france tinge for this readint< process is _ 6 sec-
onds. When all three izrmges have been put into digital n_en_ory, IV
data is interlaced into the telemetry chain and relayed to the flight
spacecraft.
A digital n_emory readout-status pulse opens the enable gate for the
next shutter action approximately 42. 6 seconds after the first shutter
firing. This cycle is repeated at corresponding 42. 6 second intervals
until impact.
6. 1.4.4 Data Processing and Storage
The basic data processing and storage technique reconm_ended for TV
data is illustrated in Figure 14. The analog video signals from the
three cameras are read out in parallel in_n_ediateiy follo,.ving shutter
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closure. Individual A/D converters are used for each camera. These
process each video image into 40, 000 five bit nund)ers during the 6-
second readout period.
9
The output of each A/D converter is stored direct]_ i:_ digital n_cn_or-
ies designated C, B, A l and A 2. At the first shutter exposure, meln-
ories C, B, A l are filled from the A/D converters. As soon as the
video data is stored in digital n]emory, it is played out into the te]e-
n_etry stream back to the spacecraft. The TV data is transmitted in
telemetry frames i064 bits in length which comprise one line of video
along with synchronization, line, cameras, and status data.
The digital n_en_ories are read out serially in the order CI_A.
As soon as the C and B memories are clear, the te]econ_nmnications
subsysten_ generates a status pulse which opens the TV shutter enable
gate for the next exposure. This exposure c,)l_]d {)cc_r il_1_diatel,v, in
\vhich case the video readout sequence would n(_,v fill tI_= C, ]3, and
A 2 rnen]ories. On the next exposure, the C;, [%, and A i x_¢._u];'ies \\ou]d
be used. Thus the additional A-n_eFnory elindnates th_ p,)ssibility of
dead air during the parachute descent period and there[_ _xi_;,i/,_s the.
in,age return.
The camera sets are always read and transn_itted in the order CBA, be-
cause the final picture set before in,pact n_a_ onl T bc partialt T trams-
n_itted. The high-resolution C-can_era in, age is the nl_)st in_portant one
of this last set, and its transmission should be ass_r(_i.
9
In addition to the TV in, ages and suitable diagnostic tele_etrv, the TV
experiment will inc]ude four photocells with differ_,_,i s],_ cLr_d rc_p,,nse
and angular aperture to provide additional ph_)t(,_:trK ,i.,la. "FI_<.<c
signals will be processed and transn_itted <,.iththe [FV dia_r_ ,blip. data.
6. 1.4. 5 Prime and Backup Operating Modes - Experi_ent Yield
In the prime or design mode for the TV experi_-_ent, ti_< experitnent
sequence begins with separation of the entr? shell _1 _,]>p_'_)>dtr_ately an
altitude of 25, 000 feet in VM-3, VM-4, and VNI-[ atn,_)._pheres and an
altitude of 19, 000 feet in VM-8. The camera platlort_ gilnl_als are re-
leased and maintain a vertical look angle for the can_eras while reduc-
ing swing angle rates to less than 0. 001 de_;/sec for _1] i_na,e<._ ..... The
image yield is then dependent only on the tithe o_l par_,:l_.tle. ',:t_ict_ is
a function of atmosphere density and scale height.
Figure 15 indicates typical experiment yields for the four at_osphere
models considered with a parachute A/W = 5. Thi:s illustration is based
on exposure of the first image after the full S.2-_ccond enable tithe.
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VM-3 VM-4 VM-7 VM -8
CHUTE OPEN
_5'i 4.8'I ,._']
9s'I3.3'II.l'
X 27_ I 0.9'
,3'i 4.2'I,.4,
SURFACE
/ / / / / / /
TOTAL NO. OF i6 PICTURES 19 PICTURES ti PICTURES
COMPLETE IMAGES
NOMINAL DESCENT 103 FT/SEC 85 FT/SEC 145 FT/SEC IIOFT/SEC
VELOCITY
86- 2497
Figure 15 ANTICIPATED TELEVISION EXPERIMENT YIELD -- DESIGN MODE
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The width of the bars in which image resolution is given reflecte the
altitude range for each subsequent exposure. Only con_plete i1_ages
are shown; in all cases some data from the X'd pictures re,ill be trans-
z_itted.
Under the assumption of a maximum 200 ft/sec wind velocity, all
image samples will be taken from within segments of the Marlian sur-
face shown in Figure 16. In the VM-4 atmosphere with steady wind,
all images will be located on a radius (58, 000 feet) of the circle shown
with no overlap between image sets. If the steady wind velocity is less
than about 30 ft/sec, there will be sonde overlap between all A-camera
images for all atmospheres.
Several backup operating modes have been provided in the TV experi-
ment and flight capsule design. Table XXVII summarizes the most
likely failures which influence the TV experin_ent but do not result in
the loss of the entire flight capsule n_ission. The telecon_1_nunication
systen_ has not been considered inth[s table because no single failure
in that subsysten_ results in a significant los_ ot TV clata.
The primary failure triodes which are considered involve the parachute,
entry shell, and TV platform. All of the more likely failure nlodes for
these co_nponents of the capsule still allo_ the generation and trans-
mission of some TV pictures.
6. 1.4. 6 TV Interaction with the Ren_ainder of the Flight Capsule
]. \Vei_ht Power and Volun_e Requiren_ent-- The total subsysten_
weight of the TV experiment is 60 pounds. A total of 27 m,atts of prin_ary
po\ver at 28V J= IV is required during oper ation. The TV subsystem_
requires a vo]un_e of 1922 cu. in. A m_eight and po\ver su_nrnary is in-
cluded in Table XXVIII. Other capsule weight and power requiren_ents
\vhich nmy be at!ributed directly to the TV experin_ent include"
a. Con_puter and Control Package
in the CC&S - 2 pounds; Z watts
b. TV Digital Men_ories
(Telecommunications) - 21. 6 pounds; 9. 6 watts
Co Portions of Inertial Refer-
ence System required for
Camera Stabilization I_]a[-
forn_ -
_ lO pounds; = 10 v_atts
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Figure 16 TELEVISION EXPERIMENT IMAGE SAMPLING AREA
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TABLE XXVII
TELEVISION EXPERIMENT YIELDS-- FAILURE MODES
Single System or
Subsystem Failure
Parachute does not
deploy
Parachute deploys
but entry shell fails
to separate
TV platform gin_-
bals fail to release
TV platform gimbals
release but fail to
operate properly
Backup Provisions TV Experiment Impact
Nose cap of entry shell is
separated to assure view
of the surface
Nose cap of entry shell is
separated to assure view
oi tl_e surlace
Shutter Logic I0c < 30
degrees and [0cl <__13 de-
grees used for shutters
Gimbal servo is designed
such that the most likely
failures result in camera
rates no worse than FC
body rates, Shutter logic
above can be used ior
some failure modes
34- to 55 second descent
tinge s (no parachute) allows
transmission of approxi-
mately 1 Image set (3pic-
tures) at Z x 20, 000 feet
with resolution 30, 10,
and 3. 3 feet
Decreased descent time
redttces taL_n_ber of pic-
tures by approximately
1 set (3 frannes)
Probable that C-can_era
Ii_ages will be smeared;
all images will have
lower resolution and will
be blurred if dynamics
are too severe.
C-camera images will be 1
snleared; all images will
have lower resolution and
will be blurred if dynam-
ics are t:oo severe
-132-
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TABLE XXVtll
TELEVISION SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL SUMMARY
A -camera
]_- CaFrl ere
Element
P or.'_r conditioner
Canz_-r a stabilizatior
!:-:-_:ag c progra_mer
Data processing
Knvironn_enta] packaging
Totals
Ele ctr onics
Optics
El< ctronics
Optics
Z]<c:ronics
m, _4
W eighL
(pounds)
8.0
0.5
8.0
0.5
8.0
2 £
2o0
i0.0
2°0
3.0
15
6 '9 27
%
Rennarks
i-inch Vidicon with
ASOS surface
Po,,v<_- c:!:ar_, d t,':,[BS
]Ur_ _]_ r-
n a) control
(2
inte r:_i[zerLi -
W,:iel:ts do not hzclnde _,i}.Computer and control p=L_-a_--_...., (in.Tke CC_;SI,,
cig;[a] n-*ennories, (in teiecon_munic_-tions subsection).
-r_ r
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2. Teleconxmunications Recluire_ents -- The TV experiment
design selected is based on a nominal 15K bits/sec flight capsule-flight
spacecraft relay link data rate allocated to TV data. In addition, the
TV subsystem design requires four digital buffer memories, each
capable of storing an entire TV image (approximately 200, 000 bits).
3. Diagnostic and Engineering Telemetry -- To properly assess
the in-flight performance of the TV subsystem and provide engineering
data required for interpretation of the TV images, five digital and
23 analog telemetry channels are required. The digital (or discrete)
channels required 1-second time accuracy and the analog channels
require three to five bit amplitude quantization with sampling inter-
vals fron_ 1-5 seconds.
6. 1.4. 7 Environn_ental Protection and Therl_al Control
Several special thermal and environn_ental problems arise in the
design of the TV subsystem. While detailed solutions to these
problems will require considerable design study and/or develop-
ment testing, recommended approaches are cited here° 9
I. Thermal ,_un_l of thc Television Cameras -- Prolonged
exposure to low temperatures has adverse effects on the ASOS photo-
conductors and photoconductor-faceplate bonding. This difficulty
makes it desirable to lindt vidicon storage temperatures during
non0perating periods to -20°C or greater and to maintain tube
te:_peratures higher than -5°C during _per_ti_m t,_ avoid loss of
vidicon sensitivity. As a result of these requirements, some special
thermal control is required for the TV cameras. Active heaters
are recommended forthe vidicon tubes and camera electronics
during prolonged storage at temperatures lower than -20 °C.
2. Thermal Gradients durin$ Parachute Descent -- At altitudes
of approximately 25, 000 feet, the entry shell used for thermal
protection and for achieving proper M/CDA during entry is sepa-
rated from the suspended capsule housing the TV subsystem. During
-134-
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entry the TA- eam-_eras are or_eratin_, _rx{ i]:eir ther_ua] e_nvir;n%n:ent
is adjusted be_,veen -5°C and -'4O_C. -::e _<<ad:£-_tai_ =as ter.d<< r{_-
tures of the k{artian atnlosphere are in the vici?iv, of 200°Y or -75 _£.
,,:. sonze _== =t pl_vated ten__neratures around the entry shell n_av
influence the precise thermal gradients on the exposed portion of
the capsule structure (and, hence, camera lenses), these structures
will tend to cool to the ambient gas ten_peratures. Thus, the
_ddicon photoconductive surface at-5°C or hi_her _<'il]be located
only a short distance (approxinuatelv th_ _oztes_- _.:_--_ _._'l l_,_+_
of 0.4 inch) from this co]d-_as strean_.
A quartz _lass v.qndov, over die lenses svoulc !0e adeaua_e _o _li__:i_:a.'_-
<ke ad"erse .,,-L_-ec_. oz this thern-_ai _radier._ as ".',ell.as io <{n _di-,
:he c_.r<era ii]errr_al co_nirol DrobJer:..
3, HiKh-Yo!_a__e DC Brea]<do-,vn -- Yhe vidicon tubes ar_
electron bean- devices of significant size _vhic]_ inherently re:quJ_.R<
high-de voltage (]00-600v) for correct operation. During ihe cours{:
of the flight capsule nmission, it will encounter the Earth's atn-_os-
phere, space vacuum and the sparse Martian atn_osphere. The
problen_ of breakdom_n and arcing of gas dielectrics at io\v pressur_
\rill general e extensive test requiren;en_s during d_e course of YY
suhsys_enu design and qualification.
T"vc ar__mroaches are reconnxe_d_-d: (i) the :xs_- _of rxsiti',<: T:._,ux:: ,
do\vn vokaoe, arid (2) Cte use of solid dimlec_rics }-_(-_':.,-',>_ :_r:_'<i:: _:,
moints al ]nigh motential differences.
On the basis of the long mission duration-, a_d d-c rta=c:n_i,],, i _:
pressures required for protection, solid dielectric pro_cc_ion ss
initially recomn_ended. Ho,,vever, both the n_agnitude of t]_e pr_,_}-
len_ and the feasibility of either approach depends upon design de-
trails \vhich are not yet available.
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6. 2 PENETROMETEREXPERIMENT
6. Z.1 Experin]ent Obiectives
The primary objective of the penetron_eter experhn<_I is uJ iJr,_vi<le the in-
formation on the nature of the _vlartian surface necesb:_ry to) d_._slgn lande±'s
which will impact the surface and survive in an operational 1_ode for peri-
ods of weeks or perhaps months. The data necessar}; are the surface bear-
ing strength and the variation of bearing strength over the surface of the
planet. The concern over possible lunar dust layers is an excellent ex-
ample of the problems that inadequate bearing strengths can cause. De-
signs which may sink deeply into low bearing stre_gth surfaces are obvi-
ously to be avoided. However, it is usually expensive in both weight and
v{)lun_e to design low unit area loading support syste_ms when higher Ioad-
ings can be tolerated. Design for impact on totally unyielding surfaces is
also difficult, but realistically is a design criterion which probably will be
in,posed. It is desirable to have information not only on average bearing
strength, but also to have estimates of the rangoon wh[( h n_a v be encountered.
Also ()f interest are data on the vertical structu_t: ,>f lh, neo_:-st_i'fa< e _'e-
g]<J_. }\ foot of low bearing_strength c{us_ rc_ti_,_ ,, _ " cdr{ < _ p_'_s_ts \,_t-.
ly fe\ver problems than a ]ayer 20 feet []..ici,.
o. ft.P. .Major System T_d ......
The n_ost important syste,n trade(Kf in this _xperin_ent was that bct\veen
the use of separate penetron_eters which would bt_ released pri{)r to) in_-
pact, and the use of the entire suspended capsule as a si_gle penetrometer
u._ing an impact accelerometer within the capsule. Although the latter con-
cept had the advantage of lightness and sin_plicity, ]1 had tt_re_, n_ajor dis-
advantages. It required the design of a capsule wt_o._e telecon-mmnicat_ons
system, from batteries to antennas, would survJ,.e !he first, fe\,. n_iliisec-
_>nd_ {_f in,pact. It required the detailed knowled_=e _:1 t!',c sL_uctu[r_l i.,llurc
,_f the capsule under i_npacts at a ,_arie_v of in_]Da<;_ .... gl,::_ _:n<l _,<i:_,.iti,.,.,
tI the effects of structural buckling were to be rc,,_,vcd f_ ,,t,_ tl,e ,::lt ec*>,
of the yielding of the surface, e_ven if these first two pr<)ble_s c<)uld be
sotw_ct, the experiment would provide bearing strength dat, a t,iiiy at a singl_
point on the surface. For these reasons it *,_'as dccid,d to ;_ccept ti_u \\.,:ight
penalty for the higher reliability, lower desigH _iiLfi_ _liLy, a_d n,t,ltiplh-ity
<)f data points obtained by the deph)yn_ent of sev<_ra! inct, i)<.q](!c nr i_{:netr_,n>
eter assemblies prior to impact of the capsule.
Y'or simplicity it was decided t< iH;itize t}:c lundr t_<_,,,tz'<,_,,{_t,:, .:,_ ._:n, ,_,,..<
under development by the Aeronui:ronie Divisi<m ;_f Phil_,,_, _ _;ttt¢_.itlidl,,7 <)i
the Ford Motor Company, [(>r tlxe NASA ],angley R< _t_<_ic!_ ,._:,_tc_ ._:_<!, ,
contract nurnber NAS1-4923. This J_ a systent \vhJch utili_es pel,,:tron_-
eters dropped from a slowly descending vehicle. The penetron_etcrs impact
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_ransn_.K <_, sez%arate R _ te!en-:etrv _vstez_s the dece_e:ad,_z_ ex-
n_is s ion.
sterilization requirensent. A brief analysis of N_ £unsRonents used indi-
cated that no serious problems should be encountered vrlth sterihzation,
although modification of the batteries and several other components would
be required. A second problem is the impact velocity of the penetrometer.
The lunar instrument was designed to survive in, pact on an ,anyielding sur-
f__c_ at a velocity of up to 200 ft/sec, and balsa-\vood i:m_act lin_iters vJere
_laced around :he instruments to restrict ti_.e _.axin-_un_ deceleraNon load-
ing to ]0. CO} G For the ),lartian mission considerably kigher in_._act
velocities v,'ere <_"-d to be necessary. The Drin_arv cause of thi= hi_her
in<pact ve!c_citT ",'as tlne need to h_-ve the d__r_ fr_ s_-_e_a] ]:_netron-_eters
tra:ssr:<itted t_ t}:< slsoended capsule. _rosesse<-i a:_d c: nloressed , n t}se
,<__:>__' -e, at-.< t_ken relr=_:srr.i.-tec : !):e [ii5}:t _=mac<crax Dri r i i:£'._&£'_ _f
t:._- ".__:_s._le .... _ als} desirakle :_,< -.:; reql/ir.r = nL-_},:r c ,: :1 :.l:_ics'.i, _
:_.Lc,de C:r:an£e t_ i:an<_!e :}ie Denetron_eter da_a, bt&: rat}for t< aJ],_, t::, t,s,:-
con__n_unica,:ions systen< to continue transnsitting the high priorx>- _¢ievisi{)n
data right up to impact, it m-as fo_mnd tl:at a period oi about 6 s<conds be-
t,teen in:pact of the last penetronneter and the in,pact of the suspended pay-
load (an interval referred to as the "con%n]unications time _'} \vould allom
transmission of the penetrometer data in a mode compatible with the other
telecommunications requirements. Figure 17 shov.'s plots of comn]unica-
tions tin%e as a function of the penetron_eter release akitude for the best
and worst case n:odel atmospheres. The parachute descen'_ velocities are
those chosen for_}'e reference design andN=e n ene_r(_:'eler },d/CDAiS_}'( _:_e _:
_or possible penetron-_eters. It _as shown that t}_e con:nuunications tinze
and in-,mac: \>:]<,ckies are very insensitive t£ L'_(: nenetron-'eter_s h: ( i}A
tn T,?.ese a-.n: ,_:s}teres at The relatively i<}_,v v_l, citi_.,s £-,;_,l,,.d. 7-< },_{ }
_i_e dssire£ C :%_r;_=nica_ions tin-_e tke i_sz ime:-._tr <.:_-t_z z,:,,_-_ '.,._r_leas_ .
,,ell above 2'%_-'( :cet.
The in, pact velocities attained by N_e oenetrometers as a func_k)n <_,fre-
lease altitude are sho,,_n_ in Figure ]8. -%t the altitudes required }}y the
cornn-_unications constraint the velocities are vcel] above the 2Ci0-i% sec
design fin]it of the lunar penetronneter. Thus; it \vas apparent t}_at addi-
tional impact limiter would be required even for the last penetrometer t_
be released. For simplicity and to reduce design and interpretation pro-
blems, it :vas decided to rp_ahe all of the mene_rorneters identical. It was
also fek that, to obtain a n_eanin£ful san=o]in£ {_f the h[artian surface-, a
_inin_u_ of i_ur penetro_.eters should be released. \Vith 100-f_/sec v, ikcls
and an interval betm_een releases of Z seconds, the penetronneters would
nes!izib!e winds \yore encountered, the natural <_sciilations of the parachute
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would still provide some dispersion of the penetron_eters. U_ing tho Z-
second interval between releases and four penetron_eters, it was found
that the first penetrometer should have a 1_inin_mu release altitud_ ,_f
about 3325 feet. Since the penetrometer release is I:,_be t_ig_er_:d by the
radar altimeter which should have a rnaxin_u_n _:rr,,: ._f alia.,.;,._ !,,rc_:_t,
a nominal release altitude of about 3500 feet was s_ Icctc.d. Ap!_ly1_ th_
same error figure, the maximum release altitude of about 3675 feet was
determined and the maximum impact velocity found to be ab_m 325 ft/sec
per second. The impact lirniter was then designed t,_ hold the n_axin>a_
loading to 10, 000 g for this impact velocity.
Two types of impact lirniter were considered, a loan,-filled hc,n_yc_m_b
and a low-density balsa wood. Figure 19 shows with solid lines the t_,tal
weights for the penetrorneter using the honeycon_b (t".F._i.C.) _n,I the
balsa wood (t3. W. ). The honeycornb's density has been n_od{fied t_) opti-
n_ize the payload weight while the balsa wood's density has t,c. en held con-
stant and some payload-weight increase allowed 1:c_ keep ti_e internal i,_ad-
il_g dov..-n. These two payload weight situations ar,, :-h,,,...n i_ ;}:, ,!;_<_,._i
lines in the f[gure. It iw, a'y be secn that the }_>!_ ......... ! li_._;,, _. ,,_- , i,l,-s; a
h>.ver tolal weight wl_ile allowing sonde incrcaso :n i_l, r::._! ;::,. _. ,_ ! ,, ,_:. i:{.
This \veigb. t nqargin n_ay be useful for n2eeting t};c st<_,'l'iz,_i n _-<,i_ :r_.-
n_ent. Figure Z0 shov. s the dian_eters of the penct t'_,_eccr t_siti> ll_¢v I ....
limiter compositions. In the release-altitude ra;:g_: _. _.,_{,._-_--.,_ _t,,, t-,_,l._
wood is not only lighter, but also provides a smallee dian_ct.:,_.
6. 2. 3 Performance Tradeoffs
The major performance tradeoffs were the se[t-cti,,_, ,H ih: n_x_,!,_:r ,,i i,_,_:-
trometers to be deployed and the interval_ 'ue_,.,_._-_," II_ _r r-_ _asc., !,-i _ I_,
approximately a dozen penetron_eters would be .,,Ir_;i_!_! sta_-_i ....._. ;,I _--"_-'--
chute deployment and continuing up to the ccnq-n]_u_li_ ations 1i_. !_.,_ir. !_
the previous sectio_ it was demonstrated teat \,er, e, i,i_l, al_ .l • . ',,_ .
can cause n_ajor weight penalties because of *be i_,,};act [i_,,i,, _ __,!_r,,:.
i:his penalty is lo _on_e extent dependent "._.': '.!_,v: ,i,_-c;.-; .... _, _,;_., _:_,. i,_,. _-
penetrorneter design, but the problerns that have t0uen el_c,)tusl,._r,.:,I in :,[-
ten_pting to design to the 10, 000-g limit have been ._iffic i, l,li,.., g_-_:al I}i_,l
it would appear very difficult to raise this limit _ig_,iti(a.,_t{>. i t_,t,- ti,,:
weight of the "ideal" penetrometer experin_ent vv_uld clcarl> i,,: /_-, i_ii,iti,.c.
The real performance tradeoff to be considered i._ l.i-,_r b._-l,.., . _ l,,t,:i ..'.,-_i4}_t
of the experiment versus number and dispersi, m <_f l)et_ct,.<,_,,,.!, t-._. :'__
single penetro_neter would provide a data point ,.,,hich ,_,>ulH _r_H..,t>}/ r;*'i:sc
more questions than it would answer. Apart tr_,,_ lh_ r.eiiL:[.ii_I,_ _,_. l;i,..i_,a
of relying on a single unit, it would not be p_-,il,l,_ I, ,'--_, ,:,_,_,_ , !, t:_, - 1t_.
penetrometer had inH_acted on an average be_ri,_g-st_, _ngti, .;,,_ _t',,_,, _i_<:
target area or whether it had impacted a local _no_;alv,. l'v,, l":_"l _, _,_<t( r>
would perhaps be adequate if they provided sin_ilar result:s, but if the results
-140-
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v. ere quite c_ifferent a n_ost difficult internre_aticn nroblen_ would be pre-
..... -....... .vculd be ncs-sented. ?Ji_l_ =hree {_v<_es, s ,n<e -,veig!-_:ing :,f =heir re=<_::=
si-'3!e if returns v;ere obtained fr:;m _. all three unks. A nl,:,re conservative
in_ful return -,rill not hc ,,m_=_,;_,_,,_,from: one t,f *-'_=....._:..q,s the nun:bet of
penetrometers is increased beyond four the \vorth <_f the total experip_%ent
increases at a much lower rate.
Given a four-penetrometer experiment, the minirnm:q release interval
must be chosen. Simultaneous release is clearly undersirable as it would
p .... 4_ _l_a_hl_ H_on of _he in_nact sites beyond that Drovided by
the din-_ensions of the capsule. Two factors \rill provide the desired dis-
"aersic'n of the penetron]eters if they are sequentially dropped. One will
be the wind-induced horizontal velocity c,f <he susnended cansule and the
........ ' .... I_ _ The
_'_ v.-kiie the _ ..... rr:a:,- .n<av :_ as kiwi __as 2:__, ft sec, }me as hi_h _r,._ _=_t:.: as . , ft'sec.
-!:e <if-'ere'\ce }set<,.ee'_-: _lnese :,;.- is :--::< mE ±:eat Zs l_%av aoue:-r, }__c_.vever,
5:it.c< _h_, s.,.in£s r_:}_v :__rovide a k:_rizon-ai- wi,,£i7< <<:/iererlce ,: f.lC:-v _i=
nersis: fr,_:: release _.-" irr=nacr "-Rile t}_e :_ i:< ',= ill ::_r:,viie a k., rizorzal
dis,mlacernent: v,nick ",'ill on<,'_ <,pera_e dmrin_ t]-:c interval beF,veen ,-_c±e_es._--
i-he -_enetronze_er descent times \-ary frcnY_ ]0 to 20 seco4ds, _he reia_ive
r - , "+ _
_=gnz_uqes o: the two factors v<il! be si!__li!ar since the iov, er velock}: aczs
for a lon_,er= time. The exact disnersion_ desired is not readily detern]ined
without inform]ation on _he distribution of surface features, hlforn_ation
which this n-_ission will produce. In the absence of such data, the n]inimun_
dispersion n__ay be chosen to be of the order of the din_ensions of the lander.
A release interval of about 2 seconds should provide [h,e required dispersion
"a-about incurring an excessive v,ei_ht_ o_n_:_,._- - - The n_axin:un_ dispersion•
beP.v<_en successively releasec} units pr:vic]ed bv a !-second Lnterval _vould
_',e400 foe< :,f v-ind-induce£ dismersien _-" < +* sec anniiec ioro seco_._,-_j
a<d .'00 :_el ,-,f s,_-i:c_-ir_c:\.ced :il£_:,.'-rs:. : (a n<l 4:-f::::_ n_.r :_cknd k. riz_,nt_±
,.-_!ccitv, difference ac:Ntz for ±,,_°sec,n-_cs) i :_r _ -._al :f i?., %_:eel. i-i_e l%!in-
i:-nan-_ is less readily detern=inable, buz eve:: mssc.n_h: 8 n_:_ vind, a[ least a
i <_ sec sv,-in_ effect is nrcbable. -_.__ ._ ._.s • the
_, _ . in . ,. ,_ &_<. _!v<' ill -_v.-;rs% case a ]O-
foot dispersion.
A further performance tradeoff is involved i:: the- type of data c< nzpression
to be used in nrocessing the penetrometer data on the capsule for trans-
mission to the flight spacecraft. Figure 21 shov,'s in somewhat idealized
form the shapes \vhich the deceleration versus tinge curves will have for
:he two extreme cases, impact into an unyielding surface and impact into
a very loose dusz. In the first case the _ven_ is c,ver within a n_illisecond
or _wo, \vhile in the second case it requires 50 t_, lO0 msec. To san_pl_,
wiNn resolution of one-tenN_ _sec a nhennn_enon v.'hose duration n_ay ex-
ceed I00 msec would require of the order of 7000 bi:s. This v,<u!d be a
very lar,ze hi: load, __,uch of which v,-culd __:o< be esser__ial. Several con_-
pressimn sys=erns were considered. One v :n<id invc,!ve a icgariN_m'_ic
-i43-
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encodJ_ 8 of g level and a iogarith_._icai!y i_:c....... _
FhJs svs:en_ ,:_ ....be adequate if toe struc_.:re sf :lke _',iartnan surface
-.:,-erec:c)]s[ant v _t]- _]_ot] = i-{o.,vever, the oresezuce of lave_o......of i_,_sh=_]:)earJr:=
st rer:st}-_ _vc:,\lid( _t se l, ea]:s well after tl_e _'<+_,_,_.....__-,-_-:_.....<,Tat a tin-}e ,.vher., the sag]t-
piing interval rz<z_n- be so long as <o c ...../ ......_ ........
more, even log encoding of the _ ±evel- ,,vould _ _-e at least a seven-bz_
\vord. The second system considered and the one finally selected involves
dividing the range of g levels Lnto different zones \_ith gates to detect the
passage of the g signal from a given zone. The data to be extracted is the
identity of the gates m:hich have been passed and the time between the cross-
......_ ........ _..... +_= I_:_,_ _ <_r_ _,ft]_ tvne utilizLn__ 15 o_ates (four
- ' *_e time bet_,veen crossh___s to the nearestbits oer cr_si_), rrzea_urzng ._.
ne-tentlh _:sec wxtn h_.tervals of up to 6 :,:usec between c_o_s***= ......... ,.
a:_d havi_:g a capability for storing up to 50 crossin_s_ a con=plete deceiera-
..... _.____ -m_ m:._ -, cssivc "
SiO_ event Cap. }pe c]}arAc%e!-,_zetz %\iZ]i u_±) i_w,o _J±,.=° __ioc 12.%aTgl_iRi
:_" be recc rde<!. T]:::::1 er shaoes caused by vertical structurin_ can eas_>
,_:=c<_ levels f.:r <]:e gates have not been ,ieternuh_eu because suff:cien=
, -,,: :-,<:_<:ia! <]<:%a _rL ".,%o_vet avaiia]T!e fr.nn :1:< ]u_r ]>en<{_r<::r_-_:t_=r t< <!
,_ =L.: :'_'<:/ sorz-=e ::_re!ll_'_znary'" results ,v]:ich ,<'e_r__::_'ce:_:iS _._;_:=_:__:_._,'J'_ " kiv;
• " " :-*-_----_ }De sorxte\v]:at sl_ort t,_ adt-s::.rne i:P.d:cat_cn tsa_ the 6-_sec _,_...=_ ::<s.y
c!,;.a_:iF cover irnpacts into loose dusts. Yhus intervals _,f i2 <'r Z4 nns_c
n_iaht be more desirable, but these \vould rais_ the total bit requiren_er::
only to 550 or 600.
6.-._ -=_ Selected Design
• _-_ b t_ ,.,_<u_ :._e basra of tradeoffs discussed in the t_v_ orevious ---*it ...the
nenetrox_eter design and operating profile were selec=ed. They are sun,-
siri]<e _,_"gT&DIIiC ieai_.!res in sktch a .v_\_ as io }-_&,,e at: i]]luact SeQ\lei!ce
ifer,:_T :-r >]_'- t-:e release se,suence, or a: least. ! : ] ate <,<L:rlan)i/:,_ h: -
:-_:cts, t]:e co::_<mnicatior:s receiver o:_ _:_£:saspe:tde<! ca:)sL_]e -,vas pr:_-,,i: <:,i
•:,ith fc: :_r ir_deoendent channels. Ch_t :f sequence _z =,:_:_..z_=neoms iI]i[_S<:T =
- :_ thus h_e accoz_odated mithout de__radin_ the exoerinnent,
There do not appear to be any serious problem areas in this experirnent.
The Aeronutronic study of the lunar penetronneter, although not yet con_-
pleted, has proceeded far enough into the hardware and testing phases to
clearly demonstrate the basic feasibility of the systen:. It has also indi-
cated that sor__e of the analytical models d_veloped to interpret the ex-
oerin]ental data have serious deficiencies, it vJili probably be desirable _ :
utilize a pri_arily empirical rather than analytical approach in analyzing
the returned data. Once the data are in lnand it sluould be possible t_, c<n-
struct and test various rnode!s to obtain _T:atches v:ith the hiartian results.
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Sn]=eproblen%s-,.v_1undoubtedlybe encountered in _dapt_-_$the cc]T_oonents
t , i?-e steriiiz&ii{,- rec%ilrer__er.i, r%c_,\e\_er,, it is :-.ct_=:-:!ciu,atec - _ ri-
..... • -17
')llS <]lliic%liz!e5 %Y!'.i be encc:in:ered.
6. 3 R=kDAR ALTIL[ETER
The experiment integration studies for the radar altimeter experiment are
discussed in detail in Volume V, Book 3, Section 8. For this reason they will
not be discussed further in this section.
The exoerimen_ integration studies for the doppler radar (velocity-altitude
sensor) _n_rn_nt _re discussed in detail in Yohme \L Book 3. Section 8.
S<,r this reason :lne3"",,-illno;_ be discussed f_irthei in d-As section.
_, %. ] £xnerirnen_ Objectives
ihe prin-:arv objective of the radiation detection experinmn_ is to coniirni
t}_e <,dn_±usions ol the -: _i _ *_ ' -_
_.a_ experir_,_ent ,on _X =.riher 1%_, anr_ ro extend N_e
region covered in to the surface of the planet. The perforn_nce and life
time of many spacecraft components may be adversely affected by the pre-
sence of significant levels of high energy radiation. Although the Mariner
l\_ experi_r_en[ m-as uanable to detect trapped radiation belts or other unusual
" - _:-÷=_- to \vithLn about 6000 miles of the },lartian surface,s,)llrces O_+ ru_iu_i_ll lid
_ _ _ . __,,_-_regions with high ener_v_.d_is does not con_p_e_e.y r"a!e out the oos_ibi!ity --
radia.'.ion flu:<es existh=g closer to the s___rf_ce, _!t}_nugp it certainly reduces
%1_ or:)babi!ilv of _heir existence. Because of tl-.ein=oor_ance of such rr_eas-
- ,_ ..... < _-, f r_:re n_issions, m-_,- _,_n-_n-:_r: an<: rnai'_ned, it v.ouic -se ,ie-
slrabie"_ :7 c?-eck the Sos s_bliitv'.... early, in the: exoi _ratic:n of _ne F:-'_==-:=_-*ino
exoerinten[ _,:.illserve the additional function of checl:ing the perforrnar_,ce
<,f _ilar e_-neri_m_ents \vhich w_l be nnoun_ed on N_e .{l{_ht__+ spacecraft, _ince
the flight cansule will be separated near apoapsis and \till duplicate the
spacecraft's coverage of the re_ion between apoapsis and periapsis.
6. 5. __ Major System Tradeoffs
The most innportant tradeoffs associated with this experiment were the
c_unt rates to be covered and the location of the experiment on the capsule.
The lower ra_oe of count rate anpears to be the more irnportant tradeoff
since in all likelihood any effects which are observed will be at very Io>
levels. The count rate tradeoff involves selecting a long enough counting
period to provide the desired sensitivity and accuracy withouL too g_eat a
sacrifice in snatial refocus.on.-_"*_ The requirerp_ent for snatial resolution
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n_ay be considered as including two factors: one arising from the interest
in defining the boundaries of radiation belts above the sensible atmosphere
prior to entry and the other arising from the interest in defining the sur-
fact? radiation environment. Terrestrial radiation belts have din_ensi()ns
of several hundreds of lniles at the least. Aith_ugi_ the Mariner IV results
cast doubt on the wisdom of relying heavily on terrestrial experience, it
would appear that resolution of the order of tens of n_iles would be adequate.
Near the surface, resolution of the order of hundreds of feet wouid be de-
sirable, considering the energies of the radiation sought and the very low
density of the atmosphere. The Mariner IV data pro,vide an estimate: of
the background radiation levels and define the optimuna sensitivities which
may be achieved. These ranged from about 0.08 counts per second for the
high energy proton counters to about 0.6 counts per second for the electron-
proton counters. Counting intervals of about 5 seconds (0. Z counts per
second) would appear to satisfy the sensitivity requirenaent without unduly
degrading resolution. For the high-altitude radiation belts, assuming a
vel_city of 3 miles per second, this counting interval \vould provide a re-
s,duri_)n of about 15 miles, well within the rt_quit'_-ll_.lit. Jn th_ ntar ._ur-
tact: n_ocie, the parachute descent rate \\ill probai)ly n,)i be g_-c_xt[,, h_. ,.--:-
cess _>f 100 ft,'sec, giving a resolution ,_c,.__00 feet. r]-_is i= s:,>na,_.,ila_
grcalcr _han optJn_um, but since the probability of <,bserving near sur_i:ce
effects is low, this appears to be a valid con_pron_ise.
The location of the detectors on the capsule involves a trades,if between
protecting the sensors from the entry environment and providing um)bstruc-
red windows to the outside. This might have been resolved with the use
of two sets of detectors, one for pre-entry measurements and one for post-
peak heating and parachute descent, but would have required increased
weight and teleeonarnunications compIexity. For this reason the detectors
were located within the afterbody, but as close tc_ the wall as possible, ll
n_ay also be possible in the final design to modify the after-b<_dy sltell l,,
provide a low density windo:v.
6. 5. % Performance Tradeoffs
The nnain performance tradeoff to be considered is the ci_oice of specific
detect(Jrs and their range of energies and acceptance windows. Since thi=
is an area which has already been considered m the d,_slgn ,>_( the Mariner
iV experin_ent, and since the Mariner experiment provided no data which
would indicate that gross changes are in order, it was d_cided to utilize
the same experiment for the flight capsule experiment.
£J. 5.4 Selected Design
The experiment will consist of four detectors. Two \rill be capable <,f ,:lt:-
tecting electrons of greater than 40-key energy and protons ,.f greater than
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50}-hey energy. The :bird detector will be caoabie of detectLn_ electrons
<f _re_ter tha. i}0 key and prot-ns c;_ _rea,zer than 3 },[ev, -he feurt?_ :]e-
rector .:rillhe h_sensitive to electrons but will de:ect oroton_ betv, een 50{'_
<_..... -_ £ },:e_, '. T}_e c=_unt-rate ran£e of the detectors -1_ __
.... _ "_I-_ be: between 0.
......... n T_..... i_] m= accun!uiated for 5 _econc[s,ar.rJ3iUU courz[s pmr .-;_u,o._u. ± =_ counts ,......
read and dulmDed, and a new co,ant interval started.
6. 5. 5 Problem Areas
The only problem areas which seem significant are the problem of steri-
_-'-,__:,_=...._,_.'--detectors..................and t_ p1=_m,_,_ n{ th_ detee_tors. Some problems.
have been encountered \vith sterilization of Oeiger-h,iueller tubes, but it
is believed that efforts are under way to resolve this problem. The solid-
state detectors __ay be made from silicon, thus resolving the problem. K
sa:isfac=ory locations fur th_ ex_e_-inuent cannot be fou-.;,__..............._ {_{ - r_ ra_u]efs
=h,_-ll one se% <,f _etecrors pnav he p--.--i_ec [o_ t]:e maraczu[e descen.-, a
s'ec- <d set :>klde<ec'tors n_av be used durln 8 [?_e earl]- phases <<" :}__e_"-_'_=< ....
_:::_ _a. ....:___ _r_._ Z er_[ry, and merhams.. a :bird set <)os_<_oned for degrade.::!
".r_easurenuer.is during Deal-< r -+_-_ , l!S_t._e_:%. Because of =he relatively -' 4- v:eiu]rL
:f ihe e.x_erinlen__, _his alternative would no'= be prohibitively expensive,
6. 6 _,._._=_-_0_'_ ± ER EXPERL\{ENT
6.6. i Experiment Objectives
Yhe objective of the accelerome_er experiment is to provide sufficient
da_a on _he decelerations experienced by the entry vehicle to allo\v the
ca!culazion of the atnuospheric density profile, Ln addition [o the decelera-
ti<n data, infern-_aticn about altitude, e_try angle, and some low-speed
ve!:city data are recuired to prcvide the desired accuracy. The experin_en_
:_5 : ::'__ ,:f C I:.S _-'_--a _....... e irlqDortaKce because it is the unZ.,, _ <:le _,perativ< ci_ir-
_:-_:_._._the early s[a_es_ _÷__e ....3, _ a ca[as<romhic_ =a:iure occurs curLn£_ or
shortly after t_,i_.... oor<ion_ _.,:_'_the __ission, the acceleronueters will provide
the 0nly clues to the atmospheric density profile. During _he parachute
descent portion of the mission the acce!erometers will also provide Lnfor-
nuaticn o_',! v<Jnd-induced suspended capsule nuotions. However, unless severe
turbulence is encountered, other instruments will be better equipped to
nnaRe this measurement.
6.6. 2 ,}.{ajor System Tradeoffs
Although this is an experiment of very considerable importance, most ,)f
the critical system tradeoffs which involve it had to be n:_ade with relative-
iy litle regard for their effect on the acceleronseter because they were
intimately connected with the survival of _he rnissiu_.. One o: _=_ ....
decide£ w_ The advantage of the exmerirp_ers.. _.he other to its disadvantage.
The firs_ of Cnese was <he question of the oscillatory nsotions of the vehicle
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d_r_c<._,._: • T}_e attkcde control syste_ns ]_,_itiailyconsidered would ha_,,:
a]lo_v_ d t]_eentry ,,chicle to enter with higi_ angles of attack. These high
ap,/l_ _ ,,,.o_ild h_w_-led to osci]lations severe enougb to iinpaJr seriously
/he: -?_ , .; (: , ,,f _},_ atn_osplT_eric density recon structiol-_ x_,hic}l could have
1)<-_ ,, .: .,_',:. <:,:i ,i,,:_: the data. [:'(_r the reterence (](:stg:_, h,)_,,_,,,er, a_-_ ac--
[t,/t: ai_i_,_<i,_ _-oi,/,<,l systel_q was selected, [)c,J_idiii_; a non]/neJ zt:rc) ai,glc
,)f aria<i, at e_?Ia" l, and essentially negligible oscillations.
in tI_, ! iad_:,_h:.: involving the location of the center of gravity, dm experi-
_ _::_t _ ,:,i !_ s:, ._,t:ll, Although for n_axinu_n_ accuracy the acce/erorneters
b[iOt[[([ [Je 1,)<:a1:<2(_ at the entry vehicle's center of gravity, thi_ will not be
p,,s_ib!e _ip_ce ._ veral considerations, including faihlre _r_odes, antenna
1,.,_, _ an,Jc_, and thrust angle errors in the deorbit rocket, have made it
i:i::}_t? desic_b!e t_) place the rocket deep in the entry vehicle. This has
res_d_ ,_,l in the c,:n_er of gravity being within the case of the rocket motor
not <_ltly be/ore, bttt also after firing. The effect of the resulting offset of
_h_: acc,-lercnneters from the center of gravity is to a considerable extent
_,.i_::_,_,,l I:, T _l_ h:wer oscillations experienced during onto,/, A. t_xrther
(,_ :.,, f£_ h ,.,. {[/ iln])rove ti_e accuracy of the expcri_nen_ i_ ti_c prebc_tc_
{;l ![_t _d;['.:"ci[1:rh'17t F. Accurate altitude llt_a._,it'c,,_riltsat it;'.:J(,,,¢r \_:-
i<,,i'_]= n_a,. :v: <,nq)led with the higher aitiuudt, d<:c,:h.c_ti<m_ data tw i'_-
i,[, :,i!¢_:ific.e,_,_[) h'_,:t'eased accuracy.
c._, 3 Pc_-h,,-_atme Tradeoffs
"i he: pr_,_ar_ perfor_ance tradeoffs were the selection of the accuracy of
it,{: a, c,lcr,,_v_eters and the sampling rate. _As these have been treatecl _n
<lct._i] _ paragraph 7. 7, they will not be discussed h<re. The studies i{'_-
,iic _Jl, d _,l_a{ ac:c_racies of_ 0. 1 percent and a sen_pling rate of once per
_:, ,_(t ._ each cf the three axes would be adequate. Although bey,_nd the
_,,_ ,! Ii:?_- _'_.,l_ a more detailed analysis of _h,: _'_tit]t? of the radar al
1at; ,: , . 5. ,e:ln;C.'nt iu assisting the densit 5 pr,_tih: rcc_,nstr_:,:!i,,n ,x.._<i,-i
.... { < ., _:,i:i::_',:,_I>lt- interest:.
o.,,, I Selected ])t:si_n
[ ..... :,,:t<-J. deesign utilizes three ac(-eler<_rneters c<_,_tered abu,_t 6 inchc>
_',, a_t ,_ t!.c cen'e [" of gravity with their respective axes nc, ri,tal t_ cact_
,,ti_, _ _:i !_aratlel to the roll, pitch, and yaw axes. T'he accclero_eter._.
, ii! i,_'c a ra:,_;c <,f from 0 to 20 Earth g. Thi>; range >.i].] 1,ec 1) the ]>:al,
l,.s_ i; :. !,._ d_,tr]ng entry (4-17 g) and parachut<: opening (11 g) ,,n scale.
L.r '_ }',¢A;]cli, Areas
F}:,._.<: ,:..i_,l c:ppear to be any major problen_ areas with this cxperi_ent,
a]tb,,_!,h a fai/ure of the attitude control syscen_ c<_utd lead [{, se_ ere ehtr.,
_,.,. ill_,t:i_ ns v:hic}, would degrade the accuracy of the experin_ent significant-
1':' bee ,:u_,_- {,t' the displacement of the acccleron_etecs fron_ _he center _,t
gra,,ll_.
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6 7 A-%SS <PECTRO}dETER EY_rmT_ r_--,_
6. 7. 1 Experh_ent Objectives
The prin_ary objective of the mass spectron_.eter experiment is to deter-
mine as many of its components over as wide a range of concentrations as
possible• The experiment will be supported by other experiments which
measure various components directly or which provide estimates of mean
molecular weight from which at least the major components may be de-
duced, ihe interest in minor as well as major components arises from
both engineering and seient_ic considerations. Although the design of fu-
ture entry vehicles requires on]}: the major constituents, the design of land-
ers requires _b_nom_ledge of rm_inor constituents m'hieh rz_._aycause corrosion,
degradation, and other rr_aterials problems. The details of the minor con-
st_tuents is of scien=ific interest not only to <k:e _oio!ogis[ atten=pting to ore-
dict oossible _e:abolic cycles of hiartian organisn_s, but -' _ _=±s_ _o eoioc_Ists
and rm_ete o _-o!o_ist s
A f_r_h_r..... obiective. of _h_s_,_experirnent would be if possible to _'_o_a_n+ _ an
atmospheric composition profile with altitude. The problems associated
with this objective are discussed in the next section.
6. 7. 2 Major System Tradeoffs
The r_ost critical system tradeoff for the mass spectrometer experiment
involves the question of the altitude at \vhich the perforn_ance of the ex-
periment \rill begin. It would be highly desirable to have con__oosition and
_] oressure _a=_e_= __ _ _he way L_ fre____ orbi_e_ _r_-
apsis to impact, -]-he upper atmosphere data \vouid be most useful for es-
ti:__azing _< = ..... =.............,o_: :-s - ' as .....r the des n of acrc srammn_:
vehicles and for scientific purposes. The main problem is that an Lnstru-
ment m_hich is suitable for operation near the surface m_ill not perform sat-
isfactorily at several hundred kilometers, or perhaps even at ]0 kilometers.
For mass spectrometers to operate satisfactorily, their interiors must be
at pressures below a critical level of about 10 -5 tort. Instruments de-
signed for operation at pressures above this value have their interiors iso-
lated within a tube which is pumped down to the required pressure. Mole-
cules of gases to be analyzed are admitted through a very fine leak which
is small enough for the pumping rate to be greater than the leak rate. In-
struments designed to operate at ambient pressures below- the critical level
do not require containment of their sources and _+_-ighttubes• Indeed, at
these pressures a leak of the size used for higher pressure work would
not admit enough molecules for a satisfactory analysis. Thus these units
usually operate _,vith"nude" sources completely exposed to their environ-
men/ so _hat the]- may obtain enough n-.=olecules, in addition to this very
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practical problem, the dynamic ranges required of detection systems which
would operate over the entire mission profile represent formidable, if not
completely unsolvable problems.
Operation in a high-speed entry environment further complicates matters.
The molecular, ionic, or atomic species present in the shock front are
quite different from those to be found in the ambient atmosphere. It may
be possible to deducethe atmospheric composition from n_ass spectra of
such species, or at least obtain an estimate of the elemental composition.
However, the high probability of carbon dioxide being a n_ajor component
of the atmosphere introduces further problems. The shocked carbon di-
oxide provides various carbonaceousspecies which upon contacting the
cool walls of the sampling system tend to precipitate out as small particles
of solid carbon, clogging the mass spectrometer leak.
In designing the mass spectrometer experiment the above considerations
led to the conclusion that a single mass spectrometer could not carry out
the analysis fronl de-orbit to in,pact. For n_axinlun_ reliability three in-
struments would be needed. One, a nude-source unit, would operate until
the ambient pressure exceeded the critical value. The second would utilize
a lea]< and pump and \vould operate during the pea]< deceleration period un-
til its leak jannn_ed or until its dynan,ic range was exceeded. The third
would operate from about IV[ach 1 to impact. Each of these instruments
would weigh at least I0 pounds. Furthermore, the nude-source unit should
be placed in an exposed location, ideally on the front of the vehicle This
would present major design problems or necessitate another deploy-
ment sequence. The design, reliability, and weight problems associated
with the two higl_er altitude instruments led to their rejection.
Initially it had been planned to open a gas sampling orifice in the front of
the entry shell ai: _lach two or three and carry out the con_position, pres-
sure, and density measurements on samples so obtained. Upon detailed
analysis ol this concept it was found that reliable operation could not be
assured, contalnination from the outgassing heat shield was very possible,
and a further separation sequence at entry shell deployment was needed.
The net gain would be only an extra 30 to 60 seconds of operation over Z0
to 40, 000 feet. It was thus decided to defer operation of these experiments
until after heat shield deployment.
6. 7.3 Performance Tradeoffs
The critical performance tradeoff for the mass spectron_eter experin_ent
related to the operating sequence and readout to be used. In the ]EFAT
case where the number of bits available was very severely limited, a mass
spectrometer was used which measured only five key mass peaks and trans-
mitted their amplitude. In the less bit limited EFO mission advantage can
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be ta]<enOl_L,_scan_-_L_:_caDabllz?zesi:__=zensasss_ectrorr.eter. A_su_D-
finns need ::o'.be n_ade corcerniug the soecies v;hose :)resence is -_¢ = -
ted and only, the n=ass range _,_ interest need be soecified. T-_vo possible
scarslhug rriodes were considered. In one the mass range of interest (from
about 10 to 90) v,,as repetitively scanned and the outnut sampled \vith suffi-
involved sampling at about one-tenth mass intervals and required about
5600 bits per scan (assuming seven-bit \vords for amplitude). In a second,
more economical, scanning mode a total of 80 mass channels were reserved.
The scan was made repetitively as before, but a peak selection circuit was
_tillz_d to deLect _he maximum a_ each peak above a given noise threshold
and record the time from initiation of the scan and the amplitude of the
peak. With this technique the salien_ features of a spectru_, can be re-
corded in only 1120 bi_s.
-% second oerfcr__rzar_ce tradeoff i::v<dved :ke c_n<ice z,f the :%-pc cf n<ass
snec%ro:_-,eter. <c %e u_ed._ i-oiL cuadruooie._ and -_e_:_-'_:_ defiec:ion inst_u-.
=T:ents are currently under developn:en_ for .... : _ ___±_rL_a_ nnissions. It appears
that the quadrupoie uni_ is in a sornem_hat n:ore advanced s[aze of develop-
ment. This factor, coupled mdtL the absence of a perrr:anent _Tm,=agnetand
its attendant rr_agnetic cleanliness problems m_hile on the planetary vehicle
resulted in the choice of the quadrupole instrument. However, no major
problems would be caused by a reversal of this choice.
6. 7.4 Selected Design
The experL<nent will consist of a single quadrupole r_ass spectrometer
operated in _he scannLng mode over _he n%ass-to-charge range of fron_ ]0
_L_ ,_o \_kh a resolution at rn, e of 25 c)C oetr_- "nan a ].T_-c_t _A_P_
peal.< contribution, _The n__mkiplier type detector \v_i have a d}-namic range
o f ] ,%4 • _ ,
................................. ,- ........ :............. -_ca!c
outou_ v,-i:h l] n-_iliibars of carbon dioxide cn the _-,_'_ oressure side of the
le -_-_._.The scan _i_e ,v-N_•,_ be less than i second. The detector:s output
logic <rill sense the oresence of nears above the threshold noise level and
\rill provide tm:o iden_ying signals for each pea!,<. One will be the ampli-
tude of the peak, logarithmically encoded, and the other will be the time
of the peak maximum from the _itiation of the scan. Each signal will be
transmitted in a seven-bit \vord. The system will be capable of transmit-
ting up to 80 peaks per scan, and capable of transmitting one scan every
5 seconds.
6. 7. 5 Problem Areas
The most important problem area anticipated with the nn_ass spectrometer
is that of reliab_ity. The instrument relies on several very precisely
matched mechanical and electrical systems. Extremely conservative de-
sign as ,xel] as exLaus_ive approval and corr_ponen_ tests \vili be required
to assure r,he successful operation of [his very L_:portant experiment.
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6. 8 ACOUSTICDENSITOMETEREXPERIMENT
6. 8. I Experiment Objectives
The primary objective of the acoustic densitometer experiment is the ineas-
urement of the density of the Martian atmosphere. The experiment will
also provide some additional information on the composition of the atmos-
phere by providing estimates of the mean molecular weight and the heat
capacity ratio, Cp/C v. The experiment provides backup for the acceler-
ometer experiment in the lower altitude region and for the various com-
position measuring experiments.
6.8. Z Major System Tradeoffs
The major system tradeoff studied for this experiment was similar to that
considered for the mass spectrometer experiment in paragraph 6. 7. Z. It
involved the question of the optimum altitude range for the perfor_ance of
the experiment. Since the experin_ent \rill not function at the very high
altitudes possible for mass spectrometers, the question \vas prii_aril},
one of whether or not to operate the experiment prior to entry shell de-
ployment. Because of the complexities of such an operation and the possi-
bility of contamination, it was decided to defer sampling until the entry
shell was removed.
6. 8.3 Performance Tradeoffs
The experiment is one which has already been designed for the Martian
environment by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. For that reason
no performance tradeoffs were needed.
6. 8.4 Selected Design
The experiment will consist of an acoustical chamber in the form of a tu-
bular spiral wlth an acoustical generator at one end, and two 1_icroph_i_s
and a temperature sensor along its length. The phase relationship between
the signals at the two microphones will be converted by onboard circuitry
to velocity of sound, while the amplitude of the signal at one microphone
will be converted to acoustic impedance. The data will be encoded in seven-
bit words for transmission, but preliminary biasing of the ranges will al-
low accuracies of the order of 0. ] percent to be achieved.
6. 8. 5 Problem Areas
Most of the design wor]< on this experiment predates the Mariner IV ex-
periment and the spectroscopic observations of the 1965 Mars opposition.
Thus it has been designed for atmospheric pressures from about Z0 to 150
millibars. The effect of the new lower estimates of the atmospheric pres-
sure on the experiment should be investigated, although no critical problems
are anticipated.
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..... bn_b',,___ i <_-._r,: __ S_ EXPER!h'IENT
6. 9. i _xnerimen_ O%_ec%ives
The objective of the gas _ ........ _---: ...... : ....
._o_,-_H_ _, p_±_n_=_L is _o provide an inde-
pendent method of detern_Lning zhe composition of the )vlartian atmosphere,
which will provide a check on the mass spectrometer experiment and eli-
minate some of the ambiguities in interpretation which are inherent Ln mass
spectrometry. It is also desirable to obtain a profile of atmospheric com-
position with altitude, but serious problems are encountered if a large range
of altitudes is desired.
6. Q _ "_'" " _radeo_=
the o_]<e_ _sm.._rz_ "- n_eaEarem:en_s. Zt involves _e cues_ion of zr_akin 8
____=___n:_:__- Dr Io en[ry shell depl<yn%en:. V,-kk t_-_ [as cnrDn_azo-
_raoh it probably would not be p0ssih!e to n=ake very high altkude meas-
urements (in _he n_.ass soectrorneter nude-source region ) because of the
1L_nits Ln the irierent sensitivity of the available detectors. It also \vould
probably not be possible to worR with the shock-generated ionic and atomic
species because they would reac_ vJith the colurrmn materials. The main
area under consideration is the _X4ach 3 to entry shell deployment region.
As previously, the problems of complexity, reliability, and contamination
when traded off against a very modest increase in return were found to
dominate, and the experiment was not initiated until parachute deployment.
6. 9. 3 Performance Tradeoffs
The two most irn.oo-_-_+_:_:_ nerform.ance_ tradeoffs ',<,ere N_e_ specific atrnos-
nheric co_onents _o be _<}_'_ ,-,-_ the exne_in_r_ and _he scanning_ _ode
_.o be used. _he philosophy of conuponent selec_ior, v;as first to select spe-
cies thought to be nmaior coznponents of the _a_ _m_ at__osphere and second
to select those predicted minor components which the other element-specific
detectors w_l not handle well, or whose presence is of considerable im-
portance even though the amount present may be snnall. Thus argon, car-
Bon dioxide, and nitrogen \vere selected as major components. Carbon
monoxide was chosen because it is not readily detected mass spectrometri-
cally in the presence of large amounts of nitrogen or carbon dioxide. Xenon
was selected because it is beyond the mass range of the mass spectrometer.
Krypton was selected on similar grounds. .A/though just within the planned
range, it may be divided between several stable isotopes and thus be de-
tected with lo\ver sensitivity on the mass spectron_eter. Neon, on Earth
at least, exists prirr_arily as the nnass 20 isotope. If small an_ounts of
neon were in the presence of larger amounts of argon, the doubly charged
n_/e = 2£ peal< of ar_on <vould <end tc obscure neon ill the _.ass spectrom-
eter. Oxygen was selected because of its great importance biologically ,
and because it frequently causes oroblems in mass spectrometric analysis.
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It would in theory be possible to operate the gas chromatograph in a fully
scanning mode \vith a single detector and no colun,n s\vitching. This would
allo\v output logic sin_ilar to that planned for the mass spectrometer. How-
ever, the scan tinges \vould be long and the sensitivities to certain elements
low. It was therefore decided to utilize a multiple detector, multiple column
design to carry out the analysis in the minimum amount of time with maxi-
mum sensitivity.
6. 9.4 Selected Design
The experiment will consist of an automatically programn_ed gas chrolnato-
graph which will determine the amounts of argon, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, krypton, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, and xenon. The instrument
will collect a san_ple and carry out a complete analytical cycle every 5
seconds. The peak amplitudes for the various components will be stored
in preassigned channels and read every 5 seconds. The dynamic range
and sensitivity \rill vary from channel to channel, but each will be read as
a seven-bit \_ord. The dynamite range for c&rbon dioxide will be from i
to ]5 millibars partial pressure, while for oxygen it will be from 0. 005
to 0. 5 millibar.
6. 9. 5 Problem Areas
Although extensive development efforts have been carried on for some time
at the Jet ])ropulsion Laboratory to design high-speed, versatile gas chro-
matographs, it is not believed that an instrun]ent has been constructed to
do the specific analyses desired here. Some problem, s may exist therefore
in the developn_ent of the experiment, but it is not anticipated that they will
be insurnlountahle.
6. ]0 I_IiESSUI{[ :](i,.\C_i_ !<NT)E}{ILXHq_NT
6. ]0. i Experin_ent Objective
The pressure gage experin_ent will provide direct rneasurernents of the
Martian atmospheric pressure. Other experin-:ents will give data from
which pressure n_ay be calculated, but a direct n_easurement of this im-
portant property is highly desirable. The experiment wil] provide a check
on the various cornposition experin_ents and on the density and temperature
data, since if any three of the properties, pressure, temperature, mean
molecular \veight, and density are ]<no\_aa, the fourth can be calculated from
the gas laws. In addition, the pressure measurement itself is of interest
to biologists, n_eteorologists, and geologists.
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6, l 0. 2 }daior System Tradeoffs
The major syste_-r_ tradeoff for _{= experiment is similar to that for sever-
al of the other at_-,_sn_eric_._ measurement experi,_:__ents and concerns the al-
titude of dep!oyn_ent _ *'_ ' _:-_ :_....
...... expe_i_:_. Re_,___ and worth of the ex-
perimental results as a func_ionof altitude were traded off against the com-
plexity of the system and possible degradation of the performance of the
flight capsule system. As in the previous cases, the costs of starting the
experiment prior to entry shell deployment were found to exceed the possi-
ble gains. Thus the experiment will be initiated at entry shell deployment
or, if that sequence fails, at the _arat_ nf *_ _ _-_,
6. 10. 3 Perforn___ance Tradeoffs
The _-;_rl - perfern_ance _a_o ......_-,:_s the t_Kae el pressure transducer
to be used. The conventional diaphragn_-_viper-potentionzeter t}-pe of in-
str_m<ent is _:g___=±_$_:_-_satzs_actorv" at _ne_ iov. _mressures _t4:c_p: a*_e_£on
h,iars. VThen the problen_s associated \vith the long storage l_e, such as
diaphrag___ leakage and mdper freezing, are considered in a design whose
performance is n-_argLnal to begin with, it is clear that other alternatives
must be sought. Two additional systems were considered, the use of dia-
phragms m'ith other displacement sensing devices, and the use of vibrating
plates whose motion is damped by the ambient pressure. Alternative dis-
placement sensing techniques include capacitance measurements and vari-
ous strain gage methods. Both of these still leave unresolved the question
of diaphragm leakage, and would operate well below their optimum per-
formance range on a ]k{ars mission. Furthermore. any diaphragm device
\rill be sensitive to overpressures. The pressure-dan]peal vibrating plate
does not suffer from_ these disadvantages. T. has a dynarr_ic ran.=e of about
six orders of _,,-c_,_-" _ "
__=_._uae with 5 millibars being about in the middle of the
a__e. ±he rnaLn disadvantage of the device Is that _t is not current!v avail-
able as a fl_g_ tested un!_. i-Io'a,ever it is understood that a program to
develop a _+-lightLnstrument is under way. If this program is not success-
ful, then the use of a silicon diaphragm with a built-in strain gage is rec-
on_n-ne nde d.
6. I0.4 Selected Design
The experiment will consist of two pressure gauges located within the sus-
pended capsule. They will measure the amount of electrical energy re-
quired to drive the oscillations of a very thin metal disk at constant ampli-
tude. Both sides of the disk will be at ambient pressure, thus eliminating
overpressure problems. The amplitude of the oscillation will be sensed
capacitively and a feedback loop used to vary the exciting signal to main-
_,_ _-._ ,_p_uue of the disk:s vibration at ks preset value, i ne range
of pressures to be _easured will be from 0. 02 to 20 rob.
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6. i0. 5 Problem Areas
The main problem area is the design of the instrument. Good transducers
which are completely satisfactory for the measurement do not appear to ex-
ist today. However a number of promising design concepts are being stud-
ied, and it is felt that an instrument will be available when needed.
6. ll TEIviPERATURE PROBE EXPERIMENT
6. l I. 1 Experiment Objectives
The temperature probe experiment will provide information on the tem-
perature of the Martian atmosphere. The probe's data will be used to as-
sist in the reconstruction of the atmospheric density profile. The data will
also be used along with pressure, composition, and density information to
check the properties of the Martian atmosphere. The temperature profile
is also of vital interest to the understanding of Martian meteorology and
will have some applicability to biology and geology, although surface rather
than atmospheric temperatures would be of greater interest to these dis-
c ipline s.
6. 1 i. 2 Maior System Tradeoffs
As with most of the atmospheric experiments, the major tradeoff concerns
the altitude of deployment. Deployment prior to entry shell separation
raises some special problems for the temperature probe, since a simple
hole in the entry shell which would allow flow of atmospheric samples to
various instruments would probably not be adequate for the temperature
measurements. The temperature of the gas would be expected to be sig-
nificantly altered by its contact with various surfaces before reaching the
transducer. To counter this effect, the temperature probe itself should
probably be deployed through the entry shell. Although this might repre-
sent a satisfactory solution, the fact that the entry shell is to be separated
a few seconds after deployment of the probe presents a co_n[_l_x _quence
which does not add greatly to the worth of the experiment. Thus atmos-
pheric temperature measurements will commence after entry shell deploy-
ment.
6. ii. 3 Performance Tradeoffs
The main performance tradeoff involves the type of temperature transducer
to be used in the probe. To provide adequate response time and minimum
lead-wire effects in the very-low density atmosphere anticipated, the pri-
mary design criterion appears to be the size of the actual sensing element.
Although resistance thermometers and quartz crystal elements can be made
relatively small, both thermocouples and thermistors can be fabricated
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readily in significantly smaller sizes. The linearity and stability of the
thernnocouples n-_aRes N-:en-iappear _o be _he n:ore desirable choice.
" _ ]. ,--,e-_-,?.n_.., 4 Selected _'_-: r
The experiment will consist of two mutually redundant thermocouple tem-
perature probes which will provide total temperature measurements of the
}_lartian atmosphere. The velocity at which they will be deployed will be
sufficiently low to make the difference between total temperature and static
temperature insignificant. The probes will have a temperature range of
from 125_K to 400°H and an accuracy of + 2_K.
6. 1 i. 5 Problem Areas
6. 12. l E_xperin_en_ Objectives
The objective of this experLn%ent is to provide a third independent estimate
of the density of the hdartian atmosphere. Because the atn_ospheric den-
sity is of such great importance to the design of future enterLng vehicles,
it is desirable to have double functional redundancy on this measurement.
6. 12. 2 Major System Tradeoffs
The prirnmry tradeoff for this exnerirnent is the saute as for several of the
oNuer a_mospheric nueasurements, namely, ti_e q_s*_n__!.................n_ the _1*_*_,d_ of
deplo}qr_en= of the experiment. Since this experiment requires the deploy-
n__ent of a fairly large isotonic source surrounded v/id= oarticle coun'=ers,
the problen=s of deploying i: through ei[her the heat shield or afterbody
_a_eolf was thev<ould be si_.nificant, in a sense, an extension of <his - _
question of using the gamma scattering experiment, which appears to have
the advantage of being able to operate through the heat shield or afterbody.
It could thus operate through the entire entry trajectory. Unfortunately,
two problems seriously line.itthe utility of the experiment. It is less ef-
fective than the beta experiment in low-density atmospheres, and might
not even be sensitive enough to make the desired high altitude measure-
ments. Equally important, the availability of suitable isotopic sources
for the experiment is questionable. The safety and interference problems
incurred by having an intense ganu-na radiation source on board are also
significant. For these reasons the beta rather than the gamma experiment
was chosen, if further developmental effort on the gamma source should
S P. OLLi_ Yen
serious consideration.
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6. IZ. 3 Performance Tradeoffs
If the tradeoff between the use of gamma and beta sources is considered
to be a system tradeoff, and this appears logical because of its impact on
the interfaces of the experiment with the rest of the system, then there are
no performance tradeoffs of major importance. There will be some ques-
tions about the size of the beta source to be used, the optimum configura-
tion for the experiment, and the type of detector to use. However, all of
these will depend on the state of the art at the time of the final design of
the experiment and will not have a major impact on either the integration
of the experiment or its performance.
6. IZ. 4 Selected Design
The experiment will consist of a radioisotopic beta-particle source and
beta detectors arranged so that the detectors will respond to electrons
back-scattered by the Martian atmosphere. The source strength and de-
tector sensitivity will be such that the experiment will operate in the den-
_.. _ _ 1 gm/cm 3.um 10 -6 to i i0-4 The experiment wills_y range x x op-
erate only during the parachute descent phase of the mission because of
the difficulty of providing an adequate field of view prior to removal of the
entry shell.
6. 1Z. 5 Problem Areas
No significant problem areas are anticipated with this experiment.
6. 13 WATER DETECTOR EXPERIMENT
6. 13. l Experiment Objectives
The objective of this experiment is to measure the water vapor content
of the Martian atmosphere. Since the data available to date on the water
content have indicated very low levels, and since water is of such great
importance at least to terrestrial life forms, this is a measurement of
great biological significance. If this experiment when related to the tem-
perature probe experiment should indicate that a saturation condition ex-
ists, then the experiment would also be of engineering importance. With
saturation present, the presence of clouds of liquid or solid water is pos-
sible. Such clouds cause problems for high-speed entering vehicles be-
cause of impact effects, and might also obscure vision at critical points.
6. 13. Z Major System Tradeoffs
As with most of the atmospheric measurements, the major tradeoff con-
cerns the phase of the mission in which the experiment is deployed. When
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the oreblennsassociated .q_ pre-parachute de __.... _'_..... p ,_,:_..... v<ereconsidered
it was clear that oniv pos_-parachu_e denio}u_.ent v,-as ",vort}y, vh_e. 2_. par-
ticular feature of the \rater detector experiment which reirZorced this con-
clusion _,vas the relatively slov,, response time of the detector at the low
temperatures and v_ater concentrations _c_pa_ed forNiars. With a slow
response the vertical resolution available at Mach 2 or 3 is of the order of
thousands of feet. Thus, although readings might be obtained, their in-
te rpretation would be unc e rtain.
6. 13. 3 Performance Tradeoffs
The most critical performance tradeoff involves the requirement to make
_his measurement with a special single-purpose instrument rather than on
the mass spectrometer or gas ci_romatograph. The main prob!en_ with
n_aking _he measuren%en_ on these instr_ents is related to the very srnaii
an_ounts of m'arer _a£__ichare expec:ed. _ tlhe suspended capsule has been
exposed =o deep soace vacuunu for n_az_.y days, the water norn-_aiiv adsorbed
on its surfaces v/ill have been ren_oved. Upon entering a water-containing
atr_._osphere, some of the \va_er present will be adsorbed on _he capsule
surfaces, if the atmosoheric \rater content is very lo-,v, the amount ad-
sorbed may represent an appreciable portion of the water in a sample of
the atmosphere. Thus the \rater remaining will no_ be representative of
the true atmospheric concentration. The large surface areas which must
be presented to the sample prior to detection will cause such effects with
the mass spectrometer and the gas chromatograph. Therefore a separate
detector will be used. Its small sensing element can readily be placed in
the moving air in front of the suspended capsule, thus sampling fresh air
from which the \rater has not been adsorbed.
6 13.4 Se_e_,_d Design
The water de_.ec:or experin:ent will u:ilize the effect of \rater on the capa-
citance of an aluminum oxide film bet\veen heavy alun_inum and very thin
gold electrodes to measure the m_ater concentration in the .k=a_tlan atmos-
phere. The detector will be capable of measuring partial pressures of
water varying from 10 -6 to i0 -_ millibars over a temperature range of
from 150°K to 300:K with an accuracy of ± 30 percent of the amount present
over the operating range. It will utilize logarithmic encoding so that the
results may be transmitted in a seven-bit word. The detector will have
a response time (90 percent of true reading) of less than 2 seconds.
6. 13. 5 Problem Areas
Since sL_ilar experinnents have been flo\vn on rocket balloon flights, and
sLnce the sensing element \rill survive sterilization temperatures, no se-
rious probien: areas are anticipa'_ed.
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7. 0 DETAILED ANALYSES OF EXPERIMENTS
The details of the experiments which were included in the EFAT and EFO
missions as well as those which were given extensive consideration and only
rejected in the final payload analysis are presented in this section. Although
the major systems tradeoffs, the performance tradeoffs, interface require-
rnents, and various other items have been considered in preceeding sections,
there remain significant details of many of the experiments which have not
been discussed elsewhere. The depth of the detailed analyses of the experi-
ments varies over a fairly wide range. As was noted at the beginning of
Section 6. 0, the television experiment has a much greater impact on virtually
all aspects of the flight capsule design thandoes any other single experiment.
Because of its dominating influence in this study, it has been investigated and
is herein discussed in far greater detail than the other experiments. The
depth of coverage exceeds that normally expected in a study of this scope,
but it was felt that the importance of the experiment warranted such consider-
ation. In addition, the in-depth treatment provides insight into the problems
which will be encountered as the other experiments are examined in sin_ilar
detail.
7. I TELEVISION EXPERIMENT
7. i. 1 Summary of Previous Lunar and Planetary Experiments
Prior to consideration of detailed analyses appropriate to the flight
capsule (FC) television experiment, it is worthwhile to review mission
.... _t_ _,_ _,t_,_ _n_! hardware techniaues which have been
proven in previous lunar and planetary television studies. It is not the
intent of this summary to repeat information already well known or
available to NASA; rather it is intended to highlight and contrast the
similarities and differences between the proposed Voyager TV experiment
and other spaceborne TV experiments.
7. i. i. 1 Tiros/Nimbus
A variety of Earth orbiting satellites of the Tiros and Nimbus class
have been launched since the early '60's to provide pictorial data and
other data of meteorological significance. TV experiments from these
vehicles have employed both 0. 5-inch and i. 0-inch vidicon tubes to
obtain low-resolution images of cloud cover from orbital heights from
about 400 nn_ to 750 n_.
In general, the primary emphasis in such images is on wide area
coverage and as a result, relatively short focal lenght lenses (5-17
nm) have been used with 350 to 600 line formats in 0. 25-inch to 0. 44-
inch square vidicon image areas. These cameras are often used in
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_Though Tiros and NiIT!bus can=eras are not specifically designed for
surface photography_ some ren_arkabie low-resolution images have
essentially accornplished with the ACS system aboard the satellite_
and one Tiros vehicle actually rolls in orbit with camera exposure
limited to those portions of the roll where vertical orientation exists.
7. i.i.z Hanger
Ranger spacecraft have s_c_es__u_z> perforn_ed three lunar T'V
reconnaissance _.issions returning more than 17. 000 i.rr_,a_es of the
lunar surface to Earth, In the nor_ai Ranger rr._ission the first
u_iczures are tare:: _b ,-_`_ P_•'_ _.... _-'-_v_ tke _urf_,:e :,vitk -•icture ex
:osure and lr=_r_<-._s_:,-_n ,.__,::_inuin_" until in_:sact _,-i-c_ the final
n-_o=_ents of descert_ Rknger surface closure velocxies are approxi-
_-_ _," 2700 sec with ca_mera taxes aligned close to the velocity
vector of the _,_c-raft.
The prinuary objectives of the Ranger mission include the generation
of high resolution images of the lunar surface which surpass the
resolution obtained from the largest Earth-based telescope-camera
systems. The Ranger camera system is designed to achieve surface
resolutions up to 0. 5 nneter in the final images transmitted before
irp.pact.
The Ranger can-_era s,}-sten': uses six canoeras v,ith different ootical
characteristics {sunz_arized in Table KMXi. The can_.eras are bore-
si_kte<:_ t::: =rc:dr:ce _ predictible nestin_ re_a.tct-:s::im :or the preset
exposure schedule and sppr0ach trajectory and to generate stereo
oair_ for ____....._ relief nnaps. The high resolution .... _- _ _* for
Ranger pictures and the significantly lower light level than those
appropriate for Tiros or Nimbus daylight photograph}: result in the
use of longer focal lengths and faster lenses• Furthermore, un-
certainty in actual surface brightness characteristics were acco-
mmodated by designing the cameras for different light levels and
by light level (gain) adjustments after the Ranger Vli flight. The wide
area coverage-high resolution compromises resulted in the use of
t\vo format sizes of 300 and I150 lines.
To achieve the high resolution in the final Ranger IX photos a space-
craft attitude nnaneuver was required in the terminal descent phase
to orient the can_.era a_xes along the velocity vector of the spacecraft.
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l-he Ra:=ger n<issicns v, ere essentially _neons:rained sy co:r:n%uni-
cation iin%itations (except for the final picture) and. selection of
approach trajector\- and innpact target had very iit%le influence on the
number of i:___ages \<,hich could be obtained. In all cases _he areas
covered by Ranger photos represent a significant fraction of the
illuminated lunar surface.
7. i. i. 3 Luna IX
lunar photographic missions in that it provided panoramic images
of the lunar surface from a cannera located on the surface. The
major moin_s \vhich are noteworthy in _his discussion from the scant
data available on _- ................
!. The ukra-hi_h resclu_ior_ of the Luna iX i:zages, and
_. ±ne direct photography oz snzai!-scaie relief fronn near
horizontal ca:._era angles.
The high-resolution Luna IX i1_ages result from very short camera-
to-object distances (less than i0 feet for objects near the base of the
spacecraft) and the high-scan line density. These scan-line densities
are characteristic of most Soviet photographic missions as are
relatively coarse grey-scale quantizations. The Luna IX images
revealed descernable objects of rnillimeter dimension -- at least an
order-of-magnitude be_ter than d_e Ranger in--ages.
\<:hile the Ranger images dev:n _o O. _ me_er reso!u_ions provide
adequate engineering d_-:a for assessin_ :_anv s:_ecific R,'pes of landing
hazards, the} on b- provide !ata abou_ surface texture, rouglnness ar.d
bearing streng,:h by inference. On the other hand. the huna IX images
provide specific data about the nature of lunar surface materials \vhich
permits more direct estimation of surface mechanical properties.
7. I. i. 4 hiariner IV
The Mariner IV mission provided the first images of Martian surface
characteristics during a successful fly-by on 7uly 14-15, 1965. As
the forerunner to Voyager TV studies, the k{ariner IV experimental
results have special significance in this discussion.
The hiariner IV spacecraft used a single camera-telescope to take
TV pictures from sla_x ran_ of I0, 500 niiims (= 5. 6 x 10 6 feet} _o
7, 4610 miles (=-3_ 9 x i0 6 fee_]. The charac_eris<ics of the camera
systenn ar_d resulting images are summarized in Tables XXXi and
XXXII. The k,iariner iV experiment v,'as designed to cover a
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TABLE XXXI
MARINER IV CAMERA AND OPTICS SUMMARY
Optic s :
Camera:
12 inch focal length - f/8 Cassegrain
All metal construction (Beryllium and beryllium-copper)
1 inch ruggedizedVidicon tube - GEC 1343-010
Electrostatic focus and deflection
ZOO x Z00 image format
0.22 x 0. ZZ inch raster size
Z4 Second france tinge - 48 second cycle time
0. Z second shutter duration
Green and orange filters on alternate shutter exposures
64 Grey-levels transn_itted - at least 15 grey-levels covered
for any single video gain setting.
Dynamic range of 30:l in surface brightness for fixed operating
voltages.
TABLE XXXII
MARINER IV IMAGE SUMMARY
iqumber of images: zZ Total -3 beyond terminator
Slant range: 5.6 to 3. 9 x 106 feet
Resolution: Zl, 000 ft/Tlf line to 3700 ft/TV line
Solar elevation angle: 76 to 0 degrees
Camera look-angles: 60 to 0 degrees (from vertical)
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considerable r_nc-_=_of :'.:arkianlighting c:_nditlcr:sat r_<o_,,-t-,-,_=_........
n_uchhigher than could be 0stained fron_ Earth.
The spacecraft motion and ca_,_er_ resolution allowed a long (0. 2
second) exposure duration with a standard vidicon camera and low
lens speed. A tape recorder on the i\lariner spacecrait permltteci
taking Z2 pictures at 48 second intervals for subsequent transmission
at very low data rates over the Earth-briars distance. Though no
specific nesting was used, subsequent pictures with different filter
characteristics did have considerable overlap. Photographs of the
sanze surface samples taken through the orange and green filters
exhibit distinct differences which could be attributed to differences
in spectral alhedo of surface n_,aterials and/or structures.
Several s:oecific results frenz the hiariner IV i_mages are ,of inzportance
ir_ t<-_.... de_:<_ "-_.....-_-_ _-_s:a_er._ I-Y exr,erin<e:-.< even theug> these res-alts
nzay be based on pre!ir_'zinarv or <entazlve conclusions.
I. Frame No. i of the series shows a rich pattern of light and
dark areas, i-he fact that such a pattern can be produced at an
oblique angle to the surface provides further evidence of the sparse-
ness of the }viartian atmosphere.
2. The differences between images taken with orange and green
filters indicate some surface color variation which may exist over
scales of a mile or less.
3. The large nurn.,ber and size variations of craters found on the
surface indicate that the .%iartian surface is nzore sin_iiar to the
lunar surface _._< to Earth.
4. Isolated highlights in some frames may indicate the presence
of rr,ountains at least I0, 000 feet high with steep slopes covering large
surface areas.
5. The craters observed appear to have rims which rise i00
meters or more above the surrounding terrain and depths several
times the crater rim height. Crater walls appear to have slopes up
to i0 degrees.
6. .N4any of the features plainly visible on large-scale blars
maps prepared from Earth based observations appear to dissolve
and become unrecognizable in the higher resolution h,lariner images.
It s]nould be noted _hat a _n-i]ar phenomenon }'_as been observed with
the Ran_er m;,_,.-,_rapl-.s o _ the n_.oon.
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7. The analysis of the photometric properties of Mars based on
whole-disc photometry at small phase angles Imaybe in error in the
prediction of the N4artianphotometric function and surface albedo.
8. The Mariner images taken at high solar elevation angles have
few, if any, true shadows,and thus relief data based solely on photo-
metric properties may yield questionable results
7. i. i. 5 Similarities and Salient Differences of the Voyager Television
Experiment
The ZZ images returned from Mariner IV have contributed enormously
to our present -- and still sketchy -- understanding of Mars. The
Mariner mission itself contributed to the development and qualification
of several TV techniques and high reliability hardware items. Mariner
andRanger have demonstrated many of the difficulties associated with
planetary inuagery experiments from unmannedvehicles. This general
knowledgeof spacebore television exploration and the specific results
of the Mariner IV mission comprise a siznificant -- but limited --
storehouse of information from which the next generation of TV
techniques can be selected for the Voyager Planetary Vehicle.
Manyof the objectives of the Voyager flight spacecraft and flight
capsule television experiments are similar to those of previous
Mariner and Ranger missions. These similar objectives make it
necessary to solve many of the same problems to effectively imple-
_ulenthe Voyager TV experiments. Differences in objectives such
as requirements for larger area coverage and higher resolutions
bring new and more difficult problems into foc_is. In the __se of
the flight capsule TV experiment, the desirability for close integration
with the flight spacecraft TV experiment and the requirement to
perform the capsule TV experiment in the uncertain and, perhaps,
hostile Martian environment create new problems for which the old
solutions may be clearly inadequate.
It is worthwhile, therefore, to consider the significant operational
and environmental differences between the capsule TV experiment
and previous TV experiments, since it is these differences which
impose major constraints on the experiment design. For convenience,
these differences are grouped into objectives, operational constraints,
spacecraft-capsule interactions, the Martian atmosphere and steri-
lization requirements.
i. Objectives -- The initial objectives of the Voyager mission
include the assessment of landing and Lander operation hazards.
To satisfy this objective surface resolutions of less than 3 feet are
required -- far better than those which were, or could be achieved
by Mariner Furthermore, still higher resolution requirements for
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_kedetern<ina:ion of surface roughness. __ =ur ¢_-_ n<a_eri_!s could
be in_oosed. Unlike Luna iX v:hich achieved ui_ra-high resolutions
required m,=uager,/ fron__ a ntoving vehicle. The interactions between
canoera axis direction, vehicle velocity, and reso]u_ion requirements
geu_rate significa::L de_ig_ problezz_s.
The Ranger and Mariner TV experiments were able to operate nearly
independent of the remainder of the spacecraft scientific payload.
The flight capsule TV experiment should include support of other
flight capsule payload experiments in its basic objectives.
2. Ooerationai Constraints -- The prime operational constraint
in, Dosed on the capsule is _he requirenuent to trans!_it, iT..si._a_ery
da:a o_ior _o imoac[ \Vhi]e the _in_e durin_ '__';_< _ic_ures are take_
"-ha-.-::or he siBnifisa::=]}- dlfferen' irs,:-:<Q-.e :.iariner ----_-:rr_::'::,"2f 25
n<inu<es or so __he capsule n_ust, like __<anger, relay =is oic_ure da_a
in near real tinge. However, ,,_1_k_ R_£_- the dala rates fro_< the
capsule are si__nificantiv limited bv :rans_-nit_er power and low
anzen!<a gains.
Limited data rates produce secondary constraints, as well. For
instance, like Mariner and unlike Ranger, the feasibility of redundant
cameras and multiple images of the same area at the same resolution
is questionable.
The capsule has several potential advantages, however, over Mariner
or Ranger. It can be designed to perfor_._ its _ission ,,vi_hout the
require_=_en_ _o opera:e _ver a \vid_ range of solar elevation angles.
The capsule has a grea< range ad\-anrage o_-er the spacecraft in
acl_ie_,_ing high-resolution in-ages and u,ill experience less a_nnospheric
degrada=ion of in:ages.
3. Flight Spacecraft-Flight Capsule Interactions -- in addition
to high resolution images, fairly de_ailed, :hough large-scale maps
of potential landing areas are required. These geological and topo-
graphical maps are one area in which a sensible division of objectives
and close cooperation between the capsule and spacecraft is highly
desirable. Some compromises must be made in the capsule experi-
ment design to effect such cooperation and thereby maximize the
overall planetary vehicle yield. Thus, a significant difference
between Mariner and Ranger missions and _he Voyager mission is
this requirement for closely coupled image experiments. Typical
areas where such coupling should exist are (1) the use and choice of
color filters. (2) "_.he selection of lighting conditions (solar elevation
angle) in _he irnpac_ area. and (5) [he necessity of precise location
of capsule in, ages in spacecraft images.
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4. The _X_artian Atmosphere -- The most significant differences
between the Voyager flight capsule TV mission and all previous lunar
and planetary TV reconnaissance missions arise from operations in
the Martian atmosphere. These differences (and, generally, difficul-
ties) can be grouped in two categories: (1) design constraints and
operational difficulties based on atmospheric uncertaintly, and (Z)
constraints and difficulties based on the mere presence of an atmos-
phere. It should be noted, however, that the presence of an atmos-
phere permits the use of a relatively simple descent retardation
system - the parachute - to increase the descent time.
Many of the uncertainties associated with atmospheric pressure,
composition, and scale height, and the resulting dispersion in descent
trajectory parameters can be resolved after the first Voyager mission.
However, the first mission and the design concepts for all Voyager
missions must be flexib]e enough to accommodate these parameter
dispersions. For instance, for the four atn_ospheric models con-
sidered, descent velocity (and comIY_unication tin_e) on the parachute
used in the reference design varies by a factor of 2:1.
However, the _ost severe at_ospheric effects ren_ain even after
atmospheric uncertainties have been resolved. For a high-resolution
TV mission these effects primarily relate to the dynamics of the
entry and descent phases of the mission. \Vind-induced flight capsule
oscillations, both with and without the parachute for descent retardation,
produce an uncertain and potentially hostile environment for TV
picture s.
During descent, the capsule will experience entry heating followed by
thermal transients which will ultimately reduce capsule (and camera
lens) temperatures to the 200°I{ or so a_-nbient gas teYnperatures of
the Martian atmosphere. The free-flowing atmospheric gases help
to accelerate such thermal transients. Low clouds and wind-blown
surface dust and debris also present potential hazards to achieving
the TV experiiYmnt objectives.
5. Sterilization Requirennents -- The extensive inventory of
space-proven techniques and equipment available for the Voyager
mission is significantly limited by the requirements for sterilization
of the flight capsule. Present techniques for achieving biological
cleanliness include high temperature - long duration thermal cycling
and ETO baths. Components selected for the capsule inust be able
to withstand these qualification requirements in addition to demonstra-
ting ability to withstand the normal mechanical and ther_lal environ-
ments of the mission. Sterilization considerations have a major
impact on the choice of image tubes -- a key component in the TV
experiment design.
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7}<_=_ :n _oke sf sonde sin_i_rit:es in objectives _,__en capsule
7Y experinsen_ and previous }unar and olanetary TV experiments,
ooeration in the ".,_.=,-T'_-_-_o_'_e_ the use c.f steriliza'oie com-
ponents, and the nature of tee spacecraft-capsule n_ission involve
new and Dotentia!!y more tenuous problems than those encountered
_-_,_previous missions. The desir_vli:L},..... _,f _u_,:_a _.,_se problems
and performing an effective capsule TV experiment is not at issue,
since the success of future ianders is considerably enhanced through
knowledge of surface characteristics which can only be obtained from
high-resolution TV data. Deferring a high resolution image experi-
ment to a future lander in addition to compounding the problems of
the landing itself nnay, In ,a_, merely postpone solution of the TV
problems associated with the capsule and preclude the use of
ex_e::_:e_:_a: da_a i:_:lander Cesx£n.
7. I. 2. i Qer_eral Approach
The primary goal for the exploration of L{ars durin£ the next two or
three decades is the search for, and examination of, possible extra-
terrestrial life fornss. Before detailed searches and examinations
are possible on the Martian surface, the collection of certain basic
engineering data regarding the surface will be mandatory. These
data should include information for geological mapping, topological
statistics, photometric topography, and surface roughness. The
inclusion of a _.e]evision camera systen_ on board the fligh_ space-
craft provides :he capabi!it} for obtaining sonde of the re@uired data.
To extend this capability, a.nd to provide the engineerin£ data reouired
for the succes=f_i !a:<din 8 tf iat=r au:c'_: _.zed s.Lien:ific payloads ar.d'
or manned smacecraft on the _-_-T" _ " " _,
. ____za_ surlace, zt i_ advantageous to
include pre-land teievision capability on the fiight capsule.
The rationale for definition of possible descent TV experiments for
the capsule involves: i) a review of the types of information which
can be achieved from the spacecraft television subsystem from orbits
of 700- to 1500-km periapsis altitudes; Z) a statement of the probable
limitations of such TV data; 3) a consideration of the types of scientific
and engineering data at improved resolution that are most vital to the
success of later missions; and 4) a study of the descent mission
constraints and their impact on the feasibility of the experiments.
1. F]_aht Snacecraft Television -- It is assumed that either
before or after the flight capsule descen_., a YY subsystem aboard
the spacecraft _xiil rna*s __ considerable _oortion sf the _x=r_=:x_-- -- surface
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at a ground resolution of the order of i0 - 30 meters (nominally 30 -
90 feet). A present estimate for the uncertainty of location of the
impact point of the capsule after the actual landing is a circular area
of lO0-km radius, and this much area, at least, will therefore, be
so mapped. Such resolution will justify the construction of maps at
a scale of 1:30,000, and if solar elevation angles and spacecraft
television dynamic range and acutancepermit, at least three types
of maps and data would be generated. These would include:
• Geological maps:
• Topological information (relief maps and feature statistics'
and
• Topographic data (contour maps and profile samples).
Descent TV experiments from the capsule may greatly enhance and
extend these data.
Z. Flight Spacecraft Television Limitations -- Of parti<ular _m-
portance in selecting the objectives of the flight capsule TV experiment
are the limitations of the spacecraft TV data in satisfying the overall
mission objectives. The basic limitations of the spacecraft result from
the inadequacy of i0 - 30 meter surface resolutions in:
a. Assessing surface landing hazards:
b, Generating topological stalistics for objecl sizes of
scientific interest;
c. Identifying questionable geological features in large-
scale maps;
d. Generating any surface roughness data which is directly
useful in determining the nature or mechanical properties
of surface materials; or
e. Directly supporting other experiments in the capsule
payload.
Other significant limitations in spacecraft TV data relate to potential
loss of contrast due to atmospheric haze and image distortions
resulting from atmospheric turbulance. Increasing the resolution
capability of the spa<ecraft TV experiment rapidly becomes impractical
and the intervening Martian atmosphere may, in fact_ completely
preclude any effective improvement of image quality.
9
9
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!:: _he foiiov,'in£ sec:ions s'se:ific T\- exserin-e::ts are considered:
and their in_a_e_ recuire:_ne:zts, . fliah'_ space_a_:-_]_;_....... _._o CaDSU!e
inter -_*_o_=_'-_ and scientific ana_ engineering_ _, re!a,ence are discussed.
7. _ _ _ Geological X" "-. - _ _appin_
From the viewpoint of a later search for native life forms. "geolo-
gical" mapping will be concerned with stratigraphic contacts and with
linear features. Stratigraphic contacts can be identified at modest
resolution as the boundaries between broad areas having small or
large, Out rather abrupt, aibedo and spec_rai refieczance differences.
Very low solar elevations would _end to defea_ the detection of such
contacts by yielding contrast governed almos_ entirely by shade relief
and shadow content, The possibiii_v is not precluded _l_a_ very s._.al!
fractions of _he _Xiartian surface n%ay show aibedo contrast due io _he
sresence of soil :nnoisrure and'or __ke diffase effe<rs of organic acrivit\-.
For purposes of :his s:adv, no distincYii, n "-_eed be :zzade bel\veen dne
boundaries of =u,-% patches and other [ruiv oeo]o_ic:ai _ contact<
except to noie that at _he assumed spacecrafl ieievision resolution,
a time hislory of the station__rv or chan__in__ :nature of suc_ boundaries.
as well as some color information, would be desirable.
Geological mapping will also be concerned with a variety of linear
features, including possible fold structures, isolated fault lines,
grid structures, and above all, in the search for potential areas
where life forms may be concentrated_ any open crevices, rills, or
eviderces of water erosion. Wlnile lower solar elevations are de-
sirable for the de_ection of such elongated depressions, the solar
elevations _ust still _ _.-_:- er:_,ugk _o i!!uR_inate r_'_ _..............._ _]_-,_r_
of such eiongated depressions if their depths are to be estin_ated.
interest __n open crevices or canyons stenns frorn_ the high prooabiiit}
that their floors would be far nnore amenable to active life processes
than zhe typical or average surface of hiars, so far evaluated by
virtue of:
I. Local concentrations of highly comminuted soils;
2. Local concentrations of moisture;
3. Higher atmospheric pressures than may be representative
of the average surface; and
4. Xiore stabilized and elevated te:r_peratures.
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The last of these considerations, involving localized favorable
temperatures, also suggests a possibility which should not be ruled
out by the Mariner IV findings of "no molten core". As in the case
of the moon, the assumption that a planetary core is not, and perhaps
never was, molten does not preclude local subterranean heat sources
and occasional small extrusions or even lava flows. The possibility
of identifying areas likely to contain hot springs is intriguing, while
any localized warm spots are important. Apart from a mission
involving infrared thermal mapping (not part of this study), the space-
craft television pictures will provide clues to such possibilities,
largely in terms of linear features suggesting deepfaults and possibly
identifiable only by chains of extrusive ridges.
The spacecraft television limitations are such that crevices and
ridges, one-half kilometer in width, could be mappedin somedetail
with respect to width variations, depth or height, and the like; while
features only i00 meters in width, including shadowscast by cliffs,
woldd be just discer_able anddistinguishable_ but would Be mapped
virtuall}" as lines. Indeed, the major justification for a mapping
scale of 1:30,000 from the spacecraft pictures would be to provide
room for tl_edepiction of the maximum number of linear features
with _.ery tentative and questionable geological identification, inter-
spersed amonggrosser and more scattered geological features of
relatively certain identification.
It is obvious that a search for likely zonesharboring life on Mars
will involve not only large-area mapping, but also a sampling of
Problems imposed on the spacecraft television subsystemvirtually
preclude such identifi( ation from orbit. These include:
• Image motion at the high orbiting _elocity;
• Inadequatesurface luminance for practical exposures with camera
angles extended to a very small fraction of a degree; and
• Contrast loss due to atmospheric haze in the yellow to ultra-
violet,
As will be seen, the potential for overcoming these problems by
means of a capsule TV subsystem transmitting during the descent
mode is as important to other types of data as it is to the geological
mapping objectives. However, the desirability of positive identifi-
cation of the nature of questionable lineaments makes it particularly
desirable that, starting with pictures obtained from the spacecraft
television, each descent picture should be capable of positive identi-
fication in a previous picture, at least to the geologically useful limit.
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Lar£e-_cale oeo}o_{ca I nnanpin[ -- esoeciaiiv "vh_n assisted by high
resolution i:%-:a_es fron< the capsule television experin%ent -- has
_rea_ engineering significance as well. Such _naps are the mechanism
thrsugh \vhich lhe detailed findings about surface features in small
surface sannpies can be extended and generalized over larger areas
_m
the selection of landing sites and in correlating detailed surface
characteristics with major geological features.
The use of two or more colors in photographing a common surface
area is particularly advantageous in interpreting geological maps of
Niar tian terrain.
7. i. 2. 3 Topological S_atis_ics
!-he Ysriner i%: exmerinzen:ers have publicly cornn<en:ed _bout _.he
_._arked si._z_.ilaritv of _he sampled surface of :_,lars =o the lunar high-
landsin_ern_.s of crater concentrations it. _he size range 5 - 50 kilo-
z_e_ers. An ir_erence that the surface of hiars has been virtually
unaltered for billions of }'ears has been ventured, and then severely
challenged, it is apparent that interpretation of crater statistics will
continue in two directions for some time to come. Investigators of
the history of interplanetary or extra-solar-system concentrations
or sources of large meteoric bodies will add Mars to the list of
impact counters, making prior assumptions as to those N{artian
environmental factors that would tend to preserve or destroy the
surface evidence of in, pact events. Lnvestigators of the history of
the planet v.iii en_ploy prior assumptions of impact frequencies to
infer the Rossibie effects of wind erosion, _ossible past water erosion_
and internal surface-shaping forces on the destruction of innpact
scars.
On the other hand, engineers concerned with surface shape and
strength v,ill depend heavily on an extension of our knowledge of the
size distributions of Martian craters by two to three orders-of-
magnitude downward in size. There is a growing awareness of the
relationships between secondary crater distributions and the strengths
of soil and rock surfaces and depths of soil having its origin in debris
ejected from large primary craters.
Prior to the Ranger missions to the moon, it was only partially
recognized that secondary crater concentration could drastically
alter the trends of size distribution to frustrate extrapolation of
topological lunar statistics to the scale of engineering interest. The
concentration of craters larger than 3-meter diameter was variously
estimated fron_ as few as i0 or 20 widely scattered craters per
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square kilometer to as many as 300,000; which would be more than
enoughto saturate the surface and require that they be juxtaposed,
superposed, and often obliterated during the history of their success-
ive formations on a layer of ever-deepening debris. The Ranger
missions confirmed that the actual situation was much closer to the
highest than to the lowest estimates.
It will be apparent that the television pictures, assumed to be available
from the orbiting spacecraft camera subsystem at a resolution of 30
meters per TV line, will permit the detection of a few craters of high
contrast having diameters less than 100 meters. However, lunar
experience has demonstrated repeatedly that, even with the most
favorable solar elevation angles (i0 - 30 degrees), accurate counts
cannot be carried to crater diameters which are an order-of-magnitude
larger than the ground resolution. IViorever, very high resolution
pictures do not give an adequate statistical picture for the largest
detectable craters, partly because they are so few in number within
a given frame, and partly because their presence is often obscured
by the higher contrast of the more numerous craters of intermediate
size.
Mathematical expressions which appear to fit all countable items in
a natural distribution observed in a single picture, be they lunar
craters or photomicrographs of granular soils, wood fibers, or
the like, tend toward the log-normal distribution. However, it is a
matter of experience that successive improvements of magnification
shift the size corresponding to the peak frequency ever downward, so
that only those portions of the distribution relating to much larger
sizes remain stable. It is apparent _o the _atheT_atician that this
portion of the log-normal distribution is equally well represented by
a power distribution of the form
X - l</x n (i)
where k and n are constants, and N is the number of objects per
sample or per unit area whose sizes are greater than×. That is,
the equation (i) defines the cumulative distribution, working always
from the largest feature toward the small. If the exponent n has
a value of 2, then successive pictures of a planetary terrain having
ever increasing magnification would look statistically identical to an
observer who was unfamiliar with the scale changes. That is, a
very small area at high magnification would be, statistically speaking,
a geometric scale model of every larger area. If n is less than Z,
then increasing magnification would reveal an increasing paucity of
features per picture; if n is larger than 2, increasing apparent con-
centration would occur.
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Uitinu_=_,- {_-_the <ase of _=uch -_-_'-_'_-rance __nd de:.ressicn features
as ........... :r rs Equat:on (i) ::-:ustbreak cloy,-::. Either the
di_trls,_t_o_:_'"_" : is u]t_-:ateiv, found to be ap_)roxiRcatelv !o_-norn:a!_ in
spite of further n%agnilicaiion_ or the engineering irrnport&nce of very
small craters of footprint size, or of "boulders" approaching pebbles
or _mn_Igr_in_ tends to%var_ tB_ tr']vJ_]. ]_{o\vever. the log-normal
distribution is mathematically formidable for many purposes, even
its integration to cu:mulative form requires Gables and numerical
approximation. It is, moreover, only an approximation to fit
empirical statistics.
Variations in the constant k from oiace to place on a terrain is equi-
valent to the description of broad variations by such qualitative Germs
as '_n_.aria'' and "highlands". In the case of .",tars, where minds are
beiieved to have provided erosion and deposRion of soil and even
oerhaos the n%i_ration of i_r__e desert are;:s, i! is mrob_ble that the
varlat_ o_us in " =_ =*_ti<*_c• ' tooo:o_=_ai ........ s fro:-:_ <:lace to tdace v,iil be n<uch
_<o _'_ a]r_ruDt than o-: the n_oon. Fi__ure 12 mortra'-s :_- _r_o_,icai for::-.
the nnost extre_ne variations that nuigh,t be reasor.abiy exoected. The
topological statistics experiment should %e desisned to establish
whether a single curve is typical, of the __Ni_ht_capsule descent area,
or \vhether patches showing significant statistical variations can be
found.
From the above discussion, it is apparent that relatively small steps
of magnification and resolution improvement are desired. Steps of
\f_-, beginning with spacecraft TV resolution, are suggested. Except
for general identification of the descent area by correlation of Cne
first =icture v,-ith the __oacecraft _aos, it __s r_ot clear that nestix_ of
successive oictures \vouid _ eithe_ neces_a_-v or desirable
If lunar experience is an adequate guide, the gathering of valid
topological data requires a n]ission very close to the terminator,
although some risk of :n]aging a large area in total shadow \vou!d
be implied. Accordingly, the design value of solar elevation angle
for this experiment should be i0 to 30 degrees.
7. i.Z.4 Photometry and Photometric Topography
Experience in generating contour maps of the moon without the aid
of stereoscopic precision suggests that the justifiable contour
interval is approximately an order-of-nzagnitude smaller than the
surface resolution, when n_.ethods involving shadow measurement,
and photometric inference in the absence of shadov:, are to be en_-
pioyed, }-or exan_p!e_ Earth-based lunar photograph}-, limited in
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Figure 22 SUGGESTED UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS ON MARTIAN CRATER DISTRIBUTIONS OF
ENGINEERING IMPORTANCE
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D
resolution :o a _ypica! 800 :_eters by the i_mage =_..otions and distor-
tions due to turbulence in the Earlh s atnzosohere I have justified the
choice of contour intervals of 300 nueters for the general purposes
of contour-mapping the lunar hemisphere by the USA_F. Z Here the
interval was limited not so much by resolution as by the fraction of
the lunar surface occupied by highlands, where contour intervals of
less than 300 meters would have crowded the lines beyond useful-
ness to a map reader. On the flatter portions, sufficient accuracy
was claimed to have justified contour intervals of i00 or even of 30
meters, with the understanding that terrain shape for engineering
datum, is required.
As a rule of thumb, it will be assumed from these experiences that
the justifiable contour interval will be of the order of u_e-fiftli to
one-_hirtie_h of the _round resolution oer TV line. The figure of
one-fifth will apply when slopes over very large distances are so
great as to crowd the hnes to beyond usefulness at the justifiable
nnapping scale', the use of one-thirtieth represents an approach to
the limit of vertical resolution im_herent in the method.
D
It is important to appreciate the fact that contour maps necessarily
average vertical elevations over distances that are large compared
to the vertical contour intervals. Otherwise, they degenerate into
innumerable closed curves surrounding trivial protuberances and
depressions at a scale associated with surface roughness rather
than with slopes and contours. Steps nuust then be taken to provide
simple techniques for gross averaging of elevations at each point
over a significant area. In effect, the horizontal resolution n_.ust be
deliberately reduced to a rr:anageable value.
When en_ploying the photon:etric techniques for the generation of
contour maps, such averaging is best accomplished early in the chain
of image processing steps. A process, which provides high contrast
across objects so small as to be uninteresting to the map maker and
user alike and preserves such contrast within a negative or positive
transparency, will tend to confound all efforts at useful contour
generation. There are two contributors to this defect. First, the
photometric function found to apply to broad areas will not apply to
the fine structure surfaces of objects contributing to roughness,
Second, photometer apertures which are large compared to the finest
details of a contrasting image, will not yield the same photographic
density averages as would result from prior averaging of the light
input to the image over an area equivalent to the photometer scanning
aperture. Photographic density is essentialiy a logarithmic property.
Worse still, in planning a planetary imaging n<ission for terrain of
u_amiliar fine structure, there is a high probability that an area
D
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exhibiting a uniform shade of grey at modest resolution will u]tin_ate]y
resolve into a fine structure of high and low ]un_inances so extren-le
as to exceed the latitude of the process, particularly at lo\v sun
elevations. If this fine structure is resolved, large fractions <)f the
transparency area re.ill contain high-and low-lily, it densities whose
averages over a scanning aperture will bear little or no relation to
average scene luninance over the corresponding area.
The most obvious solution to the averaging problem is to ]in, it the
resolution to aground interval an order of magnitude greater than the
desired contour interval. Alternately, the n_odulation response of th(_
TV camera n_ay be designed to correspond to that of a 'Tlow acutance '_
systen_l to assure that the higher resolvable spacia] frequencies of thc_
scene ]ur_linance pattern cannot produce image contrasts beyond the
latitude of the sensor. Figure 23 illustrates three Imodulation re
sponse curves of varying acutance. Curve A is typical of an astronon_
ical telescope designed to nnaxiinize resolvh_g power il_ stellar
applications. Since contrast is no problen_, acutance is sacrificed in
favor of the best _nanufacturab]e approach to a diffraction-]in, ileal
response, and the resolution in tern_s of optical line p__irs or [u]!
sine waves per n_[liin]eter of in,age space n_ay i)_ accon_panied b_ a
modulation response of only ] or 2 percent. Obviously, when s<ich
a system is en]p]oyed to examine a low-contrast extended surface
such as that of a planet, the stellar resolving power has little n_.eanin_.
However, at spacia] frequencies of one-half to one-fourth of the max
im_um_ useful response for planetary applications is achieved, though
still at response levels lea enough to perforn_ the averaging function
and avoid sensor latitude lin]itations.
Curve B of Figure 23 has been drawn to illustrate a hi#h acutance
response such as nlight hypothetically he achieved with a television
can_era mhose optics \_.ere designed such that electronic scanning<
in,posed the sole lin_itation on resolution Curve C illustrates an
[nternlediate acutance typical of TV can_eras that have been use(] in
space applications. The vertical dashed line A T at the right corr_spo_r]s
to a spacia] frequency in optical line pairs per nlillirneter equivalent
to the resolving pomer corresponding to Curve A in stellar applica-
tions. In the standard tern]inology of television engineering, it is
custom,sty to express resolution in "TV resolution lines 'r the total
number of lines both black and white in a resolution chart that can l)e
resolved. P_'ior to the Ranger missions, it was frequently argued
that t\vo TV resolution lines, or about Z. 8 scan lines, were equiva|enl
to only one optical line pair. Curves B and C o[ Figure 23 present
I_\< can_e_'a responses for a resolution in "TV resolution lines"
nunlerica]ly equal to the astronon_ica] telescope resolution expressed
in opt[ca! line pairs. The vertical dashed ]i_e !%' cor_-esponds t{) the
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spatial frequency of the TV system at which sufficient response,
usually 10 or 20 percent, is available for applications to extended
surfaces. It is apparent that the 2 to i ratio betmeen 'rTV lines '_
and '_optical line pairs _ m:ould be of significance only in stellar
applications, and that the ratio of equivalence drops to or even belo\_
unity in extended surface work such as the imaging of planetary
surfaces. It explains why a ratio of l to 30 between the justifiable
minimum contour interval and the ground resolution has been found
to be equally applicable to the observatory photographs where lunar
surface resolution is expressed in meters per optical line pair, and
to TV pictures where the ground resolution has been expressed in
meters per TV resolution line.
In light of the preceding discussion, a moderate to low acutance would
be desirable but not mandatory in the flight capsule TV, if topographical
information is to be derived by photometric methods. There remains
the problenl of uncertainty in the photon_etric function or functions
that may be found applicable to the various types of Martian terrain.
It can be shown that certain solar elevation _:ill improve the results
in spite of our present ignorance of the detailed photometry of Mar_.
For example, such extremely different reflectance properties as
those of the pre-Ranger moon and those of a diffuse Lambertian
reflector produce virtually identical correlation between lun_inance
variations and surface slope variations when the solar elevation is in
the range of 15 - 30 degrees though a lower limit of 20 degrees would
be desirable to avoid a potential excess of shadow content in an unknown
terrain.
This topographical experin_ent requires images mith maxinmm area
coverage at each resolution step. Starting with the resolution achiev<_d
by the spacecraft, the capsule pictures should provide _ steps
in resolution, consistent with desirable steps in contour map scales,
and should provide for the nesting of successive pictures as well as
for correlation of an early descent picture with the spacecraft pictures.
The photometric method depends upon know, ledge of not only the solar
incidence angle but also of the angles of observation. These can be
obtained, in spite of altitude and attitude uncertainties, by mapping
the picture boundaries on the large area maps derived from the space-
craft TV subsystem.
Oblique camera viewing angles would be particularly helpful in
refining the observation angles derived by such correlation and there-
fore would help to assure the success of this experbnent.
7. i.2. 5 Surface Roughness and Object Hazards
There is no generally acceptable quantitative definition of the border-
line bet\veen surface irregularities definable as slopes and those
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uRderstood by the terns 'rou£hness' Only ",vken sarticu!ar e:-:gin-
eeri:%_ probie_-ss concerni::£ R device-re[[PiN x=teraciloY- are for:%<u-
_e±_-_._'_._ ciear-cut borderlines be defined. C_-_-_,e _ in
ele, atlon encourter_d over itorizonta! distarce incren-leRts tltat are
larg_ __on-pared to the device are clearly slopes, \_hii_ s_ch _hanges
over s.nnali distances are cl__ssified as roughness.
The present capsule design concept does not provide for impact sur-
vival. On the assumption that later h,lars missions will attempt soft
or hard landings, engineering data required to increase the probability
of !__ndin g survival and successful post-landing operations are
necessary. \Vith a conternpiated ground contact area of "footprint"
size of the order of 3 to 5 :meters, a horizontal scale of 1 n=eter is
suggested. Surface v.:aveien_ths of ihe order of ,one nneter or less
,,:_: De assun_ed <o c_eliAe i:o&_i_::ess iOl }3ieseii ?. S_I_OSes.
il is cesirable r_ot 9nly to pry, ic!e rousi%ness :.v_vele:-_gik. soeclra but
also to ascertain the -:ature :f the :,bjects resoonsib!e for rou=_hness.
This data is n%ore siEnifican: in deter_-!rin2 Q_-_ hardness or bearing
strenEths of various hlartian terrains titan correspondin Z data for
the n_oon. The possible influence of the hard vacuum of the lunar
environn%ent in producing clean grair: surfaces \vnlcn \vould sin[e[
on contact has led to the possible alternates of rock-like strength
versus highly underdense crushable dust. However, the very lowest
estimates of the atmospheric pressure at the surface of },Jars are
orders-of-n]agnitude above the pressure at m_hich absorbed gas layers
can be stripped fro_ the surface of n_ineral grains, so that the whole
gaNtut of grain sizes fronn cobblestones through gravel, sand, and
dust ca:: be expected to beh_ve essentis21v as in dry v:ater!ess areas
on Earth. For exan_.p!e_ if _-descent TY experinneni desigr_ed to
R_easure r_u__hness of the _,.±___- *=t===_-'-surface c -._'i_... ... -_Isr, den[oust[ate
texture in tern-.s of qualitatively recognizable stru<tures suck as
cobblestones, v.ind-biotvn sand ripples, rock-slab shingles, or any
of several typical lava-flow' surfaces, the value of such infornnation
in !er_:ns of in_p!ied bearing strengths would be very significant.
in addition, the presence of certain ring structures of large stones
in suspected deep soil beds could indicate the presence of subsurface
soil moisture exposed to cycles of freezing and thawing. 3
It is apparent that, except for a low-resolution first frame for
correlation \vith pictures from the orbiting spacecraft, an experiment
wholly oriented tomard roughness and object detection and charac-
terization would, if necessary, sacrifice nesting in order to orovide
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the largest number of high-resolution pictures of very small and
widely separated portions of the Martian surface. The experiment
is fundamentally statistical. The likelihood of any correlation
between n_icrostructure and gross terrain character is perhaps
somewhat poorer than for the moon, unless windblown deserts are
interspersed with large areas of rock outcropping. A finding that
diverse areas do or do not have similar microstructure would be
much more valuable than the mere evaluation of the roughness of a
single sample area. Of course, it has taken three P_anger missions
to widely separated areas of the moon to demonstrate statistically
that all lowland areas of the moon are similar, and it is possible that
only the extren_e dispersion available by means of several flight
capsule descents would be statistically adequate.
High acutance is clearly desirable for the surface roughness experi-
ment. However, objects responsible for roughness cast shadows,
and develop highlights far beyond those associated with broad slopes.
Thus, very low solar elevation angles are not required. Solar
elevation angles of 20 to 40 degrees are optimum in anticipation of
the diversity of possible terrain types discussed. Multicolor i_nag-
ing would, in general, conflict with the other requiren_ents of this
expe r iment.
7. 1.2. 6 Supporting Other Flight Capsule Experiments
The instrun_ent payload of the flight capsule includes a variety of
experiments intended to measure several properties of the
Martian surface and atmosphere. In several of these experiments
surface imagery can be used to either extend n_easuren_ents or to
otherwise improve the interpretation of results. Four prh_ary
classes of measurements can benefit from close integration with
the capsule TV experiment.
i. Wind Measurements -- Surface winds are of considerable
importance to future lander designs especially the presence of
very high steady wind velocities and/or extreme gusts. The tele-
vision experiment can contribute to wind estimation, first, by
passive observation of the Martian atmosphere and surface. The
presence, shape, and n_oven_ents of clouds and dust storms as
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II
_eccrded in _-Vcict_.res v,:uld indicate several _ev fe_ture_ of
v,_nd cnnditio_s .... Second. H_.. use :_f a sn:o::e bon%b _--___o_riR_ent
of success.
In general, for passive observation of wind-induced phenomena
low-altitude, wide-angle images are required. Goad grey level
fidelity and the use of color filters are also desirable. With the use
of suitable image parameters, these passive obser\-ations result as a
natural by-product of the TV experin_ent.
co::s:.dered. T:_ese r:.:eas,<rez-:_:e:-_<s ,:::-:lye t-c .%serva-_:::,n :.f ",=,nni-
induced sn<t:ke si_:lat',:res v.-ith t?:e -i-\- ca:_\eras, &_%d !?:us reo<ire
2. Sufficient area coverage to contain the sn'_oke
signature_ in the _resence_ o¢_h{oh___. _vind__ (up to _C)O_ ft/sec), for the
tinne duration betv_=een hon]b impact and camera exposure (typically
i0 - 20 seconds):
b. Close integr__tion between bomb-release <imes and
the in, age exposure logic in :he parachute-suspended capsule to
allow _-_ _ , _ _ "
_ .... c_en_ ti:y_e !o permit forn_ation oi suitable _n_oke si=_-
:natures while preventing excessive snzoke dispersion; and
c. Suitable _- ........ _-+:-_ a:d 8re level ::_ __ to
detect and n_easure the sn_oRe plunges,
In general the TV image requirements for the smoke bomb
experiment are easier to _-_eet than for passive observation of
w-ind-induced phenomena. The major difficulty with the smoke
measurements involves conflicting requirements to achieve a
high probability of smoke visibility for the specific images in the
sequence designed for srn0ke measurements \vhile assuring that the
smoke dces not obscure later high resolution images.
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2. Atmospheric Measurements -- The bulk of the experiments
in the flight capsule payload are designed to generate detailed in-
formation about the co_nposition,temperature, and physics of the
Martian atmosphere. Indications of clouds, dust storms, and several
other surface or near-surface conditions can significantly improve the
results of mass-spectrometer and water vapor measurements and pro-
vide interesting and useful ancillary data for the acoustic densitometer
and beta-scattering measurements. In addition, information on the
spectral reflectance and transmission characteristics of clouds or the
atmosphere can support and augment measurements of IR radiation
and reflectance made from the spacecraft.
These observations of atmospheric phenomena require low-altitude,
low-resolution, wide-angle images and the judicious use of color. In
addition, it is especially desirable to select filters on both the space-
craft and capsule to maximize the results of such observations.
3. Radar-Optical Correlation of Surface Roughness -- The TV
experiment measures surface roughness through the reflection of
visible light fron_ the surface. Various radars aboard the capsule
also measure surface properties through the reflection of longer wave-
length microwave signals from the surface. These radar observations
will be made at the widely separated microwave frequencies listed below:
Frequency Wavelength
13 gc O. 075 feet (three-leg doppler radar)
324 mc 3. 0 feet (lo\_-altitude radar altimeter)
18 mc 55 feet (high-altitude radar altimeter)
In general, these radar returns can be processed to yield various
measures of the relative amplitude of specular and diffuse reflectance
components of the surface. This information provides an estimate of
the roughness of the surface at spacial scales comparable to the signal
wavelength.
Radar observations, while they cannot resolve individual objects con-
tributing to roughness without very sophisticated processing (such as
performed with SLAR), cover a much greater surface area than do
optical images taken during the descent mission. Providing a few
images at resolutions comparable to the radar wavelengths to correlate
with radar roughness estimates may offer the opportunity to generalize
optical roughness data over a larger segment of surface, as well as to
provide some indication of the electronnagnetic properties of the surface.
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Further, radar observation _t !_C-C (A = r_ _,<_-5 foo'_) viii_ srobablv have
kit:her ress_iunr_n caoabkit', _kan op:ical i'r:ames for r:/u2?c-kess estim_a-
tion, and this radar :<<easuren_en_ can be usec to extend the effective
resolution of optical in-=aGes. The prinsary _nsa_e reeuire_n_enrs to
_cl_,_e such radar-optical cor_,_±_l_ N!voive inla[ery coverage at
resolutions con_.parable to the radar wave!en_*h_
4. Surface Bearing Strength -- The prin_ary experi1_ent for
estimation of mechanicical properties of the surface, such as bearing
strength and stratification, uses multiple penetrometers which transmit
measurernents of beari_ -+-=_*_,
= ..... _: are recuired from dispersed areas
to obtain a statistically significant profile for iandin_ purposes. The
television exDeri:_ent can assist in the inter:0retation of oene_rometer
r_=xi%s by mrovidir._ =n indemend_n_ indic=tion {>i N:e va:iabilk,, of N_e
s: rface proper:ies, and if i:e smacecraft an! <a:ssale s.ic:ures ca:: be
correlate£, by ir.dicatin_ :h,_ freouen<v .::iccc._r:-in<_ on :he eisner of
the ._._r_:±_ surface condkions in the cans_:ie' in<nact ___eas. if such
correlation can be :_nade, the value c,i the per.etr,,n=c_e:__ - resuits \',ill be
m & _n!:l t o_n _±y.
Low-altitude penetron-_e_er deployment -: _<:::-_ _ .....
point dispersion. The ideal imagery for support of the penetron_eter
experiment would involve a high resolution image covering the entire
impact area in which the precise impact points can be located. This
image should be nested withlom:er resolution in, ages which can be
located in spacecraft ima8es. It is doubtful, ho_a-ever, that the
penetronzeter impact points can be located e__.actly in the capsule
in, ages.
Four representative types of flight ca_su!e descent TV experi_m_en_s
have been exannined in sonze detail in the "arecedin8 paragraphs, not
only fron: _he point of view of the potential scientific and engineering
value of early cioseup views of the h.lartian surface for the planning
of later surface n_issions, but also in an attempt to define the require-
ments that each would impose on the descent TV mission. In addition,
TV support requirements for other flight capsule experiments have
been outlined. The implementation of these experiments by means of
a limited number of transmitted picture elements involves choices of
the following nature:
• Resolution versus coverage -- Does an experi_z_ent require
steps of _ncreasing resoiut_on that ,.viii pern_it the acquisition of data
or constraction of maps a_ _everal scales ?
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• Correlation -- Is it vital to the experiment that descent pictures
cover areas that are positively identifiable within the terrain mapped
from the orbiting flight spacecraft, or that successive descent images
be nested to permit continued correlation, or that imaged areas have
maximum possible dispersion?
• Value of Color -- Would the simultaneous imaging of an area in
two or more colors enhance the value of the experiment without de-
manding excessive transmission capability?
• Imaging system response -- Is high or low acutance most
favorable for the success of a particular experiment?
• Solar elevation -- Exclusive of the possible constraints imposed
by average luminance on camera design, are particular experiments
best implemented by the choice of certain optimum solar elevation?
The detailed requirements for experiment in,plementation are sun,-
marized from the preceding discussion in fable IKJCXIII. The crosses
represent highly desirable conditions, \vhile '0' represents a feature
that may be desirable but is not mandatory. Note that these require-
ments are based to so_ne extent on the fact that each experin_ent may
be the on__objective of the capsule TV images.
The coarsest resolution in the table is 100 ft/TV line. It is assumed
that this resolution will be available from the spacecraft in Mars orbit
and, thus, location of capsule pictures in spacecraft pictures effectively
extends nesting to spacecraft resolution. In general, there is a need
for correlation in this manner of at least one frame taken during the
descent with spacecraft pictures. It may be assumed that variations
in sun angle will preclude the possibility of con_puterized techniques,
so that the skills of a photo-interpreter will be required. It is also
evident that, except for the geological experiment, a large number of
frames in a smaller image format would contribute far more than a
single descent picture at 600 or more lines.
Assuming a series of ZOO line pictures, it can be shown that a first-
picture resolution of i0 feet per TV line would render the task of the
photo-interpreter in correlating flight capsule images with spacecraft
images almost impossible. With a 30-foot resolution, correlation is
considered feasible, with a high probability of success, unless the
terrain proved utterly featureless over an area of about 36, 000, 000 ftZ.
Any decrease in first-picture resolution below 30-ft/TV line would
simplify the photo-interpretation task, but be wasteful of the limited
transmission capability.
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The desirability of low acutance for purposes of photometric topography
is in conflict with the needs of all other experiments. However, the
state of the art is advancing to the point where this requirement will
vanisk, particularly if a series of pictures, each with the ground
resolution an order of magnitude coarser than the desired contour
interval, is obtained.
The surface roughness experiment is, of course, the most difficult,
and its requirement for the imaging of widely dispersed areas, all at
high resolution, is almost prohibitive. Some data of this type can be
achieved by the highest resolution picture in a series advancing in _i0
steps, and it may he necessary to count on several missions, rather
than one, for the sampling of widely dispersed areas.
In conclusion, a choice of a camera system which would be primarily
aimed at satisfying the needs of the topological statistics experiment
would offer the best capability for providing useful data in all the other
experiment areas considered. Multicolor imaging, which is highly
desirable for geological mapping, is recommended only if experiment
realization techniques do not require multiple exposures of the san1_
surface area with different filters and, if filters are not used on the
highest resolution images required for surface roughness.
Other aspects of geological mapping associated with high solar eleva-
tion angles \vould also be sacrificed unless the image transmission
capability is increased. Those aspects of geological mapping of
greatest engineering concern, as well as the needs of all other ex-
periments, can best be performed at impact sites 20 to 30 degrees
from the terminator. It must be emphasized that correlation and
nesting, preferably with oblique viewing of the terrain, are absolutely
necessary for the establishment of solar and can_era-pointing angles,
without which the generation of topographical maps by the photometric
method w,ould be impossible.
7. l.g.8 Experiment Feasibility - Mission Phase
The selection of the phase of the flight capsule descent mission in which
TV pictures are taken, based on the feasibility of achieving experiment
objectives in the face of mission constraints, is one of the most signifi-
cant initial decisions in the design of the capsule TV experin_ent.
Three phases of the descent mission were considered - pre-entry,
entry, and parachute descent - as well as combinations of these phases.
The characteristics of each mission phase are presented in Table XXI.
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The _ar-_chate descezx _i_ase of the ca_s_:ie nLission was selected as
_= sole :2<issier: r_-%ase :or _ _ p_ct_tres, ±nls select!on v_z=s base on:
(i) Range constraints., resolution reouire:y_ents_ and the ....._e_:=_ti_
o-atical systen% recuirernents, (Z} Recfairen%ents in, posed on t-%e cap-
sule to allow for a TV experiment in each phase and (3) (3on_munica-
tion of the parachute descent phase are sun%n:arizedlnparagraph6. ]. 2. i.
The parachute descent phase is characterized by the following major
engineering considerations :
(i) both _e hioh- and low resolution requiren_ents of the TV
mission can be _et v,ith _ "easlb_e cameras and optical systems,
(Z) surface visibility fro:y:the i_-._,-,"_ _ cam sule is unkan_serec L_v the entry
shell or heat sniei!,
(3) all izm:ages nn=sr be taken and :rans:::itted during intervals oi
150 - v_0 seconds from a±txudes of _,: =,<a_ " ' ,- _ ..... to 0 feet. and
(4) the major engineering prob!em_s which n:ust be solved in the
capsule TV experiment design involve can_era stability and
image smear as a result of capsule dynamics on the parachute.
7. I. 3 N4artian Photometric Properties
One of the nuore difficult aspects of the design of planetary television ex-
periments is the prediction of light levels and scene contrast. Images
with ._._.._%-a__snaciai: resolution andlov: s-aectrai reso:u_on' (broad =_o_<_,r=_-'_
r=:so::=e ;. _ne :-e:iec_i,,-e :'b_ar_cte -:-ra_=.=__._of > s<>rfEce are described "-,,-_,
the photorp, etric /unc=ion of the surface and a n-:ukipiicative constant. The
n=uitimlicative _ _=_ "
_o ....an_ represents a reflectance ratzo and is com__n]only
referred to as the aibedo of the surface. The ' _-phOto:metric function ex-
presses the apparent brightness of the surface as a function of zhe direc-
tions of observation and illumination, relative to apparent brightness when
observation and illumination are along the surface normal.
A photometric function appropriate to the surface of Mars has not been
determined. However, there is evidence that it is in some way inter-
mediate between two known photometric functions, that of a Lambertian
reflector and that of the lunar s_rfaee.
For pur_)oses of predicting the appearance of television pictures, the
assessment of the N!artian surface photometric charac<eristics can be
separated into tv,o ana!vses. -l:e first anaivsis is _o detern_ine the
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relative brightness of different parts of the sceneviewed (the observed
contrast); the secondanalysis is to estimate the absolute brightness levels.
7. 1.3. 1 Image Contrast Considerations
The contrast characteristics for Martian TV images have beenassessed
by calculating the apparent surface brightnesses at various locations on
conical holes and conical hills for fixed illumination and observation
directions. These apparent brightnesses are relative to the brightness
of a flat background surface surrounding the surface feature. In making
this calculation, the reflective characteristics of all points on the sur-
faces (local albedos) were assumedto be constant.
The phasefunction of a planet, _(1), is described with reference to
Figure Z4. The phase angle,i , is the angle between the Sun-planet
and Earth-planet lines. The function _(1) is defined by
E (i)
¢ (i) ( 1 )
E(o)
where E (i) is the illun_ination produced at the Earth by reflected light
from the planet when the phase angle is i . (The detern-_ination of (l)(i)
is based on the assumption of fixed Sun-planet and Earth-planet dis-
tances.) Figure 25 shows polar plots of q_(i) as a function of i for
Mars, for the Moon, and for a sphere having Lazrlbertian reflective
characteristics. 13y definition,
ECo) (Z)q_(o) 1
E(o)
for all three cases.
While the phase function, q_(i), is not the same as the photometric
function required for assessment of surface appearance, it is apparent
that the values of _b{i) will depend upon the photometric function under
consideration. In fact, _I_(i) will be the result of an integration of the
photometric function over the visible (illuminated) portions of the
sphere when the phase angle is i . The fact that the phase function
of Mars lies between those of the Moon and a Lambertian sphere is
in itself evidence that Martian surface contrast characteristics will
be intermediate between those of the Moon and a Lambertian sphere.
As mentioned previously, the apparent brightness of conical holes and
hills, relative to background brightness, were computed for the Lunar
surface photometric function and for Lambertian sphere functions. In
both cases, the direction of observation was taken to be along the
normal to the background surface. This is the anticipated viewing
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Figure 24 DE=,NETION OF PHASE ANGLE (i)
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Figure 25 PHASE FUNCTION, _(i), FOR MARS, MOON, AND LAMBERTIAN SPHERE
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_eon=etrvfor the n_ission under consideration, and the calculations
are greatly sin<niified with this __ssxc_n,tic,n. Tlneeleyation of the S=n
abovethe back_ro:=ndsurface (assunningthat surface to be part of the
w..... _._} <o!-_r ,,viildeoe:_d only _no_ _he distance of t]_e observed
point fron] the tern-_inator. As indicated in Figure 26 the sn<ail circles
centered on the solar subpoint will be loci of constant Sun elevation.
Calculations were made for cones having apex angles of 15 degrees,
and for solar elevation angles of 5, 25, 50, and 75 degrees. The
resulting relative brightnesses for Lambertian surfaces are shown
in Figure 26, \vhile relative brightnesses for Lunar surface charac-
teristics are sho\vn in Figure 27. The loci of equal brightness on the
conical surfaces are the elements of the cones at a constant angle to
the sun (except where these are cut short by shado\v in conical holes).
Also, it will be noted that the sin-=i!ark)- of the 8con=err)- nzakes the
holes n_.irror irr_ages of the cones, exce;)t vdth respect to shadom-s.
Comparison of the data pre_ented in Figures 26 and 27 sho-,vs that
contrast on the Lunar suriace is reduced by about -_5 nercent from
the contrast on a Larnbertian surface. Ho',vever_ the data for the t_vo
surfaces are more notable for [heir similarity than their difference,
in viers= of the substantial difference of the pkoto=_etric functions. It
is reasonable to assume that the contrast characteristics of the
Martian surface will be intermediate between the characteristics of
the two surfaces studied.
7. i. 3. 2 Absolute Surface Brightness Levels
Estimates of absolute surface brightness are also based on comnuta-
tions v.ith Lunar and Lan_bertian photon=etric f:nctions. As stated
previously, the app_ren_ brigktnes_ .of _= surface is described by (a) the
photoR-_etric function, v,-hic}< <ires }-_ris}-_N<esses for various arbkrary
iilulpination _._-_sobservaticn directions relative to the bri__htness_ for
norn_.al illumination and observation, and (b) a n-=ultip!icative constant.
However, t}:e evaluation of this constant can be bypassed in the present
analysis; because the average brightness of k{ars at full phase (i = 0)
is known, the apparent brightness for normal illumination and observa-
tion can be determined for any assumed photometric function.
The average apparent brightness of the Martian disc at full phase has
been measured to be approximately Z50 candles per square foot. For
full-phase vie\ving_ the directions of illun:ination and observation are
always parallel, although their comnnon angle \vith the surface normal
variety. The _eon_etry of the situation is shown in Fi__ure_ 28. _-_v_x1'-
IIIU]]i Dr.[_/,-tli_m_ _max ' _,_ occur at die suosolar noint, anc_ _
apparent brightnesses at other points v/ili depend on N-_e photometric
._nc_._. The an_±e _ _s the a_-_]= betv. een the radius to the <_,b=o]ar
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Figure 28 GEOMETRY OF FULL-PHASE VIEWING
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point and the radius to point P. For all points on a sn_a!l circle cen-
tered at :he subsolar point, 4 is constant, Furthern_ore, beca:se of
the syn:n:e=ry of the situation, the apparent zri_htness, B (¢), \vili be
constant at all points on such a circle.
The average apparent 0rigntnes. of the observed disc is, by definition,
the result of integratin Z tii_ p_uu_:_ u_ apparent ......_...... "
projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight over the observed
hemisphere and dividing by the total projected area of the sphere. The
increment for integration is as indicated in Figure 28. If R is the radius
of the sphere, the width of the strip is Rd@. The length of the strip is
2-R sin @ ; the area is then
:,,R2 sin _d_ (i)
The area projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight is
dA" = dA cos .'}= 2:: R 2 sin _cos _dC (2)
The desired integral is
?'2
2=R2 / B(_) sM _ cos n'd_
(3)
• R 2
The projected area of the sphere is _. ; therefore, the average bright-
ness is given by
If the sphere has a uniform Lambertian surface, B,q_) (which is inde-
pendent of direction of observation) is proportional to surface illumina-
tion which, in turn, is proportional to cos 0 .
Therefore,
s(e) = s o_os_ (5)
Then,
_av_
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I
Therefore,
3 3
Bo -- Bavg : -- (250) : 375 candles_foot _ (7)2 2
For a sphere having the Lunar photometric function, the computations
are simpler yet. In this case, for parallel illumination and observa-
tion, the value of the photometric function is always unity. This means
that the apparent brightness of the disc is constant and, therefore,
equal to the average brightness, or 250 candles/ft 2. In t}_e foregoing
analysis, B(@) = B o , and
,7/2
Bavg _ 2Bo _0 sin 0 cos (?d(J
B o
{8)
The calculated values of maximum apparent brightness can be expressed
in terms of foot!amberts according to the relationship
1 canJle/foot 2 _ foo_lamber_ . (9)
Therefore, to obtain the observed average brightness of N_lars \vith a
Lambertian sphere, the maximum brightness would have to be 375 _ =
1180 footlamberts. For a sphere with Lunar photometric function, the
maximum (and average) apparent brightness would have to be 250 _, =
760 footlamberts.
Absolute bfiglltne_8 values c_n I,ow be co_puted for the various surface
geometries considered. Values are given only for the background
surfaces, because the brightnesses at various points on the cones can
be determined using the indicated relative brightness figures.
For the Larnbertian surface, apparent brightness is independent of
viewing direction; therefore, apparent brightness is given by
B(0) - Bocos 0 (10)
Cone contrast characteristics have been calculated at 5, Z5, 50, and
75 degrees from the terminator (or, for e = 85, 65, 40 and 15 degrees).
The resulting background brightnesses are given in Figure 29.
For a surface having the Lunar surface photometric function, the
equivalent quantities cannot be represented analytically. The smooth
curve for the Lunar photometric function in Figure 29 has been drawn
between several computed points.
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On the basis of the same reasoning used in the preceding section,
surface brightness on Mars should be intermediate between those on
a Lan_bertian sphere and on a sphere with the Lunar photometric
function. The variation of the Martian phase function, (|)(i), from the
Lunar phase function is apparently due primarily to the presence of
atmosphere on the Martian surface.
It should also be noted that the analysis presented here is based on
the assumption of a uniform reflective characteristic (albedo) at all
points of the surfaces studied, and that this is an average characteris-
tic for the whole sphere. Total reflectance will undoubtedly vary from
point to point on the surface, with the result that apparent brightnesses
are expected to range both above and below the estimates presented.
As an indication of the variation that might be expected, the range on
the Lunar surface is about a factor of three.
7. 1.3. 3 Spectral Response
The preceding discussion is based on unifor_n spectral radiation from
Mars. Sho\\'n in Figure 30 as dashed curves arc the relative total
o
brightness for the red (A 6300A) and blue (A ..5000A) regions of tl_e
spectrun_. Also sho_vn for colnparison is the angular distribution
from Mars, Earth, and Venus, and the theoretical distribution for a
Lambe rtian sphere.
7. 1.3. 4 Mars Cloud Characteristics
Surface visibility fron_ the descending flight capsule is a n_ajor con-
sideration in the design of a TV experin_ent. The existence of clouds,
dust, and the like in the lo\ver at1_osphere n_ust be considered. Earth
observations of hiars at various \\avelen_ths suggests that the N_artian
atmosphere contains changing clouds or layers of aerosoils and possibly
\rater vapor and ice, or \rater clo,_d_. S(_me s_irf_ce d,lst vnight also
be raised a[ ti_n_s, and the absence of the cleansing action of rain
might lead to the smaller dust particles remaining suspended in the
atmosphere for substantial periods.
Three general categories of Martian clouds or haze have been identified
by observers; these clouds have different colors and also exhibit differ-
ent properties. They are classified as follows:
I. Yellow Clouds -- These clouds are generally assumed to be
composed of dust. Based on the observations of the Martian surface
from Earth, the hypothesis is proposed by various observers that the
surfaces of the Martian continents are covered by a silt of very fine
particles of lin_onite, or some other particles intensely colored by
-202-
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that mineral. The ease with which dust may be transported great
distances by atmospheric currents may explain the color uniformity
of the continents over the entire planet. This color uniformity of the
continents is one of the features of the Martian surface, and the
coloring lacks any indication of latitude zonality. Ho\vever, the
abundance of sizable masses of limonite silt on the surface of Mars
is itself a circumstance that demands explanation.
2. White Clouds -- These clouds are not always clearly dis-
tinguished from the yellow clouds and tile patches of blue haze. Ho_v-
ever, the existence of distinctly white clouds has been quite well
established. The white clouds are assumed to be high thin clouds,
resembling cirrus clouds, and probably composed of ice crystals; it
is possible that they may be made of CO Z crystals (dry ice) because
CO 2 begins to condense at 140°I<. The polarimetric properties of at
least some \vhite clouds clearly indicate the presence of frozen water
4
(Dolfus 1957).
3. Blue Maze -- Blue haze is a diffuse and variable phenomenon
which usually covers most of Mars and obscures surface features in
the blue and violet spectral region. There are t\vo t}pes of blue clouds,
or haze. One type consists of diffuse, lo\v-contrast clouds which spread
over large areas of the planet and are especially associated with the
sunrise terminator; the second t_pe of blue haze consists of relatively
small, sharp blue clouds which move with the surface features and
drift slowly from day to day.
Therefore, the haze itself would probably appear reddish. N{ars is
brighter in tile red spectral region than in the blue spectral region.
According to some observers, the apparent dian_eter el b[ars in blue
light exceeds that in red light by an an_ount of the order of i00 kn_.
However, other ....e__._ato_ determined that _e li_]]b darkening of
red images of Mars appears to be more pronounced than the limb
darkening of blue inlages, so that the apparent diameter of the red
image should be less.
A phenomenon associated with tile blue haze is "blue clearing, " where
tile haze occasionally clears, and allows surface features to be seen
in the blue spectral region. This "blue clearing" is correlated with
near-favorable oppositions though it sometimes occurs at unfavorable
oppositions. Another phenomenon associated with the blue haze is
limb brightening, \vhere tile blue image of Mars increases in bright-
hess from tile center of the disc towards tile limb. An optically thin
absorbing layer will produce limb brightening. These observations
indicate that the blue haze is not produced solely by a homogeneous
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ca:oon .=_i.o>:idecanbe e:<pec:edon tire t:,<_±:_:::±i_:_as. T_:_is\<.o&idcozz-
trlbute to _.;_o :): _::Le_-._[. the i)iue haze is due m_:_a_{]', _ to absorp-
tion, re_ions_ of increased .]o_ai_haze densit,- (tl=e blue Lzu_=_-} should
appear darker rather than brighter.
The explanation for the %lue haze" and associated clouds is still in
doubt. The generally accepted explanation of the blue haze is a high-
altitude layer in the Martian atmosphere which causes extinction of
solar blue light reflected fromthe surface, but it is transparent at
There are various additional theories explainir_ 2_the blue haze; ho_v-
e\_er, only the three __:ost possible causes of "blue haze" ",_-ii!be
_sc_assed here.
.<
X:aiper _ assz_n_es t!:P_t:he blue haze is c<::<:p:sed of .... >_ par:icies
_-,hich are predo1_inanti]-for_vard-scatteri::_ i:_ blue, ho_<'e_er, they
have a]_o__a sr_a!! back-scatterin[_ iohe. _*_st_,_of the incident solar
light zs transmitted to the surface, and a =z_z fraction is scattered
back to space. The light m_hich reaches the surface is then reflected
back up to the haze and almost all oi it is *-anszmitted back to space,
again by for\yard-scattering. The critical point, hom_ever, is that the
blue light reflected from the surface is reflected with a very low albedo,
about 0.05. Therefore, if more than 5 percent of the incident solar
radiation is initially back-scattered, the light reflected from the
Martian surface in the blue v,:illbe s_vamped by the back-scattered
solar radiation in the biue _vhic}: should obscure surface features.
Urev and Bre_ver ° ha',-e suggested that the blue haze is caused by solar
_rotons s_b_ :ire ummer .,:_-,=_: :=tn-_csob_ere a=d Dro_._cin_ such ions
as CO G , C© -_, and ),{[ (all oi <<]_ich absorb blue and -_ioiet). The cor-
relation of blue clear'ha \vit!=fa\'orab!e oppositions could then be ex-
. de_±ectzon sola mro_ons by the terrestrial ma_=neticolained by the - _ " of r ....
field. There are, hov,_ever, several objections to this theory. The
altitude of the blue haze is agreed by all observers to be less than
ZOO km above the N%artian surface. In order to reach such depths,
solar protons must have energies in the hIev range and very high
fluxes, which is contrary to observations. In addition, for the blue
clearings at opposition to have the observed durations, impossibly
low interplanetary magnetic field strengths are required. There is
also a possibility that the solar electromagnetic radiation ionizes
molecular constituents in the upper atmosphere of N[ars, even if there
\<-ould be no n_echanis_n_ for control b<" the Earth during opposition.
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In addition to the above hypothesis, it is possible that the blue clearing
is due to a gravitational settling of suspended particles. Clearing can
occur in periods of a few hours. For this to occur, the particle sizes
must be larger than 10_z to account for such rapid settling. Ho\vever,
no explanation accounts for settling at favorable opposition. During
the 1956 favorable opposition, extensive dust storms were observed
which obscured most of the Martian disc; nevertheless, some blue
clearing was observed in 1956. Beginning with September 5, 1956,
the transparency of the atmosphere decreased although there \vere
days with clearings, e.g., September 19, 27, 28, October l, 2, and 8.
From the above discussion of the characteristics of Martian clouds,
the knowledge of the blue haze of Mars is imperfect at the present
time, and no completely satisfactory explanation has been advanced for
its existence. Therefore, further theoretical spectro-photometric,
and visual observational work is required.
On the basis of present knowledge of Martian n_eteorology, it is im-
possible to predict cloud conditions \vhich might obscure the surface.
Kno\vledge of the Martian atmosphere obtained prior to the TV _nission
can remove much of the speculation, but the first pictorial evidence of
cloud conditions \rill most likely come from flight capsule and flight
spacecraft images.
7. 1.4 Television Image Objectives
In this section the relations bet\<een experiment objectives, n_ission con-
_LzoLlltt_ and ....:_'-'- _cl_±u_O_y are _p_re_ to develop _-_-_ image objec
tives of the TV experiment.
7. 1.4. 1 Light Level Considerations
The anticipated Martian i!lu_ination conditions lie beb,veen those pre-
dicted by a lunar surface photometric function and light levels which
are predicted from a Lalmbertian sphere model of the surface. For the
analysis of camera requirements the arithmetic average of lunar and
Lambertian brightness levels has been assumed. Figure 31 indicates
the assumed absolute Martian surface brightness levels for a 15 degree
conical hill from 5 to 75 degrees from the terminator. The full range
of image background surface brightness in the desired Z0 to 30 degrees
solar elevation angle regions is from i00 to 580 ft- lamberts. The
15-degree cone at 25 degrees from the terminator shown in Figure 31
has a background brightness of 316 ft-lamberts and a brightness range
from 14?. to 442 ft-lan_berts.
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A single TV scan line through the center of the cone \vould normally
require about three image elements contained within the cone to
permit detection of the conical object. About six elements would have
to be contained \vithin the cone for measurement of its size and estima-
tion of the slopes for topographical maps and/or object height measure-
ment. The identification of an unknown object or formation may require
as many as i0 to 20 scan lines or elements through the object. These
considerations dictate both element resolution requirements for the
detection, measurement and identification of objects of a given size,
and surface brightness discrimination requirements. There is little
theoretical framework relating image quality measured in temps of
grey level discrin_ination and resolution to interpreter success in
object detection and identification.
However, the information in Table XXXIV is a useful guide in gen-
erating image requirements for the capsule TV system. For 15-degree
conical objects 5 degrees from the terminator, light levels are low but
• L,.' _L,
contrast is _ and *_......p_e ......oo of sh_c1<_\_s assists in the detection of
objects. It should be pointed out that the ease of meeting brightness
discrimination requiren_ents is a strong function of \f{ I{o (minimum
detectable brightness difference/average background brightness). The
smaller the ratio the inore difficult is the problem of providing adequate
grey level fidelity in the resulting images. Thus, while 5 degrees
from the terminator looks like the best surface location for object
detection and identification, there are several problems associated
with operating in this region:
(i) the shadows from large objects n_ay obscure the entire i!_aage,
(2) the estimations of surface brightness are subject to their
greatest error close to the terminator, and
(3) the g_nerally low light level places stringc_nt r-equirements on
image tube sensitivity and speed of the optics.
As the object moves from the terminator, the background brightness
level increases but minimum detectable \[_'s for all imaging functions
either stay constant or also increase. Around 25 degrees from the
terminator, object detection, measurement, and identification is prob-
ably optimum for the capsuleTV experiment. Beyond Z5 degrees
contrast is reduced sharply and detection, measurement, and iden-
tification - especially of small objects - becomes very difficult.
While the 15-degree cone is a very special object, the general trends
in Table XXXIV hold for objects with steeper slopes and indicate the
general relation between photometric function, solar elevation angle,
and image contrast. The results of analyses of this type indicate the
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desirability of discriminating 30 - 50 ft-lambert surface brightness
differences at 316 ft-lambert background levels. Note that the prob-
lelu of slope measurement (photometric topography) for larger objects
with 15-degree slopes yields similar brightness requirements. Analy-
sis of the camera requirements to achieve this performance appear in
paragraph 7. 1.6.
7. 1.4. Z Resolution Requirements
Table XXXIII indicates the desirability of surface resolutions from
100 to 0. 1 ft/TV line for the flight capsule experiment. The coarsest
resolution requirements arise from (i) location of capsule images in
spacecraft images and (2) the requirements for support of large area
mapping experiments (photometric topography and geological mapping).
If the spacecraft achieves i00 ft/TV line resolution, it is wasteful of
the limited capsule image transn_ission capability to duplicate this
resolution. Flight capsule images at 30, _LI_I_T_ line can _-_ located
exactly in the flight spacecraft images and, through such location,
nesting u_p_pfront 30 to i00 ft/TV line is accomplished. Thus, 30 ft/TV
line has been selected as the target coarse resolution for the capsule
TV experiment.
The highest resolution requirements for the flight capsule television
arise from discrete object detection and surface roughness measure-
ment. These experimental objectives are of prime engineering in_-
portance, \vith the resolution requiren_ents that arise from roughness
Fneasurernents also contributing to the detectlon and identification of
surface features of interest in the search for blartian life forlns.
High-resolution requirements for object detection and surface rough-
ness range from i. 0 ft/TV line to 0. 1 ft/TV line. A i. 0 ft/TV line
\vould permit the detection of objects and surfac_ t_tur_ t_ about a
3-foot scale. This performance has been selected as the prime high
resolution objective of the capsule TV experiment. Achieving this
objective would increase the resolution coverage of h/Jars by 30 to 1
over the flight spacecraft (\vhich should obtain 30 - i00 to i improve-
ment over Mariner IV).
Throughout, this and previous discussions of resolution the 'ft/TV line'
notation has been used almost exclusively. This nomenclature refers
to the surface distance between the centers of adjacent TV lines. The
actual images transmitted from the capsule consist of a matrix of
image points. The actual surface resolution \vhich can be achieved
with such a matrix is poorer than the distance bet\veen lines. Normally
a degradation factor (Kell factor) of about 0. 7 is applied to express the
-Zl0-
difference betweenuseful resolution and TV line density. On this basis,
can_erasoperating v,ith I. 0 ft/TV line surface resolution have an effec-
(i)tire _ useful re_b,tSo,_ of l]; or i 4 ;_e _,_o_,e_ ,.ray to
......... [-- ,-i .......... _ ....
_,0. 7/
view the situation is to regard a ZOO TV line format as a 140-resolution
line format covering the same surface area.
7. 1.4.3 Image Format and Surface Sampling Requirements
The communication data rate limitation and practical parachute descent
times define a maximum number of bits of TV data \vhich can be ob-
tained from the flight capsule. The use of digital image transn_ission
makes square image formats especially desirable. The total number
of bits of picture data is _v_-_ By
Term Pictsre Data :'.:,_ : T ;. - ._2 '";a X
v,he re
[];
Ts = parachute descent time (seconds)
R : transmission data rate for TV data (bits/sec)
n : format size (elements or lines)
N o : number of grey levels (bits)
N : number of pictures .... _'t-_ a=.,m . _.e C.J.
The high- a_.d iov;-resolution require__zents el the experi_m:ent require
)< -_ (a r,i_h- and a lov,-resolution i:._age). The ::estin-_ requirements
forthe _ission (see Table XXXIT_I) increase the number of images
desired to N > 4. Thus, for a minimun] descent time of i70 seconds,
a nominal data rate of 15K hits per second, and a grey scale of 32
levels (5 bits), the largest format size which yields 4 images is 350 x
350 elements. This condition (4 images) does not permit sampling
more than 2 locations of surface. At this format size, data rate must
be increased by about 3.7K bits for each additional picture desired.
With significant data transmission limitations, the approach taken to
achieve the number and variety of i_ages required has been to use
the smallest image format suitable for the experiment objectives.
For object detection about three resolution elements are required for
image areas at least 50 times the object size are required. This con-
sideration implies that a i50 x 150 eienzent /ornzat is the n'=inin:um
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usable format size. However, all of the experiment objectives in-
volving \vide area mapping require as great an area coverage per
image as possible. Therefore, a 200 x 200 format \vas selected as a
goodcompromise bet\veen 350 x 350 (maximum size \vhich permits
the required number of images) and 150 x 150 (minimum size \vhich is
usable).
A key aspect of the design of the flight capsule TV experiment is the
selection of three boresighted cameras to satisfy the image nesting
requirements of the mission. Figure 32 illustrates the camera format.
The problems of image nesting during parachute descent are sum-
marized in paragraph 6. i. Z.6.
Several aspects of surface sampling for the capsule TV experiment
are illustrated in Figure 3Zwlrich describes the typical TV image
yield in the VM-7 atmosphere. The VM-7 atmosphere results in the
fewest transmitted i_nagesand, in general, the nun_berof nested and
independentsamples in each resolution range is greater in the VN{-3,
VM-4, and VNi-8 model atmospheres.
Eour image sets are exposed in Vh4-7 at the altitudes indicated; a total
of Ii images are con]pletely transmitted (the A-camera image of the
4th set is only partially transmitted). The resolution range covered
is 35 ft/TV line to 0.8 ft/TV line. All images exposed at the same
altitude are nested in 3:1 resolution steps. All A-can_era images are
independent (contain no common area) for steady horizontal flight
capsule velocities _reater than 175 ft/sec; all B-camera images are
independent for steady horizontal velocities L 58 ft/sec; and all C-camera
images are independent for velocities 20 ft/sec. Thus, for instance,
images ZC, 3C, and 4C represent three dispersed images at resolu-
tions better than 3. 0 ft/TV line for the estimation of surface roughness.
Note, ho_vever, that even with a ZOO ft/sec steady <]rift velocity they
are only dispersed over 17,000 feet on the surface.
Images IA, ZA, and 3A can all be located in the flight spacecraft maps.
The 35 ft/TV line resolution and total area coverage of 7000 x 7000
feet of image IA should permit its direct location in spacecraft images
of 30 - i00 ft/TV line resolution (unless a 7000 x 7000-foot area of
IViartian surface is completely featureless). Once IA is located, 2A
and 3A can be located since their centers lie \vithin about 8500 feet of
IA and/or each other. The precisely nested sets (IA-IB-IC),
(ZA-ZB-2C), and (3A-3B-3C) are all then suitable for extending the
resolution of geological and topographical maps taken by the spacecraft.
Within the basic area coverage limitations of the parachute descent
mission phase, the use of the three boresighted cameras provides
excellent nesting and dispersion of surface samples.
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7. 1.4.4 Spectral Response and Filtering
The spectral coverage of the capsule TV experilnent depends o11 the
response characteristics of the image tubes used in the TV cameras
and the selection of ill,age filters. Figure 33 illustrates the spectral
response characteristics of t\vo vidicon photoconductive surfaces;
(i) the seleniun_ GEG surface si_nilar to that used on blariner IV and
(2) an RGA-ASOS surface. The GEG surface has a broadband spectral
response extending into the ultra-violet region. The iSOS surface lies
very close to the spectral response of the hun_an eye (standard lumi-
nosity curve). Neither vidicon has any significant response in the
infra-red or near infra-red regions. The OECZ surface has not been
designed to withstand sterilization heat cycles. Testing of this surface
after dry heat sterilization conditions re'ere applied has indicated diffi-
culties with surface integrity. A ruggedized version of a standard
I inch vidicon with an ASOS surface is presently considered for the
flight capsule TV experin_ent.
Mariner !V used t\vo color filters producing the con_.bined fi!ter-vidicon
channel cha_acte_'istics shown in Figure ]i_. Neither filter channel has
any significant blue response - probably due to) the blue haze phenon_enon
obscuring surface features fron_ the h'l_iriner IV sp}<ceera:ft \vhich \vas
abovc the h{artian atn_osphere.
The filter arrangen_ent indicated in Figure 34 is recon_inended for the
flight capsule television experin_ent. T\,.o color filte1"s are used only
on the A-camera in the diagonal geonletry sho\\n. Golo i- images are
most valuable in connection with lo\v-resolution, wide-angle photos
Used ]71 geolog]c:;_] <n}tppiT_g and cl<m_cl ot)s(_t-\;a_],_ll+ ]_irll/(_l'> the
A-cantera has the gre_test signnl energy n_ar_in _nd is best able to
accommodate filter losses. The diagonal geon_etry permits effective
use of the filters \_ithout the complexity of a filter wheel or the re-
quiren]ent to t\_ice expose the san]e surface area Lit the same resolu-
tion. The lonu dia_onal boarder between filters \<'ill permit direct
assessment of the different spectral response over the sanle geological
formation and, \vhen the nested A- and ]3-can_era images are analyzed,
the relative response of each filter channel and the 'mhitc' ASOS
response n_ay be con_pared.
It is reco1_inended that the flight capsule filters be selected for peak
responses in the ranges indicated on ]_igure 3_. Since the capsule is
belo\v a significant portion of the Martian atn_osphere, !_ore blue sen-
sitivity may be in order for direct co_iparison of blue response both
above and bolo\v the top of the atmosphere. Increased filter response
in the blue fusion also nlakes better _Lse of the .'\SOS surface sensitivity.
The sensitivities of standard vidicon tubes, and the lens speed and
shutter dur_tions required for other considerations make it desirable
to select (or develop) filters with transmission cfficiencies of 0. Z5
or greater.
-Zl4-
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Figure 34 IMAGE FORMAT AND FILTER ARRANGEMENT
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The desicpn of a rcle-,ision systen< to aci<]e',-e _l-:_f!i_kt camsule n-_ission ob-
:ectives involves ccnsideratx, n <:fthe reia<i.-'-_t_-_ bet::.-een 11] in<a_ze srr.ear
........ ,o] .... :-ce resolution,ir-c_uced b%: camsLlle I-:iC,_iCdlS c_url]i_ Daraci/_ite descent, t__,
(3) shutter exposures, and (4) n<inin-iun_ detectable surface brightness !eve].
These relationships and their ef/ect on television performance are analyzed
in this section.
Any motion of the TV cameras relative to the planet surface during the ex-
in,age smear. Since significant capsule and/or camera n-_otion is inherent
_o the capsule :-nission, the television _ ....su s_ s_e_._ n_ust be designed to limit
this innage sz__uear d_ --_÷_- role - ..._ _*_ _- the_=_=_=_:._ tc rable levels. ±-or _h=s ....c,,
.- ....... .: ... -_- -_, I-,-]_ ,-,4 T] r _<_m
L: _enera], i__uua_e =_-_-a_ :u_ay %,c !in !te£ r,:<._cin± <xocsare imra-: ....
nrovided lhe resuitin_ exposure £uratic, n is it.r_L eni:u_n to provide sufficient
light- "_ :_ .....
__e=_s :_ anc_ innage contrast. If t]_e exnosure duration is reduced
below that v hich is required fcr adequate contrasL as determined by the
sensitivity and light transfer characteristics of the ¢anuera and its optics,
image utility -,vi!lbe significantly degraded. On t]ne other hand, if exposure
duration must be increased beyond the n%aximurn set by sn]ear criteria, to
obtain sufficient contrast, resolution and sharpness mill be sacrificed. In
order to select a rationale for compromise among the available alternatives,
the effects of capsule dynamic components on innaee smear must be con-
sidered in detail.
....... __. b_.ns__ Dv:-an<ics a:t<_ innate S_]_ear - Res(!ution
...... " : _''-" o r:SiSt Of±lx_nt <apsai{ dv_na:n:cs, ir_additi.n t< tit,scent _,,..: _;c=__,,,
(1} a horiz:.ntal £rift _-_ oct<: cacs<,<i b'.--?:_:narachute assuz__zins the
velocity cf steady v, inds in the _',iart_an a_n_.osDnere, {R] osc::_a_on=
• • t-,
._ axis aboul the local vertical caused by parachute
dynamics and aggravated by wind gusts, and (3) a spinning (roll] of the
capsule about its roll axis.
A physical picture of the parachute-suspended payload oscillations is
sho_m in Figure 35. Tree parachute itself executes long-term oscilla-
tions in response to wind gusts while the suspended payload oscillates
at a higher frequency about the riser-line suspension point.
Analysis of the capsule n_otion on the parachute has indicated that the
capsule dyna_auics sho,am in Table XXI! znay be anticipated during
in Figure 5 and _]_e individual sn_ear con_ponents clue to the four inde-
pendent caosule ._czicns are .derive{: in Appe:zcix A,
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" '_ P N2otion
::£ ix£:_vld_kal 2x_ag£ .=l_::2__n-5 d22rln_ 2i%e 512_.2te:" exoE:sur¢ -_nT--,;,-as su_%-
ject to d2e __u;xu/-_--, ___:,_a s sunkotions.: _ _-irst, the tax.era velocity u/as cqn-_
sidered c(:nstant £urin_ exposure - a _ocd au:orc;xi:2]aticn for short
Gura_lon s. c OIIG_exposure So -o2tcn ane va\v rates ",,ere 12ot _,,_l=luel_d
separ.ately, but were assumed to add vectorially to produce a swing
rate, 0 c , of the optic axis about the local vertical. Third, all the
smear components \vere assumed to ad____ddlinearly and in the same
direction. This last assumption is conservative and clearly repre-
sents a "\vorst _ case.
For the foregoing assu_notions, planar geometry is adequate to des-
cribe all snnear cope__poner.ts except the soin induced con2ponent.
2P-C S__'iC:_..r [221[22\'S2S2S Dresentcc 2:1 iv,o scctic2s to i22iicate -_-.... _-':....
effects 2f trarslational and rotational :2:x<i<:ns of t'."2e :_M-*_:_.._c_:-o =,`Ir-'.___2,n
!:T:a_e snlear. Eke effest <>£ earners 2c:c2--. am±i<- ':.it>: resDec< to t?:e
-,,er:_-_ is CiC, ns2_ereci for each COl2ZDorer2{ a2%£i tl_t _ con2bined res-dtts
are preser£ed for both the case v,-lnere ":he can2era is fixed to the cap-
su]e and subject to its dvnan2ics, and for the case where the camera
optical axis is oriented to t}.e local vertical in soite "f capsule n2otions.
i. Translational _Xiotions -- The translational motions of the
capsule which cause image smear are horizontal drift velocity and
vertical descent velocity, The smear due to these capsule motions is
derived in Appendix A as
_-- V H Tn tsn - S,)
-IR : TE - v _ (_c (!)
where
- : tra:xslat2:2:al in:a_e sm-_car in feet
- - - - f÷/q
: 2ncr2zontal drill velocity zn 2: _ec
X_H
V v : vertical descent velocity in ft/sec
T E = exposure duration in seconds
_c
: swing angle between local vertical and the camera optic
axis
: ansle of the image element in the camera field of \-ie\v
relativ_ it: ire optic axis
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Image snlear for constant camera velocity varies directly with exposure
duration; the achievable resolution decreases as the exposure duration
increases. The smear due to horizontal velocity is constant across
the in,age while the terr_ due to descent velocity depends on the elc-
nlent's position in tile image through the tangent relationship in Equa-
tion (1).
iEquation (i) represents the total smear in tile absence of spin C/i) and
oscillations about the optic axis (0 c ). The resolution achievable
under these rather ideal conditions can be obtained by letting the smear
equal one-half of a TV line or R/2 (one-half of the resolution in ft/TV
line). The smear due to descent velocity is a n_axinlun_ at tile image
edge. To represent the smear in terms of a percentage of a TV line
the maxi_num 6 in equation (i) must be considered as the angle sub-
tended by one-half of the image format alonga scan line, \vhich is
100 resolution elements, so that
tan (_bmax)
100 R 1
Z 1
(z)
where
_]max = ankle subtended by i00 resolution elements
R 1 = resoluti()n at altitude Z 1
Z 1 = non_inal design altitude = 2(% O00 feet.
The value _)f 3, in this analysis, is assumed to be %rex_ for each camera
in order to evaluate the worst case sn_car in each image
By equating S.I-I<in (l) to R/2, tile effects of translational n_otion and
resolution is related to altitude (see Figure 58) ]_2quation (1)
can be used t<_ det<.rnline the n_aximum exp,,surc duration, for one-half
TV line snlear, at the ininimun_ altitude for picture transn_ission or,
conversely, the rninin_unl altitude at which tile sn_ear is less than one-
half TV line for a given exposure. This relation is expressed by
equation (3)
R '2 .q
R 1
Z
2Z 1
(3
t,'igur¢ 36 illustrates the relation bet\\c_m altitu(Ic and exposure duratzon
for one-half line sn_ear at vertical look angles (0 c = 0) for tilenzaximun_
descent v_ ],')city c{)nsidered. The n_ininlum_ exp()surc_ duration for a
given altitude is, el course, required by the highest resolution can_cra
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translating at the highest horizontal velocity. For a l-millisecond ex-
posure, the minimum altitude for the C-camera is Z430 feet and the
maximum resolution which can be achieved is 0.4 ft/TV line.
The same relationship is plotted for the C-camera at non-zero look
angles in Figure 37. This figure indicates the extent to which the
look angle decreases the achievable resolution or increases the linuit-
ing altitude. For a l-millisecond exposure and a 45-degree look angle,
the limiting altitude almost doubles to 4Z60 feet where the resolution
is 0.71 foot.
The resolution at which the smear is equal to or less than one-half a
TV line is shown in Figure 38 for various look angles. This figure
also shows that a vertical swing angle (8c) produces as n_uch
smear at a drift velocity of 50 ft/sec as a 200-ft/sec drift velocity
\vith a swing angle limited to 1 degree. A 45-degree s\ving angle \vith
no drift gives poorer perfornuance than a drift conuponent of 100 ft/sec
\vith a swing an_le of i de_ree. It is clearly desirable fronu impale
sn]ear considerations to reduce the s\ving or look angle.
2. P<otational h iotions -- l<otational nlotions of the flight capsule
\vhich cause image sn_ear are the capsule and/or canuera pitch, ya\\,
and roll rates.
a. Pitch and Yaw Rates -- The pitch and yaw rates of the
capsule together generate the capsule swing rate (_c) (the vector sun_
of the pitch and yaw rates). The image smear due to /J is derived
c
in Appendix A as
= (4)
7. dc T E sec 2 (dc . /%max)
>Oc 180
V,_}_I <" r e
SYi : smear in feet
c
Z : altitude in feet
c
: s\ving rate in deg/sec
T E = exposure duration in seconds
#
c
: swing (look) angle bet\<een local vertical and optic axis
max
: maxin:unl angle of an inuage element in the can_era field of
vie\\ relat_\e to the optic axis
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Tke sv,-in8 sn-ear is a function of altitude as v.-ell as exnos-_re duration,
S'-,17%_ r_L_, s_:_,_ __,_=. _.-_ C-.
Aoo!ica_ion of the one-hail _y line s=__-ear criterio:: as in ecuation (3)
and substi=utin_ equation (2) io express resolution as a function of alti-
tude indicates that the n%aximum ai!o,.vable exposure duration is inde-
a_=t_e the s,,_ing terms are large cow, pared _,_ drif[penden_ of i_: _ _ \vhen _ . -_
and descent terms and is given by:
9tan _max cos2 (Oc _ _max ) (5)
T E <_
C
The maximum allowable exposure duration approaches zero as the
sv.ing an_le increases and has a rnaxinuu._r= value v-hen _c is zero (i. e.
the ca_uera is ,-erticailv oriented].
_ 72.,9. X
_ . " " F _ .s-;:_-:_-7,- ]<o_,vever, because as iheThe exoc,_u_e canno_ _e increase_. nut-_ _:_e_:,
s,a-in_ sn_ear decreases ,yak a decrease in altitude or sving rate, the
translational components of sn=ear beco_ne the lin=itin Z _otion factors.
To illustrate how the capsule swing rates degrade resolution, Equation
(4) is combined with Equation (i) and the achievable resolution as a func-
tion of altitude is illustrated in Figure 39. T]_e arrow indicates the
n_inimun_ altitude for complete picture transmission at the nominal TY
data rate of 15, 000 bits/sec, i':is clear that large swing an_les and/or
1 _ =,=_ : _z_ _<,- l_,_* _ ,N_o'_ tha_ can be obtainedzarAe rates _:[:_.z_ca ..... • t res
",,it]-.an exDosllre of or_e n!seL. 7he exp,:sure, duration ....j_m have to be
reduc _i._ s',- rou%nl}-rune -":_. + ..... ( r(]c -<.... O_--]2ta£elltUCie *_. accr,_'-,_- -,date........ _l
pcssi%le -.:.yrs,-case cL/l_,ii_ilz_s J i i_ %.z .i-: ._ilz_A-s-J,-ln_ an21es and s,vin 8
rates. Suc]-_ shor_ exposure :!urations (a fe-v n_icroseconds) are incon_-
patible _-_,,_.the io-_v-sensi_ivxv vidiccn for _"_-_:_brightness levels antici-
pated.
b. Spin (%oli) Rate -- The in, age smear caused by the camera
spinning at a rate (_) about the optic axis has been derived in Appendix
Aas
xvh e r e
<" : smear _ feet
7
= altitude :n feet
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,oo.o_ , , ,,,,,, , ,, ,,,,,/ ,,i/, ,/,,__
_-- ,,/4
__ Vv=150ft/see (_Y I / / /-
__ T E = Imsec ,,_ I be,_ _//" _.c,/ __
- ,,'7" ,_ / ,cX oO,7
_o; <_, ,v /
_.,.:7 ,,oS.vy
_,oo_ / y g/vy
-
-- VH=- 200 ft/sec ___
._ / .,f ,.7 i ,'----O-CAmErA_
-- I._" /_" "t _ -//" L/ RESOLUTION -
_-i. Oiy ._, / .//_ _,._ #/ I ift/TVlin eL I / ii I r / I
_l 8 _ ""/ j, l'/tl / 8c = 45 degrees_/'Et c = 0.001 deg/sec, V H= 200 ft/sec --
--7"__-" T,._'_"" --.,7"....... "I" --. -- --! ....
61_;_ r.j,_ll. - / ec:45decilrl_es, 8c=O.O01deglsec,VH:lOOftlsec --
8c_ g_'ees' oc=OO01 eglsec' VH :200ft/seC
I
8c = Idegree, _c =O.O01deg/sec, Vit=lOOft/sec
2-- I --
I INIMUM ALTITUDE
! FOR PICTURE [
0.1 I [ i i I l Ill TRANSMISSION,AT, 15 kbits/sec I I I I II1
0.1 2 4 6 8 1.0 I0.0 I00.0
ALTITUDE, kilofeet
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Figure 39 RESOLUTION-- SWING RATE LIMITATION WITH NO SPIN
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i = nuaxizt-_un_ inta£e eien-:er_t angle vit]<in ca:hera field of vie:,v
max
r el_ti_,:e to the colic axis
_c = _\v_=_{_ angle or camera look anEle v-'th.... respect_ to the local
vertical.
This equation represents an approximation ro the smear caused by spin
rate because the path of an image element rotating about the optic axis
traces an ell_pse n_ t]_ _I_- =_#=,-_. t_ ...... +_ _o -_-_-_-_ _--n_-
in£_ a circular _math- The approximation _e*=_-better for srna!l look angles
and/or srr_all fields of vievc, where the paths approach a circle. The
smear at iarg__ look an_ies ---:,._i_±alv, avs be _reater than that obtained
....... - ........ _. .... [-_.C C_o=a[ion is, ---'_' ,el", .zstziczl O r _{_'_Li]r<_m [ LAm ............ o
t_-!eeffects '::f c_D<_:le.... spin cn --_-:, nerfc:-lT-:ance.
--he izn_age sn':ear due tc soL:< is c:f the saz-'ne fc,r:n-_as <hat due _o sv,-ing
rate and sin<ilar _._:__::_-__- apply. -=or instance, the effects ,of spin
ra_es are aggravated by large look angles.
Apnllcation oz'"q-e_;_s_ear criterion, :_qu___n__ -*_- - (3), indicates that the
maxin_um allowable exposure duration is independent of altitude \vhen
the spin components are large compared to the drift and descent com-
ponents, and the maximum a]lo\vable exposure duration is given bv
T_
--
The =:,_,,,=._: e_cDos_re d:&rat_Dr_ _qaries as tire cas £ a._.c: ]_._s a _-:ax!-
_m<uz=-:_,-a!u< -: ]-:en t!-_e caz-z-_erm:s <-ertlca]i<- : rient_,d ( .,. : )= )
_= (9)Tv _ ,
-'max 2C ": /5
The allo_vable exposure duration will ultin_ate!y be limited by the trans-
lational components as the spin rate and/or exposure altitude are re-
duced.
The achievable resolution as a function of altitude for one-half TV line
smear is plotted in Figure 40 for a fixed look angle (i.e., _]c = 0), with
an exposure duration of one __sec. TiLe figure indicates the magnitude
of spin effects relative to translational snuear effects. It is sho\<_-n that
the smear effects due to spin are a_:£ravated b}......
_ i_r_ swin_ angles al-
....... _ ....... <-_:_- .... - EDIt1 r_tes arc loss severe .m__ those of s,sin_
rates,
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i
• _ ..... - _ ---_2_,_, S\i =C" _,_ ratlO]2 - -
i<.ta] -:::a£e sr_near iue -c ai2 mz.m-- 2"a:;S.2"-_ 221CniTi:CS c_n be (:iilqD-ited
throu_?: a vector su-22n]atic:n cf all nnotion c c_n:monen[s. The :.:,'ors-case
s:7=ear is assu:22ed :o "se the case -,,,here [?-e :-o_:,rconlponents presented
,'7
S T = V H T<_ - V v T E ran :_c_ - 3max)- !80-- Z _c TE sec- (ec - Omax:
T,
3O
Z jT E tan gmax sec2 ffc (10)
>:here 5= is the total v.orst-case sn-_ear due to drift de sc elnt, s v, in _,
A£%er aDmirinG ii2e s:near crXerio> {5< = l:!. 2",, :k< rcsL}c:icn as a
lunc_:lof C:;.faitllucle =.-- ..... m ]_ ='" _=.... i ,oic,tter_ for the C-.... <.=a_ -a_a_a _ _ i221t: Slnle_]" S ..
can-nera v,-ithan exposure of _ ._,sec. :n" Fi£ure_, 41 for remresen!:ative• u}"_-
_a122ic r{i *_ O _ _.
This figure i!!us:rates cases v/th various conzbinations of large and
small s,,ving angles and swing rates and indicates the desirability of
limiting both sm_ing angle and swing rate. Similar relationships can be
developed for the lower resolution cameras.
The _._axin:.un2 allowable smear criterion of one-half of a TV line de-
" ' _>_,'_: _-. each a]titudetern-nnes the nnax_urr, allowable _.-_osure ,....._.o_ at
• -_1 .... _- _:_ ..... clecreases "_-:+_ altitude,Since the __%aXllniul]-.._l.U\xo_u_e exposure e_.... _:_ " ......
the fixed shutter d:.=ratisns cf the A, _, and C tact_eras are dezern%ined
fee =2-.e i3-:es< a}:-'_tucnes a-_ v:_-_:cn _.{_ : , -::_:<, :, . ::_ e :se:2.
The r:nininuun2 cpera_ionai a!ti:ude for an,,- ca::ncra is deternnined on one
hand b',-the constraint <hat :he in%age n-nust be :ransrr:itted before im-
pact; and on the other ].hand by the density of _he 2,artian atn]osphere,
m-hich de_ernnines the parachute altitude as a function of time after
parachute deplo3Tnent.
The maximum allowable exposure durations are calculated by applying
the smear criterion, Equation (3), to the total smear in Equation (i0),
such that
R1Z
- S T
2Z 1
>,he r e
Riis the camera resolution at the non_inal altitude Z l
(11)
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k
T_ 2
R i
Z
- 2
V H - V v tan (& - _ ' Z n, sec" 6 - ;_ _- _ ZS tan _ sec" _
c °m_-x" !$3 c _max" _'3 °max c
(lZ)
The maximum allo,vable exposure durations for the high-, medium-,
and low-resolution TV cameras are plotted as a function of altitude
for range of capsule dynamics considered, in Figures 42, 43, and 44,
respectively.
The __u__inin_un_ a!:itudes, as deterrr'_Zned b-,- d_e data rate, descent
__t_ossheric -<:o,ie!s, sre:
-can:era v . = 2800 feet
7 : S__i0_leer_
_-ca_]era -- _mm
A-camera-- Zmi n : 4800 feet
The maximum exposure times can be found at these altitudes for each
camera with the d}ma_ic conditions shoatm.
Under the most favorable dvnan:ic cor.ditior:s (_< : 0 ± I =, ,i : 0. 001 ° /
sec) the n-.axin_ux_, allov:ab!e exposure_ _ _ .___o.L_o;__-*: ........ for the A, B, and C
cameras are 3. 7, 2. 3, and .,.n q_,_ n%sec, resDec_.ivel\ -.
Under __?:c n_: st so-v., r< <::_i!_is:.s sh:<.<- i:_ <.h< fir<r.___ ("' : 45 de{re_s,
- c
_ : 10O de,_ sec) N!e rnaxin__un_ -_ .... -_"
- _ _-,,<_e exposure durations for the
A-, R_-, and C-can-_eras are reduced tc ]43, 130, and 44 _ sec, re-
spectively.
7. ]. 5. 2 Shutter Durations and In, age Tube Sensitivity
The maximum allo\vable exposure durations calculated on the basis of
an allowable smear criterion of one-half of a TV line must be compati-
ble with the light sensitivity of the image tube and its associated optics,
The light level for \vhich the can_!era sianal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
unity _ _ _ - _• ,_us,_be uCf{cientl): be]oR the average back_rou_nd brightness
level to produce adequa[e in%age contrast. The anticipated range of
surface background brightness at the desired solar elevation angles of
20 [o 30 de_rees is iOO to 5_0 f_-la.nuber_s. Z-Re unit}" 52£R brightness
level has been selected at 30 ft-larn,lberts for adequate i_Ynase contrast.
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The ncir_i:t:u:t< det(c,::a:_ie }:ri_:b_f-ss !ev_i is si-::;_,--:: as a f:tnct:[cn cf
cxioc s-,are duration it_ Fief're 45 for a s:_a::dard i-inc}: vidicc, n >,dth an
the tkree canceras] fc,r selec:ed d,,-c:an<ic coRditions is also indicated.
Eo.- the dvnan=ic conditions shov.-n, R,hich are clearl}- v,ithin the _*:
quate sensiti,_,ity. The brightness level which produces unity SNR in
most of the cases shov, p. is above the n0inJmum expected background
brightness level of 100 ft-lamberts. T!-__efigure indicates that the TV
in_ages may not have adequate contrast for large swing angles and/or
rates because of the low sensiti_dty of standard vidicons. Adequate
perforn_ance can be ob*.ained v,-it]: stan<arc:_ ; vidicons "* both thei- ve rti cal
looR angle a.nd s',--i:-:_ rates are Rear zer .
The <:r_ir.<SI',.Rversus exmc_=k<re curatic> for the :-ic_%,_rsensi:.ivitv
re<:arr :<-ea_%-_ v:<_c<::% i} a_=. i:nclica<ecl -_ L : ire 43:7: r r<<g?i%. - %f_e san-:e
ie:_s clia=:_c,te r as is k_sed v ith _?-e sTa;_dard -.i£ico:_. ii is inzeres_ins to
note that, for ai! dv:-an<ic cnnditi::ns sly_:-: , "_ke <nkv 57'$R bri__htness
±_,e. _s less t-:an or ecual to: i00 - .....!_-!&.'-F_oerls, ait:io:£il for SO,hie cases,
per=crnlance i_-Nl<t.. . :_e cons:cerc< .....*_*_=S _=_a'-:--_k:.ze. ul:-_,tvS_"£R ac]iieved at
surface brightness greater d-__an 30 ft-lan-:berts), In general, hos_ever,
use of the =_hioze_e_'_sensitivity, tube v.-illresult :n" adequate performance
at both larger look angles and at higher swing rates.
7. 1. 5. 3 Camera Stabilization
It is apparent fron_: the nrevious discussions that both the ]. 0 ft/Tl;
line resolution ob_ctive_.. an<] the __n__*_-]_'--Rr:rt..................r_' -:_,-_,__detectable
surface %rightness obiective <f the flig]_:'., capsule T%- £xperin_ent
cannot be consistently r:le! -u_itfx>:.ll e',_c<:ssi'.t izytame sn%ear - by
canteras %<, :: :-fix( c ::: :.::c _-_igk_ :au, s%.]:, l-:...r:k< r-:_< r<:, sicr_ificar_t
re!axaticn of both of t_uese <bectives is reeairec for bcdv-fixed cam.-
eras exnosed ",-iYhcu_ c_nsiiera_ion of ihe iRstan-_anec, us capsule dv-
nan:ics. The required per/orn]ance co:rpron-ises _naterially degrade
the value of the capsule TY n__ission and are considered highly undesir-
able.
Two approaches to mitigating this problem have been explored: (i)
sensing the instantaneous flight capsule motions and inhibiting the
camera shutters while these nqotions are outside of design limits;
(2) stabilizing the can_eras against smear effects induced by the most
significant morion ccn_ponerr, s. As a resu!: of analyses conducted
during this study, can_era s:abi!izaticn is recon:_ended for the prime
operating :node; ti-e malt for favorable d_nanKcs:' s}'utter io_ic is
reconm_>.endec! as a })ac_<-]p t- the stabilization __ode.
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I. P_abillzati',.nO%e(tives -- R }<as %p _ #_%-,l:_i,ed Curin£ the
_ _ _ C
(2) _ <_._!i:_,_ capsul<_ = ,in_ angle, <>c : and _3] ilisht capsule roll (or spin)
r_te fg.
Adequate performance can be achieved if both smdng rate and swing
angle can be significantly reduced. The target objectives for stabiliza-
tion and/or compensation against these variables are: (i) maintain
@c _ 0 degree (vertical camera orientation), and (2) reduce _'c to less
+_ r_ i _I .... ÷_+ _'_-_'_-*_ drift -'_:+'" _-....... _-
s n-_ea r factor.
w _ an_!e and s-;-i<_ are .... ,s_,vir:_ .._ rate reduced to t_ values _iven above.
b{Jt]: t]:< s::!e_r tt:il]o<_nen<s d'_e to verzisai descent veioci_y ar.d capsule
.....z ",:;dilalso he =i_:nificantlv re<tuce ............ _ .....__ ......
tic:- is als: _esiraz.le_ suitable ccntr<:i f tire i::k ar:_ie and s<vin.8 rate
:<uay, in fa.:rt, be sufficient :c reduce r:;li-in.iiced snzear.
2. rv;o-Gin<ba! Camuera Pia<forn_ -- --he stabilizatior_ requirements
outlined in the previous paragraph can be n<et with a tv,:o-axis ginuballed
TV canuera platforn_ which corr, pensales for nuo_ions along both the pitch
and ya\v axes of the I-light capsule. The cart±era platform essentially
points the camera axes in the direction of local vertical while the cap-
sule executes complex combinations of pitch and ya\v motions.
The olatforrn_ gimbals are slaved to correspoudiu__ _ , =_in_bals. in the inertial
reference syste_n s fIRS] sta%ie mla_forn_. The perfcrz:uance of _he can,-
era n!atforn-: depends upcn _h_ _-_ .... <_-- -
_[i'_ _i!.,:_a%ilit-_ c,i <he =nettle] rcf<renc< sv_t<n-, to <eternuine
_. <_:i LC'l_!itai[
(2) 7he nzagnxude of oi_ch and ya'.v excursions v.-hich must be
c o :r_p e n sate d ;
(3) The response of the servo system v,-hich slaves the camera
platform gimbals to the IRS platform; and
(4) The rates associated v,ith capsule motions in pitch and
The deternuinadon of local vertical - a key aspect of platform, operation -
-- _ _I..... capsuledepends prin_arily on vro alz_nn<en_ error at the tin%e the ; _'S _÷
is separated fronu %he flig}x spacecraft, g}"ro drif_ during tl_e 90 minu[es
or so fro:u, seoara!ix_< "_< in-;oact, and rar._e-an_]e disoersion arising
fron-_ at__uospheric unc(:rtair_tv, li tke a-n=csokere _,,,-ere Rnov,m_, at t!-_e
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time of separation, local vertical over the impact point could be de-
termined to about 1 degree (l sigma). The accuracy of this reference
varies with orbit, being worst for the highly elliptical orbits. The
dispersion due to atn_ospheric uncertainty could be as great as ±I. 9
degree.
The impact of this can_era pointing error is assessed by considering
the extent to which camera look angles from 1 to 2. 9 degrees influence
smear. In general, pointing errors up to the narro\vest canqera field
half-angle _Smax -_ 1, 4 ° have a negligible effect on sn_ear. Pointing
errors from 1.4 to about 5 degrees are tolerable - especially for very
low swing rates. Thus, the pointing accuracy of a gimballed platform
is adequate for alleviating the smear proble1:,. A l-degree pointing
error has been assun:ed for convenience in n_ost of the analyses pre-
sented in this report,
Pitch and yav,- angles can deviate froz> the vertical by up to 90 degrees,
with the larger angles less likely than sn_aller ot_es. Designing the
gimbals for :bg0-degree travel in pitcL and yaw presents severa]
problen:s. First, the TV platform would have t<) be located c<)n-
sidcrably forward of the rest of the flight capsule structure to assure
that the structure did not block the field of vie>. Second, the package
containing the three cameras is of sigs_ificant size. To assure that the
gimbals themselves do not interfere \vith the camera field of vie\v, very
large gimbals are required. These and several other considerations
prompt lin_iting the gimbal travel. A total travel of ->45 degrees has
been selected as the best con_pron_ise between gind]al size, structural
con_p]exity, and TV subsystem performance. Therefore, for flight
capsule swing angles less than 45 degrees fron_ the vertical, the can',era
will be pointed to within a degree or so of local vertical; for capsule
swing angles greater than 45 degrees one or both gin_})a]s will be
against a stop and the can_era will point in a direction 45 degrees
closer to vertical than the swing angle or capsule roll axis.
Pitch and yaw rates are likely to be as great as 100 d%e/sec. Current
stable platforn_s and servos can easily follow suc)_ rates. Typical
residual pitch and yaw rates can be reduced to less than 0. 00] deg/sec.
This swing rate znagnitude essentially reduces swing induced sn,ear to
zero -- especially at low swing angles. Eow-frequency servo pointina
errors are negligible compared to the errors in the r_etermination of
local vertical.
Though it is desirable to compensate for flight capsule roll (spin),
analysis of the stabilization requiren_ents for this axis indicates that
360-degree gin, bal travel is required to effectively null roll rates.
Thus, slip rings or other movable connections to the TV can_eras
would be required, and both the size and complexity of the gimbal sys-
tem grows significantly.
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E.Cuation (7_ of _Dar_c_ _" _ :, ' approxin:ates tke sn-.ea _" cc,nt_-{_u-
-,it::c:ue :: c__r-uera r::!!. _}ue }-:_,k res:£uti<r. C-c_r.-_era " i:k an ex-
posure duration of i nusec ex%periences a "_,m.axinuun-.soin-induced smear
at ,9c : 0 ± 5 d_rees__ liven by• (l] _'-'_,<_,,,.
P 30 - '_ - max
(1
whe re
Z
EaR
L]]aX
-" spin-induced smear (feet)
= can%era altkude (kilofeet)
: s_in rate (RPNI)
: 1/60 fnr t_ C-Ca_-_r_
_AI Z : iO]{ f_er, this sr:<ear co:-_:>:;nc::tis }. 22 f,::c& at a spit: rate of
- _ - :r_:.-'.... 1 SPinit) RP-'_-'. inus, it does not appear necessary to use =c:=:::<,::_
corr,pensatlon if =he look an£!es are Rept close to 0 degrees {vertical)
7. i. 5.4 Conclusions
Analyses of NAght capsule dynamics, TV experiment objectives and
camera exposure requirements made during this study have revealed
that flight capsule motions on the parachute significant]y limit resolu-
tion objectives for the TX; experiment. The use of a two-axis gimballed
camera stabilization platform overcor_._es these difficulties and allo\vs
the_ des_,n_=_of a T\ _ e-.-D_,H,_*__.......... ,_hich car= anticinate_ achieving su_a,-,_,e
resolutions of nearly 0. 1 _{*_,'T\'line. =_T--addition to enhancing the over-
all feasibility cf a high resoiu_ion i '_ experinuent on the capsule, the
use of the: sta%ilization mia:f'rnn a!sc :<-:_ninnizes ".he sens _*_-___=,_.....,,_"-_"±
experin<er.-_ perf< r::_a:%ce :o v-i::£ and -,'ind _us'. n-xc!eis. Sir.c< it is
unlikely, that si£nificaptly irs:prcved kno,,vledge of 7,iartian "_ne-*_ec._ro"ko_v
will be available prior to the launch of the fiimht spacecraf:, this sec-
ond point is very in_.portant in establishing confidence in the TV experi-
ment design. The tecKnicai problen]s associated vcith the use of the
T\ < platform are not considered sign_icant limitations in the overall
feasibility or reliability of the flight capsule TV experiment design.
7. i. 6 Television Subsystem Design
The television subsysten: provides high resolution single-france images of
the _ " '
_,_art_an surface during the parachute descent phase of the Sight capsule
n2ission. The TY subsysrenn consists of three vidicon cameras \vith the
electronic centre] and data Drocess]1_:_ em_i'_n_en_ r_q_1_ _o take pictures
in nesved sets of three innages as sl-.c-:,u-_ in <?:e i:'_=a_e 5orpnat in Figure ii.
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This section presents a preliminary (recommended) design of the television
subsystem along with the various alternatives and tradeoffs that were con-
sidered in the study. Consideration is given to those functional areas in
which design decisions peculiar to this mission have been made.
7. 1.6. 1 Television Parameters and System Integration
The TV subsystem is integrated with the capsule as shown in Figure
46. The A, B, and C caiTmras (low-, n_ediun:-, and high-resolution,
respectively) are controlled by camera control units and an image
program_ner in the TV subsystem. Shutter and gimbal release con_-
n_ands, in addition to basic timing signals are received from the
Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S) from which the image pro-
grammer controls the con_plete operation of all three can_eras as well
as provides confirmation data back to the CC&S.
The digital video output signals and synchronization data are fed to
three separate storage units in the telecomn_unications subsystem
along with a shutter advance pulse fron_ the in_ag_ programmer. The
Power Conditioner develops all power supply, bias, and electrode
voltages required for operation of the TV subsysten_ fron_ the regulated
prime power in the flight capsule.
The television camera parameters are summarized in Table XXXV.
A block diagram of each camera is shown in Figure 47. The three
cameras are identical except for associated optics and exposure dura-
tions. The image progrannn_er is con_n_on to all cameras, but separate
camera control units are provided for reliability so that a failure in
one camera will not influence the operation of the other two.
The optical systen_s are designed to provide the desired surface re-
solution and sensitivity for the allo\vable exposure duration. Single
lens, refractive optics are recon_n_ended for reliability. Exposure
• _ ..... _.. _1 by _lig_ capsule Hy_a_r _ s to a value whichduration _s c_scr_o ......
limits image smear to one-half a TV line or less. Multiple-blade
mechanical shutters are reconamended for the short exposure durations,
on the order of 1 to 4 nasec, to achieve precise timing, ease of opera-
tion, and reliability.
The camera tube is a sterilizable l-inch diameter, all-electrostatic
vidicon with an antimony sulfide oxysulfide (ASOS) photoconductor,
designed for slow-scan operation with a sensitivity of 0. 005 ft-candle-
seconds and a frame period of approxi1_lately 6 seconds. The sensi-
tivity is define(] here as the light energy required to produce a vidicon
signal equal to the peak-to-peak noise at a resolution of 1820 TV lines
per inch. The vidicon gamma is 0. 7.
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TABLE XXXV
TELEVISION PARAMETERS (ALL CAMERAS)
Image fornzat:
Ra_[er size:
Resolution:
Video bandwidth:
Sampling frequency:
t
iFrame time:
J
!Vertical deflection oer:.od:
Cycle time:
Horizontal scan rate:
Active scan time/line:
Black reference time/line:
Horizontal blanking (10%)
Vidic _.
Lun_-_nance for unit?-S/N:::
Dynamic range: luminance:
faceplate iliumina_ion:
Contrast range/picture:
Data format:
square
0. II in. x 0. Ii inch
200 lines x 200 elements/line
3.75 kilocycles
7.5 kilocycles
Read-out _ f, _econds
6.03 seconds
28.4_ sec rr:ininnum to 42.6 secrnaximum
1/30 ms: 33 1/3 cps
26.7 ms
0.3 ms
3.0 ms
0,7
30 ft- Lamberts
30 - 3000 ft-gamberts
0. 005 - 0.5 ft-candle-sec.
30 to l range in brightness level
0 level = 5 volts; 1 level = 0 volts
::'Unity S/N: Vidicon signal equal to peak-to-peak noise
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The vidicon beam current is turned on and off by a ]10-kc oscillator.
The choppedbeam current then serves as a carrier which is amplitude
modulated by the video information stored on the ASOSsurface of the
vidicon. The A-M signal is then processed in bandpassvideo a_mpli-
fiers and demodulated. Beam current modulation avoids the problem
of i/f noise in solid state circuits and allows reasonable signal-to-
noise ratios at the low video currents obtained with slow-scan opera-
tion.
Thevideo gain is controlled inthree discrete steps to provide a 30 to
1 contrast range (roughly ii to 1 output voltage range) for an expected
100to 1range in illumination. The video gain is established in re-
sponseto the average illumination as measured by four photocells inthe
TV subsystem. The video output is maintained betweenestablished
voltage limits at the input to the A/D converter.
After carrier demodulation, the black level is established at the begin-
ning of each scan line. An opaque mask is deposited on the face of the
vidicon to serve as the black reference. Each scan line begins in the
masked area allowing the black level to be clan_ped on each line.
The video data is quantized to five bits precision after being san,pled
at a 7500-cps _'ate. The sampling rate establishes Z00 elen_ents per
scan line. The A/D converter performs 7500 five-bit conversions
per second and feeds five parallel bits for each element to the TV
storage in the telecommunication subsysten_.
The re_.ainder of the electronics in Figure 47 controls the operation
of the vidicon, generates and controls s\veep voltages and synchroniza-
tion, and provides for erasure and prin_ing of the vidicon surface
between exposures.
Each TV can_era provides outputs to a separate memory in the tele-
communication subsystem. The outputs consist of five-parallel bits
per picture element, a bit sync signal at the sampling rate, eight bits
for line synchronization and identification, two bits for gain control
indication or light level, and frame sync at the beginning and end of
each frame.
A timing diagram for the complete television subsystem is shown in
Figure 55.
7. i. 6. 2 Television Cameras
Selection of vidicons for the in, age sensors is a major design decision,
and influences several tradeoffs in the reference design. Although
the vidicon is not the most sensitive image transducer available, it is
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con%pact, i_zn_-v;eight, ruggedized, econon_icai of pow, er; easily con-
_roited for unatter:ded opera +:-,_n and has adecuate photoconductor
_e_a[±_e ease of sterilizat{c_, led tc .=he selection of i-inch vidicons
during the study.
Sterilization of the sensor is a major problem in the flight capsule TV
,_-s_. _-_ operating c/_aracterzs_cs assu_neQ __n _n_s study are those
of a sterilizable tube currently under development. -':_This tube has an
ASOS photoconductor designed for slow-scan operation and a gamma
of 0.7. A sensitivity of 0.005 ft-candle-seconds for a 6-second read-
out period, and a dynamic range in light level of I00 to 1 are assumed.
The measured characteristics of vidicon tubes which use ASOS photo-
conductors are listed in Table XXXYI. The developn_.,ent-tvpe , ,°-inch,
return-bean-: vidicon is n%a_netica!Iv deflected, v:hi!e the others listed
use electrostatic def!ec_ion, Ln addition ro those listed, an electro-
s_a_icaily focused, z-nasnetica!iy deflected, i-inch vidicon and a fully
electrostatic l-inch vidicon are available,
TABLE XXXVI
ASOS VIDICON PERFORMANCE
Program
r__ _ _
Tiros
Nimb us
2 inch Return-Bean_
Vidicon--open shutter (3)
Shutter 1/30 second (est)
Format (1)
(inch)
0.44
0.25
0.44
Re solution
(TV Lines)
800
4O0
800
1600
600
Emin (2)
(ft-candle-sec
0.005
0.013
0.004
0.00012
0.0002
Vertical
Scan Time
(seconds)
2.56
Z.O
6.5
1/30
1/30
Notes:
(I) Square raster.
(2) Light energyrequired to produce a signal which is equal to approximately
4 times the camera rms noise level for a black background.
(3) An interlace scan totaling 525 lines in each 1/30-second frame with a
horizontal resolution of !600 TV lines and 20 mc video bandwidth were
used.
" By Radio Corporation _._ _merlca un£er cont_ac: to the jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Electrostatic focus and deflection are recommended because all electro-
static operation requires less power and volume, uses equipment which
is more easily sterilized, and provides a cleaner magnetic environment.
i. Image Tubes -- Higher sensitivity image tubes can reduce the
size of the optics or reduce image smear by allowing a shorter exposure
duration (see paragraph 7. i. 5. 2).
a. Photo-en_issive Devices -- Imaging devices such as the
intensifier vidicon, image orthicon, and the secondary-emission vidicon,
which use photocathode gain stages are available. Image orthicons and
intensifier vidicons provide about four orders-of-magnitude greater
sensitivity than standard vidicons. The sensitivity of the secondary-
emission vidicon is within an order-of-magnitude of the image orthicon. 7
However, it is doubtful that the cesium photo-cathodes commonly used
in these tubes can withstand sterilization heat cycles. For this reason,
and because of their relative complexity, devices using photoemissive
stages were not considered in this study.
b. P_eturn-BeaI_1 Vidicon (I_BV) -- the developmental return-
beam vidicon, which incorporates an electron multiplier to amplify the
return beam in a vidicon, has an estimated sensitivity of 0. 0002 ft-
candle-seconds with about one-half the resolution of a standard vidicon.
As with the image-orthicon, the video output is developed by modulation
of the scanning beam. This tube is physically larger than the standard
vidicon, has unknown sterilization capability, and is still in the develop-
ment stage. For these reasons, the l_BV was not considered attractive,
although its high sensitivity suggests further study of this device.
Z. The Vidicon 8' 9, i0 __ The vidicon camera tube contains a
photoconducting target on which the television image is focused by the
optical system. A transparent conductive coating on one side of the
photoconductor forms the signal plate from which the video output is
de rive d.
An electron beam is generated at the opposite end of the tube and suit-
ably focused and deflected to scan the target on the opposite side of the
signal plate in a series of parallel lines. A mesh electrode immediately
in front of the target acts as a decelerating electrode and ensures that
the scanning beam impinges on the target at near zero velocity and
perpendicular to its surface (to produce a constant output).
The signal plate is normally biased positive with respect to the cathode.
The scanning electron beam charges the photoconductor to cathode
potential, and this charge is maintained for some time because the
photoconductor has a high resistivity until it is exposed to light.
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_
V,-]-:en an i::%a_e is fccused _,::t--_e =arced, <by resis_ivi<y decreases in
rc<mr-_r_e_..... _, _he ii_h: ca_sin_ lice :ar_<t '_,_ dlS_ :_c_ ill mrooor'_ion <c
t)_e spa ia] _:_" :"-' _ --......c < ,<r:_J___ =..c :Lf !iL]_%. ine i__-.aze _<: De :eie\-isec is st,Jredon
the tar_ in a charge pattern propor:icnai to Tire l{_]:t-l_ve] r_<,s_-{bu-
tion. The scanning e!ec:ror :Dean-_ recharges the target to ca<bode po-
tential. This "- _:_ _]ov,-s -+--_ lc_ar_ current in an ex__,_a_ load resistor in
series v;ith the target signal plate to develop the video signal.
In addition, the rid±con contains a cathode for generating the electron
beam, a control grid for controlling beam current, an accelerating
d_ce]_*{_ ._._esh electrode. Focus and deflection n:av be either
_a_netic_ or eiec_rostatic. 2n a=_-_ electrostatic tuoe_ has been reco_._-
_'mended it. this study.
!. _cv,--Scan _eriz;rn-___nce -- 5:1<--scan Derfcr:__-_anc.,: :_f %he
-¢ici_(c,i: is an iritt)brtan_i <cnsi!eratio_. in t:( <£<si_:-i cf the ± , subsystem.
A/ter e_.-oosure, the scannin_ bean< restores t_:e _,ze to the rid±con
target and thereL,j generates the video current. The video current is
produced as the tii_e deri_,-a<i_ve of charge" _< : dq/dt, l! The video
current is reduced considerahl}: ir_ slov,--scan operation -,,v]<ere dq/'dt
is lo\v. Broadcast-_ype vial±cons ooera_ino a_ /rai-r_e _ir_-_es of i,,'30
second typically produce video currents on the order of a few micro-
amperes, 9, i0 while slow-scan tubes produce currents on the order of
a re\< nano-amperes. 13 S_gna!-to-noise ratio, ho-,vever, can be made
independent of scanning speed since the load resistance can be increased
in .proportion to the narro_a; video %a_d\_drD}- r_n_Hr_£__.... Y_v_ ___]r,_:,;__canning. I I
The Si_i_, hence sensitivity, for fixed resolution and exposure, can be
nzade incieDenclent <,! scannin_ speed. :4 _-_.........._ -,-_-:: ll::_: !_< ==m i:] tile i<_ac] re-
sistor is the l!:mitinE faczor in rid±con perforimance.
Although Cze =arge_ r<sistivi=}- is high, i]-__r<: is a sn=all air-:Dun! of charge
leal<age, independent of iigh _-level, :_hich resu!_s in a fixed level of
current being added [,_ _}-:e video signal. This current, called the dark
current, can be a significant, part of d_e \-idicon output a[ reduced scan-
ning rates. This dark current is not uniforn-i and adds undesirable
shading and spots to the image. Serious interference results if the
dark current is comparable to the signal.
At reduced scan rates the target voltage can reach excessively high
values, due to dark current, and the resulting electric field can distort
the electron bean< anC cause de-focusing which in turn decreases the
resolution. Dark current can be decreased by decreasing the target
voltage, \vhicln v,ill also reduce sensitivity. The target voltage selected
lu-_us_ be a conzpron_ise be_\veen both /ac_ors. Ii
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4. Vidicon Support Requirements -- The following supporting
requirements must be considered for the operation of the vidicon
cameras: electrode voltages, target erasure and priming, calibra-
tion and test, temperature stability, and physical systenl characteris-
tics.
a. Electrode Voltages -- There are several electrodes (or
electrode pairs) associated xvith the electrostatic vidicon which control
its operation. These are the thermionic cathode \vhich supplies the
electron beam; a filament for heating the cathode; a control grid (GI)
for controlling the beam current; an accelerating grid (G2); a dynamic
focusing electrode; a focus and accelerating grid (G4); a decelerating
mesh electrode (GS), which ensures that the beam lands orthogonally on
the target surface at near zero velocity; the target electrode to charge
the ASOS surface and couple the video current to the processing cir-
cuits; and the horizontal and vertical deflection plates for scanning the
electron beam. Representative electrode potentials for a l-inch vidi-
con are sho\_ in Table XXXVII.
TABLE XXXVII
REPRESENTATIVE I-INCH DIAMETER VIDICON
ELECTRO DE VOLTAGES II
Filament
Cathode
Target potential
Grid 5 potential
Grid 4 potential
Focus electrode
Grid 2
Grid 1
Deflection plates
(Horizontal and Vertical)
6.3V, 0. 15 anqp
0V
+ 10to30 V
+ 300 to550 V
+ 200 to 300 V
0 to + 60 V
+ 200 to 300 V
- 70 to - 150 V
50 V p-p
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o. Target _rasurc ar.d Or-:_u_ -- There are t_,_.ctimue con-
stants associated -.vlth the ol-=otoconduclor target: _-c ' t}.e lifethT_e of :]ue
carriers excited by photor.s, and r , the relaxationd_e, v.-hich is a
fur_ction of target capacity and resistivity. Ln order to nzinin=ize vertical
=m_m4_ _ ,]_= 4_=_= m_tl_ , =_,q - ,_.}astbe long con_pare _ to the read-
out time. 7o and :, are tailored for a particular vidicon by the mission
requirements m_hich generally determine the scanning time. _o and r
are typically bet\veen 3 and 5 times the scan period.
Because these tinue constants are large connpared to the scan period,
the readout is never co_-vnpletely destructive in slov -scan operation,
and a residual in:age rer_aims ,:hich trust be erased before another
frar.:e is exposed.
Three :p_ethods have been used to erase the residual i____a_,ein slow-scan
"-:_:_,__o_._-The fi]-_t.........:ecl<_=ique invclves repetitive _ca_-_:{_= of the target
afte_ *_-e readout nuode This technique ,_a',,:be :_a _<her_ sufficient
tirne is available het_veen exposures. T_, the Tiros system, time for i0
or more readout scans prior to re-exposure v<as available providing
for adequate erasure of the residual iIT_ge. In the l_anger and blariner
systems, fast erase techniques \vere required to meet the picture-
taking rates. 15
The second technique, which has been used ,vith the ASOS surface, con-
-_--- ol sJlinl___ an _um!iiarv i_=_ or_ t]-.esuYi_ce after tf_e rea<out scan.mzm_m
Li_]'_ exposure "= foilo,.ved ]_,,a number of raoid!v scat%ned _a=*e'-s,
c:_trl::u : Lt::: ire <_t _:T c::rro:tt "s !:<:reas<'<] t< re< :<e m=,_- inzpedance
and pro:,:ide a shorter c}:argi_ug tinge. <he raster is also enlarged to
over-scan the norm:a! raster and reduce e<g_ flare ..... co.n_.p!ete
irn_.a_ing cycle consists of four steps: exposure, readou%, erasure, and
preparation. Residual in, ages are reduced to less than i0 percent
\vhen this technique is used mith the ASOS surface, v,ith 1- to 5-percent
residual image achieved on Ranger cameras. 15
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The erase lamps uniformly discharge the ASOS surface in order to
provide uniform charging during preparation. If the auxiliary (erase)
light level is too high, sensitivity will be lost for lo\v illumination
subsequent exposures due to charges which are built up on the target
during the erase cycle.
The third technique, used on the ivlariner vidicons, does not require
erase lamps. 16 The selenium compound target, used in Mariner
vidicons, can be primed by increasing the beam current and using a
fast overscan to discharge the target area to cathode potential. The
overscan discharges the residual charge due to lateral leakage. The
beam current is increased by reducing the control grid potential.
Residual image has been measured at less than 5 percent for the Mariner
vidicons.
The erase ]amp and rapid overscan technique has been included in the
reference design for this study with the stipulation that it may be
possible to eliminate the erase lan_ps due to the long tinge available
for erasure and preparation (bet\veen 2S. 4 and 42. 6 seconds). Sub-
sequent analysis and testing will determine the ultimate erase mode
required.
c. Test and Calibration -- The television subsysten_ is to
be used as a spacecraft scientifi_ i_t_un_ent, and as such n_ust be
tested and calibrated prior to and during flight. Calibration is required
(1) to assure that each system component performs correctly and (2)
to provide information useful for interpretation and/or enhancement
of television in-_ages_
The first objective is achieved by preflight checkout and inflight diag-
nostic testing. The second is achieved through an extensive preflight
calibration program, 16 specialized ground support equipment, 17 and
captive simulation of the space environment to aid in image interpre-
tation. ]8
Accurate photometric measurements of the I¢lartian surface from the
TV images will require precise measurement of light levels during
the experiment and the transmission of video gain setting along with
the video data for each picture.
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It ha_ _ been f( <re i lhal _2-e re__c]ut-r_n c_lnatd21tv of T%F c_n-eras (2-_,_es
22 i}:e sp-kce eh'uir:_'%n:_lT £_-;22_ __he-,-k_]2:es _-_-!kDllsi-e<2 ,-=_ _r__<_< _,enl-
r_eF._e ..... p._Td ;7r_ss%2re, i_2 ]2Kr--, ]D_C&LIEe t'2_: ,:,r, tica2 focus is e:f(:cted
by Thernla2 e>-pans2on. A >rccedure has been established for 2ocusi!-_2
callueras ollder mart]= an-_bic:lt coils]]:iotas t<) pro'¢ide for op_ii-nu_-_: focus
at predictab]e _]qernlal-vacuun_ envirc, nz_ents in space. 19 This problen_
should be alleviated to sonle extent in the flight capsule by thern-ia] con-
trol provisions designed to nuininuize the operating ten=perature extrennes.
The vidicon should be magnetically shielded so that focus is not degraded
_ ,_ _h=_ _ +_ _-=_+_'_ _.... ,_*_ ;_e!d and to nrevent interference
bF _aznetic fields in the cansule caused by skutter solenoids 20 or other
capsule components.
T_+e sen2iconductor _arset nlateria! is particularly sensitive to tempera-
ture var:.ations. 2] _[izh-te._._perature increases the dark current \vhich
can create severe picture degradation. As the dark current beco::=es
a greater portion of the total output current, the in:age \vil! becozzze
blurred. As the temperature decreases, the signal current decreases
rapidly, deteriorating picture quality. These effects are sho;vn quali-
tively ix Figure 48.
Vidicons can be stabilized with solid-state circuitry to operate bet\veen
-20_C to +40:C. The thernlal control provisions in the fligPt capsule
should 22aintain ten2peratures m-ithin t]zis ranae for satisfactory opera-
tion. !n addition, it nlay be ?articularl 7 des!rab]e to avoid the ]o_v
ten<oerature e<tre3__es of this ranLle to avo,<] a loss of vidicon sensiti\_ty.
e. Can:era <Veigh<s and Sizes -- _d=ei_ht and size esti]T.ates
for TV canzeras utilizir:z different sensors are listed in Table XNXVIII.
While no off-the-shelf sensor satisfies the high-g and sterilization re-
quirenlents of the capsule nlission, the \veight and size of the camera
should not be materially affected by subsEituting vidicons of the same
diameter using the same focus and deflection techniques. The estimates
reflect the use of integrated circuits and assun_e a power supply bus
regulated to 1 percent. The estimated weights and sizes of the can_eras
presented in Table XXXVIII include:
-Sensor;
• Yokes (where required);
_-_' _-p_ (hnr_zontai and vertlcaz• ec_ Circus'is _ __ " ']
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. S,.-;_ckrqr_i:';.tic-n slur, Ls k:,,rizo'nta] and vertic_i}:
• Dc-to-dc ccnverler; and
• >,.iechan'cai skutier.
TABLE XXXVIII
ESTIMATED CAMERA WEIGHTS AND SIZES
,_ _Ig11L Yolume
Type of Sensor (pounds) (in. 3}
_-inch Yidic on
Elect ro:r_m_netic deflectic r
E!ec:rcn<asne_ic fr. cus
],fi-!nch \_idicon
E!ect ronnagnetic de£iection
_] ectron]asne_ic focus
l-inch Vidic on
Electrom_gnetic de_ection
Electrostatic focus
l-±_C_ '_ i_iCO_
_iectrc sta.!ic ....G O ! l < C t i 01%
Elec[roslat]c focus
iZ-inch Vidicon
[
i Elect ronnagnetic deflectioni
I Elec_romagnetic focusI
140
120
7 i 2 0
l
!
18 360
1
The optics, data processing equipment, and thernnal control apparatus
are not _:c_<_ _ec in the estimates
A nhvsical sun_n:ary of the TV subsvste_ is _iven in Table XXV!It.
The TV Can_era Pi_tforn] is sho\vn in Fizure 6.
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7. 1.6.3 Video Signal Processing and Control
The video signal processing and control functions provide for video
amplification, light level compensation, analog to digita] conversion,
scan control, synchronization, and data identification.
i. Video Amplification -- The vidicon beam current is n_odulated
at a ll0-_<c rate so that the video output current consists of a ll0-kc
carrier which is amplitude modulated by the video information. This
signa] is then anlplified in bandpass amplifiers with gain-control pro-
visions. The amplified video is then del-nodulated, clan_ped, and con-
verted to a five-bit digital code.
a. Video Bandwidth -- The video bandwidth is detern, ined by
the number of elen_ents per horizontal scan line and the line-scanning
rate. Each element is assumed to represent one-half cycle of the
highest video frequency. The video bandwidth (13) is then given by:
Nh
r_ --- (1)
2t h
where
N h = No. of elelz_ents/line
th = active scan time/line.
_or Nh : _200, and th = 26° 7 ms, B : 3750 cps.
b. _'oise -- The prir_ary source of video noise is thermal
noise in the vidicon load resistor. If the amplifier does not add appre-
ciable noise, the signal/noise ratio may be expressed as:
Is R
S/N = (z)
v-4k TBR
where:
Is : signal current
R = vidicon load resistor
kT : 4 x 10 -21 joule at T = 290°K
There are two problen_s which arise in connection with slow-scan opera-
tion and solid-state circuits. The vidicon current for slow-scan opera-
tion is very low (order of nanoan_peres). The signal-to-noise ratio is
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_-_ua4_t_ed 7_, incrcasin_ !}<c ]:_<_ in ned_nce as ....
to _icl<in_ up s_rav fe]ds and ......:*'_ ....._ ....:......-- _ = ........... _ ........... < ] _ [ _ which fall wltl":in t?:e
_.ideo ban d_vidth.
The second prob!en_ is associated with flicker noise, the low frequency
i/f noise £enerated in transistors, which tends to reduce t_e signal-
to-noise ratio and produce sno_,vy backgrounds.
Both of these problems are avoided by chopping the beam at a rate
much higher than the video band\vidth. The chopped-beam current is
then a1_plitude nzodu!ated by the video infor:_:ation and n_ay be anzmlified
in bandpass anc p!ifiers, where the S/_ ratio is as expressed by Equa-
tion (Z).
The signal-to-noise ratio :: (It is t?e ralic cf peal< vic!iccn signal to)
unilv s_s_....._-+'--noise_. ratio as vidic:sn si#n_.i ecua! to _]eaT,-tc-_-,_a]< noise
and to e_-:0ress the siena! an<mlitude in ter::<s of t}-_e_]ea]<-to-meai< noise
an:r0]itude, ifnity S/I<, by t}_is definition, corresponds to a peak signal
to R},!S noise ratio of 12 to 16 db, assun_in_ that meak-to-_eak noise is
4 to 6 tinges the RhIS noise.
c. Beam :kiodulation -- The bea_<n current is turned on and
off at a ]10-kc rate by applying a square \rave to the vidicon control
grid. The upper or lo_ver sideband and carrier of this annplitude modu-
lated signal is then amplified in a bandpass system and den:odulated at
a high signal level before quantization.
d. :_eam=-Curre_ Re,_ulatJ,on -- O_,:ti:_:ur:< vidicon perfornnance
recnires s constant ]_ea32-2curre2tt, cr carrier level in this svste_u. A
sinulc!e feedback s,;stemt c:anu]:_e: <_< to r_iui_ate t] _ _<e_-m_ curre_ot. 7he
cathode current is n_onitore4 and con_oared v,'ith a reference value, - n_ lq_,C1
the control grid voita_e is ad:,usted to n:aintain a constant relationship
bet\veen the peal,< cathode current and the reference.
The bean_ current is easily increased during the erase and prime cycle
by s\_dtching the reference to a suitable ne\v value. If necessary, the
beam current can be held constant during erase by holding the control
grid at constant voltage. The vidicon operating n:ode (scan, erase, or
prinne) can be nzonitored by _easurin__ the beam current, reference
voltage, or control _rid vo]ta£e.
L{:}* Level Considerations -- _fhe extent to \vhich zhe telev{sion
istics of tire l_i_-_t{_ surface desends: on (i] the antici_aated surface _-_
]u_<ina_ion_ (2)the sensiti-_ity, _;c,_t-*ransfer ci-_acteristics_ and
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dynamic range of the vidicon; (3} grey-level quantization, and (4) the
dynamic range of the image display system. Background surface bright-
nesses between 100and 580ft-lamberts (for solar elevation angles of
20-30 degrees) are anticipated. Shadowsand local albedo variations
will produce light levels both aboveand below the background surface
brightness. Isolated highlights may be as high as 3000ft-la1_bertso
Therefore, surface brightness levels which must be accommodated by
the television experiment may span a total range of roughly two orders-
of-magnitude from less than i00 to greater than i000 ft-larnberts.
While it is unlikely that the brightness range of a single television frame
will exceed about 30 to l, it is necessary to properly center the bright-
ness range covered by each image on the vidicon light transfer char-
acteristics to best utilize image tube capabilities and to provide adequate
scene contrast for later image interpretation. In addition, several as-
pects of the television system design can be simplified if the total antici-
pated vidicon current range can be maintained between relatively narrow
limits at the input to the A/D converter.
Several experiments have been performed to estin_ate the signal-to-
noise ratios and scene contrasts required for the detection and identifi-
cation of unfamiliar objects in imagery san_ples of all types. However,
criteria for the detection and identification of objects from TV images
as a function of size, shape, contrast, smear, and noise level are, at
best, highly subjective. One criterion for threshold detection of objects
in a single frame image in the presence of noise was advanced by
Shade 22 and has obtained some general acceptance. 23 The recommended
ratio of the peak-to-peak video generated by a specific object in the
image to the RMS noise level is 3:1.
The design criterion selected for this study involves the generation of
peak-to-peak video signals across threshold objects of interest which
are equal to the peak-to-peak noise. Since the peak-to-peak noise is
about 4 times the RMS noise, this criterion is more conservative than
Shade_s criterion. Thus, a design objective of the TV experiment is
to produce a change in video signal level across threshold objects of
interest at least equal in magnitude to the peak-to-peak noise.
ao Vidicon Light Transfer Characteristics -- The light transfer
characteristic of a l-inch vidicon with an ASOS surface is shown in
Figure 49. The curve follows an exponential law with the vidicon cur-
rent (Is) given by:
is = klEY (3)
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where:
kI is a constant
), - 0. 7 for the ASOS surface
The slope of this curve on a log-log plot is the vidicon gamma which
depends on the photoconductor material. The vidicon in Figure 49 has
a dynamic range of i00:i with saturation occurring at an exposure of
0. 5 ft-candle-seconds.
In Figure 49 and subsequent illustrations, it is convenient to express
the vidicon signal current in terms of the peak-to-peak noise amplitude.
An important design parameter in the TV experiment is the value EMI h,
where the vidicon signal current is equal to the peak-to-peak noise.
When the appropriate optical system constants are inserted in the
analysis, E]M]_T corrc_] ond_ to a minirnun_ detectable surface brightness
B .
O
The variation of the transfer characterist[cs with target voltage is shown
qualitatively in Figure 49. The i00 to i dynamic range can be moved
upward on the brightness scale by decreasing the target voltage, but
this is not particularly desirable in single-frame, s]o\v-scan operation.
Decreasing the target voltage increases the threshold sensitivity (EMI N)
because the noise level which is determined by the video coupling cir-
cuit remains essentially constant° It will be shown subsequently that
increasing the threshold sensitivity increases the differential contrast
(minimum change in surface brightness which can be detected at a given
brightness level) and decreases the number of n_eaningful grey levels
that can be distinguished. In continuous frame operation, in which
photometric n_easuren_ents are not required, automatic light level
compensation can be achieved by controlling the target voltage to pro-
duce the most pleasing contrast for viewing purposes.
Increasing the target voltage beyond ETo (shown dotted) causes image
instabilities because of dark current problems discussed in paragraph
7° 1.6.2. The target voltage is therefore chosen for maximum threshold
sensitivity (lowest n_inimum detectable signal) consistent with tolerable
dark currents.
b. Light Level Compensation -- The objective of light level
compensation in the television cameras is to maintain a fixed video
output signal range corresponding to a 30 to 1 range in surface bright-
ness, irrespective of where in the i00 to l total brightness range the
in,age light levels occur. Alternate techniques of con_pensation are
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DTl-_ere are four can:era paran-_eters that _ay }_e ccn_tro!ied to provide
compensation for surface brishtness variations. The four paran_eters--
video gain, vidicon tar Jet..voRa£.e, A/D converter range, < and exposure
control--n_a}-be controlled individually or in con-kbination. These tech-
niques are compared along with the no eo_pensation case in the table.
The rec_r_menc]ed technique is alternative (A) which uses three discrete
values of video gain to m:aintain a constant ralsge of video output signal
for three discrete surface bri£htness raz-:zes: 30 _< 900_ 60 to IS00,
_-=_ber_s. This technique was chosen for it_ basic
reduces the dvnan-_ic rs:n£e c:f the video as:-_rdification and srocessins
c}<ain an6 allows for separate <er..<:]reratutre 5tabilizat!.:m cf tke vidic-,r.
ti-,_c:._l_ c,............_--1 of the target vcitase. R =.:<.u_:-]_.- .x be mcinte_ d ...._,_that tke
nunzBer _'_f _%in settings need not be iinzited to t]-:ree.
co Grey Level Quantization and Contrast -- Although the
video signal will be quantized to Hve .hits precision (32 levels}, the
actual number of electrically distinguishable shades of grey will be
determined by the vidicon sensitivity and zamnza, the brightness levels
encountered, a.nd the video noise level. This section v¢ill illustrate these
relationships°
T_e,, effect _,_ v,_:""con _am_'-_ -,_.....dvna_zn!c rsn_e is shov.'n in Fi£ure SO,
,.vhic]n expresses t)ne v:_d:,con si_nal-to-r_< lse ratic as a function 'of sur-
face It,rightness for _-:n{ ...... :_ a -,. u. Lon=, ._i : :_an%p.as £f ] 0 a_6 v. _ Tt {s shov/n
__,n Ammendix__ _ _:_v_,._.... t}:_e _:{Siec:: si£na]-tc-nTis[ ratio _y:av be _--,_wresse..,_ N,
as
I : (4)
sx _ (-_-o)
where
S/N = vidicon signal to peak-to-peak noise ratio
B : surface brightness
B ° : nsininsum detectable surface bri_htnesso_
-/Bg-
TABLE ×XXIX
ALTERNATE TECHNIQUES FOR LIGHT LEVEL COMPENSATION
i C
n
o _ r6
7 2
C_ I '
I
I
I
_) tn
_, [
Combinations
of A, B, C, D
I
i_ _
4 _
I
(1)(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(@
(7)
(g)
{9)
(10)
! (l/
t (3)
(4)
(5)
(l)
(z)
(3)
I (4)
(5)
(1)
i
l
1II
i
A,B,C,D,E
(z)
Remarks
Recon]nnended with 3 levels
Simplicity
Maximum Number of Grey levels
Maintains differential contrast
Maintains constant quantization interval
Reduces dyna_llc range of video chain
Fixed feedback control for Vidicon target
Proven reliability
%Vill handle design contingency
Provides growth potential
Reduced Grey levels at high brightness
Increases differential contrast
Prowdes (5), (6), (9) and (I0) of A
_ossible coupling with Temperature stabilization
Requires larger optics, higher sensitivity Vidicon
and/or longer exposure for A performance
Reduced Grey levels at high brightness
Increases differential contrast
U_roven r elia])i] it y
Requires variable optics and/or shutter times
Requires n]echanisal adjustment
Either requires extra sta_e to acco_]]plish h
or (a) high [e_d A/D converter
_ may exceed IC state of art
(c) requires change in quantization interval
Increases dynar_ic range of video chain
(l) Optional, but subject to t_adeoffs
(g) Increased complexity
(i} Limited design contingency value
(g) Reduction in photometric data
(3) Little growth potential for future missions
(4) No faihlre mode
(5) Brightness dynamic range exceeds display
(6) increased dynamic range of video chain and A/D
(7) Eliminates LLC circuits but n_crcascs
po\<cr dissipation due tO dynaFn_c range
(l) Provide additional photornetrlc data
(2) Possible failure mode if no TV
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When B : Bo, the vidicon faceplate exposure is ENIIN ft-candle-seconds
and the S/iN is unity.
An, inirnun_ detectable surface brightness of 30-ft-lamberts has been
selected because it is the rnini_,un_ that can be obtained with f/l optics
and a 0. 93-nusec exposure (see Figure 61) and because it provides ade-
quate image contrast over the anticipated range of surface illun_inations.
The short exposure is required to iY_eet the resolution requiren]ents of
the C-can)era with tolerable sn_ear due to flight capsule dynanlics.
The ASOS vidicon with a gan_n]a of 0. 7 has a dynan_ic range of ] 00" i
covering the anticipated range of surface brightness with suitable optics.
This vidicon is conupared with a unity ganun_a vidicon which has a 25:1
dynamic range. This corresponds roughly to the _ariner IV vidicon 13
(OEC 13511% with seleniun] con)pound surface).
Figure 50 also indicates the three light-level con]pensation (LLC) ranges
of 30 to 1 each, corresponding to 30-900, 60-1800, and 100-3000 ft-
lan_berts. It is clear fron_ the figure that a camlera systen] en]pioying
a gamr_]a of O. 7 can con_pensate for the light level changes by changing
the video gain (i.e., n_oving the transfer characteristic vertically);
whereas the systen_ en,ploying a unity gan_n]a will require a change in
Bo to accon_modate the complete range. Bo can be increased by reduc-
ing tlne exposure or decreasing target voltage to accon, nxodate the
potential high light levels; however, increasing B° can decrease the
number of electrically distinguishable shades of grey in the TV image.
The s_m].' _idJc<_,_s _<ith diff_rcnt optical syslen_s which produce a B : 12
O
ft-lamlberts at'<' con_l)arcd in Figure 51. This schsitivity was chos<_n
because changing the relativc aperture of the B-camera from f/ 1.58
to f/l wi]i chanKe t3 for that can)era from, 30 to 12 ft-lan_berts and
O
decrease the differential contrast (n]inirnum detectable change in sur-
face bri_htness a* a given brightness level) of the b-camera at the e×-
pense of possible highlight saturation on the high ranges. In addition,
nested in, ages with different light sensitivity may present interpretation
difficultie s.
The operation of the recommended light level compensation technique
consisting of three discrete values of video gain is illustrated in Figure
52 for the design values of B equal to 30 ft-lamberts and gamma equal
o
to 0. 7. The figure indicates that the video signal range is n_aintained
over the same [i:i range for the three brightness ranges of 30:1. The
recon]rnended procedure would be to initially set the systen_ for the
middle range and allow a shift in either direction in response to light
level measurement during flight capsule parachute descent.
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----!--lneUS£fUl 7,-_-_=_¢_ in:crvals {{-_,__electricaNv _:stin:uishaLle _,_rev
]e, eis } iz-dzca:ed in Figure iS m:-e a f=:lc:iT n Cf t}:c <_£ec si_7:c_i-:::-::cise
ratio. -£he n_.:z-_:bez" of 8re}- levels given it_ the fis_4re (1i £c-r t}-_e ],:,v.,
briahtness farce, !S for the nniddle range, ---s ?a for the ]-:g] r_-_£ ,
to-DeaR noise on the video signal° Finer quantization is still rneaninsful,
hut as the qnantization interval approaches the RN{S noise level greater
and greater errors are introduced by quantization. Thus, because the
stated number of grey levels are conservative estinuates, the video
output range is quantized into 32 grey levels for all three brightness
A n:ore convenient illustration of useful quantization versus surface
brightness is shov.-n in Figure 53 in which the signal-to-noise ratio is
pi<4%ed ,,:_, _ iiz:aar scale sc :h:t peaR-tc-peak ::oise level J_ r_nresented
%v a c<ns:an: i-:ervaio I_ can be seen :}:a: for [}:e desig:: v:iues; six
shades of £rev cover t:e a:xicipa:ed bac; £rcund ranse, <<£uiie decreasing
B ° :,:) 12 ft-ianuberts ",:,'ill pr:duce 12 dis:insuis}sable 8rey levels across
the anticipated baekgro_d_nd.
T : * Souse mueasure oi ii£ht leveld. _:gh_-Level Reference --
:::ust !De p_:_{a_d...........F_{_== parachute descent in order to o_erate_ the lioht-__
level conzpensation (T_LC) system. There are basically two types of
light measurement that can be made, depending on whether the average
illumination or highlight brightness is required. The average brightness
level is generally measured by photocells, and both average or high-
lisht brightness can be m_easured by the TV system itself. The video
cain should nornuallv be set to Ree_ the highlights out of saturation, and
m: _:-._: 4_+ nteasur_.-_=_< car r,miv ]-_eohta:ned by nueasurin£ t]_e oeaR-to-
::e_]- ",--dec, signal and con:}:r:_ng the result ,.,_ a reference.
_There are several features cf :he capsule :TkiSSiO:- V,'biCh r::ake :}:e seiec-
tion of l£ght-level reference unique, first, the capsule -,v[!lcarry four
photocells for independent photo::netric _T:easuren:ents. 7_,vo photocells
will have the spectral resm0nse characteristics of the ASOS surfaces
with fields of -view of ?-5 degrees and 140 degrees. The other two will
have 25-degree fields of view with the color spectra of the A-canuera-
filter combinations° Thus, the photometric n_easuren_ent of average
brightness will be continuously available.
Second, there ::'illbe relatively long intervals bet\veen the limited nu_:-
bet of pictures, and since due photocell data is available before readout,
it \rill be current, \vhiie the video data can be as old as 42 seconds.
ranse <'- the :idicon, so th:: the oossibili:v exists :m,- cluan£in: t%e
::ideo £ai:: durin£ fraz_-:e readout in respcnse ::; video his]:!i_ht
nuea sur e:ment s.
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T]_e recons.nsen'.:},ed _,_ocedure is _o use the pho_oce]}s for >r!nsary n:eas-
urensei:< v,-i[h she previoas [raR,.e ' ide: aidh-£ is< ire c,o:-<_s,utatir. The
current fraR:e video can %e <_sed as a :,ac}:-c.:: af;=i:-sl extres:-_e c<rrect!<n
ai+mc,:_ G_ a crkeria for zx:id-frk:Ise c_,_rectior- Ras vet ,_ be es-
tablished. The ii£ht level nseasurernents are sur.,sn=ari:_ed in Table XL,
and the reconsnsended technioue is illustrated in _ i_ure 54.
3. Analog-to-Digital Conversion -- '_+er_ the video s_nal,__ is de-
modulated and the black level clamped, it will be digitized and tem-
porarily stored before transmission to the flight spacecraft. The video
signal will be quantized to five-bits precision (3Z levels) to full utilize
" _C' TVThe -_-_-_-,:o-di_kai converter =_.ust convert each ol = ,0 lines into
20 r_,,e!e_en_.s cf five bits each in 6 seconds, it _-_'-+_.__=_therefore .....y_,._e_
40, OUO f=ve-b:t worts serzailv ci\,_rin£ ire szx-secci<d rea<c, uz of each
cRnsera, i-he disxa] dsla v-i!! be =_--_-.]<_c: tc the s_zora: =__ svstenc <;n five
sarai}el v-ires s_ _ fi>_ed rate _; 7:<-,vcrds oer seccnd at the nna!or in_er-
_ -',-:-;'-,_ and telecon-=n:_n:_ca%io_: suhsysteP_%s Co/71-face bet'a'een *N_e _e_\_ .......
patibiiity v,'it]_!he telecom=n<_unication subsystem< requires <l_<: :,:< ro
:eve_ to be s 5 volts and the "I _ level to be zero, volts
The san!piing rate is .... ' .... by _he liuriiber ol elerner._s or: a TV
scan line. }-or ZOO elements in an active scan time of Z6.7 nusec, the
sampling rate is 7500 samples per second, which is t\vice the video
band\vidth. The sampling clock signal is obtained by countdo\_m circuits
\vhich divide the frequency of the tin, in Z reference received from the
is 7500 five-bit conversions per second. The A/D converter provides
32 as:nniizuoe ranses over a 2l-db range of -:_-'v + sisnal level ' •
video signal range of ]i to 1).
The state of t]ce art of anaic £-to-di_kal conversion is ,,veil developed,
and a \vide range cf tec}sniques are available. The tradeoffs required
_o select a _echnique are deternuined by circuit design and reliability
considerations. },one of the A/D conversion requirements previously
discussed are difficult to mseer m'ith space qualified hard\rare.
4. Scan Control, Synchronization, and Identification -- The scan
control and synchronization generator controls the position of the elec-
tron beam during the readout and erase modes. A square raster of
200 lines is achieved by driving the vertical and horizontal deflection
plates with appropriate linear sweep voltages derived from constant
current integrators. A corrplete cycle of scan-control \vaveforn:s is
illustrated in Fi__ure 55 \vith de_ai!s sho_vn in ri£ure _:6.
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TABLE XL
LIGHT-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
Photocells
Video sisnal
i\'[ission constraints
Recommended
Prot01enl
• Average brightness
• Provides most current data
• Can be used for first picture
• Fran, e-to-frarne correction
• Drift problems
• Highlight brightness
• Data may be 4Z. 6 seconds old
• Cannot be used for first picture
• Can provide correction during frame
read-out after exposure
• Can account for sensitivity variations
Limited pictures - limited opportunity
to correct
Total anticipated brightness range
within vidicon dy_arnic range due to
restricted range of solar elevation
• Use photocells for prin_ary n_casure-
_7_e_t
• Use previous frame video in eonlputation
• Use current video as over-ride <luring
fram]c read-out
• Criteria for _7_id-frame correction
%et to be established
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\27 ms
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86-2535
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Figure 56 SCAN WAVEFORM DETAILS
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a. Free-Running Scan -- With proper timing relationships,
the scanning waveforlrls may be free-running and applied continuously
to the deflection plates, to eliminate the need for starting, stopping and
resynchronizing the scanning waveforms during each france.
In order to provide 200 lines during the 6-second readout, the period
of the line-scanning frequency (including retrace) must be 30 msec.
Allowing for i0 percent retrace and suitable time for establishing black
level while the beam scans the opaque mask results in an active scan
time of 26. 7 msec.
The scanning frequencies are submultiples of the timing reference fron_
the CC&S derived by a chain of countdown circuits. The horizontal
scan frequency is exactly 201 times the vertical scan frequency during
the readout mode° The vertical retrace is chosen as 30 rnsec to ensure
that picture readout will commence within one-line duration after
exposure.
b. Erase Mode -- During the erase mode, the beam current
is increased and the vertical scan tinge is decreased to allow a maxin_um
number of prin_ing scans. The vertical scan duration can be decreased
by coupling in a separate higher frequency oscillator or by tapping off
earlier in the frequency divider chain.
c. Blanking -- The beam current is turned off completely
during retrace intervals by applying a positive voltage to the cathode
with a transistor switch. The video chain is cut off during erasure to
prevent the transmission of spurious signals to the TV memory circuits.
do Black Level Reference -- The black level reference is
generated by scanning an opaque mask for 300 iLsec at the beginning
of each scan line. The resulting video level is stored in the clamp cir-
cuits and used to establish a black reference voltage for the entire scan
line.
e. Line Synchronization and Identification -- While the beam
is scanning the opaque mask and during the preceding horizontal blank-
ing period (3.3 msec), each new scan line is identified by eight serial
bits from the line sync counter. During playback, these pulses will be
used to identify each line and synchronize the display system. More
information can be inserted in the data chain during this interval, if
desired, since there is room for 24 additional serial bits at the video
sampling rate.
The line sync counter is an eight-bit counter preset to continuously
monitor the beanq position counting from one to 200 lines and resetting
to zero during vertical retrace. Due to the uncertainty in the time at
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which _sic_u,res are exmosed,_ there is a _c_<<{b_i-'i,_r_____ _ _ +_-+_:_readout ,,vile__
C C 191]_*_ eric C m _!1% _\<'!: _ _ e ..............
case, the ip::a£e prozran<nLer :viii generate the fran:e start pulse at the
be_in_-in _ of the next scan line. Yhe fran%e stool pulse "a'il] be 2enerated
after 200 i_ _ "_ _- The• ne_- have been co_nted, and the erase _Y_ode m_:h he'd,in.
in=age will, of course, have to be unscran-:bied before display.
7. 1.6.4 Optical System Design
The optical systems are designed to satisfy the resolution objectives
of the flight capsule mission. The differences bet\veen the three sets
of camera optics are focal length (which is deternzined by resolution).
• ±__h_ sensitivity}, and exposurelens cia1_-neter t. :_=ci__s +
duration. The image format (Figure i!) frcn< tl__ethree boresighted
can<eras consists of three nested in<ajes v;ith @:3:1 resolution ratios
and equal ii,_ht sensitivkv.
1. __,iission Constraints -- _The n:aior co<straints on t]_e TV optics
are in,posed by cansuie dynan-_ics m=hich ]im'_k the allowable exposure
duraZion. Certain other design ground rules m_ere adopted during the
study.
The first ground rule \vas to consider only fixed focus, single lens,
refractive optics to provide maxin_um reliability \vith n_inin_um size.
The second ground rule was that the optical focal length be determined
prin_arily by the required ground resolution. }-or a given resolution
and ima_e_ forn_at, the area covera_e_ is" nronortionai__ to T_.ne reciprocal
_,_the *'_ _ _e_t _ squared, ..... _':-- _ _---_---'_ bet\veen resolution
• _(° obtain nictures over asand area covera£e_ Akhou_h it is _n<r_crtan_ L_}
....vide an area as possible, the prin_arv _pissi<>r_ of th£ f]isht capsule
_elevision exDerintent zs the detern-_i_ation cf _<iar_ian surface charac-
teristics at _-e_olut{o_s ]_c}_e_ than those wkic]n could ]me achieved front
the flight spacecraft, and over intase forn_ats of us_ i[:ki_ixt_.
The ground resolution is lin:ited by the resolution of the in, age sensor,
in this case, the vidicon. The image format size, which is strongly
influenced by data rate considerations, is 200 lines by ZOO elements.
The maximum resolution of the ASOS vidicon is assumed to be 200 lines
by 200 lines in a 0. ll-inch x 0. ll-inch raster. The sensor resolution
(r) is, therefore, 0. 00055 inch per TV scan line. Resolution expressed
in '_TV lines" in this report corresponds to the distance between the
center of t\vo adjacent scan lines.
The maximum_ dian-_eter of a ]en_ of _{ven ,rnrsl l_c,t] _ {_ ]4_f_S _v
lens aberrations. }-or this study, the n_inin_un_ relative aperture re,as
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considered to be f/l, for which practical optics can be obtained with
fields of view up to 30 degrees. 24 If resoluticms at the picture edges
is constrained to within i0 percent of the boresight resolution, the field
of view will be in the proper range.
For a given lens speed(relative aperture), the required light sensitivity
defines the minimum allowable exposure duration. The one-half line
smear criterion defines the maximum allowable exposure duration for
a given set of Flight Capsule dynan_ics and can_era resolution°
The exposure duration required to meet the light sensitivity require-
ments is called TEs ;the exposure duration dictated by in, age motion is
calledT_z_. It is clear that if TEM is less than TES, both the sn_ear and
light sensitivity criteria cannot be met without increasing the speed
of the lenso The ultimate limit on simultaneously satisfying these two
criteria is reached for lens speeds of approximately f/l. If f/l optics
still require exposure durationslu_g_.r than are pern_itted fron_ can_era
n_otion considerations, the resolution objectives of the can_era n_ust
be relaxed.
Th<' pre.vious paragraph d<_rines th<- speciri_ _ra<K-offs bet\v_cn imag_,
_-notion and light sensitivity \vhich are important in the design of th<_
television cameras. The high-resolution C-caiY1era requires a 930-1Lsec
exl)osure with f/ ] optics to achieve a minil]_u17_ detectable signal cor-
responding to a surface brightness of 30 ft-lanzberts. For th<, antici-
i)ated flight capsule dynan_ics, this exposur< _ duration lirnits the resolu-
tion whic}1 can be achiev_d by this can]era to about 0.4 ft/TV line a[ an
:,_!titudc _,.b,,vc2800 _cut.
The lower resolution A- and B-can_eras are permitted longer exposure
durations at _tll;_llilt_(l<.sbefore image smear exceeds one-half of a TV
line. Thus, these cameras can either use lower speed optics or can
})e designed to achieve a lower minimun7 detectable surface brightness
than the 30 ft-lan_berts appropriate for the C-can:era.
Since the required resolution nesting ratios are 9:3:1 and it is desirable
to have at least one photograph near spacecraft resolution, the non_inal
design resolutions for the first picture are 30, i0, and 3.3 feet per
TV line.
The nontinal altitude at \vhich this resolution is to be achieved is 20, 000
feet, since all atn_ospheric models considered will allow at least one
set of pictures close to this altitude (see Figure 15).
2. Optical Relationships -- The optical parameters are related
through the geon_etry in Figure 57° At very high altitudes relative to
a
9
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the focal length, the image plane on the vidicon face plate is located
one focal length behind the lens. The focal length is given by
Zr (1)
R
where:
f = focal length in inches
r = vidicon resolution in inches/TV line
Z = altitude in feet
R = ground resolution in feet for a vertical optic axis orientation
For A-, B-, and C-camera resolutions of 30, i0, and 3.3 ft/TV line
at an altitude of Z0,000 feet, the required focal lengths are 0.37, i. I, and
3.3 inches, respectively. The area coverage for vertical can_era
orientation is 200 R by 200 R feet resulting in the area coverages shown
in Figure ii.
The lens field of view is a circle in which the square image forlr_at of
the vidicon is inscribed. The field of view {_is found from
Z tan (?) 100 R \ -7- (2)
The unrestricted fields of view required for the A-, B-, and C-cameras
are 24, 8. 2, and 2.7 degrees respectively. The area coverage is pro-
portional to i/f2.
The ground resohltion is clearly a function of altitude. For fixed r and
f in equation (1) the resolution at altitude z.2 is related to the resolution
at altitude Z 1 by
R1 z2 (3)
R 2 -
Z]
This relationship is plotted in Figure 58 for the A-,
The area coverage is also decreased as the altitude is decreased,
it is proportional to R 2.
B-, and C-cameras.
since
The camera resolution decreases with look angle off the vertical axis
as shown in Figure 59. The resolution R0c at an angle Pc off the vertical
axis is related to the optic axis resolution R o by
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sec _c
R
R =T z sec8o
R sec 8= (i)
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1
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R,_ - R _e: 2 _
d C
C
which is plotted in Figure 60. It is clear that the resolution is not
The maxi_mum resolution degradation for the relatively wide angle
A-camera is about Z percent.
The minimum detectable surface brightness is related to the vidicon
sensitivity by the lens speed or relative aperture.
/_o l E 77T(f'D) 2
4 EML\
(5)
x_,_e r e
K
'{IN
: vidicon sensitivity i:-f:-c>ndle-sec to "sroduce _anit:,-
signal to peak-to-peak noise ratio
B
o
n_Anirnum detectable surface brightness in ft-ianqberts
(surface briahtness for which the vidicon signal cur-
rent __ eQua! to the oea<-to-Deat: noise)
T E = exposure duration in seconds
f = focal length
D : dianzeter of lens aperture
: ot)ticai trans1._Assion efficienc,v
T
The exposure durations ree Ared for a given nzi:-Anzun-_ detectable sur-
face brightness for the A-, B-, and C-can_eras in the reference de-
sign are plotted in Figure 61.
The optical transn:ission efficiency accounts for the light losses in the
lens, protective windo\v, and filters (in the A-camera)
r/T = r/o 77w 7/F (6)
where
qo : lens efficiency = 0. 9
_w = window efficiency : 0. 8
: filter efficiency> 0. 25 (A-camera only)
F
The vidicon sensitivity is 0.005 fcs°
_7q-
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The design value of minimum detectable surface brightness equal to
30 ft-lamberts requires an exposure duration of 0. 93 msec on the C-
camera with the largest allowable lens. The exposure time of 0. 93
msec is also the maxin_un_ allowable exposure interval which will cause
less than one-half TV line image smear due to capsule dynamics down
to an operational altitude of 2800 feet. The corresponding exposure
durations for the A- and B-cameras for equal light sensitivity are 3. 7
and 2.3 msec, respectively. With these exposure durations the A- and
B-camera smears will be less than one-half of a TV line above 4800
feet and 3800 feet, respectively.
3. Design Summary -- The recon_rnended camera optical designs
are summarized in Table XXVI. The recon_rnended designs are based
on the concept of equal light sensitivity for the nested set of three
images. Several options exist whereby the differential contrast can
be improved for the A- and B-cameras. These options are sunlrnarized
in this section.
ao High-Resolution C-camera -- The flight capsule dynamics
and low vidicon sensitivity have placed the C-can_era close to practical
design lin_its. The reconxnaended design is sun_n_arized in Tab]e NEI.
bo Mediun_-Resolution B-camera -- Two options for the B-
camera are presented in Table XLIIo By increasing the size of the
lens to an f/1 relative aperture, a minimum detectable brightness level
of 12 ft-lan_berts can be achieved, which decreases the differential
contrast over the anticipated range of brightness levels and increases
the number of _llstlngulsna_)le grey shades _ so_-nc possible "_g_i_g_+
saturation. The effect of unequal light sensitivities on image inter-
pretation has not been considered.
c. Low-Resolution A-camera -- The relatively large allow-
able image smear on the low-resolution canaera permits an increased
exposure duration with sufficient sensitivity to recommend the use of
color filters° Because of the small relative aperture, three unfil-
tered options are considered in Table XLIII. These options provide
for a minimum detectable brightness of 30 ft-lamberts with a smaller
aperture, an option of 12 ft-lamberts to match the optional B-camera
design, and a sensitivity of 7. 5 ft-lamberts which is the maximum
achievable under the stated design constraints° The options provide
for a decrease in differential contrast with an increase in the number
of detectable grey shades in the TV images with possible highlight
saturation.
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TABLE XLI
C-CAMERA OPTICS SUMt'¢_ARY
Non_inal buresi_ht
resolution at 20 ki!ofeet
Minimum altitude for less
than 1/2-TV line smear
]Exposure time (T E)
Focal length f
Relative aperture f
Lens diameter D
Field of view __
Brightness level _{or unity
signal-to-noise<: B°
Vidicon sensitivity # Ey_i N
Vidicon gamma
in0a_e format
Raster size on ]-inc}:
Yidicon
Optical efficiency
\Vindow efficiency
0. 7; ASOS
surface
200 x 200 lines
O. ll :: O. l! inch
3. 3 ft/7% line
2800 feet
0. 93 msec
3. 3 inches
1.0
3. 3 inches
2.7 degrees
30 ft-Larnberts
0. 005 ft-candle-sec
;:_Vidicon signal equal to peak-to-peak noise
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TABLE XLII
B-CAMERA OPTICS SUMMARY
Parameter Recommended Design Optional Design
Nominal bor esight
resolution at 20 kilofeet
Minimum altitude for less
than I/2-TV line smear
i0 ft/TV line
3 800 feet
Exposure time (TE)
Focal length f
Relative aperture f/
Lens diameter D
Field of vie_ ;)
Brightness level for unity
signal-to-noise ':_B o
2,3 msec
I. I inches
1.58
O. 7 inch
8.2 degrees
30 ft- Lamberts
10 ft/TV line
3 800 feet
2.3 n_sec
i. i inches
1.0
]. ] inches
8.2 degrees
12 ft- Lamberts
Both Options:
Vidicon sensitivity¢" EMI N
Vidicon gamn_a
Optical efiiciency
Window efficiency
Image format
Raster size on l-inch Vidicon
0. 005 ft-candie-scc
ASOS surface
200 x 200 lines
0. ii x 0. ii inch
0.7
_Vidicon Signal Equal to Peak-to-Peak Noise
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TABLE XLIII
A-CA"_ERA OPTICS SU!JLRARY
P ar &_73e_ e r
Nomin-_l boresi_ht
resolution at 20 kilofeet
h,iLnimurn altitude for less
than 1/2-TV line smear
Ex_aosure time (T E )
Focal iengdn f
Relative aperture f
Lens diarneter D
Field cf v:ev. =
Filter efficiency
Bri_Thtzness level for
i unit}: siznal-to-noise =]:Bo
[ in ft- Lamberts
E
All Ontions :Vidic on sensitivity _ EMIN
Yidicon gamma
Re c orn_-s_ended
Desi_
30 ft,;T\; line
4800 feet
3. 7 n%sec
0. 37 inch
].0
0. 5,7 Inch
!4 de_ree_
O. 25
3O
Vr fikered
Optioz: !
30 ft/TV line
4800 feet
3. 7 msec
O. 37 !nch
3.0
O. 18 inch
24 cegrees
No Filter
3O
0. 005 ft-candle-sec
Unfiltered
i Option iI
t
30 ft/TV line
4800 feet
3. 7 rr_se c
" 37 inch
].26
0. !9 inch
14 de _re._ s
?[o Filter
12
Cptic e_l efficiency
"_:---_ .... efficiency
] l:p.a _ e format
Raster slze or. !-inch
i Vidicon
ASOS surface
0.8
0.9
/)0 x 2OO lines
O. _ x 0. ,, inch
0.7
Unfiltered
Option _l
30 ft/T\ r line
4800 feet
3. 7 msec
0. 37 inch
1.0
0. 37 inch
24 de[ree_
i<o Fiite r
7.5
<_Vidicon sigT.al equal to peak-to-peak noise
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7. 1.6.5 Shutter Considerations
]Extremely short exposure durations are required to prevent image
smear due to the capsule motion during parachute descent. The range
of camera exposure durations for the reference design is 0. 93 to 3. 7
msec. Mechanical, double-rotary blade, focal plane shutters are re-
commended for precise control. The shutters should have a variable
range of exposure durations from0. 5 to 5.0 msec to provide design
flexibility, and they should operate to within 4- 5 percent of the initial
exposure setting.
The shutters require a two-pulse drive; one pulse opens the shutter and
the second closes it. The exposure duration can be adjusted electron-
icallyby controlling the time between pulses. This control operation
is required for a double-blade shutter, since two solenoids are re-
quired; one of which causes a blade to expose the vidicon faceplate and
the other of which drives a second blade to end the exposure.
Due to the long interval, relative to the exposure duration, between TV
images and the uncertainty in shutter operation tir_es due to capsule
n_otions, the shutters will operate only on discrete commands so that
no synchronization is required. However, a shutter sequence must be
preserved to ensure that the higher resolution camera images with short
exposure durationswillbe exposed in the middle of the lower resolution
images.
A shutter control block diagram is shown in Figure 6Z. A single open
shutter command is received by the Image Programmer (IP) from the
CC & S. The IP directs separate shutter commands in the correct se-
quence to each camera. The shutter control of each camera consists
of a monostable multivibrator two solenoid drives (one for each blade),
and mechanical switches for confirmation. On receipt of a command
pulse, the multivibrator delivers an initial pulse to open blade number
one, and after an adjustable preset delay, generates a pulse to the second
blade. The delay is equal to the required exposure duration. The suc-
cessful operation of each shutter blade initiates a confirmation pulse to
the IP (two confirmations per shutter), and on receipt of both confirma-
tion pulses, the IP delivers a single shutter confirmation pulse to the
CC&S.
The correct shutter sequence is shown in Figure 63. The sequence is
controlled by the IP to ensure that the higher resolution images are ex-
posed in the center of the lower resolution images to generate the re-
quired nesting format.
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_TIME
TEA = 3.7 ms
A-CAMERA
T E = 2.3 ms
B B-CI_MERA
TEc= 0.93 ms C-CAMERA
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Figure 63 SHUTTER COMMAND SEQUENCE
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r_-_=-}-_=de shutter opera':on is :_:_=_a_d in -i,zure o:_. lh_ oLa@e
CO_r_:rr:and pulses are s}:ov,n in part {a), These ccnn_znand pulses cause
__ .... ;_=_e t:" seeLLentially c::ss the vidiccn facemiate at a constant velo-
city after an initial acceler=_tion period. The ideal \elocity-tinne u,-ave-
iorn%s are indicated in (c) and (d). Both blades are sv,'eDt past the in, age
nlane as shown in _el. .As <_o f{r_t ]-,]ad_ na_e_: -:t e-_no_ tB_ {r_mo_:
the shutter is closed when the second blade passes the in, age plane. The
exposure duration is indicated in (e). After passing the image plane,
each blade trips a microswitch which initiates a confirmation pulse.
,_±_ u_u_ in Lne di_t_nue-[iH_e characteristics of [he shu_[er
blades result in a vat!at!on in light exposure across _ne image, the
major advantage of a double-blade shutter is its independence of the
exact distance-time characteristics required for uniform exposure. The
differences bet\<'een these characteristics lot t',vo iqentical biades are
t[t_ only n_a:or contributors to e\mos_r_ variation.
if the shutt{r blades reouir< _:_rn:ill Z arts: _ <_:_,,::]< ,_.-_:}<:st'_re, i: s}_<}uld be
accom._iished "="+_ ..... - " " ' " '
,=_=.._ <-,<p<)si]iS +ile _'i@lc#:i%. r% r llli ]i c_ __l!a\" _3.e accoll!-
o!ished _.vkile the erase lan_os are operating.
The iarge amount of power required to actuate the solenoids will be
stored by charging capacitors darin Z the ion 8 time between frames to
minimize current transients in the primary power circuits.
7. 1. 6.6 Image Programmer
interpret external commands into the appropriate actuation and control
seeuences as well as to perforn% internal houseke,_t_:<_z functions
The external ccn<naands to the television _.tbs,-sten<, in addition to the
platform c_ntrol signals, are a shuKer con<rnnsand for picture taking,
and a gimbal release corr_mand when the parachute is deployed. The
calibrate/checkout conznnand appears to the Iim as a shutter comn_.and.
In addition, the IP accepts the basic timing reference from the CC & S,
and provides a chain of frequency dividers for obtaining the required
internal control and processing frequencies.
The timing and sequencing of the TV subsystem between shutter com-
mands is completely controlled by the image programmer. The image
programmer provides shutter and gimba _ release confirmation signals
to the CC & S and a shutter advance pulse to alternate the A-camera
memory in the telecon_munications subsystem. Video data and s\,-nchron-
ization are supDiied directl:, bv each camera to the appropriate me_._orv
on command from the image program__.=er, which also supplies frame
svnchroniz_-*-'¢_- .... _- ____;_':_'_*-]e,e l: cc_r_oensation data for each in_a_e cycle.
The shutter tinning sequence is also controlled by the _n_a_e pro__ramn<'er.
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?. ]. 7. Data Storace and Con-_z_unications
Television data transnqssion acco_:nts for _ore than _r_ percent of the
fl_,h_ capsule corn_rn._unication capacity. Each TY can_era _enera<es 26)0 000
%its of experirnentai data during the slo',v-scan readout tin<e of six seconds.
Simultaneous exposure of three cam:eras requires a data rate of at least
]00, 000 Bits per second. This data rate exceeds the allocated TV trans-
mission rate of 15,000 bits per second resulting in a requirement for buffer
storage of TV data on board the capsule.
The particular configuration of the television subsystem, and the capsule
n_ission objectives and constraints influence the choice of data storage and
transmission techniques. The interactions bet',veen data stora{e functions,
comn_unication band\vidth, and capsule n_.ission objectives and constraints
are exan<ined in this section.
7. i. 7. i :,iajor Syste:_.% Cons<raints
The storage and co_-_:anication svsten-.s have vir%ualb,- no __:ect on <ne
cuaiitv_ . r___ individual T_=_ irp_a_es._ Data _<_r___'ao_= .... and comn:un'cation :_-
fluences are felt, ho_vever, in the perfornnance of [he TV experin]ent.
The most significant comrr_unications parameter \vhich influences TV
performance is the allowable transmission data rates° }-or this stud};,
the nominal data rate allocated for TV is 15, 000 bits per second.
Since the capsule is not expected to survive impact, all data must be
re;hen coupled v ith the allowable data rate and parachute descent tin_.es:
deterrr._nes the nun:ber of pictures that ]_a\- be trans.__itted and the al-
titudes at .v}-:ile pictures are::aken. The data rate and descent velocity
deternqn:, t}:e ,__ a::in:ur'- re;;<-<ti,-r t}]at ca_- be ac}qeved in the abse_oc_
of i_u_age s:_ear since these ps_ran_,eters determ<ine _he akitucle
of the last picture transnuitted before impact. Descent velocity and time
depend on parachute design and the _vlartian atrr=osphere encountered.
Descent velocities for this study ranged fronn 70 to 1St! feet per second,
resulting in parachute descent times fron< ]60 to 320 seconds for the
four atmospheric models considered.
Capsule dynamics on the parachute have stron_lyinfluenced the choice
of the memory systenn. The anticipated dynamics, stabilization char-
acteristics reconnmended for connpensatJon, and the required shutter
logic result in an uncertainty in the actual time of shutter operation, and
could result in as much as a 5-to-lO second loss of transmission time
per picture triplet. In order to provide continuous transmission of TV
data (_axin:unn nun_ber of ,ictures), a n]ultipie memory svsten: has been
included in the d<_si_n -v]nich assmres tha_ all de!avs :n shutter operation
occur m_hile previous pictures are being transn_itted.
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The resoltuion requirements of the mission establish a priority for the
high-resolution camera data. Since the final picture set before impact
may be only partially transmitted, the highest resolution data, which is
required for the identification of surface objects and the assessment of
landing hazards, must be transmitted first in each set of images.
7. i. 7. 2 Television Experiment Sequence
The TV experiment sequence was devised to ensure the continuous
transmission of video data during the entire descent period in order to
obtain the maximum number of pictures prior to impact. The experi-
ment sequence begins at chute deployment and is subsequently timed by
data transrnission.
The basic TV experiment sequence is initiated in the prime mode by
the entry shell and heat shield separation confirmation. This confirma-
tion is anticipated at nominal attitudes of ZS,000 feet in VM-3, 4, and 7
atmospheres and 19,000 feet in the VM-8 atmosphere. A 3-second de-
lay is provided to ensure that the entry shell and separation debris are
no longer in the field of view. Key aspects of the TV sequence in-
volve the following fixed parameters:
Time delay for separation T O = 3 seconds
Time limit on waiting for shutter-dyna_ics T E = 8. Z seconds
Time to read single vidicon into digital storage T R = 6 seconds
Time to playout 3 images in a set Tp = 4Z.6 seconds
Figure 65 illustrates a typical TV experiment sequence showing a
minimum picture mode (shutter is always fired at the end of the 8. 2
seconds enable period). Figure 13 illustrates the complete shutter
logic. The memory concept required for this sequence involves sim-
ultaneous read in and read out, and elirninates any possibility of 'dead
air _ except for an interval at the beginning of the seauence. This in-
terval is nine seconds plus the time required for _he gimbals to stabilize
the camera after chute opening. The memory capability required in-
cludes 4 discrete digital memories of approximately 205, 400 bits capa-
city. These are shown in Figure 14. The memories are always read
in the following sequence -- CIBA l CI3A 2 CBA l CBA Z ---. With five
memories, the enable gate could be kept open much longer (up to 22.4
seconds) without changing the number of pictures which could be taken and
transmitted. For all picture sets except the first, the camera shutters
are enabled 14.2 seconds prior to the complete transmission of the pre-
vious picture set.
7. 1. 7. 3 Memory Requirements
The major interface between the TV system and the data storage system
is illustrated in Figure 66. Each analog-to-digital converter generates
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40, 000 fi:.e-bi: v.crds durinf the 6-sect.hal vidicon readout _ericds. Tkis
, _% ...... t..... e_ to teiecon-_n-_unications s-,-sl_:z:_ suppli,: d st a
rate of 7, _._r'av,_"words per second on five parallel data lines to separate
n<_en_ories (one per ean_.era). The _'i-\ _ subsvsten% also providc, s TI-
line identification data and data interpretation aids which are not shown
picture identification data and a pseudo-noise (RN) synchronization code
during transn_ission. The picture transmission sequence must be CBA,
CBA, etc.
identification and synchronization requirenqents dictate that the number
of bits transn_itted per picture \viii exceed the storage requirenqents
per picture. Comparison of muen__orv and transmission reouiren%ents
is shown in__Table _[LiY._ TY data transn<ission ....,, _,_be at a rate of 14
±znes per second, ",vith each TV line containing i, 064 bits. A: this rate
(!5, 0O0 bps), ]4. 2 second_= are reouired to transn:it a con_plete picture
and 42. 6 seconds are required -or a set cf :i,rce pictures. :,[en:orv
capacity for each cazmera (and i_mage) is 205_400 bits.
TABLE XLIV
MEMORY AND TRANSMISSION CAPACITY
Function
Picture data:
Line c chant
Spares
Storage Transmis sion
(bits) (bits)
200 elen__ents x 5 bits l, 000 l, 000
% S
iq ]9
4
Camera identi£cation
Picture number
Pseudo-noise symc code
Total bits per TV line
Total bits per picture at 200 lines
1,027
205,400
31
1,064
212,800
The recon_.mended data storage technique for t_e__conceptual des{__._nis
_raDh 6 i _ =._ Each _en<orv unit coerates _ a first-in-first-out (_T'iFO]
__ode for _4_,D_e n<echanizatlon, and the s-.- _-u_d_-_..en:orv concept for the
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A-Carnera provides the simultaneous read-write capability required to
provide continuous transmission of TV data in spite of nonsynchronous
shutter operation. This provision maximizes the number of images
that may be transmitted prior to impact for a given data rate and descent
velocity.
The addition of one complete memory system is required to achieve simul-
taneous read-write provisions without unnecessary delays in TV trans-
mission. Additional storage can be added to a FIFO system to take up
the delay encountered in shutter logic and readout time, however all TV
data will be delayed by the amount of additional storage unless a memory
search provision is incorporated. The recommended design saves up
to 14. Z seconds per picture set.
An alternate technique for achieving the simultaneous read-write provi-
sion involves the use of a so-called "push-down '' memory which operates
in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) mode. This technique is illustrated in Figure
67. During normal operation, the TV data is read out of the LIFOmemory
line-by-line, in reverse order, to the telecommunications system (i. e.
the first line of TV data to enter the memury is read out last). When the
simultaneous read-write condition is required, the steering logic feeds
the TV data directly to telecommunications, by passing the main memory
unit. Additional storage is provided at the bottom of each unit to provide
for the accummulated delays in shutter operati°n. In a LIFO memory, this
additional storage does not delay the transmission of all TV data, since
its utilization is optional; but scrambling of picture data from set to set
and line to line within a set can occur, which could result in a portion of
the first pictures being transmitted last. The choice of the recomn_ended
design was made on the basis of its simpler mechanization and operation.
Total redundancy was selected for the telecommunications subsystems,
including TV n_emories, to minimize the chance of data losses due to
failures in the telemetry links. Data is sequenced alternately to two
independent R9 _ sub-systems from each of two independent storage sys-
tems, providing for simultaneous transmission of real-time and non-
real-time data. Time diversity in the data sequence provides for re-
covery of all data twice, and any single major telecommunication failure
will not result in loss of data.
The selected data format scheme interlaces 35 frances of TV data with
eight frames of non-TY dataevery 2.5 seconds. The TV data is taken in
sequence from each of the primary memories (one for each TV camera).
Each radio subsystem plays out the same data approximately ZI seconds
apart. During the first playout, the odd lines of TV data from each of
the primary TV memories are transmitted via Radio Subsystem No. l
and the even lines via Radio Subsystem No. Z. Approximately Z1 seconds
later, redundant memories (again one for each TV camera) play out the
-296-
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Figure 67 ALTERNATE MEMORY CONCEPT
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samedata to the opposite Radio Subsystems. This process provides
time diversity and maximizes recovery of data due to system failures
by alternating the RF links.
The use of three cameras for the TVexperiment provides a measure of
redundancysince the loss of any single camera will not influence the
operation of the other two cameras. Totally redundant camera systems
(i.e. , redundant identical cameras transmitting essentially the same
information) would result in poor utilization of the limited data trans-
mission capacity.
7. 1.7.4 Data Rate Impact
The transmission data rate and parachute descent time, coupled with
the requirement to transmit all pictures prior to impact, places a
maximum limit on the number of pictures, of a given image format and
resolution, that may be obtained during the flight capsule mission. The
TV sequence is timed from parachute deployment by the amount of avail-
able storage so that the transmission data rate, in addition to the atmos-
phere encountered, also influences the altitudes at \_hich pictures are
taken. For a given parachute terminal descent velocity (depending on
the atmosphere), the data rate also determines the minimum altitude
from which a complete picture may be transmitted and hence, influences
the maximum achievable resolution subject, of course, to image smear
considerations.
The relationship between data rate and the number of complete pictures
that may be transmitted prior to impact for a given image format and
parachute _ .... ' _'-_ .... " ......... _- 6. 2. T._L1 . is ±hu±t._t_ed in p_ag_ap, I. 2 and Figure 4 ....
general, the data rate required increases as the number of pictures, as
the square of the number of TV lines, and as the reciprocal of the para-
chute descent time. For a fixed data rate and image format, the number
of pictures obtained from the experiment will be determined by the atmos-
phere encountered, since the atmosphere <etern_in<'s the chute deploy-
ment altitude and descent velocity. The anticipated picture yield in the
four model atmospheres considered is shown in Figure 15.
The minimum operational altitude is determined by the descent veloc-
ity and the time it takes to transmit a complete picture. For a 15, 000
bit per second data rate, with the selected image format, 14. Z seconds
are required to transmit a complete picture. Since the transmission
sequence is CBA, the minimum altitude for a set of two pictures is
reached Z8.4 seconds prior to impact, and for a set of three pictures,
the minimum altitude is reached 42. 6 seconds prior to impact. The
last set of pictures, during the actual descent mission will, in gen-
era], be exposed at altitudes above this lower limit since the TV
sequence is timed from parachute deployment. The minin_um antici-
pated picture taking altitudes for the A-, B-, and C-cameras,
over the range of atmospheres considered, are 4800, 3800, and 2800
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7. i.
-f]_:e
i <'_ii
S iX-_
feet, respec[ive!v, -/he n_ax!n<un _.a]io,vabie exnosure s,-_atiop_s as
ietern:ir:e.i by t_he _'"_-_'_-'r,':ur- sn-_ear c-{_r_c _- of one-S-all cf a TY _:_,_-
have been calculated at these -_',..s
_L_d_= aS a Fdr_ction of oescer±t oil}r,
for a picture transmission time of ]4. 2 seconds, are sho\vn in Figure
68. The figure also indicates the descent velocities that are anticipated
for the VN{-3, 4, 7, and 8 model atmoshperes, and the altitudes for
,_,hich the image smear in the A-,B-, and C-cameras will equal one-
half of a TV line. Note that, due to the transmission sequence, the
altitude at whichth_ I_ a-(n_ _-_) ....... {_+ ........ I,_ , ..... ;,+_
in its entirety is the altitude from \vhicb _hre_ (or two) pictures can
be transrr_itted before impact. As an exan-_ple, consider a case where,
for a descent velocity of 13'3 ft/sec, the can0eras have been exposed at
_nr, 4=_, T_ ,_-:_ .o- th_ s .... r --- pictures :,a-ill
just before in<pact. _\'o c_iher pictures ',=,illbe. exposed and the nmini-
m':ur:< akitude for that ._r_ission v. ou!£ be }5£.7 feet.
The ;'_,re indlca[es _ * _-' "
_ _ .... a_ <he a_itu@es iinnited by da[a rate are com-
patible with the smear criterion. Decreasing the n_ini_un_ ooerationa!
altitude requires, in addition to an increase in data rate, more favorable
flight capsule dynarn_ics, an@/or decrease in exposure duration with a
resulting increase in required sensitivity (which must be obtained either
by faster optics or higher sensitivity image tubes).
8 Special Proble_ Areas
design _)f the flight capsule -fY subsvsten_ in-:tire_< several special pru.b-
e. reas '.vhick recuire iden[ificaLio_ _rrl _(_< {s] tr_:,;_rn_ent nr.S _ -_- ,:,_-t_,-
deve/c;pn_ent *_<' ...._ Thes_ s]Decia_ ;)rc])ie!]19 ar :_ .:utlined i__<t]_is secti::,n.
7. ]. 5. ] __ie<nanLca:,m_ruc[ :ra!
i. Support Structure Vibration -- The angular resolution of the
'-" S_ruct_ra! vibrations vJhichb-cam]era is approxia__._telv _}. O] degree.
produce angular oscillation of the camera axis havin 8 an_plitudes com-
parable to 0. 0l degree can introduce excessive in, age smear.
The television can_eras are mounted on the inner gin_bal of a two-gimbal
platform and, thus, vibrations transmitted to the outer gimbal and through
the t\vo gimbals are of concern. Furthermore, since the cannera gin_bals
are slaved to the Inertial Reference System (IRS) platform gin:bals, dif-
ferential vibrations between the point at which the IRS systen_ platforn:
is fixed to the flight capsule bed%- and the point where the gin_bal s\sten_
liiotiliL_ tO tii_ C_IgSLILC DL) QLY =re an additional source of ilr_age _i]lear.
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[}-_ _k'_-&rtis_R 2C_r:_p}:ere <:._ri::_ p_r_r;_X_k'= .'iesc-_-_<_ Prl r t::, parEc]:ute
de-scent, an entr,: _e!] kq-< c,r n:,secai-, s_oarati:n :,oer_at_on is c:>Y: pleted.
There is @anger that cebr;s exner generated during _hese seoarat]on
operations or borne in the ",iartian alnnosphere \vili foul the _in-_bals or
components to nuininuize their susceptibility to such factors, in addi-
tion, a protective flexible boot has been incorporated into the conceptual
design to shield nuovin Z parts during gh_bal operation.
3. Vacuun-_. Effects -- The TV nia<form` gimhais are locked and in-
operative durin..i_ ion__, oer?o_s ,,_ze exposed, to _=_,ace vacuu:-_-. Special
care must be _aken in :he design of bearing: surfaces and the choice of
iubrica.'._:<s :o :-iin<iua<e rime _.CSS ........ ..... VaC:U:2-_ welding o_ other sur-
face de_erioratimn '.,hich ,.Ri!] affect _in-:ba! operation after Drolon_ed
eT<L"6 9f_lr_ 1<' ,9c i il_l_
-_. ± ie>£-:,:: _ baD:e -- _he three -_<:, c:_Rceras =.:c :;a=::-,. <_a__e _Do"\er
conditionin_ circuits are n<cun_e._ cr %he _i:u<saiied _ia_o-___ _ .... The t',vo-
axis ginubai s,s%en_ \_:±si_ ±45 desrees c f trav:_i ab-cu_ e_ch......_-':= rec,_'{r_s_....
a flexible n<_uiti-conductor cable to the ren_ainder of the TV electronics
;{ _ , ]o\v-voka<e bias voltages,
__xed to the flight capsule body. __rin_arv po\ver
and various command and control signals enter the camerathrou_h this '
cable. Three analog video signal leads, several comn_and and control
signals and diagnostic te!ern, etrv lines leave the camera electronics
packages located on the _i:._ba!s. All video leads and several of the key
con_Rqand iunctlons and diasnos_ic _eier_%e[r/ ]{nes are r_u_u_:_. ±_u_,
up to 4'0 active ccnductcrs are _'_r_r'rpd jP: .*]qe flexible u_.biiica! \vhich
+_-_ c_.-_ule. Several ccnceT_ts for in_olen_eu_N _,sCc?-necis ihe c_,iizqler_s To _ ......
:he £_,-b -_ c< :o:=ns have ]-;ees: c>:tsiti_rec. __:< _= ....n:_ concep: shov:n in
=--i::ure -::k_s %:<:: s.r!es<,stl f.m_: <ks :-effete :st <asi£n, since it invcives the
least :nconstrai:zed caF,!e rq>: uent,nna>:in_'sn-: cable support, and a low
Hro,_ao:_,:u)__ _'-_'_:*'-of fc:ulin6. ......'¢_;t::_the selected concept the cable is anchored
at both ends of a £70 degree circular arc around each torque Rnotor.
As the gin_bals turn, the circle radius increases(or decreases) 'a-:h gim-
bal rotation. Cable rr.oven<ent between attached ooints are thereby
limited to a single plane. The _uh _- 45 degrees travel results in a
small percentage change in bend radius nearly uniforn_ly distributed over
the entire length of cable in each Z70 degree circular arc.
5. PrL>tective Windov. --To protect the camera lenses from, sep-
aration debris _;<d tkern_al transients d_ring ,.parachute descent, and to
facilitate _nainteua]--c_ Df proper cannera -)peratin_ te:nnperatures, the
_-,..... < in a canister coy =_s on one side by a thin ouartz
_--7_:_qe r s s are .... _se .......... . ,_
_" _ _,_ ,,\indo\vs ,_'- also be used to _i\\-indcR (see Ni& ire . ., ......... ; =.... p maintain
positive u;ressure in tl<e csn<era homsiz:m _c srevent arcing. The
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mechanical and optical properties of a 5.Z5 inch diameter window and its
ability to withstand the operational environment of the flight capsule
will require test validation. An alternate design using the lenses them-
selves as a protective covering may very well be feasible.
7. 1.8. Z Thermal Control
The ASOS vidicons selected for the capsule TV experiment will operate
best in the following thermal environment:
Storage temperature range: -Z0°C to +60°C
Operating temperature range: -5°C to +40°C
Current tube fabrication techniques often result in difficulty with photo-
conductor-faceplate bonds after prolonged exposure to temperatures
below -20°C. The vidicons operate best at about +15°C. Higher temper-
atures result in an increase in surface conductivity (leaking); lower
temperatures result in a loss of s_nsitivit_ /_ain. The remainder of
the TV subsystem electronics can operate over the normal temperature
ranges associated with solid-state components. Active thermal control
techniques may be required to maintain storage temperatures higher
than -Z0°C during the long cruise mode, and very careful heat balance
adjustments may be necessary during the operating interval to achieve
temperatures close to +15°C during the actual capsule descent.
7. 1.8.3 Arcing
The vidicon tubes used in the TV subsystem are electron beam devices
which inherently require high electrode voltages for deflection, accel-
eration and focusing. Typical high voltage requirements range from
Z00V to 600V for l-inch vidicon tubes. The primary arcing hazards
arise during the low gas pressures encountered while entering the
Martian atmosphere. The precise breakdown (arcing) voltages are a
function of the geometry of the points separated by a potential difference,
the magnitude (and polarity) of the potential difference, the chemical
composition of the gas dielectric,and the humidity of the gas dielectric.
Using dry air as the gas dielectric, typical breakdown voltages of Z60
to 360 volts are measured with minimum breakdown voltage occurring
for pressures between 0. 1 mm and 5 mm of Hg. Figure 69 summarizes
several dc breakdown results for needle-tip probes over flat plates
for the probe at a negative potential with respect to the plate. For
this geometry positive probe polarities result in a 40 percent higher
breakdown voltage.
For 0.050 to 0. g5 inch spacing between probe and plate, minimum
breakdown voltages of about 360V result. The critical pressure at
-30Z-
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which breakdown occurs is a function of the spacing, and in this case
varies between 1.0 rnm and 4.0 mm of Hg. If the teflon dielectric
covering the entire probe except for the needle tip is removed, the
minimum breakdown voltage remains the same but breakdown will oc-
cur over a wider range of pressures. Low-pressure arcs of the type
measured are very difficult to extinguish once they are established.
Furthermore, such arcs will generally ionize virtually the entire
volume of the region at low pressure.
It is clear that some special provisions are necessary to prevent arc-
ing during operation in the Martian atmosphere. There are three com-
mon approaches to preventing breakdown:
(1) Maintain a sufficiently high pressure in the region where
high voltages are used - in this mission sufficiently high pressure may
be Z0 - 50 turn Hg.
(Z) Maintain very large spaci_gs between points separated by
potential differences in excess of the lowest critical breakdown voltage
for the gas dielectric and system geometry - in this case spacings
greater than 0. 500 inches, or
(3) Use solid dielectrics with greater breakdown voltages.
The detailed solution to the arcing problem, which must be found prior
to hardware qualificification, depends on the details of the TV experi-
ment design as well as the vidicon operating voltages selected. Thus,
it is not realistic to indicate any solution at present. However, in con-
sideration of the long mission duration, the volume to be protected, and
the characteristics of the conceptual design, the following recommend-
ations are made:
(I) Incorporate high-voltage power conditioners in each camera
case, and
(Z) Use solid dielectric potting where necessary to eliminate
arcing.
7. i. 8.4 Sterilization
The television subsystem consists of the usual complement of solid
state and integrated circuits. In addition, several special components
are also required to implement the subsystem. These include:
(1) vidicon tubes
(2) shutter solenoids
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(3] ,,i_:<a _:_iass b ::_,,s
(4) Dhot<- ce!i s
(5) torque nnoto r s
The sterilization progran-1 for the flight capsule hardy, are \\i]! include
the use of clean assembly techniques, dry-heat sterilization cycles
(typically three cycles at 135°C for 24 hours), and ethylene oxide (ETO}
bathing to ren_ove SUrfaL_ burden.
--]<e sneci_ I tecRnioue .... _D]cve_ 4n t]te desien of the tele-,:ision sub-
s\-ste_n-_ to ach:eve the required _robabii_t',-uf _-re_. .... ,........................
),rartian a::y:isohere-.',Rile n_aintai:tiR2 design perle rzt:an<< >]t!_ ki£k
reiiabi!i<v :'-_ "_='"
(]l A\-oir,:,inu t]te use of _-: I .: -I_-. :c,_o[_:c_, "dirl' F' piece parts suc__: as
t_-an<{r_rnuers and nuac, netic deflection ",'oRes ::< ,,vb_ere possible.
(2) The use of vidicons with ASOS surfaces which (after suitable
developnuent) appear most likely to survive sterilization, and
(3) The minimization of o_uc=_d suriaces in the :_echanical de-
si_R of the T\ _ s> siena.
-£-,,-o special prubl.,tnz atlas r<:-.-:<ai=< -r<n< stcri!i;zati:n c-,:-:sic],'ra':, r.s -
the vidic_ns and ,,ptical quality surfaces such as ]er:s_s an<! _r _r_-
tection ,,\indo>:s. Yidicon tubes present at least four critical st<ri!i:,:a-
tic>.':aspects:
(i) Integrity of the photoconductor after dry heat cycling and/or
ETO exposure,
(2) Optical integrity of the faceplate after ETO exposure,
(3) i::te_rity cf t}:e cat}rode 1:tateria!s after !1-50 exposure, an d
(4} 7a ceniat < -mh,,:toc cndact<,r bc, ndin_.
* One" o,; the _;actor_ _ons[derel in the choice or _!ectrostatic focus and iefiecticn Vl!!CLnS was the eiim:rtation :,: tic
deflection )ukes v,-hicr: are both :c,io!ogica!!) cirty and present some development pr<klems t, wRr;stasd ster[]izatk,n
procedures.
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While rugged and sterilizable vidicons are under development for space
application at present, the problems anticipated include loss of sen-
sitivity after sterilization and pitting of the photoconductor surface.
Difficulties with ETO exposure on the internal parts of the vidicon can
be eliminated, since the vidicon is a vacuum tube. This device can
be internally sterilized with suitably selected dry-heat cycles performed
after construction and before acceptance. Subsequent ETO baths \rill
not expose the internal parts of the vidicon.
The effects of ETO on optical surfaces are not con_pletely kno\vn at
present. A potential problem exists _vith residual ETO forming a
translucent, but not totally transparent, lens coating. Such proble1_s
\rill have to be resolved during optical systen_ developn_ent and develop-
ment testing.
7. 1.8. 5 Reliability
There are three distinct reliability considerations _vhich must be 1_et
in the design and development of the flight caps_le TV subsystem.
i. Individual piece parts and components must be selected to
minimize the probability of individual failures in the capsule operating
and storage environments (including the sterilization environment).
2. Techniques incorporated in the design of the capsule TV sub-
system must be chosen to 1_inirnize the effects of individual failures.
This consideration often dictates the use of redundance and/or the de-
sign of suitable back___p operating modes based on detailed failure mode
analyses.
3. The system must be designed for effective operation under the
worst anticipated operating conditions, if possible, _vithout compromis-
ing its performance if less than worst case conditions are actually en-
countered.
The first of these considerations is typical of all high reliability system
development and is listed \vithout further cor_ment, except perhaps to
note the fact that, like Mariner, the flight capsule <rill have an especially
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I
_,"...... ,_:_i:<e A.'arln< r,_::£exm<:svre to space prior tt omeration. No.:ever, _'_
the recuiren%e:%i <o R-:aintain s_eri!ip, ...._:_ n-:ake pre]aunc]% r<-aairs and
ac'i_!l t_er_Is :_ore (li-_iC\l±t_ if not in-IDo_s]_]e
-rl. .......
_ _= .... redundancy based on f__i!ure nznc_e analysis is especially
in:portant for the capsule TY experin_ent. Several examples of redun-
dancy have already been discussed.
i. lhree entirely separate ca_ner_ aze used. }lo-,,.-cvcr, he
cause of the limited conynunleations capacity, the ca.-z'..erasare designed
and deployed to achieve both con_nnon and unique objectives, J_ t]_is way,
,'r_any of _he advantages of redu.ndant design can be used vit}_out a.:_undue
strain cn data rate.
"- siz-_£1e failure of a :_<aior :e!econmn<unication ccn=ocnent
re_u±t=-_ - in the 1o ss c[ any _ , data. In nlost c_-ses tv.-on_a]c;r _ahur :s
,.:,ill,at _no_:, reduce the TY lines transn=itted by c)ne-half.
3. Several backup modes (described in section 6. 1.4. 5) have
been provided to permit operation, with some performance degradation,
for major system failures (such as parachute deployn_ent and entry
shield separation failures) and several TV subsystem failures (such
a-- _,_ri,:,us gin_bal difficulties}.
4. The su%svsten: design details include redundancy for e!eclrca ]
iK_ rccn!%_2cti"-:-_s a!i,! r_la{or CORZDCIIO_tS.
The problens oi designing t]ce T%- experinzent Io operate :n the worst
dynarnic en\-iron_]=ents :,vitheut building in per/orn=ance con:promises
for _-_ore benign environmenls has largely been elinninated by the use
of the TV camera stabilization platform. Homever, the resolution
limitation imposed by capsule horizontal-drift velocity ren_ains a
major aspect of the design. If less severe drift velocities are encoun-
tered, improved nesting (betm-een image sets) m-ill result to the benefit
of photometric topography and geological mapping, \vhile sample dis-
persion, provided b v the drift comzponent, \rill be reduced.
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7. 1.9 Design Alternatives for a High-Resolution Mission
The TV reference design described in paragraph 6.1 has been generated
from a series of compromises and tradeoffs which attempt to balance
resolution and area coverage factors with a variety of experimental ob-
jectives and the performance characteristics of available hardware. In
arriving at this recommended design, the major problem which required
solution was how to achieve the high-resolution mission objectives using
low-sensitivity vidicons (and long exposure durations) in the face of adverse
flight capsule dynamics. The solution recommended employs a stable
camera platform to compensate for those capsule motions which are the
most significant contributors to image smear. With the use of the platform
high design confidence can be placed in achieving resolutions of 1.0 foot/TV
line from the capsule.
At least two major tradeoffs implicit in the design work against high re-
solution in favor of the area coverage required for other experiment
objectives.
i. The experiment sequence is designed to work "from the top down",
i.e. the image sequence is begun from some high altitude related to the
parachute deployment altitude and, as a result, the last image is taken
at an altitude which may be higher than the lowest altitude for which the
image is unsmeared.
2. The choice of image format (see Figure ll) and exposure sequence,
though adequate for the high resolution objectives of the reference de-
sign, is based primarily on meeting area coverage and nesting require-
ments.
In this section design alternatives specifically related to achieving higher
surface resolutions in a balanced TV experiment are discussed. Of course,
such an experiment entails greater weight and complexity as well as impos-
ing more stringent requirements on support subsystems.
7.1.9.1 Resolution Limits
Figure 70 illustrates the maximum achievable resolution, based on
image smear equal to one-half of a TV line, for the reference design
with standard 1 inch vidicons and the camera stabilization platform.
The reference design C-camera is selected to achieve the highest
resolution which can be obtained at the lowest operational altitude
anticipated (about 0.4 ft/TV line at 3000 feet).
The basic approach to achieving higher resolution from the capsule
involves:
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(I) A stabilization platform whose performance is identical to
that in the reference design,
(2) a higher sensitivity image tube ( a 2 inch return-beam vidicon
(RBV) is analyzed in detail,
(3) a different camera complement, and
(4) a different exposure sequence.
The 2 inch RBV is characterized by a minimum detectable signal
E = 0.0002 ft. -candle-seconds and a 200-1ine format on a 0.147 x
0.147 inch area of photoconductive surface. With the image tube and
higher resolution objectives, larger optical systems are required. It
is, therefore, useful to describe the resulting exposure duration
requirements in terms of lens speed as indicated below.
TE = 37 (f/D) 2 l_sec.
for B = 30 ft-lamberts (surface brightness for unity SNR)
E = 0.0002 ft-candle-seconds
f = lens focal length
D = lens diameter
= 0.72 (overall optical efficiency)
For a camera having a 3x resolution improvement over the C-camera
inthe reference design (or i. i ft/TV line at 20,000 feet), the re-
quired focal length with the RBV is 13.4 inches. Thus, f -numbers
for 3-inch, 6-inch and 9-inch diameter lenses are f/4.5, f /2.2, and
f/l.5, respectively, and the required exposure durations are 750 /_/sec,
180 #sec., and 84 #sec. respectively.
The general expression for image smear and achievable resolution
for a maximum of one-half line smear is given below
Rma x = k F [Z, camera dynamics ] T E
where Rmax = limiting resolution for smear equal to one-half
of a TV line
k = a constant
F[Z, camera dynamics I = a function of camera dynamics and altitude, Z
-310-
TE = exposure duration
%Vith a standard ,idicon t,:]De and f/i optics, a 7 E of 930 _sec is
required to achieve the necessary light sensitivity. Figure 70 in-
dicates the maximum achievable resolution as a function of attitude
-/1for the i-inch standard vidicon',_ith t, • optics and the Z-inch RBV
with f/l. 5 to f/4.5 optics. All of the resolution curves are drawn
for 200 ft/sec horizontal drift velocities.
The use of the RBV and f/4.5 optics allows only a small increase in
achievable resolution by reducing the exposure duration required for
_d_q_at_ iLght _en_LtlvLty ;rum 930 m_ro_e_ond_ Lo 750 microseconds.
As the speed of the optics is increased and exposure duration is further
reduced, _ore significant in_provements in resolution result. For
=n__=n_e ..... optics produce a 5 to 1 improve._ent in. resolution;
f/l. 5 optics \_eid an 1 ] tD i i__provennent in n_mxi_nurn ac,_e,_e
=es____L_ ...... O=" course if <he speed of the opt=cs s _ncreas_d lens s __
m=eters increase. -The 3-inch lens dian%eter recaired for t]ze f 4. 5
speed is too sn_all to obtain significant resoiutiqn i_prove:z_ent. Tke
i
9-inch diameter lens required for _ 1 5 optics Is ver "_ c!9se to the
largest practical lens diameter for this application.
The use of a 6-inch f/2.2 optical system with the £-inch return-beam
vidicon is recommended for this application. With this camera the
maximum achievable resolution (limited only by horizontal-drift vel-
ocity) is approximately 0.08 ft/TV line. This high resolution (approxi-
mately 1 inch/TV line) is considered adequate for the interpretation
and analysis of many aspects of surface structure.
Still higher resolution, of course, could be obtained for larger lens
re_u_s in significantdiameters° However, increasing lens diameter - _+
increases in the size of the television platform gimbals.
7. 1.9.= _ Camera Selection and Deployment
The second major feature of an ultra-high resolution TV experiment for
the flight capsule involves a different selection of cameras and mod-
ifications in the camera exposure logic used in the reference design.
Three cameras are still used for the high resolution mission. Their
characteristics are summarized in Table XLV. Note that the previous
A- and B-cameras have been combined in a single dual-mode camera
referred to as the A/B camera. The inner Z00 x 200 image format
is read at high resolution to duplicate B-camera performance in the
reference design° The outer 200 x 200 format is read with degraded
resolution to approximate A-camera performance. The second camera,
referred to as the Cl-camera, is identical to the C-camera in the ref-
erence design. The third camera, referred to as the C2-camera uses
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a larger optical systen] and a return-bea:_ vidicon to achieve a nominal
resolution of 1. 1 ft/'7\; line at an altitude of £0,000 feet. i-he resolution-
altitude characteristics of the three cain_eras are shov'n in Yigure 71.
in the V_X_-7 model atmosphere (fastest descent velocity on the para-
chute) \vith a 15,000 bit/second data rate, the lowest aititude at which an
entire picture can be transmitted is approximately 1100 feet. This
__]titude is co_s_.<_e_eS th_ low_t nperatinnal a]t{tude for the c_rnera
system. At 2100 feet the C2-camera produces approximately 0. l
ft/TV line resolution. Further, C2-camera images at 2]00 feet would
experience significantly less than one-half TV line smear.
in this akernate high resolution mission design, th_ camera deployrn_n_
sequence must reflect a more significant division between the high and
low resolution phases of the television experiment. 7he follovdng de-
ployment sequence is reccmmended.
_bsait _k r
__, _ <:p_:n 8 C ai_ie r as __-i-ralls _lii,_ _<:61
No. Exposed Image
Appr oxipaat e _xmosmrc
Altitude in VM-7
(l) __:A"B, C 1 A, B. C 1 ._,000 f:e<
(2) A/B, C l, C 2 A, B, C l, C 2 i7,600 feet
(3) CI, C 2 C1, C 2 9100 feet
(4) C 2 C Z 4800 feet
(5) C_ C_ 2700 feet
(o) C• Cv 500 feet
The approximate exmosure altitudes are given for the VM-7 atmos-
phere since this atmosphere results in the fewest transmitted images
(ll in this case). Deployment altitudes and image yields will, in
general, be different for each rnodel atmosphere.
The actual image resolutions achieved with the deployment sequence
given above are indicated in Figure 71. Note that the transmission
of only one image per image set during the final phase of descent both
increases the number of high-resolution images obtained and reduces
the altitude uncertainty of the last image.
The suggested format for the three boresighted cameras is shown
in Figure 72. TEe A/B-camera and the Cl-camera essentially dupli-
cate the nesting performance of the A, B, and C-cameras in the
-313-
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reference design. This nesting is required to achieve the low re-
solution objectives of the TV experiment. The C2-camera image is
also nested in the Cl-camera image; dispersion of high resolution
image samples is assured even for very low drift velocities°
7.1.9.3 Communication Considerations
The previous outline for the design of a high-resolution camera
systemwas based on retaining the 15,000 bit/sec communication capability
appropriate for the reference design. Increasing the data rate, in
addition to providing more images in all atmospheres, also decreases
the lowest operational altitude for which a TV picture can be relayed
in its entirety to the flight spacecraft. For the 200 x 200 image
formats and 5-bit grey scale of the flight capsule TV experiment,
an increase of 1200 bits/second per additional picture is required
to increase the number of images generated during descent. Thus,
an 8-percent increase in data rate is required to transmit one addition-
al picture. Tu reduce the lowest operational altitude of the mission
by i000 feet, requires a 50-percent increase in data rate. These
figures are given for the VM-7 atmosphere for which the data rate
impact is the greatest.
Thus, it is difficult to achieve higher resolutions than those indicated
by lowering operational altitudes without a significant increase in data
rate. It has been concluded in paragraph 7. 1.9.2 that increasing
camera focal length to achieve higher resolution at higher altitudes
is also impractical. With these considerations, it is apparent that
the design alternatives presented in the previous paragraphs represent
the extremes of camera system design and deployment for increasing
the resolution goals of the mission without a major impact on other
flight capsule subsystems.
7.1.9.4 High-Resolution Perfurrnance Sumn_ary
In the reference design, adverse flight capsule dynamics during
parachute descent and the low sensitivity of standard vidicon tubes
were cited as the major factors which limit image resolution. The
use of a stabilized camera platform was recommended to overcome
these difficulties to achieve a maximum resolution of approximately
0.4 ft/TV line. In order to extend this resolution performance, an
alternate design has been described. A high sensitivity return-beam
vidicon has been included in this alternate design to achieve resolutions
of approximately 0. 1 ft/TV line and a larger number of high resolution
surface samples. In addition to the use of the RBV, this alternate
design involves considerably greater optical sophistication and overall
complexity.
I
q
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D
From a comparison of the physical parameters of these two designs
and their image y_e!is, it is apparent that the best approach to further
improvements in resolution involves the use of lower operational
altitudes and attendant higher data rates -- or deployment of a TV
camera on the _N,{artian surface,
7.2 PENETROMETER EXPERIMENT
7.2. I Objectives
The objective of the penetrometer experiment is the measurement of the
bearing strength of the Martian surface. For the design of future landers
it is desirable to have estimates not only of the mean surface bearing strength
which will be found on _N_ars, but also the range of bearing strengths which
mav, be encountered, and the variation of this __n_e___ with both position on
t]__,_ianet and with season Unfortunately, the _es_r_h_c_ _ and _eason_l
variat%ons are not attainable from a single nonsurvivab!e Drobe,_ but _nc_'-_ng
site selection can to some extent increase the range of these variables
if multiple probes are flo\vn. Use of several penetrometers deployed from
a single suspended c_psule can provide significant information on the
variation of Bearing strength over a limited area,
7.2.2 Description
The basic design of the penetrometer experiment is that of the lunar
penetrometer being developed by Ford, Phil¢o, Aeronutronic for the NASA
involved in defining the ]aenetrometer experiment mission sequence and
its effect on the size and weight of the penetrometer have been discussed
in paragraph o. £. The resuils of those studies are summarized in
r"_ure 7t. The com_rp_unications tin_,e constrgint fixes the ]ov,:er end s:
the release range. The n u_mber of penetrometers to be used and the
release interval then determine the required release range for the first
penetrometer. This is further extended by the possible error in the re-
lease triggering signal. This upper bound ._;as used as an input for analysis
of impact velocities versus in,pact limiter properties to provide the
weights and diameters of the individual units°
The internal design of the Aeronutronic penetrometer was not modified
although it is recognized that some components will have to be changed
to meet the sterilization requirement. The batteries will be of particular
concern. Figure 74 shows the interior of the penetrometer as it has
been designed by Aeronutronic. This structure will be enclosed within
the additional impact limiter to provide the complete penetrometer assembly.
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In addition to the penetrometers themselves, the experiment requires a
receiver on board the suspended capsule. The Aeronutronic receiver is
designed to handle eight rather than four penetrometers and is not designed
to make use of the radar altimeter's antenna. The receiver has been
modified accordingly. The salient characteristics of the Aeronutronic
design which are applicable to the revised concept are shown in
Table XLVI.
TABLE XLVI
PENETROMETER DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency Band
Modulation
N_odulation Frequency
IModulation Deviation
Radiated Power (each penetrometer)
Frequency Stability
Frequency Shift on Impact
Transmitting Antenna
Type
Polarization
Receiver
IF Bandwidth
Noise Figure
400 - 450 Mc/s
PAM/FM
40 Iic/s
±150 l<c/s
0. 5 watt
4-0. 0005 percent
±50 Kc/s
Crossed loops
All axial ratios both senses
700 I<c/s
15 db
The penetrometer receiving antenna on the flight capsule will serve a dual
role. It is the receiving terminal for transmitted penetrometer data and
also the transmit/receive terminal for the low-altitude radar altimeter.
The low-altitude radar altimeter operates at a frequency of 3Z4 Mc/sec,
-3gO -
9
hence, a broadband antenna is required to satisfy the dual requirements.
The antenna selected for this application is an e]lintically polarized, n!anar
logarithmic spiral type having the characteristics summarized in
Table XEVII (see Volume V, _ook 3, Appendix A for a description of this
antenna).
Figure 7B_ _hows a ......u_u_ _, u_g__:- u_-_....L_ penetrorneter receiving =_=_=_.
Four separate penetrometer receivers are used, one for each penetrometer.
Isolation is provided between the individual receivers by two levels of diplex-
ing. Further isolation between the receivers and the radar altimeter is pro-
vided by an additional diplexer fed directly by the antenna. Table XLVIII
presents a summary of all parameters affecting the penetrometer link
performance. The nominal link margin, the ratio of actual received signal
power to required threshold signal power, is al\vays above the linear sum
of the adverse tolerances associated \vith the link narameters,
TABLE XLVIi
FC PENETROMETER RECEIVING ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Quantity
Frequency
Gai_
Peak
At ±90 _
Polarization
Axial Ratio
On- axis
At ±90 °
Planar Log Spiral
1
300 - 450 21c/s
-40 db
El!iptic
6 db
I0 db
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TABLE XLVIII
PENETROMETER LINK DESIGN CONTROL CHART
1 .
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
i!,
!2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Parameter Norninai Tolerance
Transn_itter Power
Transmitting Circuit Losses
Net Transmitting Antenna Gain
< ...... T .... (at "_nnn ft nza>{. _
Peak Rece:vin_ Antenna C-sin
Receiving Antenna Pointing Los s
Receiving Antenna Shado\ving _-_osT-_=._
Polarization Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Received Power
NL{ Bandwidth (bo)
BoltzNzann's Constant
Reference T enoperatur e
Noise Figure
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Threshold Received Po_er
34 a r gin
- 3 dbw-S
-idb
0
Q4 4 f}
5.5
-4.5
-1,5
-5.0
-3.0
-06. a::--i
56.5
-228.65,
24.6
15
12
-I18. 5<_"
21.6
±i db
±0.5
+0
-4
--0. 5
-=5
-=1.5
+4. 5
-5.0
±1.5
+14.5
±i
±l
+15.5
-20
*units - dbw
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During the design of the penetrometer experiment, problems were anticipated
becauseof obstruction of the penetrometer's view of the suspendedcapsule
by topographic features. The primary cause of such an obstruction would
be swing-induced motion of the penetrometer away from the suspended
capsule. Studies of the dynamics of the parachute system indicate that the
maximum horizontal velocity which the suspendedcapsule can impart to
the penetrometer is about twenty feet per second. If it is assumedthat this
velocity difference persists from release until penetrometer impact, the
horizontal distance between the capsule and the penetrometer can be determined.
Another factor which might enter the calculation would be a difference in the
wind-induced horizontal velocities of the two bodies. Wind models are not
available which will permit the computation of such effects, but a brief con-
sideration of the problem indicates that it will not be severe. For the effect
to be severe there would not only have to be a change in the wind velocity
experienced by the capsule and the penetrometer, but the descending bodies
would have to respond to this velocity difference. The times involved are of
the order of I0 to Z0 seconds, and dynamic pressures in the low-density
atmospheres are very small. Thus neglect of wind-induced effects appears
r e as onable.
The times from release of the penetrometer to its impact vary from 12.5
seconds (last penetrometer, VM-7 atmosphere) to 19.6 seconds (first
penetrometer, VM-4 atmosphere). For these cases the maximum horizontal
distance travelled, using the Z0 foot per second figm'e are 250 and 392 feet
respectively. The altitudes of the suspended capsule at the time the penetro-
meter impacts are 920 and 2343 feet respectively. The angle between the
horizon and the suspended capsule may thus vary from 75 to 81 degrees.
The presence of topographic features which would be able to obstruct the
view of the suspended capsule with look angles of this magnitude seems
highly improbable.
7.2.3 Subsystem Requirements
The subsystem requirements of the penetrometer experiment are summarized
in Table XLIX.
7.2.4 Availability
The penetrometer experiment will be available in a configuration which has
not been designed for sterilization as an output of the Ford, Philco, Aero-
nutronic study. Although considerable component replacement will be re-
quired to meet the sterilization requirement, it is not anticipated that serious
obstacles will be encountered. The sterilizable experiment will require
additional testing, but with the experience gained in the lunar study, not only
should the testing be greatly simplified, but many of the component problems
which were encountered should be avoided.
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7.3 SMOKE BOMB EXPERIMENT
7.3.1 Objectives
The primary objective of the smoke bomb experiment is to obtain data on
the nature of near-surface Martian winds. Other experiments (radars,
inertial instruments, and television) will provide wind-velocity profile
data on the basis of wind-induced motions of the suspended capsule and the
entry vehicle. However, these data will have several weaknesses. Be-
cause the capsule or vehicle will not respond rapidly to changes in wind
velocity, any measurement of winds based on inducedmotionwillbean
integration of many seconds of wind effect rather than an instantaneous
value. Furthermore, if the wind velocity near the surface is significantly
different from that at higher altitudes it will not be detected because of the
small time which it will have to influence the capsule's motion. Finally,
because the natural (no wind) horizontal motions of the suspended capsule
may be as much as 20 percent of the descent velocity and will be nearly
random in direction, low-wind velocities will not be distinguishable.
The problems noted above are to some extent mitigated by the reasons for
which wind-velocity information is desired. The data will be used in the
design of future landers, for which it is desirable to know the horizontal
velocity which the wind will induce during landing. For parachute terminal
descent systems, this horizontal velocity may be the critical factor in the
design of the impact attenuation system, while for retrorocket systems
knowledge of the horizontal component which the rocket has to reduce is
desirable. Once the vehicle has landed, wind-blown sand or dust may damage
delicate optical surfaces, jam bearings, or even bury the vehicle. For all
of these requirements it should be noted that the presence or absence of
high wind velocities is really the critical parameter. Details of low-velocity
winds are not critical. Also, for the design of terminal descent systems,
the slow response of the suspended capsule to wind velocity changes is not
a very great problem because the motions of the future landers will be sub-
ject to the same effects. Thus it is the burial and erosion problems whlch
are not adequately defined by the capsule motion and to which the smoke
bomb experiment is best addressed.
7.3.2 Description
The smoke bomb experiment will utilize several smoke bombs which will
be released from the suspended capsule shortly after the deployment of the
entry shell. These bombs will strike the surface of the planet well ahead of
the suspended capsule. At impact, each bomb will emit three puffs of smoke
at l-second intervals. These puffs will be carried by the wind from the
moment of their release, so that the distance between successive puffs from
a given bomb will provide an estimate of wind velocity, the time between puffs
being known. The puffs will be seen in the third and later sets of television
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CiU_onpictures, and the inter-nuf_< _ distances __e_sured_ on the !o,a-res ,_, ¢;
innage _
The bombs themsei,.e="- .... \vim nrobablv: . contain finely, divided p_rL_es_: -_ of
n_.a_nesiun% or zinc oxide to which an anticaking agent such as tricalcium
phosphate or simply dry nitrogen has been added= These highly reflecting
of a solid propellant with which the particles are intimately rnixedo Burial
of the bomb upon impact in a loose sand or dust would obviously be a hazard,
but use of explosive dispersal of the smoke or the combination of directional
control of the impact and use of an upward firing solidpropellant should
reduce the n=agnitude oi the problem.
The two most important problems associated with the experiment are the
probability of the smoke puffs being within the field of view of the low-re-
solution television pictures, and the probability of their not being in the
field of view of the high-resolution pictures, in the first case the experi-
ment would be \_:orthiess if at least two Duffs from a giver, bomb were not
in viem;, and in the second case __critical part of one of the most important
experiments of the mission m-ouid be co__._pronzised if the surface \vere ob-
scured by sn_.oke.
The low-resolution problem was attacked by first considering the altitude of
the suspended capsule at the release of the first and last smoke bombs, then
calculating the altitude of the suspended capsule at impact of these bombs,
and finally comparing these altitudes with the altitudes of the third (and in
some cases the fourth) sets of television pictures. In Table L the results
Or _I .... I-_ _ _:_ _- r___ _1_- r ........ -]-I __ ...... I-_ _I- ..... q-l-_._
have been _alculated_ assuming six bombs of _.5 inch diameter, weighing.
i pound, the first released 10 seconds after conzir'.-nation of entry shell
separation and the ren_ainder released at _:-second intervals. It may be
seen tha+ *_' _,:r_ or, _ _ _"_ atn_osohere, t_ fourih _fur _- s_ v,-_]]
be taken with several or all of the s_oke bon-_bs on the ground, it would
have been desirable to have the smoke bombs do-,vn for the first or second
picture sets, but without applying some significant propulsion system to
the bombs this was not possible. The weight and complexity of such pro-
pulsion systems were regarded as highly undesirable.
Having established that the smoke bombs would impact the ground in time
for picture taking, the probability of the first bomb's smoke puffs being
seen was determined. Several assumptions were necessary for the cal-
culation. First, it was assumed that at the time its shutter was triggered
the camera was pointing straight down. The use of the inertial reference
system to stabilize the camera makes this a reasonable assumption, al-
though other conditions could exist. The second assumption was that the
n_aximum sving-induced horizontal velocity was 20 ft/sec and that this
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TABLE L
SMOKE BOMB RELEASE AND IMPACT
Atm
VM3
VM4
VM7
VM8
Bomb 1
Release
Altitude
(Feet)
21, 861
22, 625
20, 000
16, 748
Bomb 6
Release
Altitude
(Feet)
18, 796
20, 231
16, 378
13, 444
Bomb l
Impact
Payload
Altitude
(Feet)
16, 211
17, 475
i5, 275
i i, 590
Bomb 6
Impact
Payload
Altitude
(Feet)
13, 696
15, 531
10, 426
9, 044
Picture 3
Minimum
Altitude
(Feet)
15,000
16,800
(]3, zoo)*
11,000
h
8,400
Picture 3
Maximum
Altitude
(Feet)
15,845
17,500
{]3, 900)*
12, 900
9,3OO
;_ Picture 4 Altitudes
velocity was maintained by the smoke bomb up to impact. The studies of
parachute dynamics indicate that these are conservative assumptions. A
third conservative assumption was that the probability of impact within the
area allowed by the horizontal motions was equal for all area elements with-
in the possible impact circle. A surface wind velocity of 200 ft/sec was the
fourth conservative assumption. The final assumption was that both the
suspended capsule and the smoke bombs maintain equal wind-induced
horizontal velocities. In the absence of more elaborate wind profile models
other assumptions than this are not meaningful, However, if large variations
exist in the wind velocity as a function of altitude, then this assumption
may lead to unrealistically high probabilities of seeing the smoke puffs.
Utilizing these assumptions and the calculated drop times for the first
smoke bomb in the various atmospheres, the radius, Rl, of the circle in
which the bomb would be found was calculated for the various atmospheres.
The radius, R2, of the circle which would include both the first and second
puffs was also calculated using the 200 ft/sec surface wind velocity. Next
the length of the side, 28, of the low-resolution third picture was determined
for the minimum (SI) and maximum ($2) possible altitudes for picture
taking. A diagram of the geometry and the results of the calculations
are shown in Figure 76. Using these values, the probabilities of the
first, and of both the first and second smoke puffs appearing in the picture
was calculated for the four model atmospheres using the lower altitude
picture's dimensions.
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q
\ _
S
!\ /
AT M S I $2 Rt R2
VM3 1 i I 4 FEET I 150 FEET 1080
VM4 1248 1300 1200
VM7 817 958 980
VM8 623 690 920
FEET 1280 FEET
t400
1180
1120
PI -
P2
86-2554
PROBABILITY OF FIRST SMOKE PUFF IN PICTURE 3 (Si)
PROBABILITY OF SECOND SMOKE PUFF IN PICTURE 3 (S t)
VM3
VM4
VM7
VM8
Pi P2
tO 0.89
tO 0.92
085 O. 6 I
0.58 0 39
Figure 76 SMOKE BOMB VISIBILITY
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These results are also shown in Figure 76° It will be noted that the pro-
bability of observing both puffs varies from 0.89 to 0.39. On these grounds
the experiment clearly seems worth the cost, particularly since these figures
are only for the first smoke bomb. Each additional bomb increases the
probability of success, as does the change of catching the puffs in later
picture sequences.
The second problem, that of obscuration of the important high-resolution
television pictures, was less readily resolved. The probabilities could be
computed here also, but there was no way in which non-obscuration could
be assured. The relative worth of the two experiments was such that it
was decided to eliminate the smoke bomb experiment rather than risk loss
of the high-resolution images.
7.3. 3 Subsystem Requirements
The subsystem requirements and design features are summarized in
Table LI. Although a detailed design has not been carried out, it is felt
that these are attainable values. If problems arise, the number of bombs
could be reduced and the weight per bomb increased.
TABLE LI
SMOKE BOMB REQUIREMENTS
Number of Bon_bs
Weight per Bomb
Diameter per Bomb
Smoke Emission
First Puff Emitted
Time Between Puffs
Diar_leler of Puffs
Albedo of Puffs
Persistence of Puffs
Release of First Bomb
Time between Bomb Releases
6
! Ib
3. 5 inches
3 Discrete Puffs
At In]pact
1.0 + 0. I sec.
5O ft
0.7
60 sec
Z0 sec. after Shell sep. conf.
5 sec.
7.3.4 Availability
Although smoke bombs designed for this specific mission have never been
constructed, it is not believed that their development should provide any
unusual problems. Several vendors (Bermite Powder Company, Saugus,
California, and the Phoenix Division of the Universal Match Corporation,
Phoenix, Arizona) have stated that they felt the concept was feasible, and
that they would be interested in proposing on a development program.
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7.4 RADAR A_T±_N:m_mR EXPER_N==_NT
7he detailed studies of [he radar altimeter exoeri._ent are discussed fully in
\_olume \<, Book 3, Section 8.00 }-or this reason, they ,,vilinot be discussed
further in this section.
7.5 DOPPLER RADAR EXPERLX4ENT
The detailed studies of the doppler radar are discussed fully in VoiumeV,
Book 3, Section 8. For this reason, they will not be discussed further in this
section.
7.6 RADIATION EXPERIMENT
7.6.1 Objectives
Radiation detectors included in the 1971 mission will obtain information
on three phenomena: the existance of trapped radiation belts in the vicinity
of Mars, the flux of cosmic radiation at the planet's surface, and the level
of raiiat{on fro_r: :he surface. All three rneasure____e_.ts are :mmortant _n
order to determine the feasibility of future manned missions to _\lars.
Also, _gh intensity r=_at=on flmxes can have a detrimental effect on instru-
mentation. For example, spurious signals may be caused in solid-state
devices by the passage of ionizing radiation through the device.
_ .... e7he amount of radiation reaching the planet's = _-<_ ....{n__ .g_v_n- flux !cvel
incident on the planetary atmosphere is determined by the nature of the
atmosphere. Thus, assuming a knowledge of interplanetary radiation flux
levels, a measurement of the flux level at the Martian surface may lead to
conclusions about the atmosphere.
The trapped radiation measurements made on Mariner iV gave negative
results, thus placing an upper bound on the intensity of trapped radiation
in the regions of the planet seen by the probe° Although this result has
reduced the priority of making similar measurements in the 1971 mission,
it is only one sa_.Die0 Also, ,,d__riner i% passed only to v<ithin i00 n%iles
of the _k{artian surface, whereas the lOTl mission \vi!l be going to the sur-
face. It is therefore felt to be advis__b!e to make trapped radiation
measurements on the 1971 mission.
It is recommended that measurements start at a distance of 25 Martian radii
from the planet in order to cover the region examlned by Mariner IV. The
recommended sampling rate of one sample per 15 seconds will result in a
data point approximately every 75 to I00 kilometers. This data sampling
rate is based upon an assumed lower bound on the thickness of a Martian
radiation belt of I000 km (the Earth's outer radiation belt is about 6000 km
wide in its thickest region). A sample every I00 km will allow definition
of the boundary to within i0 percent and give a significant number of sample
points within the trapped radiation belt. Measurements will continue to the
end of Phase I.
For radiation measurements on the planetary surface, two counting instru-
ments will be used. One will be shielded from the surface and oriented
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vertical!y :_pwardto measure incoming cosmic radiation fluxes. The other
,_i]l be shielded fron_ the sky and oriented vertically downwardto measure
surface rad_ati,an.Shielding will be achieved through the use of coincidence,
anti-coincidence circuitry. A cumulative sample will be taken of each instru-
ment onceeach hour. This sampling rate will provide information on poss-
ible f!_zxlevel changesover a diurnal cycle.
7.&.g Description
It _.s recom_ended Ehat the Mariner IV trapped radiation instrument be flown
on t_is miss:_on, This instrum{znt contains three Anton-213 end-window
(]eiger-Mueller tubes and a silicon surface barrier diode. The only problems
resulting from sterilization or hardening requirements in such a device in-
volw'thedetectorsthemselves. These problems can be circumvented by the
use of so!id-state detectors. The operating principle of these detectors is as
follows, io_izing particles leave trails of electron-hole pairs which may be
drawn off by an impressed voltage or forced through an external load by the
electromotive force that naturally exists across a p-n junction. Two types
e_qst_ the solar cell or diffused-junction detector and the surface-barrier
d _tect(: r
D:(f:_s(,d_q::n_:ti_ detectors b_ave been used on Telstar I, Injun, and Ranger I.
S_:zf_,:,:-b{:'r:{_r dct<_"tors }_ave been used on many deep-space probes as
p_±r_ o_ t_]{_,_CoF,es (iblP, Pioneer 6, and Mariner IV)_ They are ]ight\<eight,
rug[ed a_]<lre!lab[e, and have short resolution times (on the order of 10 -8
seconds). They are insensitive to gamma rays and neutrons.
7.6.3 Subsystem Requirements
TLc average weight and volume for each of the three detectors is 2 pounds
and !00 in _, The Mariner IV trapped radiation detector required 0.8 watts.
F'or an average mission, this would result in a total energy requirement for
this inst:'uz_lent of about 10,000 watt-sec. Representative cosmic ray tele-
scopes reauire about 0.4 \vatt. Thus, each of the telescopes included in the
landed mode requires 35,000 watt-sec. Based on logarithmic scaling of the
d:-_ta, e_ch instrument will require seven bits per sample,
Deployment and orientation relative to the local vertical is required for the
landed d_tectorso
7.{Do4 Availability
The radiation detectors proposed for use in the 1971 mission are modifica-
tions of types already in use. The main modifications required will be those
necessary for sterilization and impact hardening. As has been discussed
above, there appear to be no major problems in this area. The Mariner IV
trapped radiation experiment was developed by Professor Van Allen's group
at the State University of Iowa. Cosmic ray telescopes which could be used
for the experin]ent have been developed by Professor Simpson's group
at the University of Chicago.
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|I
, AC CELEP, OXI.E TEn _Y_ ......... -
7. 7. ] Ob ec%ives
The acceiero_%e_er nrovides Zhe Driznar\ indicatior_ -_ -_*'_',-'s'-i_ric der:s {t,-
{4 +n_':.,-_r ta hat,chute deployment, and also provides a ..e_erR_ination of atn:os-
p._eric temperature, pressure, and density scale ilel_hz, in addition, up-
ward integration of the acceleration data from the first reliable altimeter
reading allows correlation of the early-entry data with altitude. Accelera-
tion readings at particular preset levels are used as primary or backup
" -_-_- _.... _: .... _ ,_-_*_o ?] t_n-le]v turn-szgnais ,+or: ]) inti_iaNo_ o$ t. ................... ,:_ =
on of equipn]ent for ener83 _ conservation, and 3) actuation of parachute
d epl oyn%ent.
i-he abiikv t:, acc<ratelv dclernzin< o tens:t,/ is i]_.tin_at_<,_ r_iaied to acccl(r _-.
:r:_ter accrracv, as are the ot]%er atn:cso!:er:c maran:et_ rs ":,kith ,_i-! b_
detern<ined fron_ acccl<r<_i:Leter data. _rite accurac:- ;Rio]: ha_- _ee:: s?,_,c:.-
fled for this e>:neri:t%e_:t is 0. i mercent of the f<ll-sca!e ra::8_ t;f the instr< -
rnent. The san]plin 8 rate for this exneri]t<ent m-ill be one san]pie per sec-
ond per axis. A detailed discussion of sources of error in acceleron:eter
data, their effect on accuracy of the density profile, and necessary accel-
erometer accuracy is 8i\-en in par__zraph 7. 7. 5.
7. 7. Z Description
The acceleron_eter consists basically of a seismic mass, a null coil, and
an ai_Diific-.. -.-_ _ ........._ ..... ,-_'_........ _cce]eron_eter ,P,_ic_-_ _ could be applied
to this pro_ran_ is currently under sterilization evaluation at SRL. The
concernins the _-loadincls to he exoerienced by the aceelerometer are
:<::or,::=. _--]:ere aomear *,-' be no critical o-ob}e_-< it. the reliabiiitv area.
7. 7. 3 Subs,,-sten: Reouire-_:ents
The accelero:meters \_-ilI \veigh approximately 0. 6 pound per a_ds for a
total of I. 8 pounds for the experin_ent. The volun_e occupied ,rill be 15 in 3,
and the power requirement is 2.0 watts a_ the level of 28 volts. The ex-
periment \rill generate the axial outputs per second, and each will be read
with 10-bit accuracy giving a total of 30 bits per sample and a 30 hit/sec
bit rate.
Tb_e easiest _means to checkout in flight is b\_ noting the bias error in the
zero-force re_qnue nrior to entry into the nlanetarv atn__osDhere.
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7. 7. 4 Availability
Highly accurate acce]eronleters are currently state of the art. Possible
vendors are: Bell Aerosysten_s, Systron Donner, Honeywell, and Autonetics.
7. 7. 5 Error Anal}_sis and Instrun_ent Accuracy
TLe following paragraphs discuss solne sources of error and give estimates
of tiie inagnitudes of the errors involved in detern_ining the biartian at:_os-
pheric density profile fronl accelero!r_eter data. Generally errors in accel-
eron_eter data cerise £ron_ two sources, instrument location and instrument
accuracy lir_itations. In addition, the accuracy of the density profile will
depend on the accuracy of altitude determination and on the sampling rate
established for the experin_ent. Other factors affecting the determination of
the density profile which will not be discussed here are uncertainties in entry
velocity, angle-of-attack history, knowledge of drag coefficients as functions
of velocit 7, etc.
7. 7. 5. 1 Errors Due to Instruinent Location
Location err'.}rs arise fr_un n_isalignment
with respect to the vehicle axes and fron_
o_et<!rs fron_ the center of gravity of the
17!ent of :_cceleration due t(_ n_isalignn]ent
approximated by
I- cos 0
of the acce]erometer axes
disp_acen_ent of the acceler-
vehicle. The error in measure-
of an acceieroi_eter can be
where - is the i_i_*_g_**_,e_"' .......... angle. Acceleronq,_ _+_**_* __li_,_*_,_t speci-
zlcat,u:_ are generally vn minutes or less giving an error of less
than . 008 percent.
Displacen_ent of the accelerometers from the vehicle center of gravity
causes cor_ponents of acceleration other than those experienced by the
vehicle center of gravity to be sensed by the acceleron]eters. The
magnitudes of the x, y, and z components of these centrifugal and angu-
lar accelerations can be derived from the standard rigid body equations
of i_otion and are defined by the following equations:
da x = dx x (q2 + r2) _ dy x (pq _ r) - dz x (pr + "q)
da\ = - dx v (pq : r
da z : - dx z (pr - q
dyy (p2 + r2) _ dz v (qr - p)
- dy z (qr + p) + dz z (p2 q2 )
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>:]=ere :
ClaX = *-_"C. {_, XFFn_S, S °
dXx, d)x. dz x = x, 3% axd z dis-aiace-_:cnts of :-:-axis
accelerometer seismic n_ass fron3
vehicle center of gravity, etc.,
p,q,r = roll/pitch/yaw angular rates and angu-
lar accelerations of vehicle
Eronu the above equations it is apparent that if tke vehicle anmmiar
rates and an_-_dar acce]eratic:_s are o_.:ov_, then disp]ace_ent-induced
}'_ case .<f in_erest for en'_ry .:f _he flight caosul_-' fr t:-:z>rbi: i_- :)__:<: i:_
-\L._IlC_ m. eac]! acce]ero:7!e_er :_£ "-_- ' 211 ..... oaOOSI_!o2_CC_ &:'id <=,IZF __ ra±Je]
to the cor.e_o ......_ ... \-ehic]e axis. in tnls confi#urat>Tn the equario:=s
above reduce to
r 22 .÷ )da x = dx x q
dav : dy v p2 + r 2)
da z : dz z >2• 4 q_)
Due to) the ]oc__tion of t]=c \%" rocket at the capsule ce_t('r of gravity, the
c]ismlacez_._e::t of _}se accoler<,n_e_ers _= _ _ _-- i-*. .-D !nciles . ,- Jlc! :coral <&s(_
f, r pc. re enrage error dv.e to Disc}=. a:z_d v&_,v rates .:_.ccurs !-c,r a fa_7_r_ .
::-_ode c.z:_rT i:uto _:-_c _(:.i-3 a_::: s_-:e:-e .<u_:< 'E = _:'
<E : -0C:, degrees. For r_-,_¢ case, ti:e error is less tha: z i perce_ r in _ho
rat_ion belo,,,- 600, 000 feet a::d decreases n]onotc.::icall,, ,,.i[]_ oleo:re x__i::_'
altitude. At an altitude of !:"_ _. avu _ feet the error ]has decreased to % l
percent. In the non-failure re]ode case \vith a non]ina] entry angle
OH = 0, it is expected that pitch and 3:a\v rates \rill be n_<Ich ]ov:er _i\-in<
greatly reduced error from this source.
It should be noted that the inclusion of an inertial reference systenq in
the flight capsule pro\rides the capability of defining the pitch and yaw
history of the capsule and correcting the acceiero_eter data.
The c-_axin>tn_ value of spin rate for zero entry angle prior to para-
. _ ra</sec which -_'_ "c.ep_,q_ ,e,,, _-: .,_±d give at: error contribu-
zioz= t<, the l_teral acce!erc:::e,:ers of approxin_atelv L'. Ol g. This :_a:<i-
n:unz valu( should .obtain rust orior to _oarachute c_-p_o_.........,.z:_:_z_,_+after a
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t_.-_._,_o_ui<in<reasc fron_ the non_inal zero value at entry.
7. ].-_.)! Frrors Duc to Instrument Accuracy Limitations
Err{,rs in acceleration measurements due to instrument ]imitations
"..,_]i be co_nposed of both bias and random errors occurring at different
!r< ,<iuc:_cies. These errors will arise from such sources as sensitivity
!i_,_-_itati'.ms,calibration, hysteresis, temperature/voltage variations,
cr<,ss-a_<is sensitivity, etc. For practical purposes, these errors are
_<c,nerai] T iu__]tped together to define a total instrument error in terms
<_l-a fi-,:(:<ipercentage of the full-scale range of the instrument. The
-jc< ,ira<:}_ specified for this experiment is 0. 1 percent of full scale or
= 0.001 R xJax, ?. z ., y, z
,',.her< t< ]_. tl_e full-scale range of the accelerometer.
]f r]c i,L:- < rr 2r ()i [hc in_trun_cnt r_n-_ain_ substai_tially constant during
<._t ;_ '.;,_-c_a i-naior porti.')n of the error in the data can be eliminated by
iet<:_-l,,_i_ , the bias prior to entry in the zero-gravity, zero-drag re-
.... b
_[ ::e _,:{! c ..............r ._.'_ ...._ the entry, data for the t<nown bias.
'}?i_c effect efa fiz<ed bias error on the density profile determination was
csthnatcd assun]ing an error of O. OZ g, corresponding to O. O1 percent
(_f ,_ ZO- g _u_J-sca[e range. The calculations were performed in the
Ti_< <h_,_t, is related to acceleration and velocity by
.... y
/ I]1 \ d
,_ 2i ..... I
\CI3A / \, 2
wh,.rc _ : acceleration, V = velocity, m : nlass, C D : drag coefficient,
an,:_ A: <ffcctive area. Approximating the error in density by its
differential, we have, for acceleration and velocity contributions:
, a \ P /a V
Sine,, w_ are assuming a constant acceleration error,
a = a + i) a
t
\'_ adt + 3a \t
F
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calcu!ated quantity. Thus _e velocity conrribuNon to density error
i__ approxin]ated by
_' P /a V
For purposes of determining a density profile, an error in altitude is
equivalent to an error in density, and for an exponential atn_osphere
can be approximated by
i---' ) - H
-_vhere h : a!tit_:de, and H : density scale b.c_o_r
P
The n_agnitude of the above types of errors is illustrated in Figures
77 and 78. Figure 77 gives error curves for the _<orst case _with lo,v
entry velocity and lore,peak acceleration giving the largest error.
Figure 78 sho\vs error curves for the maximum peak acceleration
case.
The curves indicate the desirability of a relatively hig]: degree of
acc_ racy in the acce2erom2eter data in a _*-_1_*,-, _ ,_,-,_r_ _hnx'e, 1+
_n,Ju_d be .....sible to correct for a c:onstar, t bias error ov deter:r_inin£
its n_agnitude prior to entry. _Y/z( use of tv<o sets of ac'celeron]eters,
cr 'Re _et vrkh a _ual range sc Iil_-i a ?_im-k knd izv,- rg-l_e of accc, iera-
_. =....... _-_ _, car. be recorded, _,_-i12considerab]v i_n-
crease _]_e accuracy ",vith v,kick tke density profile can be de_ernkin, d.
Velocity data frozn the pressure o-°_ge experilnent n%ay also be useful
in determination of density.
The curve for error in density due to an error in altitude is based on
5-percent error in the radar altimeter and a density scale height of
9.6 kin. It is apparent that increased accuracy in this experiment is
desirable for _nore accurate definition of the density profile.
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]. 7. 5. 3 Sarn_)lingF<ate
Fhe sa_]_plingrate specified for this experiment is one sample per
s,.:cond. This rate with 10-bit accuracy per axis per sample gives a
_()-bit per s_e(ond bit rate, a figure which is compatible with the
flight cap_u]c con-_n_unication subsystem capabilities. The rate is not
expectant] io b,_ rapid enough to follow capsule oscillations that may
o,.<ur durlng <_ntr}. As discussed in Section l, these rates and the
_ rr0rs arisinz from them are expected to be small, and in addition
the inclusion of an inertial reference system provides the capability
of c0r retting for the1_.
"lhe acceleration histories for two limiting entry cases are shown in
F'igur_ 7 <_.
-I_h_,,_.rst ca_e is cntrF into the VM-8 atl_osphere at 15, Z00 ft/sec.
It is apparent from a qualitative point of view that the one per second
sa_:p]ing rat<_ wi!i be sufficient to accurately define the acceleration
curve for this case.
7.8 MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT
7. g. ] Obj<_ctives
t_ <. b [Vz:The prince obi .. ... of this experiment is to determine the presence and
n_easure tize conc<_ntration of con_ponent gases in the N4artian atmosphere.
A secondary objective is to obtain a n_asure of the total atmospheric
pressure.
Present estimates of the total atmospheric pressure and the CO Z and HzO
partial pressures have an uncertainty of ± i0 to I00 percent. Only CO Z
and [Iz0 have been detected by spectroscopic observations. The major
portion of the total atmosphere is thought to be argon and/or nitrogen.
This hypothetical composition was developed by elminating those gases
which were sought but not observed by spectroscopic measurement, those
too chemically active to relnain uncombined, and those whose molecular
weight is too low for then_ to be retained by the Martian gravitational field.
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i_- ,4 .... _. _ ..",_._.,. L , ij,.i-a_._:.q_ in a fixed channel n_ode for the entry
:_' :_: '_Pi :' _ ' : _'_:':'. ,,vii] cl,:,vide positive identification of HzO , Ng, OZ,
x . i: ( < ;_ : .']'.,.iJ) si:,. tT_ '.'{: t}?c' _oi_centration ()f these individual gases
:_:_<t t!: r t _! _,_-,.s_;_r<. <it}: _L_ ,'_c,.;ur;_cy of at ]cast _: 10 percent. The
1.::,- _ }:;..,: :: . >_rL, t:_, '?t .'..ill x_quire 5() b}ts to characterize each sat_p].e,
;,_:i .."i.,.: _,::-_ _ : ,:,', .<._.,:_;__]<'.-. t{; l;<' nleasured during descent is arbitrarily
:5 .'_ <it :iv, . :_ _ : ;:;t})er ,_1_ :- a _aples is large enough for redundancy pur-
i).:.;:- : i,.:, sa :.,,t _ , ::!,.:,._ _s t<'. cause bit rate problen_s.
_:;., :-_,:_ t, _ _'i]] ,:_; , c: s, a_o ever_ 5 seconds during the parachute de-
: :, _.- :,:.: .... ' ',_ ',.1,.. _._i_.::i_:::. It \rill have the capability of detecting and
:<:,,c!_" i _, [_, () ;)C',_' t, l)< I' %call,
' _" ,. :_ :t :,.':;.; _ :_t_:<-__.!,bet '.<[]i(u_al)le a zn_)re nteaningfu] interpreta-
, '_ . ::,._.. .I i _s_r<<-n_::nI_, such as the water detector and the'
4 lit-' _V'(_]'_ SI.'I!_{i_:iX'(: ' .,vat(:r det(,(t(_r n_a./
1; 2 <' _ _ _ } : :: , - :_-_ i_t_,<c. ]_,vt.l. :k D_,sitivc' analysis at: the' san?t?
: ,? ,- ;_,.:: _i, -< ,._<;tiv_is ,0:iti: an as._ign,':d iin_it or d,.'t,.'ction bv
t_,: ,: , :,-,.:_..!_ , : _ :::}ki!d _lil[r_-_. ti;is _c.,ci Ti_e gas chromatograph
_:_, ::,. _ (-...cf_._.<i !"- 'i _ <, o._! the gases being separated and analyzed
_,-, ,.-_: l:i ;:,, ,_i_ _ .,i-:',.u) <hi]_' the n_ass spectronteter _:Gcasures a
..oz.- :'_':.<1 _-: .F_.I_ [) ":)::,_:'t_ ,)f t!_,.: _ases (n_ass), Thus, a greater confi-
,i _, ...... a_ _-,_ ., . i [_: t}_ results of the gas chromatograph if supporting
,:i(:]:_ ,:,El :i::-: :i: _ L: _: :h], fr,::2"_the mass spectron?cter.
!n: .- ' : 1:.. : ,[ !t: _::_ : ;_-_ :., .'J_,2tcI's s_re gc]]era1_) _ s]ntiIar in operating
l,z: _: .:_ , ._! ::a." : :-_ p:,:_-.:lsh:,r f,.,r intr,.)d._clng ,_ s!)e_lna_.n _f the
,,. .... : ..... _: ; .,a_ _:;_t ::._:st_.,_t - an'! i_,niz: .... it. The i,,ns are tbe_a
_;:: .... ,..... . .... :':,:s_i ,,c c,:.,t:_bined electrical and magnetic fields to
::. _-_ ,. Ii:,_ : c:., r_!i::i:t(_'ti'_eir respective discrete values of n_ass to
. i[{i',. :' i [ (: /_). !' ::_i_ t]_is ntechanlsn_ of separation that the various
tyi:), _-, i ":zas>; _,l)(.<_"()_'_eto]s__ vary.
:L ':iu::_l_'_,,';,.t_.._s:<sl>{_ctr(>naeter is best suited h)r planetary at_aospheric
_i:}]-_;i::I,,. :<_ i_ ....n<)t c<)ntain a n_agnet which might perturb other
in_;t;'!,n_<'_H;-:. _ 1; ht..{.ight, and <an be hardened to survive the type of
.k : :: ::, ._ .j .... ,.::ran_ _f the instruna(;nt and a s]<etch of the quadru-
i)..,J,. :_:;;.. ;i!_e_- _:_' ::i:_,.,n _n t"igures 80 and Sl. "Phi" quadrupote n_ass
{iiI, _" : -:_,tr _c[,.._ in the forn-_ of f{)ur parallel bars arranged at the
c:_)Y_:, :- .... : _c{_:aT,,. l,n:s arc ;_..-!n?itted near the axis at one end of the,
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array and, u_nder t}e ir:fiue_ce of a]t<,r_atiz_8 v,,![a<_s applied to the ,:']cc-
_- _--= _ _<_--_- A c :-_v:daie <i _sath -_:w__:'d i::c :.t] < r <;::i. :ki a si:;e:_ fr< o:_:<,_<<-
onl\- particles with a _iven n-i/e reach the detector, t]-_e ren_ainder bein Z
scattered.
I ^Tunqm._ _J MOLECUL AR
OUTPUT H IONSIGNAL COLLECTOR
L_ IONIZING
ELECTRON '
f
I_IO0 ORUPO'EMASS
,! I F,LTER
SPUTTER
ION
PUMP
F_gure 80 FUNCTION BLOCK D[AORAM OF MASS SPECTROMETER
}ON!Z!NG
ELECTRON
BEAM
r....
NONRESONANT I \-
. - L--- ION
" _ELECTRON
COLLECTOR
_ su,e 8] QJADRL=OLE _,'ASS _',LTER
]7o or..:i-_ie::-:sare f:rc:.see:s--it!< _tc,rillzat:.or_. _Wit}t respect t::;£-loadbses,
the ioLiziri=__ (_ fiian-_ent is the <veal<eat con='aonent.. Aii_nntent of the euadru-
pole rods is critical, but accor/i:<_ to calculations by CSC, t]:e instrun_en!
can take um to 300 _.
Electronics to supply DC and RF fields to the analyzer rods are perhaps
the most critical components with respect to reliability, in that distortion
of these signals would cause the masses to be detected to be non-resonant
and non-measurable. Once the ions have been separated and arrive at the
ion detector, the scan and logic system must operate properly to measure
the collected ions.
7. S. 3 Subsystem_ Requiren_-ents
The "_tr_e_-r -,vil] ,veieh £ onu_,_d_ and v/ill have a volume of 4130 in j
Pc',,er consun<ntio'n i_ 7 t-" 14 _vatts, "with an avers, g e level of i- -_atts.
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()I','-r,_ti,-.,]-'_tk,,,i_'xcd-c!_;,nn(.i n_<,dc, the instru_ent \rill measure th{, total
pc< ss_r< and Ik, << ]t=ct,'d n_/,', currents for each._ sanlp!e. Readin_ each
quantity to :_c',,.;_-bit accuracy results in a total of 4l bits per san_plc.
Opc_z'alin8 in t]R, s<a_min-< Nk, d(, the instrun_ent will cover the n_ass-to-
<har u_' ran<,c fr:_n, 10 t(, 90 \\it]_ a reso]_ttion at an n_/e of 25 of less than a
] Re,r( <:bta<!ja<<nt p<'aR <,_ntri'outR}n. The scan tinge will be h, ss than ]
s, <.:_n{',.Fil,k'_:<b:c_;rTs {:utpct IOZJC v:i!l sense the presence or pears ab(,ve
th_ t}_.rcsh_)ld n< is< ]c\,<d and \<ill provide t\vo identifying signals for each
Sk:d_ p<_a]<. On,. ",','illbe thu an'.piitude -_f the pea]<, h)_arith_mically ('ncod_,d,
and t'i(" oil;or ,.\ i]] b< l:]-_{: t, nH: of the pea]< maxin_uI_n fronl initiation of the
._<an. [-a<}_ signal ,.' ]11 t)t_ t:'ansn:itted in a seven-bit \vord. The systen_
\ 1!] L, ca:.,a]-q__; tr;_ns:nittin_ up to 80 peaks per scan and one scan every
q _,_,_,:tds, T}<u!< tl',.(total biLs per san_ple can range up to 1120. The scan
:_,<!_. :n_;tr tn.<_i '.<,'i_ht vail b< !0 pounds.
I he instru_ne_?,, is d_ signed to have an operating temperature range ()f IO°C
to OS°C. ]Raci_;_/i_;_ , uc; vacuu_p, cop, diti,_n_ of st)ace N_-h+ _l_,_ut,l .... _ affect
tii(? Jl2b L F[:!!_.']N..
7. ,_.4 Ava]]abiiJt\,
CSC has devcloo_:d for NASA, Goddard, a quadrupole n_a,qs spectronleter
designed to _neasure pl&netary atn_ospheres fron_ an entry vehicle. Further
g-load hardening and acLJeven_ent of test require_nenls ren_ain to be done.
Bet\room no\,_ _nd ] Septen',.])er 1966, the hardening problem should be inten-
sive]v lnvc_ti_atcd.
7. :} e%COUSTK3 DI2b(51IOhlKTIiR EXRERIMENT
7. ;. I r : .o.
The prin_ary objective of this experiment is the detern_inaiion of the density
profi!t of the _k'lartian atnlosphere. Such a determination is of prin_ary
i_nportanco as accurate ]<no\vledge of the density profile win allow the
optin_ization of entry vehicle design, permitting the weight for_neriy
assigned to design concii_.!tencies to be converted to payload.
in additio_ to n_casurerncnt of atn_ospheric density, this experime_t will
provide <k_ta c n the n__<_,n _iolecular weight and specific heat ratio of the
atn_ospherc. Such data will be redundant with the atmospheric con_position
data fron_ the gas chron_atograph and n_ass spectron]eter cxperin-_ents.
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7, o. 2 Descriotion
The:22<an n--:i< cu!ar n2__ss M. t?-e density D, and t?'.e n2ean snecific heat ratio
-= C n. C v can be deter:a2ined %',.; s_cca_stical _rr_eans. The velocity c,£ sound,
c,in a gas is given by
7RT
C _
M
\vhere R is the gas constant. This well-known relation has been used in the
p_t in various instrumental techniques to measure the temperature of the
Earth's atmosphere by determining c, where ._-_and 77 are well known. It
is proposed here to reverse this nnethod and to bring a volume of the _Niartian
atn2osphere into a therlr_ostaticai!v + _ " and• con_ro±2ea tube then to n2easure M 3
the accvs_:cal -_-_-,_s_ p.Z= c _/ *>_ oa_ u:i!l T.,_ n%easured in the tube;
t!2is _.-£,.i<2_ tb Cl_ r.}itv "'I 2f the gas in the t<be. }-rc:22 _ t_'ue _.en_=itv £-
t22e a._2ubient _->a= - is obtained b\-the equation
T 3
P = Pl
T 1
where T 3 denotes the absolute temperature of the thermostatically controlled
tube and T 1 the ambient air temperature measured by the resistance thermo-
meter.
lino\vin 8 the an2bient air density and ten2peratures, vce arrive at the mean
n2olecular __ass b,:. applying the _-c_a_- io\v:
7T_R
P cP
Since M ] has been obtained by the velocity n:easure,
p_ined.
-- can now be deter-
The proposed technique is to measure the velocity of sound through a sample
of gas in a spiral tube about Z meters in length and ] centi]T=eter in diameter.
For ease in illustration, Figure 8Z shows a linear arrangement of this tube.
At one end of the tube a generator drives a small sonic transducer at a
constant frequency of about 4 kc. Two identical condenser microphones are
placed along the tube \vith a nominal four-wavelength separation. Both micro-
phones resonate above ]0]<c- and fornu part of the \va!l of the tube. The test
tube is extended beyond the second microphone and is acoustically terminated
by damping n2ateriai and rou[h wall surfaces to avo1_ re_iect2ons and stand-
in_ ,e, axes in tl:e t_ibe, c= .... the *.... micronhones _ +__ _n]{{{_< sr_
_::t_ca_, their phase shifts cancel each other. The shift _s n%easured by
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TEST 4
MICRO-I "NI
T
I
I--AMPL'TUDEI_IJ U
DC C
Figure 82 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENT
,r . _.O _the phase con,p_ra_,_ ]s determined only by the wavelength of sound In the
n lediun] and, since the generator frequency is constant, by the velocity
of s und in th..' gas_
In addition to the detern&ination of the speed of sound, the ins<r,L_<nt is
capable of n_easuring the density of the gas in the tube. 'l_he mechanical
and electrical in&pedancc of the sound generator are chosen so that the
velocity of the diaphragn_ is essentially independent of the acoustic radiation
impedance of the tube. Under these conditions the sound pressure developed
in the air contained in the tube is proportional to the acoustical impedance.
Since the rnicr<_phone used responds to sound pressure, the electrical signal
generated b}' the n&icrophone is proportional to the acoustic impedance of
the gaseous nlediun% The constant of proportionality, \vhich contains th,.'
transducer sensitivity, can easily be detern_ined by calibration in an _Z
atmosphere over a non&ina[ pressure range.
Tb_" accuracy requi_ement_ imposed on the speed-of-sound determination
can be judged by considering the values shown in Table LII. A controlled
gas temperature of 3Z0°t< was assumed. The first and last rows represent
what are presently considered to be the boundaries for the composition of
the Martian atn_osphere. The instrun_ent is designed to cover the range
fronl about Zg0 to 365 in/sec. The two microphones, 4 wavelengths apart,
register phase differences between 0 and 360 degrees over the 75-r_i/sec
change in velocity, i ± i percent accuracy in the phase measurement yields
the velocity of sound to ±0. 75m/see, giving an overall accuracy of ±0. 25
percent.
Calculation of the velocity of sound in Table LII was based on the ideal gas
law. It is m_re accurate to use Van der Waals' equation, and it can be
shown that this n_ay affect the fourth significant figure in the velocity terns.
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I
Furtkernsc, re; the snecific ]seat of _ases - ..... .=n = a £requerlc}- denendence in
_:_< vicinity 3:-z22-1,, <;nlar rcla::a<j:n fr_quenc ::= -,-_< ,--,-,_,-{t_,-_::; especia!2 }-
truc for CO Z it lop pressures ar_d is one of <}<e reasons ?:hv a relatively
conditions, ca!]brat]era of the Jnstrun:ent m-ill be perfor:m_ed in an artificial
atmosphere for a number of _Nz:COz:Ar ratios.
TABLE LII
VELOCITY OF SOUND
FOR VARIOUS POSSIBLE ATMOSPHERES
Gas
100 nercent "<Z
95 percent N2 5 5 nercent Ar
95 percent N2 _ 5 percent CO Z
80 percent _K Z + 10 percent CO 2 + ]0
percentAr
]0 percent N 2 + 80 percent GO Z + 10
perc ent Ar
Velocity of Sound
(m/sec)
364
3CZ
358
349
292
A breadboard apparatus was used to experirnentallv check tee nuethod of
. v,+_-'-_._ 91_ _=_ _-,_l_r_l_ v,-e_£bt an_ density o£ unknovcn £as n_ixiures
b,,- aco\Istic nkeans. Condenser nkicroo}<one cartrid£es are _ased at the two
s:2_aiier h:]es ! n-ieasure p}kase a;-d a:z%plitude. T}te electronic breadbsard
c<:,nver_s _ke acsus_ic phase -_-_: ......_._i_C' bit,;ceell like lk-ilCi'C!}r_ore = to &l% &llaioo
voita<e. The velocity o£ sound in rations iy_edia ]:as been nkeasured to an
accuracy 0£ = 9. ] Dercent with _his instrument.
Talks _ith Dr. R. A. Hanel of ."JASA, Goddard: have assured us that a
flyable prototype can be available by September ]966, which could stand
both sterilization and g-loadings. Reliability figures are not available at
this time.
7. 9. 3 Subsysten_ Requiren_ents
The instrm_sent is estizm.ated to weigh 3 pounds, witi2 a volume of 49 in 3. k
requires 4. 0 watts of Dower and generates Zl bits per !_easurement. It
;:ave ,or other aerodvna:_ic oressures or to contansination by ablation _r_a:ct_
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For calibration purposes, the instrument could be loaded with a nitrogen
san, ple and capped prior to launch. The velocity of the san_ple could be
ixxeas_tred before launch and monitored during the flight to Mars. The nitro-
gen would be released at the time of separation of the probe from the steri-
lization can, readying the instrument for samples of the Martian atr_osphere.
7. 9.4 Avai_a.bilit¥
The instruznent is currently complete on breadboard and can be made into
a prototype in a very short time. Although NASA, Goddard, is the current
designer and vendor, it is conceivable that any good electronics firm could
n_anufacture this relatively uncon_plicated instrument.
7. 10 GAS CHROMATOGRAPH EXPERIMENT
7. i0. l Objectives
The priznc objective of this experiment is to determine the presence and
measure the cu_cc_tration of co_r_ponent gases of the Martian atmn,_ph_,re.
A see,tartary objective is to obtain a measure of the total stratospheric
pressure iromthe composite peak on the gas chromatograph and the indivi-
dual contributions of those species which are detected and n-,-easured.
Present estimates of the total atmospheric pressure and the CO Z and H20
partial pressure have an <mcertainty of :Ll0 to 100 percent. Only CO 2 and
IlzO have been detected by spectroscopic observations. The major balance
of the total atmosphere is thought to be argon and nitrogen. This hypotheti-
cal conaposition was developed by elminating those gases which were sought
but not observed by spectroscopic u_e_suren_er_ts, those too chemically
active to rer_lain unconabined, and those whose molecular weight is too low
for them to be retained by Niarls gravitational field. The atnlosphere gas
chror_aatograph will provide positive identification of the program_ed con-
stit_lents and will n_easure the concentrations of these individual gases and
the Lolal pre_._arc w_L an accuracy of at least _-i0 pe-c_mt Tb,_ _i_Ir_l-
merit will be programmed to detect and _easure Ar, COz, CO, Kr, Ne, NZ,
OZ, and Xe. During descent in the entry from the approach trajectory case,
five measurements will be made to establish the Martian atr_lospheric cor_po-
sition profile. This arbitrary number of measurements is large enough for
redundancy purposes, yet is not so great as to cause bit rate problems. In
the landed mode, five measurements would be made. A possible spacing of
the measurements would be one before sunrise, one after sunrise, one at
noon, one before sunset, and one after sunset. For the entry from orbit case,
the sampling rate will be a sample every 5 seconds.
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7. lO.Z Description
In _-_as chron_ato_raDh\-, a sa!_nle of tr, e eas to }De aralvzed is iniected as a
s]u_ _*,-, a svs_en% consistin_ of one _- :_ore cc.]_lN]ns. Each coiun-_n is
packed vTith a sorbent which I_-na-v be an activated solid adsorbent or a _lqs__q
retained either on inert -_,- _ ip_=c,a__te packing or on the walls of a Narro\v
. _ ! 1: ___ : ...... m
dianleter coiur___n An un_dsorbed carrier _as, _u_li cL_ ii_±±LLl±±_ ±_ iu_t!k_
through the co]un_n systenu to n_.ove the gas mixture through the columns.
Each component of the gaseous mixture moves at a rate \vhich depends upon
the relative affinity of the gas molecules for the sorbent packing in the
columns. As a function of time, the gas component having the least affinity
"_vill emerge first and .....,,_z±_ be foiio\ved by the other seDarated_ components.
Detectors sensitive to the thern_al conductivity or son%e other property
(such as ionization c_<:s<__ section) of the ={_a__con%oonents_ are used to foiioA
the _as chron=atograph output a_= a function of tinge.
iri_ure _ i_ _ dia_ran: of tke series-ccianm: arran_en_ent frr R 8as cl-r< n]ato-
or_r_o_-.% ...._e=_c_ne,<=_ _ *_,_ detect H_O, 2.{_, Ol ' __r, an_ CO).
Oz S_-: "£ Nk
• L - - 'Z! £ : a _ i
F:gure 83 SER E[-C'2LU_,',r', _RRA_;OE_,'_Er.:T =OR A C=A_ < CHRO_ _,ATO%'u,_R-
The four colun_ns and three detectors shown in Figure $3 perforn_ the
_ -'- functions:
C on_ponent D e s c ription Function
Column A 0. 95-cn_ dia_neter, 3. 8 cm long,
calcium-carbide filled
Reacts with water vapor
to generate acetylene
C olu_mn B 0. 16-cn_ dia_eter, .-,4 cm long,
_a-percent Do\v Cornin_ 500-
-m_w
.... oil 70-80 n=esh, acid,
_±i., cone On
base washed, and silanized
m: _*,--p_ : _ earthc_ <) 0 LI S
Separates sample into
composite peak, CO Z
and ac et%:lene.
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Component Description Function
Detector I Gross section detector (see
later discussion).
Detects composite peak,
CO Z and acetylene.
Column C 0. 16-cn_ diameter, Z3 cm long,
70-80 mesh, acid, base washed,
and silanized diatomaceous earth
plus 0. 16-cm diameter, Z3 cm
long column with 70-80 mesh
activated molecular sieve 5A.
First section delays
entry of composite peak
into molecular sieve 5A
column until CO 2 and
acetylene are detected.
Second section separates
N 2 fron_ Ar + 02.
Detector Z Cross section detector Detects N 2 and Ar + 02.
Column D 0. 16-cm diameter, Z3 cm long
70-80 mesh, acid, base washed,
and silanized diatomaceous earth.
Delays detection of O 2
until N 2 is detected by
detector 2.
Detector 3 Electron-capture detector Detects O 2.
The cross section detectors listed above are srnall-volur_le, ionization
cross section detectors. They are sin_ply small ionization chambers in
which the gas being sampled is ionized by a radioactive source (e. g., srg0).
The current measured is a function of the sum of the ionization cross sec-
tions of the molecules present, and thus a measure of the san_ple concentra-
tion. The e!ectron-capture detector is also an ionization char_ber using a
radioactive source for gas ionization. Its potential, however, is kept just
sufficient to collect all of the free electrons produced in the carrier gas.
This type of detector responds only to electronegative gases such as oxygen.
9
I
The major components of this instrument are the injection and sampling
valves; the Venturi gas pump; the columns; a chemical heat source for the
columns; detectors; and the electronics to detect, amplify, and digitize
the gas chromatograph data output. Development work to date has shown
that all components can be heat sterilized and will survive the expected
g-loadings of entry and impact landing.
With respect to reliability, the gas chromatograph is an established in-
strunaental method of analysis. A properly designed miniaturized instru-
ment should be capable of the same highly reliable performance commonly
obtained from laboratory instruments. A critical component to evaluate
during preflight testing is the characteristics of the colun_n packing after
exposure to flight conditions. The column arrangement tneasures a
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d<rive£ property, i.e., t]-:e ::c t,: -r,:i_ n tin-e_ of the 8ascyus conspossents
could c}%aN_e the relative retention r.i_n_-e o£ the £ases to be detected and
nseasured.
7. l O. 3 Subsystem Reo_uiren_ents
a voiui_e of about ZOO in 3, and draw no n_ore than four v;atts of pov/er.
Each of the five channels \rill be read with sevens-bit accuracy once
every 5 seconds_ and colunnn te:nperature and carrier 0as pressure
',\illbe re _s ",vit}_seven-bit -,:ords _i_-_n_ a total of _=_ bits oer san_nle,
For she landed 8as chron_atozrap}L a sa_m=piin 8 punup ".viii be required to
O_""-___S a san_ole_ of the atn%o_nhe_-_,_ _ _. oa.st_ the i_iet valve r,?_ +_..... instru._ent.
Since this instrum:enz contains radioactive sources in d_e ionization de-
tectors, it should be located and shielded so as to avoid disturbance of
any de_dces \vhich would be perturbed by beta or gamma radiation.
_ .... ,_-,_ ouid be included, to be analyzed before the firs_
rneasuren_e2-t in both t}:e Cescen'_ and landed nhast_s.
7. ]O. -_ Avaiiabilitl["
l,deipar and ]PL ]save been developing a gas chronzatograph for A iartian
atnsospheric a_salysis during the descent mode. This instrunsent could
be hardened for landed application. Becknsan has been working on the
Surveyor gas chromatograph; they or several other instrument manu-
facturers would be logical contenders to build the flight models. A pro-
totype model should be developed by 1 September 1966.
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7.11 PR_ESSUR_E GAGE EXPERIMENT
7. I I. 1 Objectives
The direct measurement of pressure provides data on a primary parameter
of the Martian atmosphere, and when combined with temperature provides
an independent determination of density through the perfect gas law. Ac-
curate knowledge of the parameters of the Martian atmosphere, particularly
of the density profile, is of great importance for the optimization of entry
vehicle design. It is desired to obtain measurements of pressure from the
beginning of Phase II through Phase III. Measurements will also be made
in Phase IV, providing data on surface pressure.
During Phases II and III, pressure measurements will be made every 2
seconds. This sampling rate is the same as that for temperature and will
result in sample points approximately every l0 to 15 kilometers at the
beginning of entry, dropping off to a sample every kilometer after exit
from peak heating in Phase II. During parachute descent this rate will
result in a sample every 100 meters.
A requirement for l-percent accuracy has been placed on the pressure
gage experiment. It would be desirable to have greater accuracy sufficient
to measure weather-induced pressure variations during the landed phase,
but the projected state of the art for a 1971 mission appears to rule out
the attainment of the required accuracy in an absolute pressure measure-
ment. The possible uncertainty at the time of the mission in the ambient
surface pressure precludes the use of a differential device for this
purpose.
During Phase IV, pressure measurements will be taken only once per hour.
This rate will provide sufficient redundancy; a faster sampling rate is not
recommended because of the accuracy limitations noted above.
7. iI. 2 Description
Six different types of pressure transducers have been found which may be
applicable to the measurement of the atmospheric pressure of Mars. They
are the diaphragm potentiometer pressure gage, the variable capacitance
gage, the variable reluctance gage, the semiducer (solid state), the
vacuum gage, and the Dimeff viscosity pressure transducer developed at
Ames Research Center. These will now be considered in turn.
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ir this device a:n%ospherJc oressure ac_i;--_ on a _£JR]}}:ras.n_ provide_=
a _,,ec,_a=,,c_l inDut_ v.',_cn ,-:-_._,_,,_rrnines the resi ssance o _ a Dotentionneter.
The voltage across the pote<tio_:%eter is constar% a_<d the current in
Diaphragm pressure gages are presently a_'ailable which will cover the
range from 0 to 0. B ib/'in 2 with a 5-percent error in reading at full
scale. These devices meet the sterilization and hardening require-
ments. The manufacturer is Spartan, Albuquerque, -<e\v Xiexico.
Spartan clain_s that the absolute error ren-:air:s co.ns_ant u,:er the entire
ran__e_, of the de_-ice. This. results ' an error of i0. o_--e_=.._,_,,_ at ,,.° 3
ib"i:_.2, v.'hic'_ is _..-_"upper bcur'd of _he ex_ec_ed_ arn_os_R_ric_ sressure
o-_:}'.tars. The ccrnpa'£y oct<sidereal d-_e feasibilitT of de-,closing: suc!-
a device t,s :<-.eRs-._re =ke resicr. Rro.k-<d }, ] ib -:-2 <, kic}:£: mccuracv.
it v.-as concluded that she ssecifications of suck R ,<<". ice ".v-uld be ra:her
poor. _<e to "die lov," drivin_ 3 force, frlct=on err,_,rs v-ouid be quite
large, an..q _.._ooverazi Tra_n!ducer acc\=racy "=--,'],_.__-,-'__,_= =_-*]-_p_=__orcter of
4- ]0 percent of full scale, Furthern:ore, due to d:e extren_el V l'iin%sy
sensing element, the unit would not be capable of vJithstanding a ]000-g
shock unless it were effectively shock nzounted.
7. ] t. _..__ Yariable Capacxance_ Pressure Transducer
This is a diaphrac:'_ d_:icu =i;::ilar _c, the -sotcr[ic::<ctcr transducer.
%Vhereas qte potention_.eter _ra_nsducer measures pressure by a chan_e
in resistance the cap__cita:sce _ransducer :neasures pressure b-, a
char__e 9: ca:<__ckance. T].,__-Ro£en:oun: rnzir.eerTh.- Cz-np_<_}-]-_as _ro-
.'<uced_ sv.cR a :R-vice ,_it]_ _ _ca!e ra:<s< fro-r-0 to O, 1_ _t]_.... in;. t:o',vever,
the transducer is c_;ite heavv, vei_hin._ !5 ounce_ co'._<p!ete. Oi Lhis
total, the se_:sor v,-eighs 4 <unces, the i,!ectrc4%ics 4 ources, the case
" -........ _-_ ......... Sz,_rzlization mre=_<i0 ounces, and 'Pie rest is t)i'<- mt.l._o._} pk,_L=_ 8. _ ......
no prob!et_n _= the device i_ dosis,_ed_ to operate ......_ta _{_her te_-_mer_-_
ture than 145_C, but whether it ca;-.v.-ithstand the -n_pact sheer is
doubtful. Rosen]ount is considering this pro.blen-_ for us. The device
is 2 ]/4 inches in diameter and 3 inches in length, including the sens-
ing capsule, \vhich is i-3..;4 inches in length. The device uses 0.
an_p at 28 volts.
7. _ I. ,._..< "Ca_-{_]_le..... Reluctance Pressure Transducer
Like the ave fore£oi:us _'-_ ....d ..... , N -_ <_{ "
Cl<azzges it_ the pcsitic:t cf the c'tia.ohrasr= vat T :k( rei<:ctaz:ce cf a
n]&£;uetzc sLrc-cz=, _:_\:£v__r -_:_ .;:,_'_qcv ._f < ,rr. _.: :kz .±k 2. 5e;usr.:_
coil. Sucha device is produced by the Pace Engineering Companyof
North Hollywood, California. They produce two models whose ranges
of measurement are applicable to this study. Onemeasures in the
range of 0 to 0. 1 ib/in Z and the other in the range from 0 to 0. 04 ib/in Z.
Both models weigh 1 pound, and the company feels that the weight can
be reducedas for as 8 ounces. It is claimed that both models can
withstand the 1000-g impact loading. The electronic section of the
instruments can withstand temperatures up to only iZ0°C which means
that modification is necessary to render the instruments sterilizable.
Theinstruments consume0. 0Z ampere at Z8 volts.
7. II. Z.4 Semiducer
Oneform of this device uses a diaphragm to generate a mechanical
input which causes a changein conductivity of a semiconductor. It is
being developedby the Giannini Controls Corporation of Duarte, Cali-
fornia, and aworkable prototype exists. It can measure pressures
of the order of 0. 06 ib/in Z with an error of less than 5 percent. It
weighs on the order of 4 ounces and has the shape of a disc i-i/8 inch
in diameter and about 1 inch thick with diaphragm. Giannini reports
sterilization and hardening to 500 g to be no problem. The device is
temperature shift insensitive up to 400°C.
7. ii. 2. 5 Vacuum Gage
This device in the form produced by Hastings-IKaydist, Inc. , of
Hampton, Virginia, consists of a solid-state power converter driving
a remote subminiature transducer.
The circuit consists of two noble metal thermocouples as sensing ele-
ments. They are supplied with well-regulated square-wave heating
power from the power converter. A change in pressure causes a change
in temperature of the thermocouples, resulting in a dc output from
the thermocouples. A third thermocouple is _ncluded in the de-record-
er circuit. This couple is unheated and is the same size as the heated
couples. A change in ambient temperature develops voltages in all the
thermocouples, but the transient effects in the heated and unheated
elements are equal and opposite, so the unheated couple compensates
for change in ambient temperature.
The device, \vhich is produced in a hardened state by Hastings-Raydist,
can nleasure over t\vo ranges: 0-20 rnm Hg< _-with the DV-13 trans-
ducer, or 0-1. 0 mn_ Hg<; \vith the DV-6hdX transducer. The con_pany
sees sterilization to be no proble17]. The only sensitive part of the
device is the thern_ocouple filament. Ho\vever, as its n]ass is so
small, it is felt that the device may meet the hardening requirenlents.
The device has one strong drawback in that it :is sensitive to the com-
position of the atn_osphere.
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_h_ _ _ _.vei_hs7 o_<cesisensor and eiectror_ics). It ]:as a dia:_e:er: :m Ge_:ice •
of o 75 n_c:he5 and a =<:_2on ::f} inch. .....<<rays :. 02 _'_<r{_-:_ at 2_ \_ !t_=
D.C.
7. ii. Z. 6 Dinneff Viscosity Pressure Transducer
This transducer has been developed by _-ASA, Ames, to measure pres-
sures h_. the range of approximately l0 -5 to ZOO mm Hg with an accuracy
of about 1 percent over a large portion of its range. A block diagram
is shox_n in Figure 84.
' IFORGING_PLATE I
D{APHRAGM
Figu,e 84 BLOCK DIAGRA_ OF V!SCOSITY PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
The transducer is basically a modification of Langmuir's quartz filter
gage which senses pressure through the damping effect on the gas
whose pressure is being measured. The transducer being considered
uses a thin, metallic diaphragm under radial tension as the sensing
element, with the gas whose pressure is being measured filling the
enclosed space on either side of the diaphragm.
The diaphragm is driven at the resonant frequency of the syste__ by
induced electrostatic forces applied be_veen the diaphragn_ and a
stationary plate in close proximity to it. The diaphragrr_ displace-
::_ent is _zzeasured by a capacitance technique usin Z a siz_ilar station-
ary plate in close pro_nuity zo :he other side of _he diap:uragu::.
As t_he pressure of the gas sample in the spaces bet_/een the moving
diaphragm and the stationary plates is varied, the work done by the
diaphragm in overcoming losses associated with the motion and the
compression of the gas also varies. The driving energy required to
keep the system oscillating at a fixed amplitude can be measured and
related to the pressure of the gas in the sensing volume. This design
has resulted in the following advantages:
], The active volume is small, thereby reducing time lag in the
measurement.
"9
Z.o The system resonant frequency can be made high by increas-
_ the radial tension of the dianhraF_-_n.
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3. Because of its electrical nature, the system lends itself to
continuous indication of pressure and to remote indication.
. The high stiffness characteristic makes the transducer rela-
tively rugged.
At the present time, no information can be given regarding the opera-
tion of this unit under conditions of shock, vibration, temperature,
etc. , as pertained to application for space vehicles.
7. l i. 3 Subsystem Requirements
In Phase II, the only devices which may be capable of pressure measure-
ments are the vacuum gage and the viscosity transducer. The other trans-
ducers considered are usable in the range from 0. 01 to 0. 1 ib/in 2. An
average device would weigh from 0. 3 to 0.5 pound (assuming that the weight
of the reluctance transducer could be brought down to 0. 5 pound), have a
volume from 3 to 6 cubic inches, and require 0. 5 watt of power. In
Phases II and III, the pressure transducer will operate continuously.
Continuous operation will also take place during the landed phase, leach
measurement will be read with seven-bit accuracy, and the sampling rate
will be one sample per two seconds during descent. No deployment is
necessary, but access to the atmosphere must be given each transducer.
All diaphragm devices can operate to within 5 percent without problem in
the temperature range from -55°C to 80°C.
7. ll. 4 Availability
Diaphragm potentiometer transducers are presently available which can
measure in the range of 0. 5 ib/in 2. It is uncertain at this time whether
a device of this type can be developed to give readings accurate to l percent
in the 0. 1 ib/in Z region. The Serniducer type will become available in the
coming months. Capacitance and reluctance transducers are presently
available but need much work on weight reduction. The vacuum gage is
available at the present time. The availability status of the viscosity
transducer is not presently known. Possible vendors of the various types
of transducers have already been given.
7. 12 TEMPERATURE PROBE EXPERIMENT
7. iZ. i _Objectives
Data on temperature, as well as pressure, density, and composition, is
required to define the Martian atmosphere. The determination of atmos-
pheric temperature is of both scientific and engineering value. A character-
ization of the atmosphere is necessary to evaluate the entry value design
and is one of the prime scientific objectives of the mission.
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in Phase i!, direct te:__peraturen-_easuren:e::ts will begin after exit fron_
b!ackcut. The _enuperature profile \to to this pod::: can be cb:ai::ed fron:
reduction of acce!ero_eter dart. The accelero!m.eter data provides a direc:
measure of the dens:ty profile oi _he atnuosphere through kno_vledge of the
drag behavior of the vehicle. _,; integrating the density from entry, the
pressnre may be obtained as a function of altitude. The perfect gas la\v
then gives the temperature.
The vertical temperature profile of the N{artian atmosphere cannot be
determined from earth observations, but theoretical profiles exist as a
Such theoretical profiles generally are not monotonically decreasing func-
tions of altitude. On the contrary, the ten%perature goes through a mini-
_r_u_ at the rnesopause and she,.vs a sudden change of slope at the tropopause.
Eor _h____ .''.cAe___ - 5 at:T_osphere, the _,-d......ofb!ackout _<:ii be _20l__n_. /-ton:
entry TO end r v]-_--c,-. *%-_ .... - "
• c: a.=,_-_.-_ .... a:rn:,spheric _e::2perattare -,,.{!t be c gtazne_ fro_:
the reduction of acceleron_ezer data. in this re£ion :he nsost rapid chs__ge
{_ ten_perature is _aking place in t_e vicinity _....... _ the ::-_esoDause. To record
_his region, the accelerometer samplin$ rate of once per second will be
sufficient. This will result in a sansple each 5 kn=.
From the end of blackout to impact, platinum resistance thermometers
will be used to record the temperature. The probe will be moving more slowly.
at about i km/sec until full parachute open and then at 30 m/sec. To
maintain the same distance bet, veen samples, one every x seconds would
desirable to look ior sn_.al! ±-luc_uations in _he _ernpera_ure, such as n_ight
result fro_. weather condition_ in the i:::nacL _e <o,_ it is rec ...._.... _--_
that a ten_per__ture nneasuren_e>t in d%is region be taken once every 2
seconds. This vou!d result in _ san=mle every 60 m_ in the oarachute n=c.de.
!n the landed _.ode, ten:peratures \:ill be =_.easured over a diurnal cycle.
]<t_.ospheric temperature on Mars will be, as is the case on Earth, the
most variable of the au-nospheric parameters. It is therefore necessary
to measure the temperature more often than is the case for the other para-
meters. It is advisable to measure atmospheric temperature once every
lO minutes. At this measurement frequency, it v.-illbe possible to follow
the temperature changes which will take place during the Martian dawn
and dusk, During the Martian day and night, this measurement frequency
will allow the determination of any temperature changes which resultfrom
possible violent weather conditions at the lander site.
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JA determination of the atmospheric temperature to l-percent accuracy
should be sufficient. The expected temperature range is from 180°l< to
300°K. A more accurate determination of the temperature than to within
2 to 3°I< will result in the determination of temperature changes which are
of little importance.
A measurement of the Martian surface temperature will also be made. The
surface temperature changes should be slow compared to the changes in
the atmospheric temperature near the surface, so a measurement will be
made only two times per hour.
7. 12. 2 Description
It is proposed to use two platinum resistance thermometers to obtain the
atmospheric and surface temperatures. This device is simply a piece of
platinum wire with a constant voltage maintained across its terminals. A
measurement of the current in the circuit allows a determination of the
resistance which is a known function of the temperature. There are no
critical problems regarding sterilization, hardening and reliability. The
compensating and amplifier circuits which may be required can be built
from solid-state components.
7. ig. 3 Subsystem l%e({uirements
Each platinum resistance thermometer will weigh about 0. 3 pound with a
volume of 3 in 3. Its average power is 0. 1 watt and it will be operated in
a continuous mode. Seven bits per sample are required, and the sampling
rate is one sample per 2 seconds during descent.
7. iZ. 4 Availability
Temperature probes appear to be available which will meet the steriliza-
tion and hardening requirements for the 1971 mission. The l%osemount
Engineering Company of _linneapolis, Minnesota, is a possible supplier of
this device.
7. 13 BETA SCATTER EXPERIMENT
7. 13. 1 Objectives
The determination of the density profile of the Martian atmosphere is of
primary importance. Accurate knowledge of the density profile will allow
the optimization of entry vehicle design, permitting the weight formerly
assigned to design contingencies to be converted to payload.
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: ...... _ provide a r_ rec: de<e::-::inati,:.:: cf a:n<o- =-rb.c be_a-sca:'_er exper_::_u_'- .... _
o]-=eric density dur_-_% s Phase -.,-_,TTTit. :.,,-ill be san_o_e_ at a rzte o: or:ce per
_eeonds, ._i _H_,_ a =an_-Dle poi:-_t about every t_L) _.neters. Tb.e experi-
ntent should be accurate y:ithin -- 5 percent, a::ci its results "ail! be redun-
dant _vi_ht}-ose of the acou_'-ca densitonteter and with the density values
7. 13. 2 Description
The principle of this experiment is graphically sho\vn in Figure 85.
,, , _ VEH,CL_/
\, /
//
/
"__ BETA SOURCE
F_gure 85 BETA SCATTF'RING AIR DENSITY SEt,CSOR
Let us consider the sca:_erLng >f beta par_icies. Beta oar_icles are eiec-
_rons which have been ejected frol_-%a ::uc!ev.s. i-]zey show all the prcoerties
" 1:%1L ± _L. _ :of las_ electrons, a __;,en radzoactr_e - "-_:'- end:is beta nartzcies v z_n all
k' _ - _ ¢_ono ro . to som%e fixed energy n=axizz:un% This distri-L__eLIC energies __ . ze ur)
bution of energies is called a beta ray spectrum_. As [hese beta particles
or electrons r_.ove through a nzediun% they are scattered as a resuk of
their interaction with electric fields of the nucleus and orbital electrons.
SLnce these electrons are traveiin Z with high energy, scattering through
large angles is primarily caused b F interaction with the large electric fields
of the nucleus and the effect of the orbital electrons is negligible.
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The Rutherford law of single scattering describes this phenomenamathe-
matically as:
dN N O nZ 24 dx (1)
df_
64_2 2 (m° Vo2)2 sin 4 _?,/2
where
dN
-- = Number of beta particles scattered into a unit solid angle at an
df_
angle 0 with respect to the incident direction
N O = Number of incident particles
n : Number of scattering centers per unit volume
Z : Atomic number of the scattering medium
e = Electronic charge
dx = Differential thickness of the scattering mediun_
e° = Permittivity of vacuum
mo ---Mas s of incident particle
vo = Speed of incident particle
O = Angle of deflection
This equation can be related to the density of the scattering medium by:
N (Z)
= --p
A
where
N = Avogadro's number
A = Atomic weight of the scattering medium
p = Density of the scattering medium
These equations can be integrated through x and 0 for a particular geomet-
rical configuration to give the amount of radiation scattered to a detector
as a function of the density of the air. This result is particularly useful
at high altitudes where the air density is low and absorption of the incident
beam can be neglected and the significance of multiple scattering is low.
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D
_he current bree_dboard instr%._::ent :-.-::nufacturec: by Paran_.etrlcs of
VJalthaK_, ).ias<_., has a pr,:_i-bn_.............. }q7 source v.ith _ i-year hail-life
and car_ "be equg,]_aed.__ v.-ith -_c _*:_<:--_e- de_ectors which \vil! not be affected
by any local garr'__n_ radiation. The instrunlent is desi_sned to re.measure the
earth atn_osphere at altitudes bet',veen Zi0, 000 and 90. @00 feet. This
c=_=_;_;_--_'_*-- should b_..............=_p]_ £nr *h_ parachute descent in the Niartian
atmo sphe re.
Sterilization should not pose insurmountable problems \vith the use of solid
state components.
The current instrument has beer. g-hardened to take Aerobee -,hght_.
7. 13. 3 Subsystem requiren_ents
The beta scatter e-:merinr.ent ,-"_..:x ':'=:,,__s..__- abo_at n., _ _cund and v<iil recuire a
voiu!zle _ _ : _.- b .....o= ___ .... it _v:il require 0. 2 v'ax cf _ov/er _,vnzle in operation and
will g_enerate seven bits per n<easure:_nent v;ith a san_-p!ing rate of one
sample per 5 seconds.
The device v<i!l operate during the parachute descent phase of the mission
and must be mounted so that it has access to the atmosphere and so that
the vehicle structure does not obstruct the scattering path of the beta
particles.
7. 13. 4 Availability
Parametrics, Inc,, presently is developing a beta scalier densitonneter
device.
- _4 7-JATE _ DET__CIIC_, r'<oK ........ .:
7. 14. 1 .Objectives
%N_e objective of this experiment is to obtain a measure of the \rater content
of the ),iartian at!mosphere near the surface of the planet. The diurnal
variations of atmospheric water vapor will also be measured. The e_st-
ence of water vapor and its concentration are important to any considera-
tion of the presence and nature of N{artian life. A good measure of the
water vapor content of _{ars would allow more meaningful predictions as
to the extent of \veathering \vhich the _Niartian surface has undergone.
The best spectroscopic evidence no\v available indicates only 14- 7_ of
rater in the _klartian atn_osphere. This instrument measures the frost
point \vith an accuracy of ± 2_C, in the lower frost point region. This is
equivalent to an accuracy of ± 30 percent of the an_ount present at a _artial
pressure of 10-4 millibars.
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After landing, one measurement eachhour will be made to study the diurnal
variation of the atmospheric H20 content. This rate is somewhatarbitrary
and is basedon the time available to make measurements and the need to
use a minimal number of bits.
The mass spectrometer (during descent) and gas chromatograph (during
descent and after landing) will attempt this same measurement, but this
water vapor detector has a greater sensitivity than either of the other
instruments. As previously mentioned, this data will supplement or re-
place Earth-based spectroscopic and inductive reasoning estimates of the
Martian water vapor pressure.
7. 14.2 Description
For this measurement, an aluminum oxide humidity sensing element will
be used. The aluminum oxide element consists of a thin sheet of aluminum
which is anodized by a special procedure to provide a porous oxide coating.
A gold layer is evaporated on the oxide to form the outer electrode while
the base metal acts as the other electrode. At a fixed frequency, the ele-
ment changes impedance as water is adsorbed onto the pores of the oxide.
Thus a measure of the partial pressure of water independent of total pres-
sure is obtained. Element impedance is an inverse function of the applied
frequency. The sensor can readily measure dew/frost points from +30°C
to -ll0°C. This represents a measurement of partial pressure from 40 to
10 -6 millibars. At a total pressure of 5 to 10 millibars, the lowest sen-
sitivity would be 0. l to 0. 05 parts per million of water.
The systen7 consists of six basic elements: l) a bridge circuit; 2) transis-
tor-rectifier and filter; 3) differential amplifier; 4) voltage-controlled
oscillator; 5) switch driver, and 6) voltage regulator with current limiter.
A bridge circuit has as one of its four arms the aluminum oxide sensor.
The other three arms are resistors. By driving the bridge circuit at the
appropriate frequency, the difference of the absolute values of the voltages
at points &and B,( IVAI - IVBl),can be maintained at zero (nulled), as the
impedance of the sensor changes. To accomplish this, voltagesA and s
are individually rectified and filtered. To maximize the input impedance
of the rectifiers and minimize difference error due to mismatch of diode
temperature coefficients, the base-emitter junctions of matched transis-
tors are used.
The differential amplifier operates on the difference in voltages from the
rectifier-filters A and B. Several differential amplifiers with the high
gain and low-drift requirements needed in this application have already
been developed and could be used.
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C
._ voltaeie-contr<>lle<_ .:_sciiiat<: (_\'OC} <,-neratin_ a cc<<stant annp±:_u<_e
square ",:,ave\vhcse frec_.enc} _ i_= prcpcr:i_nai :< t}:e o<:_ou: filter, ,<ill !_e
used for thls purpose. This IT,pc %;CO v<ould ]=ave the advantage of beh-_
capable of large frequenc%: excur£ions from: [he center frequency.
The s\vitch driver is essentially an inverter that allov;s current to energize
a coil upon recekpt of a calibrate commap.d. \Uith curren_ f__o\ving in d_e
coil, sv.:itch S] assnmes its normal position, connecting the sensor back
into the bridge circuit.
Test elements have performed satisfactorily after sterilization at 145°G
for 24 hours, and exposure to vacuum for 5 nuonths. The crltieal iten_ is
a degradation of response time :vith temperature, At 25°C, the response
time for a 63 percent change in humidity is 0. Z second. At -60°G, this
tinue has increased to about 30 seconds. This response ti_._e lag could be
a problen_ upon presentation of the firs_ a_n-_osnheric san:pie to the ir.stru-
nleli[.
7. !4. 3 Subs vsten]. Rezuiren_en_s
The v;eight oz the instrument ,'____be 0. ,_, --' 0. =_pound. The circuitry can
be pacl<aged conupact!y v..ithin !5 to Z0 in 3. The sensor(s) \vi!l be mounted
separately; each sensor is 0. 5 x 0. Z5 x 0. 04 inch. The instrun_ent dramas
current only \vhen operating. The power require:_,_ent is 0. 5 warts.
The data output will be a digital signal representing the frequency of the
variable oscillator. This frequency can be measured hy counting the pulses
for a fixed period of time; at ] kc, the output of a l-second sampling time
could be characterized by seven bits. No special sampling requirements
e _-xus t.
The circuitry of this i::strun_en_ can operate over the range of -50 to :-50_C.
The alu:_.inun-_ oxide sensor car operate below -]0CirC. The instrun_ent has
been fos_nd :o c'aera_e satisfs.ct:cril}- __fter e_<nc_=ure ts iLi_L v__cum::< for 5
:months. Radiation and elecsronsagnetic field effects have no_ been tested,
hut should be nor.critical.
7. ]4. 4 Availability
Paranletrics of %Valthan% _lass. has developed a \rater vapor detector under
contract with JPL. The unit has been ground tested and has undergone
balloon tests. An engineering study to refine and match this instrument to
the flight capsule mission should be conducted bet\veen now and September
], ]966.
7. ]5 RE PROBE __XPER/Z:EN
7. 15. 1 _CObjectives
This experirner_ =s !n_e_ded to establish a profile of the X[artian ionosphere
as a f'r_nction of ai=itude. The s:renzth and - _ : _ "
_ =-__t_a_ extent of the 7,1art_-an
ionosphere are i_mportant because of its effect on con:n:u_:ications, partic-
ularly \vith respect to the transfer of data from landed instru_entation _o
an orbiting relay or directly to Earth.
O.9-
There are in existence today approximately Z0 different types of probes for
measurement of the various constituents of the Earth's ionosphere. These
can be grouped into two classes: RF probes, which measure plasma fre-
quencies or related functions; and electrostatic probes, which collect elec-
trons or ions. The electrostatic probes, which include the gangmuir probe,
require simultaneous measurements of vehicle as well as probe potentials
by means of additional instrumentation and sensors. The RF probe is rela-
tively simple experimentally, and the data interpretation is straight-forward.
Furthermore, the integration of the RF sensing area into the heat shield de-
sign appears much simpler than the prospect of fine wire electrostatic
probes protruding from the surface of the vehicle. Thus the RF probe ap-
pears to be the more attractive of the two concepts.
Based on the ionospheric models for Mars of Danilov, Chamberlain, and
Yanouv, Z5 the electron density could vary from i0 Z to 105 electrons/cm 3
through an altitude range of from Z x ]06 feet to 8 x 105 feet (Figure 86).
The Mariner IV occultation experiment Z6 determined a maximum electron
density value of 8. l x l04 electrons/cm 3 at a height of 1Z4 kin, which is
closest to Chamberlain's curve. As only one point is known, the profile
could still be similar to that of Danilov or Yanouv. If we use Danilov's
curve as corresponding to the worst case, peaks could occur over an alti-
tude increment of i00, 000 feet or a peak-to-valley separation of 50, 000 feet.
This separation would correspond to Z. 5 seconds in time at a probe velocit% _
of 20, 000 ft/sec. The sampling rate should be such that these peaks are
not missed. One sample per 0. 5 second would provide four data points over
the full-scale range of the instrument under worst case conditions.
The electron density measurements will be made from an altitude of Z. 5
x 106 feet down to the start of blackout. For a Model 3 atmosphere, black-
out begins at approximately Z x 105 feet. Assuming a vehicle velocity of
Z0, 000-ft/sec, measurements will be made over a total time period of about
125 seconds.
Although the absolute value of the electrun density determined by the RE
probe is uncertain to ± 50 percent, a five-bit word for data readout is
desirable so that an electron density versus altitude profile can be deter-
mined. The bit rate will therefore be l0 bits/sec for 1Z5 seconds or 1250
bits total for the electron density measurement.
7. 15. 2 Description
The RF probe under consideration is similar to that developed by Heikkila. Z7
In this probe the tank capacitor of an RF oscillator is immersed in the
plasma. A change in the dielectric constant of the plasma causes a fre-
quency shift in the oscillator. The electron density can be determined by
the frequency shift if the collision frequency is known. By switching the
oscillator frequency between two known values,the collision frequency can
be determined.
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The capacitor is formed by a metallic nose tip insulated from the remainder
of the structure. There n-_ay be some interface problems with respect to
the communications requirements in choice of frequencies, location of
antennas, and interference.
The requirements of a ground plane in contact with the plasma means that
if the heat shield is nonmetallic, a thin film of alun_inum or gold would be
required over the surface. The metal film emissivity and pattern will be
controlled to be consistent with the temperature control requirements of
the entry vehicle.
The effect of loading on the sensor performance does not have to be consid-
ered since all measurements will be made before impact. The construction
of the electronics should present no problems since off-the-shelf transis-
tors, resistors, and capacitors are available rated at 500 g.
Sterilization of the tip capacitor and insulator presents no problem. Silicon
transistors, metallized resistors, and nnetallized ceramic capacitors that
would make up the electronic package can meet the sterilization tempera-
ture requiren_ents.
7. 15. 3 Subsystem Requirements
The volume of the RE probe is just the volume of the electronics since the
sensor (tip capacitor) is an integral part of the heat shield. It is estimated
that the electronics will occupy a volume of about Z in 3 and will weigh about
i. 3 pounds. The power requirement is 0. 3 watt at a aS-volt level, with a
]O0-percent duty cycle for the full 125 seconds. The bit rate will be 10bits/
sec for 125 seconds giving a total of 1250 bits. The instrument will b_
turned on at an altitude of Z. 5 x 106 feet, providing for approximately 25
seconds of warmup time for the electronics before the electron density pro-
file structure begins to show at Z. 0 x 106 feet.
7, 15. 4 Availability
The RF probe has been used by several researchers with success on small
sounding rockets for the study of the Earth's ionosphere and on satellites in
Earth orbit. The item cannot be purchased as a packaged unit but would
have to be developed specifically for this application. L.G. Smith at GCA
in Burlington, Massachusetts, or Vf, J, I-Ieikkila at the Southwest Center for
Advanced Studies in Dallas, Texas, are suggested as possible sources for
development work. It is estimated that a flight test model could be fabri-
cated within 6 months to 1 year.
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At the present time, CO 2 is the only l_ajor constitk_ent of t?e :_fartian a_-
tion that the bulk of the atmosphere consists of nitro_en_ and possibl\ araono
cannot be verified by Earth-based measurements or by fly-by missions such
as Mariner IV. The objective of the radiometric experiment is, first, to
determine accurately the CO 2/N 2 ratio in the h,iartian troposphere, and
secondly, to determine the absolute amounts of CO 2, H2' and possibly
argon, l=_s experL_r_ent is intin_:atelv connect_'d w _<_-' *;_ _ o<ner expe_in_ents
to be carried on the flight capsule, since detern_ination of the conaposition
is reauired in order to reduce the subsonic pressure and ten_perature
n-ieasurez_._-ents. Secondly, kno\_,ie@_e ,-_:con:pos:_.o_ is necessary to deduce
t!-_e_tRuo=_,__r_____ ten<mera_<r_._ _ ....o:__:_e:;_- fro2-_ tk_ !-_:±k-altir.:de densir, n:easure-
n]ents obtained iron-: tRe acceieron%eter, in addition to ti=_se mracticai
values, a detern_ination of the con_.position of the },iartian atn<osphere ranks
high in the purely scientific goals of planetary exploration.
Fron% an engineerin£ viewpoint, the objective of this experin_ent is to
utilize the radiation from the slhock-heated atn_ospheric gases during entry
as a signal source for a radiometer located inside the entry vehicle.
As presently conceived, the radion]eter will measure narrow spectral
regions of selected CN-Yiolet and C2-Swan bands. The ratio of these in-
tensities will provide an accurate but not unan_Li_uous z%%easur_ ................
COZ,/N Z ratio, and the absolute intensities will determ%ine the absolute con-
centrations with son=ewkat lower accuracy. Due io the double-valued nature
,of the _,_*_,=,__:__it:,-v<_rsus concentration _u_,-es.._ a t]-__rd rneasure:7"_ent of _,-._en,_._._.
possibly of the i',,_ ,at .'<0 :_ands, ::=ust be n:a-_i, t,: eli:__Xna_r __ ii-_e an-.bira'._it':
As arson is added to c_a=es \vith fixed CO_ i_"--,o ratios, thern]odvnan:ic con-
ditions are changed in retard to both te_perature and species concentra-
tions, such that absolute n-_a_..or,itk_des of the ak)_e bands are chansed,_ al-
though their ratios are nearl\- unaffected. By noting the free-stream density
and velocity configurations at which the radiation intensity peaks during the
entry trajectory for a given COz/N Z ratio, however, the argon concentra-
tion may be deduced.
The errors in the radiometer determination of the atmospheric composition
are due to errors in the n_easuren_ents of the absolute optical intensities I
or intensity ratios R, and to the systen_atic errors in the density _,and
velocity V fron_ the acceleron_eter measurements. A com_plete error an-
a!ysis would include a parannetric stud'-,-over all expected combinations of
p, V, and coat, position. \Ve report }<ere only partial results of an analysis
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for the Model I atmosphere at one pair of noI_inal values of pand V using
curves of intensity in 30-A °bands (less background) at the (0. l) CN- V and
(0. l) N_ bandheads. Analyses of the curves of intensity versus composi-
tion provide the results shown in Figure 87. Here the solid curves give
the ratio of percentage error in the CO 2 concentration, n(CO2) , to the per-
centage error in intensities and intensity ratios.
It can be seen that the absolute intensity of the CN-V band becomes useless
above a few percent CO2, but that the N_ band becomes useful in this
region. More important, however, is the result that the CN/N_ ratio
gives a far better measurement. This is especially true since the error in
the ratio K should be less than the errors in the intensities I. The ratios of
percentage error in n(CO2) to the percentage error in p (with the correlated
systematic error in V taken into account) are shown by the dashed curves in
Figure 87. These show that the CN/CO 2 ratio r_easurement of composition
is highly susceptible to errors in p and V at very low CO Z concentrations,
but that the CN absolute intensity is reasonably accurate in this region.
The argon col_centration n(A) can be detern_ined in principle by :_easuring
several carbon/nitrogen bands and adjusting the assun_ed value of n(A) until
congruent values of n(CO2) must be smaller than the error resulting from
the assumption of the incorrect argon concentration. Curves similar to
those of Figure 87 have been constructed and reveal that l- percent con-
centrations of argon lead to differences in the determined values of CO 2
concentrations as large as 80 percent. These are clearly sufficient to n_ake
feasible this approach to the deter_ination of argon in the Martian atmos-
phere.
The probable occurence of nonequilibrium radiation requires a further error
analysis which can be carried out in a manner similar to the above procedure.
The only difference is that in this case experimental curves of intensity
versus composition must be obtained fron_ shock tube studies to replace the
equilibriun_ radiation calculations used here.
It appears from a somewhat more extensive study of these results that the
CO 2 and argon concentrations can be determined to at least 10-percent
accuracy. For CO 2 and argon concentrations between zero and 50 percent
this implies an accuracy in the determination of the gas constant ranging
from 1/2 to 2 percent, respectively.
7. 16.2 Description
The optical radiation fron_ the shock-heated gas layer passes through a
quartz window in the vehicle heat shield and is transn_itted through a number
of light pipes to the radiometer located in the instrun_ent bay.
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The light pipes feed a group of six narrow-band (30A°) radiometer pairs
located in the instrumentation package. Each radiometer pair will consist
of one filtered sensor looking at a prominent spectral bandof interest and
one filtered sensor looking at the background radiation in an equal band
width immediately adjacent, spectrally, to the sampled band. The dif-
ference readings of the radiometer pair will be transmitted. Figure 88
depicts the arrangement of filter/sensor cells and shows the cross-section
of a single sensor cell. The cell consists essentially of a termination for
the light pipes, a collimating lens of smallf number, a high-pass filter, a
low-pass filter, a 30A° bandpassinterference filter centered on the de-
sired wavelength, a condensing lens, and a sensor. The purpose of the
collimation is to maintain near normal incidence onthe interference filter.
The light is then recondensedto get maximum S/N ratio from the sensor.
Becauseof the poor rejection of interference filters at wavelengths far from
the bandpass, it is necessary to provide additional attenuation at these
points through the use of low-pass and high-pass filters. It should be noted
that there may exist points outside the bandpassof the filter where the re-
jection is low due to overlap of filter characteristics. In the design of the
actual instrun_ent, it may be necessary in particular instances to provide
additional filtering at these points.
Figure 89is a conceptual block diagram of the instrument electronics. Each
sensor of a radiometer pair feeds a differential log amplifier. The output
of this amplifier is the logarithm of the difference betweensignal-plus-
backgroundand background. Signal choppingis used for stabilization of the
amplifiers. The output of all differential amplifiers feeds a switching matrix
for sampling of the individual channels upon command. The switching ma-
trix feeds a secondamplifier from which tile signal is synchronously rec-
tified, filtered, and fed to an analog-to-digital converter. Here the output
of each radiometer pair is level sensed and converted into a seven-bit
serial word which is then either transmitted or stored as required by tile
ren:ainder of the systen:. The use of seven bits in eachword gives better
than Z-percent transmission accuracy. A log amplifier is used so that the
percent accuracy of the intensity measurement can be maintained over four
orders of magnitude of intensity range.
7. 16.3 Subsystem Requirements
The radiometer package will consist basically of two parts, optics and
electronics. The light pipes (fiber optic bundles) that channel the radiation
from the quartz window in the heat shield to the electronics package will
require approximately l in 3. The electronics package which includes the
sensors will require 6 in 3. and weigh 2. 25 pounds. The instrument's power
requirement is I. 5 watts at a 28-volt level, regulated to 4- 2 percent. Each
of the six filter pairs will require seven bits for a total of 42 bits per sample.
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in< sa:lnD±!n_ rate will :me on< sai_-iDi< per Set )it. ui',ir d a !i_ rat_ ,f
_,= per .
7. i6.4 Availability
A prototype of this instrument is presently being developed at Avco. Flight
tests are planned for mid-1966. There should be no problem in meeting the
target dates for the 1971 mission.
7. ]7. i Objectives
c__n be used to dezernuine approxinuate soil "oroDerties such as kardness,
pene_ra%ili_r, and bearing s_r_nrti - and r_<.ssi%b. _ tL:_ i_ndicate iav_red char-
acter. _his may be accorr_iis}<ed by conuparing the acceleration tinue
}_istories of suitably instrun:ented projectiles during in, pact on the ren]ote
surface with those of identical projectiles durin_ _rnpacts on R_nown Earth
materials.
The usefulness of the experiment and the validity of the interpretation of the
observed response will be greatly enhanced by simultaneous measurement
of controlling conditions such as presence of or lack of nnoisture, ambient
pressure, and temperature. From the point of view of stabilit\- and settle-
rn_t of soils, it must be remembered that natural soil deposits are always
preconditioned and prestressed n:aterials, and conclusions as to bearin_
=_r___-_ o- =_ _an so=Is \v :_ hexe to '_ ca_f _NI-_- dra_vn. The resr___nses of
so=is _n laboratory tests, their ;ehavior %n - -_ cale l_eir: load tests, and
the=r actual mer_ornna'nces in full-scale structures are alwa<-s =_=<;_=,_,I, in-
fi_er_ced by the range and cnar__<ter of :ke :ta_ur_i e:<-_-_ronnle'___ta] and inn-
posed structural conditions. Considering the cost of nerforn_ing a sin=ple
penetration test on _X,lars, and the necessity for obtainin(__ as nnuc_h informa-
tion as possible from the data, it is obvious that attenupts should be n__ade
to systematically evaluate the performance of the penetrorr_eter for some
of the conjectured controlling conditions. \Vith the large diurnal thermal
gradients, violent wind storms, and meteorite impacts as znajor erosional
and depositional mechanisms, estimates can be made as to the grain size
distribution and relative densities of the granular soil deposits and then
laboratory tests conducted to deternuine whether or not acceleration time
histories can be used to delineate _rain size character and in-place soil
o
density. Infornuation should also be nuade available as to the effects of tern-
perature, low anubient pressure, and possible presence of moisture. !°er -
forn:ance of such tests wherein atte_np[s are n_ade to sinuulatc actual de-
nositional n_esses and contro!iin_ natural environn_entai {eatures will
make the penetrometer tests nY@ch n_ore n]eanin._fui.
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In addition, since for the 1971 Mars probe only simple deployment tech-
niques are being considered, information must be obtained as to the in-
fluence of the landing impact on site conditions. For a relatively soft
deposit, the penetrometer readings may be considerably influenced. Use
of impact accelerometers to record touchdown dynamics will provide
additional data to aid in assessing the quality of the penetrometer test data.
For increasingly hard landing sites, penetrometer measurements made 6
to I0 feet from the impact point will yield less disturbed observations.
With the additional laboratory research as to the penetrometer capabilities,
it may well be that the number of measurements and the accuracy of ob-
servations may have to be increased in order to take advantage of all the
potential information.
7. 17.2 Description
The penetration-hardness experiment utilizes a triaxial piezoelectric ac-
celerorneter mounted within a steel hemisphere or other suitable durable
encapsulation. The experiment is executed by releasing the weighted ac-
celerometer from a height of about 2 feet so that it falls and strikes the
Martian landing site. The deceleration time history obtained from the
accelerometer output signal then provides a direct measurement of the
resistance force exhibited by the impacted material.
Tests of simple accelerometer - penetron_eter devices at both Langley
Research Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory have indicated that
with commercially available accelerometers and a!___p!ifiers, striking
velocities of 3 to 6 ft/sec provide sufficient discrimination among the
characteristic deceleration - time histories of numerous sample materials
ranging from sand through soft and hard rocks to concrete and rI_etals. To
cover this range of material types requires a communication system cap-
able of faithfully reproducing aware form having a duration as short as
msec or as long as 30 msec and containing frequency components as low as
5 cps and as high as 7000 cps. In addition, if it is desired to attempt to
learn something about the layered character of the deposit, the duration of
the wave forms may be extended by an order of magnitude. Since the
other distinguishing characteristic of the accelerometer signal is the peak
amplitude, a relatively large dynamic range is required to handle the
direct signal. However, with advance knowledge as to the peak amplitudes
and pulse times expected, it is possible to use an integrating amplifier, for
example, where output is representative of the velocity time history or to
construct another electronic circuit to record the important features of the
original signal and in this manner considerably reduce the required bit
storage space requirements.
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G
In conclusion it can be sZate<_ thai t':e pe:n,rrczre-.<,r <__n pro,,xie a fa:rb,
large annount of useful _¢-_- _.... _ _-,_{_'-_ rock na...._1. =u _ <:once soil or - _dnes=. !t
is a light weight, n<echanica!lv sin_ple devsce. 7he fact that it is iin<ited.
to observations at a discrete point is its !frost severe ...._._a,_o:_.
_i_= point of vle-_', it is _=u_g÷_sa_- _..........,i-,_,_ r_t,_otable !__echanisnl which
would permit repetitive experimentation, is highly desirable. Further-
more, in order to obtain full benefit of the information available fronn the
deceleration time history, it is again suggested that additional stud}: under
simulated _.X4artian soil conditions n]av be desirable.
7. 17.3 Subsystem Reauirelments
The weight of penetro_:eter is esrin_ated as about ] pound for the ]o7]
n:ission and its volun_e as that of a sphere approxin]atel)- _ inches in dia-
n:eter. Con--ersations ',vi_h $. L. _',!cCart}-_\-oi Lar_gle)- _:,tesearch Center
indicate that the present sta_e of c<J,-elopn%ent is a 6-inch dian%eter sn:-:e.'-e
weighing 2-!/2 pounds.
Each penetrorneter will require ¢.3 watt of power and will generate 2100
bits per nleasuren_ent. It should be dropped as far from the Landed Cap-
sule point of impact as possible. }-or the case of boon-_ dep]o) rnent, drop
from the maximum extension.
The penetrometer should have a high tolerance level for the flight thermal,
radiation, and vacuum environment. Eor in transit calibration, it may be
feasible to check out th_ acceleronzetcr and ars..p!ifier b',_nn,nnitorin_ the
output of preset inset signals.
7 17 4 _A:-aila: ....• . :D4._t ,.-
The current status of t?:e penetron_eter }:as been noted abo ",_. A _ssi_ie
vendor is J. L. _N,IcCarth'/ of Langle) _ Research Center
7. 18 ANEMO_IETER EXPERIMENT
7. 18. i Objectives
Efforts to understand the behavior of surface winds and their role in at-
mospheric physics, climatology, and ecology have l_d to characterization
of air n-_otion by three pertinent parameters: Wind speed, wind direction,
and wind t_arbulence or gustiness. Data on these parameters of klartian
winds is desired not only for its scientific value, but also as necessary
enzineering data for improved desi__n of landing and spacecraft svsten_s.
The force anernon_eter is as signed the hi_he st priority arnong the experi-
n-_ents in the landed payload beca._se of the in=portance of k:zowled_e of
wind parameters in the entry vehicle design problen=.
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In order to keep the bit collection rate within bounds, the following sampling
system hasbeen adaptedfor the anemometers. The anemometers are con-
verted to threshold devices and programmed to register the number of times
the wind speedexceedsthe following values: 400,300,200 100,50 and I0 mph.
The instruments will be sampled five times over a diurnal cycle, e. g.,
once before sunrise, once after sunrise, at noon, before sunset, and after
sunset. This will determine the period of greatest activity over a diurnal
cycle. It would be desirable to sample this experiment more often, e.g.,
once anhour, but this would result in too high a bit rate. The anemometer
will be accurate to within I0 mph and have a threshold sensitivity of 10 rnph.
7. 18.2 Description
Two types of anemometers might be advantageously included in the payload
of the 1971 Landed Capsule. A drag-force sphere would obtain data on
average wind conditions and change s in wind conditions over a diurnal cycle.
A hot-wire anemometer could be used to observe more closely high-frequency
wind fluctuations to which the drag-force sphere is insensitive. A sonic
anemometer recently announced by the Teledynamics Division of the American
Bosch Arma Corp. may replace one of these devices. Detailed description
of these three types of anemometers are given below.
7. 18. 2. 1 Drag Force Sphere
This is the oldest kind of anemometer, the original concept being attri-
buted to Leonardo da Vinci and a description of such an instrument hav-
ing been published in 1667 by Robert Hooke. The drag-force sphere de-
scribed in NASA Tech. Brief 63-i0530 seems ideally suited for the
Mars mission. In this instrument, a diagram of which is shown in
Figure 90, a two-component strain gage balance is contained inside of
a I-I/4 inch pipe.
Mounted on this balance is a hollow ball with the surface perforated by
small holes. The perforations reduce sensitivity to turbulent flow and
increase the drag force by increasing surface "roughness" Present
forms of the sphere exhibit high drag-coefficients of 0. 8 and the drag-
force vector remains essentially constant both in I_lagnitude and direc-
tion when the azimuth angle of the ball is varied.
The minimum size sphere acceptable for adequate sensitivity is approxi-
mately 3 inches. Proper size of roughening holes will have to be de-
termined experimentally.
Major components are the drag force sphere, strain gage equipped trans-
ducer, small weight to adjust the natural frequency of the system, a
small fluid damper, and possibly a vibration isolation system to screen
out the transient vibration which may occur in the positioning boom.
The necessary components (the strain gages and amplifying and recording
instrumentation) seem to pose no problems as far as sterilization require-
ments. Amplifiers, recorders, and strain gages capable of sustaining
the expected g levels will be required. Rugged strain gages capable of
functioning in the expected Martian environment are needed.
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7. 18.2.2 Hot Wire Anemometer
The instrument is particularly adapted to high frequency wind fluctua-
tion observations. Hot wire anemometers are generally used for tur-
bulence and stability studies. A simple heated thermocouple type of
anemometer that is fully compensated for rapidly fluctuating air tem-
perature, and therefore suited to the measurement of atmospheric wind
speed fluctuations, has been developed by Hastings-Raydist Inc.,
Hampton, Virginia. The electrical circuit of a standard design is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 91
VELOCITY PROBE
,,ovl 60 CYC
Figure 91 HASTINGS-RAYDIST THERMOCOUPLE VELOCITY PROBE
In principle, the device is a low-voltage bridge circuit with two noble
metal thermocouples as sensing elements. Thermocouples A and ]3
are heated by alternating current.
A change in atmospheric flow conditions over the probe causes a change
in temperature of the thermocouples, resulting in a change in the dc-out-
put from the thermocouples.
A third thermocouple C, is in the dc-recorder circuit. This couple, of
the same size as those in the ac-circuit, is unheated. Ambient thermal
fluctuations develop voltages across all thermocouples; however these
transient effects in the heated and unheated components are equal and
opposite and therefore the instrument is self-compensating. Laboratory
tests of existing models show perfect compensation even with thermal
fluctuations as great as 27°C.
No existing hot-wire anemometers are known which have been designed
specifically for operation under Martian environmental conditions. It
is estimated that a lead time of at least 18 months would be necessary
to develop an instrument for a Mars mission. A particular problem
area which must be investigated is the degree to which measurements
vary with atmospheric composition.
G
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7, 18, __. 3 So:tic Aner]"kon_eter
This type of anem_on]eter operates on the principle of deter._ination of
wind-induced doppler effects on sonic transit t:nues. One forn_ of the
instrument developed by Teledvnan-_ics uses an on-_dldirectiona! crystal
transn_itt_r placed in the center ef an array of {_ur receiver crystals.
The entire sensing array is only 3 inches in diameter; a sketch of it is
shown in Figure 9Z.
FOUR RECEIVER
CRYSTALS
STEEL
Ill TRANSMITTER
CRYSTAL
Figure 92 TELE-DYNAMICS SONIC ANEMOMETER
In its present form only two force components are measured, although
in principle the sen_o_ s could be arranged to n_easure v_rtical as well
as horizontal components. The need for an on_nidirectional anenzom_eter
is evident when one considers the desirability of eii_inatiL_ require-
rnents for local vertical orientation :_.echanisn_s in the Landed Capsule.
The unit is designed to nueasure wind force independent of azn':ospheric
variables such as te_rIperature, water content, or pressure. _ bread-
board mode] developed by Teledvnamics has not been thoroughly tested
as yet, and only a few prelin=inary wind-tunnel results are available.
7. 18.3 Subsystem Requirements
The drag-force sphere experiment will weigh Z. 0 pounds and will require a
volume of 14 in 3. It will use 1.0watt of power at the level of Z8 volts. As
mentioned above, it will sample five times durin_ its 14-hour period of
operation, generating 42 bits with each n_easuren_ent for a total of 210 bits.
The hot-wire anennon:eter experin__ent will-weigh 0. 5 pounds and occupy
approxin_ate!y 4 in3. !is power require!_ent is O. 5 watt, and it will have
the sa-_%e nun_ber of saz_pies and bits per sa17-1ple as the dra_-force sphere.
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Both of the anemometers must be deployed sufficiently far from the landed
capsule to obtain wind force measurements undisturbed by the presence of
the capsule.
7. 18.4 Availability
A possible vendor for the drag-force sphere is the Flow Corporation of
Cambridge, Massachusetts. A lead time of approximately 18 months would
be required to develop a miniaturized device.
A possible vendor for the hot-wire anemometer is Hastings-Raydist Inc.,
of Hampton, Virginia. A miniaturized version is not presently available,
and a lead time of at least 18 months is necessary to develop one. Study
of the influence of atmospheric composition on hot-wire measurements is
r equir ed.
A possible vendor for the sonic anemometer is the Teledynamics Division
of American Bosch Arma Corporation.
7. 19 PARTICLE IMPACT MICROPHONE EXPERIMENT
7. 19. 1 Objectives
A number of observers have reported the existence of what appear to be
severe dust and/or sand storms near the surface of Mars. It is important
to establish the severity and frequency of these storms since their existence
will have a direct effect on the functioning of a number of measurem_ents
made by the lander. The corrosive effect of the wind-driven sand on ex-
posed instrumentation will determine the useful life of these instruments.
This is important particularly when future long-lived missions are con-
sidered. Information on the size and flux density of the wind-borne parti-
cles will allow calculations to be made, in conjunction with wind velocity
and atmospheric pressure, on the probability of sand-dune formation. The
formation of sand dunes can have a significant effect on the effective life-
time of future landed payloads.
The particle impact detector would be designed to detect only particles
with momentum in certain threshold ranges. The number of detections
would be recorded, and the instrument would be sampled five times a day.
In addition, a very wide field-of-view sun sensor would be used to detect
the number of storms and/ or clouds passing over it. The number of times
the intensity of sunlight dropped below a certain level would indicate the
presence of a cloud or storm. This counter would also be sampled five
times over a diurnal cycle. The samples should be taken at the same time
as the anemometer is sampled to allow correlation of wind speed with
storm activity.
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- i?. _19.-_ Descr tion
A schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 93_ The sensor
for the particle detector will be a piezoelectric crystal mounted inside a
This assembly will be mounted on the end of a boom that will be extended
through the capsule surface after landing. Initial data will be in the form
of pulses from the crystal. These will be integrated and fed to a logarith-
n%ic compressor to cover the large dynamic range expected. An analog to
digital converter converts the voltage output oi the logarithmic compreb_or
to a digital number for transfer to the main memory.
Sterilization of the sounding board mechanism and electronics should pose
no problems.
7he boon__ extension device and so_mnding board n:echanisn_wiii have [o be
specifically designed for the g -loads expected. This can be accomplished
with present state of the art.
7. 19.3 Suhs}-stem Requirements
The weight of the experiment is estimated to be approximately 5 pounds.
It will occupy a volume of 33 in 3. The power requirement will be 0.4
watt at a ZS-volt level. The sun sensor and particle detector will each be
sampled five times during a diurnal cycle and will together generate 14
bits/sample ior a total of 375 bi_s for the _xpe±in_ent.
7. l 9.4 Availability
The electronic co_-=_)n_nzs that ==ake ac the a__zzplifier, integrator, and
logarithmic compressor are available off the shelf. Development work
would be required to fabricate the sounding board and booI_ extension de-
vice. A l-year program is estin:ated as the tin-_e required to develop a
complete system including electronics, test, and calibration in a wind
tunnel.
7.20 ALPHA SCATTERING EXPERIMENT
7. Z0. 1 Objectives
The _-particle interaction characteristics of the Niartian soil will be deter-
_ined to provide a quantitative measure of elements with atomic number
(Z) 5 to 17 (B, C, N, O, I-, Ne, Na, h.ig, AI, Si, P, S, and if); a measure
of the eien_ents with atonnic nun_ber 18 to 26 (Ar to Fe) in groups of two Z:
and an indication of the presence of heavier elen]ents in groups of as nnanv
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Figure 93 DIAGRAM OF PARTICLE IMPACT MICROPHONE
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as i0 Z in the actinide series. The _ _ _'• netec_acae iin<it is of the order of 1
percent _r_ elen:c_=_ (or group of eiements)_ except for C, where the sen-
sitivitv is O. I percent.
Hydrogen is not detected by this method; but an unusually high oxygen con-
_'_ _-_÷= ÷_= ,-_==_,-_ _{,_,_*p_ _f }_vdration or absorbed water sincetent w**. .............. _ ...................
the _lartian atmosphere is not believed to have been conducive to extensive
oxidation of the surface.
Quantitative analysis with 5-atora percent sensitivity has been obtained with
a research instrument. At this time, it is not know_ if this ............... _
be achieved with a flight model. Identification of specific elements in the
Niartian crust and a quantitative measure of their concentration with a sen-
sitivitv of "-I0 atom percent is desired so that this technique could provide
data fror_._whicln the corr_position of rr_.inerals on the _.X&art_.ansurface could
_ c alc-aiated.
Because of the high nun:ber of bi_s required per scan and the valuable
amount of inforn.ation obtained per scan, five nneasurenqents are planned
to provide sufficient redundancy and enable samples from several different
areas in the region of the lander to be analyzed.
This is the only soil composition experin_ent planned for 1971. In 1973 and
1975, additional soil composition measurements will be attempted by X-ray
and neutron techniques. The a-particle interaction experhnentwill pro-
vide data at a reasonable cost in weight, power, and bits before the avail-
abiii W of these more ambitious experiments.
7. Z0.2 Description
The instrunnent, shc_en schem_atical!v in Figure 94 consists of a source of
a-particles so collinnated that a bea_. s_rikes the surface to be analyzed.
One or rp_.ore semiconductor detectors are placed close to the surface so
as to detect back-ward-scattered a-particles. Similar detectors, operated
so as to be insensitive to the sh0rt-range a-particles, can he used to
detect protons from those elements which undergo (a,p) reactions with
particles. Suitable electronics to amplify and encode the output of the de-
tectors complete the instrument.
This method of analysis is particularly applicable to the study of surfaces
(the top 1 to i00_). The a particles striking a thick target containing ele-
ments heavier than aluminum are scattered, and their energy spectrum
varies from nearly zero to a high energy cutoff value which is dependent on
the mass of the scattering nucleus. This high-energy cutoff for complete
(180 degrees) backscattering is
<A-d) 2
T = T O (k - 4)
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where
T = energy of the scattered alpha particle
T o = initial energy of the particle
A = mass number of the target nucleus
Thus the shape of the energy spectrum of a particles reflected from a
thick sample is essentially rectangular and practically independent of the
material except for the position of the high energy cut-off.
The intensity of scattering is mainly a function of the square of the nuclear
charge of the target nuclei (Z2). The analytical information in a-scattering
spectra_ such as shown in Figure 95, consists of I) identification of ele-
ments by position of break points in the curve and 2) determination of ele-
mental abundances in the sample from the differences in heights between
plateaus.
The intensity of protons from (a,p) reactions are usually much lower than
those of scattered a-particles. Only a small number of elements have an
appreciable yield of (a,p) reactions with the 6. l l-Mev particles used in
this experiment, however, and these proton spectra have very characteristic
shapes.
There is no reported data on the amenability of the instrument to steriliza-
tion. The solid-state construction would indicate no problems to heat
sterilization. A VYNS film is used over the source holder. This plastic
material should be replaced by a less heat sensitive material.
Also, there is no reported data on the effect of g-loadings on the instrument.
Angle and distance of source to sample are important since these parameters
determine the energy of the scattered particles. The ability to retain the
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geometrical position of the source under the influence of high-g loadings
would appear to be a critical consideration.
Work to dateon research and breadboard instruments has revealed no
problems with reliability. On a long flight to Mars the characteristics of
the a source will change due to the deca_of the Cm 242 (tl/2 = 163 days) the
accumulation of the daughter product Pu 38 (t I/2 = 89 years and l'_z= 5.49
Mev) and the presence of the impurity Cm Z44 (tl/Z =17.6 years and T_z --5. 8
Mev). The change in characteristics could be calculated or experimentally
determined by measurements of duplicate sources on Earth.
7.20.3 Subsystem Ke_uirements
The weight of the experiment is estimated at 0.7 pound. Two pulse height
detectors will occupy about 6 in 3 each and the package containing the a source,
detectors, and associated electronics will measure about 12 in 3. Power con-
sumption is estimated at 1.4watts. The instrument will have approximately
200 outputs to be measured at each sampling. Each output will be measured
with five-bit accuracy, giving 1000 bits per sample. As the instrument will
analyze five samples, the total bit output will be 5000 bits.
The instrument must be placed on the planetJs surface with the a source
oriented to the surface. A relatively flat surface would be best to present a
maximum amount of material at the precalibrated distance between the source
and detector. This instrument operates best in a vacuum and has so been
tested to date in its development. It should operate sufficiently well in a 10-rob
atmosphere and may provide a bonus of an analysis of the atmosphere.
No problems of environmental tolerance are obvious at this stage of develop-
ment. The radiation from other sources in the lander would be [3and a which
would not disturb the a and y-detectors. Cm Z42 and Pu 238 are both weaky
emitters and their effect on instruments sensitive to 7' radiation must be con-
sid_red.
For calibration and checkout in flight, the instrument could be positioned so
as to face a standard sample plate, e.g., an alloy or ceramic composite
built into the capsule. Periodic analyses of the standard plate could be made
and compared with a sister experiment conducted at the same time on Earth.
7.20.4 Availability
Development of this instrument has proceeded through the early prototype
stage [cf. J. H. Patterson, A. L. Turkevich and F. Franzgrote, Journal of
Geophysical Kesearch, 70 (6), 1311 - 1327 (1965)] in a joint effort by JPL,
Argonne and University of Chicago. A final prototype should be developed for
preflight testing by September 1966.
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There are basicaiiy four indemenden_, fligh[ c_p_ule _nu_,.,,=.... ......._._**_...... ,.,_. *_ *_'_._ planet
surface which contribute to image smear. These are: (i) horizontal drift veloc-
ity (VH), (Z) descent velocity (V v), (3} capsule oscillations about the local verti-
cal called swing rate (<), and (4) capsule roll (spin) rate about the roll axis
(3). Camera-surface geometry is indicated in Figure 5. A smooth planar
surface is assumed for all calculations.
The ._eneral equation for snuear components is
(i)
S k =
V k =
T E =
sn_ear due to Vk in feet
capsule/camera motion component velocity in ft/sec
exposure duration in seconds
Equation (i) is valid for short duration exposures during which the capsule
velocity may be assumed constant.
The worst-case sn]ear is assun]ed to occur when all con_ponents add linearly
in the same direction
E (z)S : sk
k
The component of smear due to horizontal velocity is
S H = VH T E
where VHiS the horizontal drift velocity in ft/sec.
(3)
The drift component is independent of both can_era altitude and camera look
angle. The effect of drift smear on resolution is inversely proportional to
altitude by virtue of the functional dependence of cannera resolution on altitude.
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The smear components due to descent velocity and capsule swing angle can be
computed by referring to FigureA-1. The image smear is caused by the motion
of image elements relative to the nadir during exposure. Consider the hori-
zontal motion along the surface of an image element at point X relative to the
point 0 beneath the capsule.
X = Ztan(8 c + 8) (4)
where X is the distance along the surface from the nadir, Z is the camera
altitude, and (@c + 8) is the look angle from the vertical to the given image
element within the camera field of view. The look angle of an element is de-
fined as # + 8 where 0 is the swing angle of the optic axis relative to the
C -- _ C
local vertical, and _ is the angle of the element off boresight. _ may vary
from zero to one-half the camera angular field of view.
The image element is smeared by an amount
dX =
S WE = [Z _)c sec- (0 c - _) * Z tan (L)c + _)}W E (5)
dt 180 - -
The smear component due to descent velocity is
S v = V v TE tan (O c _ _)
(6)
where V v = descent velocity in ft/sec
The swing rate component is
_, (v)
• Z _ TE sec2 (t) c + 5)S_Jc 180 c - "
where 0 is the swing rate in degrees/sec.
c
The worst case smear occurs for the largest effective look angle (i. e. posi-
tive _ ).
The spin component of image smear for large and small look angles is derived
in Figure A-2. The spin component along the optic axis is zero. In order to
obtain a component in the direction of the drift and swing smears, it is neces-
sary to consider the rotation of raster lines about the optic axis. The intersec-
tion of the conical field of view of the camera and the assumed flat surface of
the planet is an ellipse and rotation of the camera about the optical axis will
produce elliptical image element orbits about the carmera axis. In Figure A-2
the elliptical paths are approxin_ated by circular paths resulting in an approxi-
mate, but easily manipulated, expression for spin-induced image smear. The
A-2
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where j is the spin rate in RPM.
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ine vidicon current is related to exposure by
Is = klEY
v,here
I
s
vidicon peak signal
'<_ = C On StS-llt
E: = iacer:i&-te ex-oos_re zn ft-s_2ndle-sec
.... <idicon _aznn_a slope on io_-io_ plot
ik,e exposure is related to surface or2gntness and exposure duration by the
omticai systen_
BTE UT
E =- k 2 B
4 (f'D)2
v/here
B ---- surface brightness in ft-lambcrts
T E : ewoosure__ _::-_ration in seconds
? T optical transnnission efficiency
f = focal _- -_"
D : lens diameter
k2 constant
Substitutina_ (Z) in (i)
i =KB _'
s
",<he re
K = k, k_ ,"
(I)
(z)
(3)
B-1
If the vzJieon signal is expressed relative to peak-to-peak noise
BY
77.,.,,..,j, m Vidicon signal to peak-to-peak noise ratio
K v = KIN
(4)
f( :hu rninicnum detectable surface brightness (B o) is defined as the brightness
v-!-/_chproduces unity signal-to-noise ratio, then (4) becon_es
&n(]
1 : Kv %>' (5)
e:, that (.I) n,ay be expressed
_B o /
.No',e that \vhen B: B in (2), E = E . , the vidicon sensitivity.
0 ITI I[1
It ,he maximun2 highlight surface brightness is B H , and the ininimum dis-
tin<uishab]e quantization level is assumed to be peak-to-peak noise by the
threshold detection criteria discussed in Paragraph 7. i. 6. 3, the n_axinT_nn
nun2ber of grey levels is
(8)
whe r e
N = possible number of grey shades for signal quantization to greater
than N levels
The differential signal-to-noise ratio is found by differentiating (7)
(9)
d(>.N) = Be'> )' B y-1 dB
B-2
Dd {S:(_ = i (i0)
Then:
BoY B 1 -3,
JB = (l:)
dB is called the differential contrast.
Ecuarion (ii) can be expressed as
] B
5, N )
\vhich indicates that differential contrast in_.proves _vith signal-to-noise ratio
as it should.
(ll)
b B-3
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i• 0 GAMN_ SCATTERING EXPERIMENT
i. ] Objectives
Tr_e deter1_ination of the dens,_3, profile of the N4artian atmosphere is of
nri,_:_:arv {,_.nc._r;-_ce Accurate knov. led_e of the density prefile will allow
_ _ ond:.__iza:ic:_ of entrv-\-c?icle design, pe_-_**ing N__e \\eight for__ertv.
assi£nsd :o dcsi£Al continosencies to be converted _o p__yioad, infornuation
"_ "-'_-- _0 _-_, is sisc) _e o[ _reat scientific interestsLc'.lt <732' ., =__ .,__: :_IR-o re
This experiment deternines at_mospheric density from the intensky of
gamma radiation scattered by the atmosphere• Gamma radiation is elec-
tromagnetic radiation of short \_avelength emitted by nuclei in the course
of radioactive decay. Radioactive isotopes emit gamma radiation in one
or more lines of homogeneous energy at characteristic levels of a fe\v
thousand to several million electron volts. Scattering of gamma radiation
the electrons of N_e n=ediun_-. This interaction is described mathen_aticaily
bt tf:e classical 7hon_pson t_eor'/ describing _he fraction of radiation
_:<ttered b\ s.n eicclro-! as:
J
d 9.
\vhe r e :
do/d .q
q 2
c ! ] - cos e)
}2 =2 e2 {m c2)2
o t
(i)
fraction of incident radiation scattered per electron into
a solid angle at an angle # with respect to the incident
direction.
: electronic charge.
C-l
electron n]ass.
velocity of light
pcri-nittivity of vacuum
: _-, e_-<p:'esshnlis valid for low-energy incident gammas where the elec-
t, . _<}_,ircsvery little energy. To relate this expression to air density,
ji _ _:-'.Lbe r_uiltiplied by the number of electrons per differential volume
NZ t_e4(I ! cos 2 @)dx
.... 7 _ (4)
d,t_ _2 A -2 %2 (rnoc 2)2
r: Avog;_c!ro's nun]ber
a[omic _,cight of the sca_ttering medium.
<'.ensity of the scattering medium.
<iifferc,ntial _'_,c_n_-ss u_-"the _,_,_,i_ _'_ rp_cdium.
,_ ,i_iatio_ can be integrated through x atnd 0 for a particular geometry
,:: ::,'v_ t-.: ,_,,__,__ of radi_J!:ion scattered to the detector as a function of
,i: :!< .<liT, pr)vld'.'d that the absorption can be neglected and multiple
:,__!t,. _ring _._ insignificanl.
>:,.:!_s ys to n_ Re quit e n_cnt.s
'A ill-_, st:ong source such as cesium 144 (Z90-day half-life, 134 Biev
_,_,.:,.:u,.), cadmiupn 109 (330-day half-life, 80-Key gamma), or selenium
,<.. (!Z_5-dr_y h_vli-life, Z65 and 136-Key gamma), a considerable amount
._/ _;i,icld_ _!' _> _-cq_ired to protect not only the detector but also the per-
:o::nci hg_ndling the vehicle from direct radiation.
Au ,{lternatc ,t_cans of providing the energy required is the substitution of
a,) )<--ray t<tbe and its associated power supply for the gamma source. This
appro;_ch will increase the demand on the power supply by about 25 watts,
C-Z
_-<.... .._-._-t b,- i- u:_.:':ds ,:.k£ _vo_ld re__i:ire :,_n e:<ter:-.,;;i _o-:,,er suDmly
cas,able oi i00 to 150 kv• In either case the sensors n_ust be protected
fropn too great a tc:nperature rise (_r:ax 70°C) as the noise level becon_es
e>lce s si\re.
i_aring entry sonde means of determining the recession rate of the heat
shield will be necessary in order to properly detern_ine the lower attenua-
tion due to the heat shield.
At mresent not much is _-_:,_o\_nabout the final choice of components, thus
little can be said about sterilization and g-loading capacity. The current
design goals for d-:is experiment are shown belong:
.%r:q !._,a X Ray (v./o Rower Supply)
!<:eight 5 i0
W atts 5 g 5
Volume I00 cu in 302 cu in
Bits set analysis 7 7
i. 4 AvaiL:kbiiitv
Two studies are currently being conducted for NASA, Langley, one by
Giannini Controls Corp. • Duarte, California, and the other by Research
Triangle Institute, EYurham, North Carolina. It is doubtful that the prob-
lems associated with this instrument can be solved by i September 1966.
However, if the development problems, particularly those associated with
the availability of appropriate gamma-ray sources m,hich provide adequate
intensity of emission v,ithout requiring excessive shielding, are resolved,
it is recommended tl_at this experiment be very seriously considered as a
replacement for the beta scattering experiment• The gan_ma scatter
should be able to provide virtually all of the data that the beta scatter
would, but will have vastly less _ " .......................i'_LIC[£1 _ ii±_ilLmb g I'£II_CIIL m ct'lip±±Ii_
C-3
_ 0 MAGNEI"OMETER EXPEKIEfENT
-i) =
l_ i _ectives
The determination of the magnetic properties of a planet is of great im-
portance. The existence and strength of a magnetic field in the vicinity of
a planet can lead to conclusions about the internal structure of the planet,
and the presence of a magnetic field is essential for a trapped radiation
belt to exist.
The helium vector rnaunetometer, carried on the Mariner IV Mars flyby,
detected only one magnetic disturbance in the vicinity of Mars. This was
2Z minutes after encounter at a distance of about 8500 miles from the
olanet, it is believed that this event was the same as about 40 similar
events produced l)y changes in the interpla_etary field which were recorded
along tlleprobe's trajectory by the magnetometer. This interpretation of
of this event leads to the conclusion that there is essentiall? no magnetic
field in the v4c4"P, itx/ of Mars.
qb_- event also could have been the result of a solar wind shock front
created by a s_z_al] hlartian inagnetic field. If this were the case, the
_ zarr-,_an__agnetic dipole strength would be no greater thm_ l/3000th the
strength of the Earth's, and the magnetic field strength on the blartian sur-
face would be of the order of i00 ),;:_.
[t is desirable on any future blars probe mission to determine which, if
either, of the above two conclusions from the Mariner IV data is valid. If
a _,u_ .... _, .......... approx_mate!y Q_,qn _1,_ from _ planet, _t_ probe
on its descent to the _iartian surface will detect the front and measure
the strength and direction of the field down to and on the Martian surface.
if the Mariner IV data were the result of a change in the interplanetary
magnetic field, but a N{artian imagnetic field of reduced strength exists
<:loser to the p!_netls surface, this silu_ii(m w(_,_Id also be detected by the
inagnetonleter on the entry vehicle.
The interplanetary magnetic field has a strength of about 2.to 3y. To de-
tect magnetic fields in excess of this value, an instrument sensitivity of
ly is adequate. The Mariner IV measurements, if their interpretation is
indeed a shock front at --8500 miles from the planet's surface, places an
upper bound on the magnetic field strength on the Martian surface of 100y.
Thus a magnetometer which can measure magnetic field strengths up to
g00 or 300), is desirable.
The Mariner IV magnetic event occurred at a distance of approximately
4 Martian radii from the planet. To recover some of the region where
10 -5 gauss
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_,[ar[ner :Y :-<eas-.:re:__-eRts ::,-eren<ade, the <akin_ of data v;i]] herin at a
x<ir, ute do\vn, <o ir::nact. _<I lhe %ezinnin Z of _he san0plin 8 period the launder
will %e ,_i{___.._ a< the raze of approxin_atel',- 5 kn_/'sec. The san%piing
rate wii I t!_<_ result in a spatial separation of the sample points of 300 kn_
A single measurement of rragnetic field strength on the Martian surface or
a series made from a lander with a short lifetime (such as the 1971 mis-
sion \vith a proposed lifetime of 24 hours) is of little value. In this case,
_i:e last value obLained durL,_ Z t]_ parach_Lte u_........ is --I....... _ .........
a series of Ireasuren%ents nnade from a launder \vith a longer !ifetin_e ( say,
30 dais to 6 n_onths) is of great value in that the probabilky of a magnetic
storn) r<_--_-:_-_.._._._n_from a solar flare over tinne durations such as these is
large, in t!:_s case. x zs desiranie to m<easure cha_nzes in Pna_netic field
sisera7}, _:d R:t the absolu'_e val_e.
7he stead,, geon<agneti< field of the Earth is sub ec_ :o s<orn_s at an aver-
a_e rate of 3 cr 4 $torn< days per n%onth. The storm field is corr_posed of
U,vo co:_nenents (regular ac:d irrez<_iar] both characterized b,.-changes in
_he field eleN_ents (horizontal intensity, declination, dip, etc.). The ir-
regular component is composed of fluctuations with periods rangin8 fronn
an hour to less than a second. The magnitude changes vary between
several hundred y or a thousand yto less than one y. This component is
strongly latitude-dependent. The maximum amplitude occurs in the auro-
r al zone.
The regular con)ponent has periods ranging fron< hours to days. it has a
behav=or best characterized bv changes in the horizontal field intensity.
Tl<e typical behavior is as fo!!o':'s ;
i. The b_'_i'-o._= . ..... = o£ the ....._ro_z,_ (inxial phase) is accompazded bv an
increase in average field intensity. -% typical value for the peak of
the initial phase is--20- . ?}=is phase usually lasts several hours,
after which the average horizontal intensity has returned to its pre-
storm value.
Z. The average intensity continues to decrease to a value less than
the prestorm value (the main phase). It reaches a minimum value in
perhaps 1 day. Atypical value of the average field change during the
m_ain phase is I00)
3. There is a _gradual- rec0very_ to the quiescent value requiring 1 to
Z days (the recovery phase),
C-5
The foregoing is not presented to indicate that a magnetic storm on the
surface of Mars will be the same as on Earth. Due to the weak field of
Mars, the effect of a solar flare could be much more violent. But from
the inforrnation onn_agneticstorms onEarth the following information can
be app!edto Mars. First, the period of the stornq is definitely of the or-
der of hours if not days. Secondly, at least one storm can be expected each
nzonth. Finally, to characterize the storm, the measurement of the hori-
zontal component of the _nagnetic field is adequate.
The storms will be more violent at Mars. However, as Mars is 0. 5 A. U.
further away from the sun than Earth, they will flare decreased in inten-
sity by at least a factor of i/2. It is therefore probably adequate to use
the same type of magnetometer to make surface nqeasurements as used in
the descent phase. A4easurements made ever}, half-hour with transmission
of data only when it differs from the ambient field strength are adequate
to define the regular component.
2, 2 - a_.Des c r_ p,A t_i__
Five different types of magnetometers have been developed for spacecraft
use. The following descriptions of each instrument give the principle of
operation, the missions on which it has been flown, and the advantages and/
or disadvantages of the instrument.
Z. g. I Search-Coil Magnetometer
This device is simply a spinning coil of wire wi_ich cuts the lines of
flu:< of _n ambient field and thereb} _ generates a sinusoidal emf pro-
portional to the con_ponent of the magnetic field perpendicular to the
spin axis. If a search coil is fixed to a spacecraft and spins with it,
only the true ambient field is measured as the spacecraft magnetic
field spins with the search coil. Knowledge of the spin axis direction
mo4_be obtained f_or_ a s_> s_sor
A search-coil magnetometer has been used on Pioneers i, Z, and 5,
Explorer 6, EGO and POGO. The instrument used on Pioneer 5, the
only application to a deep-space probe, could measure magnetic fields
with strength greater than 0. 5 gamma.
]Vith the search-coil device, electronic problems may arise as the
signal is low-frequency, equal to the spin frequency of the spacecraft,
and thus difficult to amplify.
g. 2. Z Fluxgate N{agnetometer
Two external magnetic fields are applied to two long parallel ferro-
magnetic cylinders: H 1 , the field being measured, and Ho s_,_ ,
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an a_ c. <aiin_ : _._ i,mD_'_ssed _-_ t}_e Drinoarv ,,vindine: arour.d the
cylinders. Znside %he c' iinders the total izroressed field is H : H o
<in : H i The n-a_2netic_ induction B : i.,_ e :,n ___ modified bv the
saturasl±_t,- of the _Terro:_agnet_c core. n_ ring the p_'<_ of _]_ _ .....
neicl, gn.e c-.qir.der cores are sa_u. _eu a_ - _*o , _ .........
is gated. In bet\veen the peaks, the induction is B = _!_o (H ± H I).
The presence of the an:bient field H] thus introduces an asynqn_etry
into the induction cycle. It is this asymmetry, which appears only in
the presence of the gating field, that provides the measure of the am-
bient field. If the total induction is expanded in a Fourier series,
a ° - Ean cosn _:,: , Ebn s.;nn ox
it cap_ %e s?:oRu< -.kay: the soarce o- the asyrn:u ezrl.-, v}ke an%blent field,
is also the source of the even harn_onics in the expansion. The
opposkely ".voRnd pri_aries impress a gating signal at a frequency X
{usually _!0 kc). The output secondary coil is wound round both cores
and feeds a filter, v,'nlcn"" " passes only the second harnnonie :V,.req_enc:....
2X). The :.._n .... + I v and all -+= _m %_a_r,z_.mics are cancelled
out by the stratagem of winding the primaries in the opposite direc-
tions.
The fluxgate magnetometer has been floxvn on Marine 2, IMP, and
Pioneer 6.
2. i. 3 Proton ..... " - -,_ ..........._rec_O_- _ _ _e+_
Protons it_ a stron-c _masnetic field are polarized spinup and spin-down.
%-pon ren:oval of t}-:eheld, :Le populations of the two states cham_ge,
resulting in ennission with a frequency proportional to the strength of
the ambient magnetic field.
This device has been flown on Vangard 3 but requires relatively high
power to create the polarizing field. Also the signal frequency is
0.426 cycles/y, and for weak ambient fields the frequency is so low
that it is difficult to amplify electronically.
2. Z. 4 Rubidium-Vapor Magnetometer
k{onochromatic light is used to excite Rb atoms into a metastable
state. %Vhen all atoms are in the metastab!e state, the vapor becomes
transparent. ]Vhen the vapor is radiated with an electrorr_agnetic
v:ave -.vhose energy ( E : h_ ) is equal to the energy difference between
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ti:___u_ t,_stablestate and an allowed transition state, the population
_ the n_etast_b!estate is reduced and the vapor becomes opaque
<'n__again. The frequency at which this occurs is proportional to the
,,aiue ,_fthe arnbient magnetic field. The resonant frequency varies
b"f 7 cycles/>' .
C'h!sd, v:ce has beenused on Explorer i0, IMP, and EGO. It has a
_'e_oe:)f from 0 05 to I0 000v and gives an absolute measurement,
}_:t it:_ pov._ereqL_irementis high.
Z. 2.5 Helium Magnetometer
_F];ehelium magnetometer utilizes the same principle as the rubidium
device with helium performing the function of the rubidium vapor. It
has tv,'overy desirable advantagesover the rubidium magnetometer
h_that t}_epower requirement for the helium lamp is less than that
_,_#ii_,d fo_" the rubidiun_ ]amp andthe resonant frequency dependence
o_ t_',_ea_:-_bientmagnetic field is greater: 23 cycles/y as opposedto
T c_c"_:s// for rubidium.
FLe he:ii<t_n magnetometer built for hlariner 4 is a triaxial instrument.
7he field information obtained from the basic unit is used by the system
t<; crcat,_ a region of zero dc magnetic field in the sensor. The zero
field region is obtained by driving three perpendicular sets of Helm-
ho]tz coils to cancel the ambient magnetic field. When a region of
zezo dc field exists, the current in each Helmholtz coil is proportional
ro tL_:-component of the ambient field along the coil axis.
_'.._ Subsystem Requirements
ii is t_:oDL,st;d to use the helium magnetometer flown on Mariner 4. This
r_,_,tr_n_czt ha_: an operating range of ± 360>' and can measure the magnetic
i_ ' ! \,_i_i',_ error of less than one y. It should be possible to extend the
_ ,,;_,_e,_,,_ibe instr_ment if this is necessary for surface use.
• :,,.7,1arir,_er 4 magnetometer weighs 5. 5 pounds. It consists of two elec-
:_ _,_ic packages and the measuring unit. Approximate dimensions of the
:;_tronic units are 6 x 6 x 2 inches, and those of the measuring unit are
}_ 4 x 4 inches. The total volume is approximately 300 in 3. The instru-
_,_t draws 7 watt_ of power. To measure along each axis in the range
i_6',i>,_,-,an accuracy of one y, 10 bits per axis are required ( nine bits
_,_ _nagnit_d,_ and one bit for sign), resulting in 30 bits per measurement
i,_ '(d!< [e is required to be magnetically clean to a level of less than one
i,_tLe ,,_,hicle cannot be brought to this level of magnetic cleanliness,
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the r_a_neto'_._eter=_av be installed on a boon<to separate it froz_ the
order to isolate it fron_ the re_ion in -,vhichnuagneticfields are present
which !:ave been created by _q_nrn___ ._ ....and n_ater'_l= -:_._the lander. The
electronics ea__ operate in the ternperature r_nge -20 to +60°C, and the
sensor in the range -55 to + 55°C, In-flight calibration currents from
ultrastab]e vo_t_e sources are required.
There appear to be no critical items with regard to sterilization. Harden-
ing problems are present. The alignment of both the optical and the Helm-
holtz coil systems nTast be retained upon impact.
Z. 4 Availability
Inc. , of Dallas, Texas. Additional deveiopn_ent ,_vork is required to har-
den the instrun<ent and ensure t<at it ,,rill withstand sterilization,
n OXYGEN DETE r'-_ "_:
..... -__ IO_, EXPERIMENT
3. 1 Obiectives
Since the life cycle of aerobic forms on Earth is so dependent on oxygen,
a measurement of the concentration of this key constituent is desired in
orderto determine if life forms similar to a general class of those on
Earth can exist on Mars.
From the lack of spectroscopic evidence for oxygen, _£aplan has assigned
an upper limit of 70 cn=-at_ for the 0Z content. Data fro:__ the },iarincr IV
occultation experh_ent indicate that rue total kiartian atn=ospheric pressure
is less than l0 n_-n. This instrun%ent can nzeasure oxygen partial Dre_=sures
as loa as 10 -5 n-_b _vith an acc,_racv of--+ -18 percent.
it is recommended that six measurements evenly spaced through the k,iartian
day be nnade to determine the diurnal variation of oxygen concentration.
The mass spectrometer and the gas chromatograph will each be attempting
to measure oxygen. This unit promises to be the most sensitive of the
measurements, and may provide a positive analysis, whereas the other
instruments may not detect oxygen. This experiment will supplement or
replace present assumptions as to the possible oxygen concentration on Mars.
3. Z Description
This technique depends upon the reaction oz trace quantities_oi oxygen with
a copper foil i:_pregnated v.ith radioactive _<rvnton _as i.Rr_-_). Oxidation
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of the heated copper foil by oxygen releases an amount of ICr 85 proportional
to the oxygen concentration. The sensitivity of the device is proportional
to the temperature of the copper foil, and the dynan_ic range of the device
can be varied from 10 -5 to 10 -Z millibars of oxygen partial pressure. In
the laboratory, the sensing element has consisted of a kryptonated copper
foil i/4-inch square.
A thin nichron_e wire, insulated from the copper, is used to heat the source.
A small Geiger tube in conjunction with a raten_eter has been used to monitor
the intensity of I<r 85 _ particles from the foil.
The kryptonated copper is heated in the presence of the atmosphere. Its
temperature is controlled by means of a platinum resistance thermometer,
current source, Schmitt trigger and switch. The voltage drop across the
platinum resistor is directly proportional to the temperature. When the
predetermined temperature of the copper is achieved, the voltage developed
by the platinum resistance thermometer causes the Schrnitt trigger to open
a s,.vitch disconnecting the current t_ the heating coil. When the temperature
drops slightly belo\v the turnoff level, the Schmitt trigger closes the switch
and heating is resumed.
A diffused-junction solid-state detector is used, together with an amplifier
and discriminator, to detect the beta particles. The amplifier gain is stable
to J: 0. 5 percent over the temperature range of -50 to +50°C.
The discriminator, which is a univibrator (also called single short or rnono-
stable multivibrator), triggers when the input pulse from the alnplifier ex-
ceeds a preset level. To increase the statistical accuracy of the count rate,
this level is made as low as possible, while high enough to stay out of the
detector noise region.
'l'he iimiter-converter-reguiator system designed at JPL for the Rutherford
experiment is capable of voltage regulation better than J: 0. I percent over
the temperature range of -50 to+50°C. This exceptionally good regulation
was necessitated by the multiple threshold levels of the discri_inators.
Since the present instrument has only one discriminator threshold level, the
50-percent efficiency obtained by it can probably be improved.
At high source temperatures and extreme sensitivities, heater power of the
order of 5 watts may be required. The total energy expended, however, is
small because of the short heating period. Because of the low resistance of
the heater coil, and the relatively large amount of power consumed by it, a
separate converter may be used to maximize efficiency.
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teeter, _1-_'_ set si:ive _n%D}ii-ier_ discrin:i':a::;r, cur_er_t iiR:ker. _.. ... _,_
c nverter and ,,'o_ta_¢ _.:,su!_t,:_:r; ]:r_,,-,mtc;tated ,-a--_-, _ }_(.-%ter, ten%__erature
sensor, tep-'-.perature control, a!_c:_ converter for heater v:oltase.
it should be nozed _hat the firs_ four elen_en_s are in an advanced s_ate of
deve!opn_ent, having been used a[ JPL in the Rutherford experiment and
instrumentation for a Surveyor application. Parameters for the kryptona-
tion of copper have been \yell established under study contracts by JPL
\vith Parametrics, Inc. i<rvptonated copper has been exposed to heat treat-
n%ent sin_ilar to the sterilization cycles expected for a Yoyager rp_ission.
T]_i< n%ateria! ,A-as tlten exposed io Li2}: \-acuun_ for _ r=_onths. Perforn%ance
__,_t_- ..... vacLR_n_ _+,_ra_e u.-as unchan:_ed._ Nor a :ii_,_<_ :_acka£e,. _ deve!os_ n_e___-_+
£eo:_-%etrv is desirable. S_iclt a'_: _ !£n%er:_ c <i£ be ]rv:xo::ated b:- t_ ion-
:31.'-_<%ardr-:l_l-_t tecl:nic :< _f:cr as son, v.
i,-te te_::Derature control circuit -p_-_.dconverter for }:(.a:er vokase are it. t}_e
conce:Xuai _=tase but sl:ould :,fret no special de,,-e]opn_ental problen_s.
process. Under JPL Contract _No. 950683 with the Technical hleasurements
Corporation, such a detector has been realized. The detector is now bein Z
ruggedized so it can survive hizh-impact loading. One of these detectors
_as been used to :_onitor beta particles from a _,r.,p_o_a_e_, copper source,
3. 3 5<:bsvsteins Requir<m:cnts
Tke instrun2ent v,q]].... R'ci£}: ] ,_ ± 0. =_ :),:}<Nkds., T}-e estix-nate is based n2ainly
or: n-'_easured-..-eisl-_ts :.f <,xisri22_ circ :itrv anS st:-<%c_<_ra] _,2ls-_rt.
-/-he ip=strun%ent .... _ " >a<ed c<>rnT]acriv: _mr<,ba%i% _, _]-_ 3 n to _0 in _
LORIC[ De RaG .... , .......... .
_he instruN_ent "_v_.ui_ be .... _ -
.... _u_:_cc_ on for several n]inutes at a pov,-er level oi
300 n<_iiii\vatts to m-._easure the intensity, ,._'_the source. During a beatin_
cvc!e of 1 to I0 n_-inutes, the instrun%ent would ,_ "" "...... r_,' as n_uch as 6, 5 watts.
After the heating cycle, 300 rniiii\varts would again be required to monitor
the intensity.
The data output will be digital signals occurring randorn]y with time in a
forn_ that can be counted and accu_ulated in a binary register. One pos-
sible mode of operatbn would be sin_p] 7 to reaA out the accun_.ulated co_mts
±_r a fixed period of tin%e, once before and once after the hea[in_ cycle.
A n:o_ desirab, le R_ode ,f operation n_{_q_t be fn read out the accu_nulated
tab_ils': :!:e shame <::f :}:e c<rve. T}tis n%ode v:<uld recxire a hi_!:er -sit rate
-# abe-at i bit/sec --<iril%s [_:c }%c:al _-c_ CYcie if re£ciout intervals ,f about l_
..... m
secor, ds v.-ere used.
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The presence of large fluxes of ionizing radiation would affect the experi-
rnent; therefore, the device should be located away from and shielded from
other radioactive sources.
A potential interference with sensitive radiation counting experiments exists
because of the radioactive source included in the instrument. The /3activity
is a_ the m'crocurie level, however, and very little y radiation is associated
_¢ith the Kr 85. Some shielding might be required to reduce Bremsstrahlung
to acceptable levels.
The activity of the CuKr 85 foil could be monitored during flight to check out
the counting and detection portions of the instrm_ent. No performance of
analyses should be attempted since these may deplete the activity of the
foil.
3.4 Availability
The feasibility of this method has been explored by Parametrics for the
measurement of the Martian verticle profile and surface oxygen concentra-
tion under two contracts with JPL A proposal is now in to JPL from Para-
metrics for specific engineering for application to a Voyager mission.
It is recoFnmended that the engineering program required to produce proto-
type models be completed by l September 1966.
4. 0 PYROLYSIS-GAS CHROMATOGRAPH - MASS SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT
4. i Objectives
Samples of tile planetary crust material will be analyzed to detect the
presence and quantity of volatile compounds evolved from either inorganic
or organic matter upon heating. 'l'_e volatlie components will be separated
by gas chromatography and the individual components determined both from
their gas chromatographic retention times and by obtaining mass spectra
of the separated gases. The objective of this experiment is the detection
of life-related compounds i.e., all compounds that are biologically signifi-
cant to terrestrial life and similar compounds that might be significant to
extraterrestrial life. Compounds of most interest are some of the repre-
sentative types of molecules of direct biological significance; e. g. , simple
purine and pyrimidine bases from nucleic acid; amino acid monomers from
proteins; and porphrin-related compounds from chlorophyll, hemoglobin,
and cytochro_nes. Also of interest are those inorganic compounds that
are life related; e.g. , carbon dioxide, water, and ammonia.
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_':is oimnned tR_:t :,o_<dered sa:ncles c'f <-_ ola.net_rv :r_st v.o.Nd be obtained
from-_ a central ss,n]olin_ svsten: v:hich would be reculred to present po\<-
dered s.r_n-..Die_to o-her e×oerin-_ents. San<oies should be accs.ired _t differ-
_t n,-_t< ; rn_nH th_ l_r,d_ri canaille and -_ different ti__es durin: t}:c'<i_:-_,a]
Z r_ ' "
cycle, A total of i5 runs are desired, spaced over a _v-day perlod, in
order to obtain a representative samp!ing in the area of the capsule and
through a significant tin%e period.
This experiment is related to both the soil composition and life detection
experiments. The presence of hydrates, carbonates, sulfates, nitrates
and other n_inerals \vhich decompose on neat_.q to _ive off inor,_aric _ases
n_ay be deduced from the soil con_position experin_ents and this experin_.ent
\vili verify these deductions. The presence of iivin_ nzatter, siz__uilar to
.............. m .......... : ...... o ....
tke infra-red n:icroscope_ G_!iiver. :,_, o!f --rs_o. Be!! Jar. and the smcctro-
soiarin%et£r. _!-_e detectior of c:ganic _-',_e< l, _ c_:n:'.vc}:%iy_ok--_d ill
[crr___Lrl_± iilt_ tile Dvrob,:sis-2as c]tro:]lato2r _o}t-n%ass sDectrol_neter
instrun-_entation ,,<-ill orovkde the f,andan-_enta! inforR:ation that the basic
n]aterials ior terrestrial-like life do exist or even that a systen%atic
grouping oi chen_icais v.-hich might support extraterrestrial iile are
present on the planet.
_._-_ Description
A sannple of the Niartian soil is picked up by a soil sampler and placed in
a thermal treatment oven. The oven is heated so that organic material
in the --=_ is va-_orized and inorganic _*_,c are decorr.nos _ _.... q_
and __ases An introduction vab.-e _njects ti=e thernual produc:s _nto the _as
chron]atograph cc.,ium_n, where trey are separate<l :nto single con]ponents.
TRese con:psnents pass througk diffusive s_o=_*_r=._.... , _ one at ........_*_m_ and are
eacm c<_m_o___<_t'_...... is ionized. -% l-.'_onzLur_-of this total ionization starts the
operation of the n%ass spectroz_neter when each component is at rnaxinuum
concentration in the ion source. A single spectrun% scan is z_ade on each
component and this inforn]ation telemetered bacR to Earth. In addition, gas
chromatographic retention times are n%easured and this inforn_ation com-
_uni c at e d.
The instrument as envisioned has not been assembled as one unit yet but
each of the separate components are available in flight-designed prototypes
as separate unitsfron_ other experin_ents developed for lunar and h fartian
exploration.
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4. 3 SubsystemRequirements
At this stage of developn_ent, specific requirements for the entire package
are not known, but can be estimated from work done on miniaturized gas
chroi_atographs and mass spectrometers. Work done to date at JPL has
shown that a complete gas chromatograph consisting of carrier gas container
and flow regulation system, sample injection valve, columns and detector
could be built to weigh under 100 grams (0. Z pound). JPL has also been
active in developing rniniaturized mass spectrometers for planetary atmos-
phere analyses. These instruments weigh only Z. 7 kg (6 pounds) and con-
su_e about 5 watts of power. These mass spectrometers have a mass
resolution of 30, but the addition of an electrostatic sector would increase
resolution to approximately 300, allowing organic compounds to be analyzed.
Such a double-focusing n_ass spectrometer has been constructed by the
University of M_innesota and flown in a sounding rocket. The entire mass
spectrometer can be fitted into a shoe box and has the performance charac-
teristics of a 15cln-radius, 60-degree-sector laboratory n_ass spectrometer.
An estimate of the total weight and power required by a pyrolysis-gas chroma-
tograph-mass spectrolneter system is 15 pounds and i0 watts.
4. 4 Availability
This combination of equipment is under current development by JPL and
should be available in prototype form by 1971.
5. 0 NEUTRON INEI,ASTIC SCATTERING EXPERIMENT
5. 1 Objectives
The prime objective of this experiment is the determination of the major
components of the planetary surface. The neutron inelastic scattering
technique will detect and measure the concentration of all e]ements except
the first five in the periodic table (H, He, Li, Be and B). The accuracy of
determination for a prototype model of the instrument is such that elements
present to the extent of about 0. l percent can be determined to within a
factor of Z while more abundant elements (l-10 percent) can be determined
with an uncertainty of less than ]0 percent. A measurement of the relative
concentrations of C, O, Na, Mg, A1, Si, I_, Ca, Fe and Ni will allow a
determination of the basic rock types on the surface.
The same instrument will fulfill several secondary objectives. During
flight to the planet, the spectra of / ray present in space can be obtained.
After landing, a n_easure_nent of the natural and cosn_ic-ray induced radio-
activity of the planetary surface will be made. These data will provide
further information on the composition of the planet surface.
q
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A n_inin-:un: cf four n-:easure_:ents are desired _n the four quadrants of the
area around the lander in order to obtain a m_easure of the varia%i!ity of t]:<
planetar," surface. These n_easuren_ents should be n-:_ade in duplicate to
obtain confirn_ation that any one n]easure!_ent was not perturbed by a
spurious event.
This instrument will provide data which \rill expand the usefulness of in-
formation fromother mission experiments. The determination of the pres-
ence or absence of carbonaceous rocks \rill aid the interpretation of data
fromthepyrolysis-OC-mass spectrometer, i.e., it will indicate whether
o _ inCO Z detected by the latter instrument is inorganic or or=a,_ic nature.
identification of mineral species by an infrared microscope or X-ray
diifr_ctometer can be validated :oy the elen=enta! anai\-ses supplied in this
_xoerin]e_i._._ _-inallv,. a conunarison of _-_=_=frc,n__ the neutron inelastic
=__c_ _- scatterin[ Instrun_ents will enaoLe a resolution _ the
- sc:atterin_ d_=::a. Tb !at:er i:-_stri:_%en,:tends _:::2rcup to_ether elen_ents
by __ass nu__-,ber for e!en:ents above eien-:ent i7, b<__ttkc neutron inelastic
scattering de\,-ice provides a specific n:easure of each element. 7bus, the
a-scatter data may indicate the presence of both ZS_hin and z6Fe, but the
ii_uLrv_ inelastic expel{._**_,...........+ _,_,-,,......<:_r_',,that only, Z6Fc _s present.
The data from this experiment will proxdde a test of some of the current
theories on the composition of Mars; e.g., that limonite and/or iron oxides
are present on the Martian surface.
5, 2 F)_ _ crintion
2 _it) ii !'_CJl_i_i-, rj., ............. Lilt
of characteristic radiation. The induced en_ission can be' n_ainiy attributed
to tkree intera,_-._,_ or<,cc_sses: i.<ela_*ic scatrerln_, radiative capture, and
Re_%r 011 aCrid-at loll.
In the inelastic scattering process, neutrons are scattered by the nuclei of
material. Some of the energy in this scattering process is lost to the nucleus,
leaving it in as. excited state. The de-excitation of the nucleus is accomplish-
ed by the emission of ) radiation characteristic of the excited nucleus. This
de-excitation occurs approximately 10-15 _sec after the initial event.
In the radiative capture process, thern_a] neutrons can be captured by the
nuclei of the material and compound nuclei are formed in an excited state.
De-excitation of the compound nucleus follows with the emission of charac-
teristic gamma radiation. This de-excitation can occur within a time period
ran_ing fromnzicro-seconds to n_iliiseconds.
In the neutron activation process, neutrons are absorbed by the nuclei of the
n]ateriai to ior:n new nuclear soecles. =_-ost of the nuc/ear species forn__ed
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in this manner are unstable, and decay with the emission of particles and
y and X-radiation. The decay follows some characteristic half-life.
Since in mostofthe cases described, y-radiation characteristic of the de-
caying nucleus is enlitted, it is possible to ascertain the nature of the
material that has beenirradiated by a neutron flux from a measurement
of the emitted ),ray spectrum. In the methods proposed for use in plane-
tary exploration, a neutron source and y-ray spectrometer will be landed
on the surface under investigation. The radiation backgroundwill be
measured before neutron irradiation. Information concerning the nature
of the surface n_aterial may be obtained from the background measurement
becauseof the possible presence of naturally radioactive material in the
surface, andbecauseof the presence of induced activity dueto the incident
cosmic radiation. The surface is then irradiated with the neutron flux and
the energy spectrum of the induced y radiation is measured.
One of the major problem,s encountered in the development of a neutron
activation device for surface compositional analysis is that of the neutron
source. Both isotopic and accelerator sources have beenstudied. With
the natural source the power requirement and the weight are less than those
required for the accelerator source. The n_ajor disadvantage in the use of
a natural source is the difficulty of controlling the source (i. e., pulsing,
shielding, andturning it on and off). This disadvantage is considered
serious enoughso that major interest has beendirected toward the use of
accelerator sources.
The accelerator source can be pulsed and turned on and off. Becauseof
this greater control, the accelerator source has greater versatility in ap-
plication. The neutron-source consists of a generating tube. Cockcroft-
Walton-type high-voltage supply, a deuterimn gas pressure control, and
circuitry of an ion source. Deuterium pulses are formed in the ion-source
circuitry. The pulses are 5 n_sec long, and have a repetition rate of 1 kc.
Deuterons are accelerated through on a 80-kv dc potential to a tritium
target. Neutrons of 14 mev energy are produced at the target. The neutron
flux produced at the target is approximately 5 x 104 n/pulse. A solid-
state detector monitors the flux,
At the repetition rate of 103/sec, the total flux rate is 5 x 107 n/sec at
the source. This rate is sufficient for use in inelastic scattering measure-
ments, but is approximately two orders-of-magnitude smaller than is
required for neutron activation. It is not only the intensity of the flux, but
the integrated flux (i.e., about 10 II n/cm 2 at the sample is required for
neutron activation) that is important. At the rate at which the neutron
generator desc ribedis designed to operate, the irradiation time would be much
too long to obtain the integrated flux necessary for neutron activation. At
higher flux rates, the life span of this tube is appreciably reduced. There-
fore, the generator as presently designed cannot be used most efficiently
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for both measurerr.ents, i-he deveioDrnents in the field of accelerator neutr:)n-
sources indicate that it n_av be c<_==_b_ to obtain a neutron accelerator s:urce
of tke :vDe recuired =_" _'e_'_-''_'_'c inelastic scatterin£ exoerin__ents, neutron
activation, and possibly radiative capture experin_ents, i-ke generator will
have to operate on a programmed time command system.
A scintillator-spectron_eter system will be used for the detection of the inci-
dent gamma rays. NaI(T7) crystals have the best properties in terms of
linearit%T of energy conversion, decay time, optical properties, and shorter
persistence of phosphorescence than other inorganic seintillaotrs (e.g.,
Nal (T/) can withstand the temperature and m_-echanical shock and vibration
v:hich a flight system must tundergo.
A suitable Cetector-spectronneter s,,-ste_ has been developed for the Ranger
3, 4. and 5 series. The ana!vzer is e. 32-channe! oLdse height analyzer de-
,,-eloped b_,- the Radiation !nstrunzents _eveiopn-_ent i_aboratcry under a con-
tract fron: the National Aeronautics and Space Ad:_-plnistration. The analyzer
includes power supply, amplifier, analogue to digital converter, :_emory,
and programn%er. T_vo levels of gain are available, and as many as 2!6
counts can be stored in each channel.
The ADC has a linearit% _ of better than 3 percent over a temperature range
of -10 to 55°C. The deadtime is ]0 + 2 n _sec, where n is the channel
number. The units weight about 5 pounds and require less than I. 5 watts
for operation. A 128-channel analyzer has not been developed by Eoral
High-voltage supplies ?:ave been developed a nun-_.ber oZ z_,__:uz_- __n-
cludin__ the 3et _r_ropu_sio_. _ Laboratory for use v:!tn sc.nN__._tion detection.
i-he ]7i_h-volta_e summ]ies are terroerature cr_n,_oersated _ omerate ove_ tlue
i500 to 18,90 volt range. =JJith these systen<s, regulation of 0. } percent at
constant tem%perature and a stability of 0. 5 percent over the temperature
range of 0 to 59:C have been obtained.
5. 3 Subsystem Repuirements
The prototype version of the instrument (exclusive of the multichannel
pulse height analyzer) weighs 32 pounds, but the flight model is expected
to weigh less than 20 pounds. Anecessary adjunct to the basic instru-
ment is a 6-percent, 128-charnel pulse-height analyzer. The instrument
is expected to be a cylinder 4 inches in diameter and 30 inches long, with a
total volume of 360 in. 3. Yhe pulse-height analyzer \rill occupy about 6 in.3.
During accelerator operation, the instrurr=ent uses about 30 \vatts of power;
the pulse-lneight analyzer is rated at 3 ,.vatts. A dutf cycle would consist
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of backgroundradiation measurement and duplicate neutron inelastic scat-
tering measurements. The length of this cycle would dependon the time to
read out the counts accumulated on the 128-channel analyzer. The neutron
generator provides pulses 5 /zsec long, the inelastic scattering >,-rays
reach the detector 2 _sec later, and have a half-band width of 2 _sec. The
generator would be pulsed and2- _sec later a number of channels on the
y-ray spectrometer measured during a 2- /xsec period. The number of
repetitive cycles required to scan all 128 channels is estimated to be no
more than 128. The generator will pulse at the rate of 103/sec or 1/1000
#-sec. ]Every 1000 /_-sec an event of neutron generation, inelastic scatter,
and 10-channel readout would be accomplished. In 128 msec, a single
analysis would be accomplished. If it is assumed that seven bits would be
used per channel, a total of 896 bits would be required per analysis.
This instrument has a real advantage of requiring no sample preparation.
The unit is simply placed on the planet surface. The ability to deploy the
instrument at different points around the vehicle is highly desirous.
±n_ i±istruzz_en[ _-- - been <_v_upe<_ _ _e express purpose o_ use in lunar
and other planetary expeditions. As such, it has been operationally vacuum
tested at pressures of 5 x ]0-6 mm Hg. The electronic circuits are tempera-
ture compensated for stable operations between 0 an(] 75°C so that planned
measurements should b_ _ade during the l_[artian day when the ambient
temperature is in this range.
During flight, the detector portion of the instrument could be tested by
monitoring ti_e background y-radiation from sources in the capsule and
would provide a valuable measure of the ambient >,-ray flux permeating the
cabin due to passage through the ]Earth's radiation belt and the bombardment
by cosmic rays.
5. 4 Availability
Prototype instrumentatlon IS available, but a flight system remains to be
developed. A number of laboratories are carrying out development work
for NASA in this field. Included are Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
Activation Analysis Research Laboratory of the A&M College of Texas,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Armour Research Foundation.
6.0 INFRARED MICROSCOPE EXPERIMENT
6. l Objectives
The infrared spectrum of any pure compound gives a wealth of information
about the chemical structure of the material in terms of functional groups
present and to some extent their relative contribution to the gross mole-
cular structLLre. BF the same token, spectra of particulates would at least
define gross chemical functionalities.
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Terrestrikl :i_e s_!_staz_cesare composedpr!:'-_ar-l' cf nrotelr_s ar_d carbo-
i' drates in-. ",at :n_ _,_,-,-_,,_............ 'vhick Rave read!:' discernable infrarec
spectra. Life on Z.[ars :y,a,, possess these san-:e _ ,_ildin_ blocks or n%a,
indeed be based on an entirely different nnetabolism, infrared spectra of
_,_=am. particulates should give considerable infornnation as to their gross
chennical structure v,-i%ether or_=anic, inorganic or orsa_,lon%etaltic.
Previous infrared spectrometric studies of biological specimens have been
concerned primarily with the identification of various animal and plant
extracts. Several workers have demonstrated that infrared spectroscopy
is an efficient _ooI foi- the ........_:--_" .............. ;_ _" ......
bacteria and viruses. Frequently, genera \vere readily separable, al-
thou_]_ the spectroscopic differences a-_z_ong related species \vith-n the
sa_e _en-&s ",uere less clear.
:ks a:: exan n:e of the :ar£e infrared spectr%:_te<ric differences _,,,--<ichar_
-:,efound apnor._ },:_<o_ical sneci:nens, So!'.,<artz and co-v,-orkers cotained
exceiient differer.tial fingerprin=in_ amon_ various n%an<n<a!ian body tissues.
7here [has also been considerable progress _ade is, fiber identification of
]_oth anin_a! and \'e_ _-=] The " {_{_gred-- _='_ functional
groups of biological specinzens are fron_ proteins and carbohydrates; the
proteins characteristically absorbing between i. 7 &nd 3. 1 #, and between
5. 5 and 6. 8# ; the carbohydrates, primaril,v between !.9 and 3. l_ and
between 9.0 and 10. 5# .
Comparison of the spectra of a variety, of mineral and bio]o_ical__ specimens
vesetable and _ _ner_" _ kin_do__ms. Ho\vever. in n__anv cases discrin0ination
a'_ >n± saR_p!es iron-: R:SeIv different anin<_ia is net easy. An%on_
tke causes for t;:is "_ N-_ fact tkat not only t}te --_:_
........ po_ ..... , but also the re!a-
ti-.-e intensity z}r _-_-_'-_ : :-_ ...... _" : _ " __ :"-'" r -;_---n_*_ _,-_1- qc__!
si'id',-.
6. Z Description
Conventional spectrometers require samples \vhich fill a field of view at
least 2 x IZ rnm in area. This ordinarily introduces problems of sample
heterogeneity and the dilution of interesting samples against uninteresting
backgrounds. However, in the past two decades, the development of
microilluminators has nnade analytical nnicrospectrometry feasible.
The quoted field of vie\v for current commercial instrumentation ranges
from 0. 2 x 0. _'-_rn;io,,vn to 12 x 12,_ . The z:_axin_um resolution is there-
fore adeauate, to cover z_a::-_ s_m_.,D_e=_ of b-ological interest,, including indi-
vidual _,_.icoror_anis_s. Further, the size ranges are comparable to those
- " ' _ : '_ - for <,r_aRic _r_d ir_or_anic particlesSL_SptC_d, ,ill L_o!&rirl]e._r!c e, _(:_ncc,
on the surfc:ce of :,[ars.
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Becauseparticle samplesrangein size downto the resolution limit of the
system, diffraction limitations on the detection procedure are important.
For the smallest samples, it is necessary to restrict the wavelength scan
to short infrared wavelengths. It is important to compare the spectra of
individual particles obtained with a microspectrometer and spectra of an
aggregate of such particles obtained by conventional spectroscopy. Al-
though many of the standard sampling techniques are reportedly adaptable
to microspectroscopy, it may well be necessary to develop new sampling
procedures, especially for samples of biological origin.
6. 3 Subsystem Recluirements
The bit rate per spectrum is approximately 1200 based on a seven-bit
gray scale at 168 successive read stations, i.e., every 20 wave numbers.
A total bit rate for the device could be imposed and thus govern the maxi-
mum number of sample results to be telemetered.
No miniaturized instrumentation is currently available, mad useful estimates
of weight, power, volume, etc. , are not available.
It is co_meivable that this device could serve a twofold purpose and permit
teienqetered pictures of certain of the particles being scanned.
7.0 SEISMOMETER EXI°ERIMENT
7. l Objectives
A_,nong the scientific objectives of the seismograph experiment are the
following: 1) to determine the presence or absence of planetary seismi-
city, Z) to determine the presence or absence of a planetary crust and
the presence of lava layers or dust layers, 3) to obtain preliminary in-
formation on the nature of the Martian core (solid or liquid) and the depth
of focus of Mars-quakes, and rough estimates of their energy release,
4) to obtai_ preliminary information on the mechanical properties oi the
materials which make up the planet Mars, and 5) to obtain preliminary
information of the effects of temperature cycling on surface materials.
There must be a separate mass suspension for each of the three axes if a
complete record of crustal movement is desired. Each seismometer has
a natural frequency at which it is extremely sensitive to induced vibrations.
Within limits, the sensitivity curve can be made to peak at any desired
frequency. In the exploration of aplanet, abroad range of frequencies
should be investigated. Untuned seismometers, with broad frequency re-
sponses, therefore seen_ desirable for initial reconnaissance.
g
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7. £ :%'escrintion
The instrL:n<ent is a coii-n_a2net velocity tra_nsducer. A[echanlcal <_ora-
tions in the crust are tra_nsferred to the seisn<oimeter body. _A large :_ass
is suspended from the france b%,-a sprin_ or some other elastic device.
\Vhen the frame moves, _he mass remains nearly fixed, pern_itting dis-
placement between the fra_zqe and mass to be recorded by a distance-to-
electric-signal transducer.
Basically, the seismorneter consists of a coil, a spring-suspended inertial
mass (magnet), an inertial mass centering system, and an internal cali-
bration device. The inertial mass consists of a per_manent magnet suspended
from the body of the instrurn_ent by a helical sprino_ a_d..t\vo cantilever
snrin_ rin_ss 7he snrin_ _in_= act to ___aintain concentricity of the n_ass
v,-ithin the hod,,-. This aiiov,s the se:s_o'n_eter to operate __t any i-%clination
of %is loR_i__£dlna_ _x-s fronn 0 to ?0 degrees {at _ _ a- [,-_ {_ '_ Several
additional nernoanen: n_a_ne_s are elrbedded /n ire hod< so as to reoel t}_e
n<ass, thus extendin_ its ....... _ .... _'_ :=_r_: neriod fron_ approxinzatelv a a _.o ! ,
seconds. T_.e_..nzass is critically dan-_mee_._by electronzagr-etic ('viscous)
transducer coil and the external mating circuit (seisn%on_-eter a!mpiifier).
The body of the seismometer is composed of high-temperature epoxy glass
laminate. The ring magnet used in the inertial mass and the bar magnets
used to lengthen the period are made of Alnico Y. The spring rings are
hardened berylliun_ copper. All bearings \vithin the instrument are run
dry.
- 3 Subs',s_en-; Re,_uireiz<e:xs
l_e seisnzoR.e_er p=<:....ase is a c-_{_:_....... 5. £5 inches :o'n_ _na 4. 375 it_cUes
in diameter. It v,_ei_ks 7. 98 pounds \vhen filled _vith ca_in_ fluid ap_d 7. 55
pounds v,_her, empty. The seisimic i_assvr'i<_%_< 3. 75 pounds• The instru-
_-" ]n_ent is ±il_ed (caged) with a fluid to dampen the rapid moven_.ent of the
inertial mass during _klars impact. The fluid (n-hepta_ne) \vas chosen be-
cause of its viscosity, density, its compatibility \vith the materials of the
instrun_ent, and its relatively high vapor pressure.
At a predetermined time after impact the seismometer caging fluid will
start to drain. The reduced pressure \vithin the seismometer actuates a
pressure s\vitch and activates an internal calibration device. After drain-
inm the centerin(_ motor servosvstem for the inertial mass inside the
seisn_o'n-_eter v,i_l_, be energized__ bv a sequence tin_er within the capsule.
T?-is initiates the seisn_o_aph _n_{_
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Power for the pulse circuit (calibration) is provided by six nickel-cadmium
batteries potted in the body of the instrument. These batteries are ar-
ranged in a series-parallel network to supply +Z. 4 and - 1. 2 volts, with a
nominal capacity of 575 rnah. This capacity operates the pulser for approxi-
mately 90days. The centering motor for the inertial mass required 48 mw
of power at 6 volts externally supplied by the capsule power-supply.
Calibration of the seismometer is provided by an internal device which
generates a standard voltage output (pulse). This output will indicate whe-
ther or not the seismometer and/or the capsule is operating properly in
the eventthat the planet is aseismic or extremely quiet, i.e. , that there
is a low rnicroseismic level and few or no Mars-quakes or meteorite im-
pacts during the life of the capsule. Onceoperation of the system has been
established, the polarized nature of the trace on the seismograph record
will provide a direct indication of the phaseof planetary waves arriving at
the seisrnorneter.
The mechanical interface with the remainder of the lander is critical for
seismorneters. Almost every payload will include noisy experiments, with
closing relays, moving arms, vibrating reeds, and so on. These experi-
ments must either be turned off during quakes or the seisrnometer must
be adequatelydecoupled from the spacecraft. Also, while in flight and
during the touchdownitself, the seismometer mass must be caged to pre-
vent damagingthe transducers. Seismograms, like optical spectra, con-
tain a great deal of information, more than can be telemetered in real
time. Datastorage facilities must therefore be incorporated into the
instrument.
An active seismic experiment would include the addition of several grenades
to provide calibrated artificial disturbances and to ensure the acquisition
of the required data in the event that the planet is aseismic.
7.4 Availability
A substantial amount of seismometer development has been accomplished
under the Ranger and Surveyor programs. Much of this work can be trans-
ferred directly to the planetary programs. Adjustments will be required
in suspension and centering mechanisms to accomodate the Martian gravity.
The lunar Ranger retrorockets were designed to remove about 8800 ft/sec
of terminal velocity, permitting the capsule to impact with a residual ve-
locity that would result from a 500-foot free-fall to Earth. This design
criteria is considerably higher than the Z75-foot capsule drop-height goal
for the Mars lander. A review of the lunar seismometer environmental
test program shows that the shock-test levels are equal to the shock re-
quirements for the Mars seisrnometer.
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_?:e design _r_r.uir_n:ent cf biclcglcai sieri!izati<::-: :::n:he lunar nrrbe has
resultec" _ in <he design and _,_:,_o!-ne_:_'_=--_.... nT_ a _ic.i,e a ivo._ steri!izabie seis-
nuo__.__eter. The increase in thernuai sterilization level fro_ 24 hours at
]2{ C to _.°i.hours at ]-_5=6, hov,-ever, nuav reouire a _ee_.=_on of *_._
design.
UED Earth Sciences Division, Teledyne Systems Con-lpany, Pasadena,
California, and Aeronutronics Divislon of Ford Niotor Company, Newport
Beach, California have done considerable work on the lunar type seismo-
meter and are possible sources for a 5lars seismometer instrument
for eitlner a passive or active experin_ent, or both.
Due to the si_.ilarizy of requirements of a lunar and h,iartian seisn_onueter,
and the kno_v-ho',v _ained _ the desic, n. testLn_, and svsten_s integration
nf the i _ _ .....
_unar seisn%onueter, a relativel F =h _ deveicon=ent tinge should be
recruited, it is felt =ha: a seisn<<:n<ete:- emc, erizz:cnt c::_ald be rrec_ared for
the 197! X_ar< Drcbe without _reat difficu!tv,
9. 0 GULLIVEP_ EKPERIALE_'<7
S. ] Objectives
The metabolic cycle of bacteria consists of the ingestion of a growth
mediunu such as amino acids and subsequent exhaustion of carbon dioxide.
Gulliver has been designed to make use of this phenun_.enon as a nueans of
_tect_ng life nr other p!a_t_
expelled fron_ ti:e tes_ device re n=ake contact with i _<al soil. The string
is retracted _-*_, test " _:_< a cnan_ber and the test chan_}_er sealed _£ _rowth
:-_uediun- c:ntai::ins C 14 tagged <: :t:_<,.:n.,isis _::::._£edover t}-_estring. If
living or_2anisn=s are present, growth is initiated and CI40_ is given off
as a metabolic by-product. This gaseous b-F-product diffuses past a series
of baffles and is subsequently collected on a Ba(OH) 2 or LiON coated window
of a radiation detector, A cunuulative cotunt is then taken at preselected in-
tervals. A plot of counts at each tin]e interval versus time is indicative of
not only growth but also of rate. A parallel chamber containing an antimeta-
bolite or growth inhibitor is run to serve as a background control.
Readings of + 10 percent in the counts per minute at either cell should be
adequate in cases where growth exists, ldazeiton data indicates that in
Earth testing, the cpnu of the life-containing chan_ber run several orders-
of-n]agnitude ah_ove the non-life-containin$ chart]her at the end of 5 hours.
Sa_Y__.pie readiness_= should be taken at houri\- intervals until the count
a_;roaches a constant value, or anti! the variation be_,veen counts is less
tl=an, say, i0 _perce:-:[. t_n _art]: this runs shoat 5 hours iro_:_ grow, th in-
itiation.
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8.g Description
The n_ajor components of the Gulliver device are a sticky string (chenille
cotton coated with a silicone grease), an expulsion and retraction device
to send out the string and bring it back, baffled growth chamber designed
to prevent grom, th naedia from diffusion into the counting surface, a
radiation detector, and associated heaters, amplifiers, and digitizing
circuits.
The _-_lechanical cornponents have been tested for sterilization but to date
nothing has been done for the electronic portion. No components have been
checked for stability to g-loading.
8.3 Subsystem Require_nents
Gulliver-_iark III is reported to weigh 1-I/2 pounds with a volume of
158 in 3 .
The nlajor power requirement for the device is a heater to maintain the
growth chaznbcr at 10 to Z0°C. The current heater requires 28 volts and
consmnes 0. 19 watt hours for each degree centigrade the temperature
n]ust be _levated. The only other power is required during a 5-to 15-
n_inute count and readout cycle amounting to 2100 watt seconds.
The current detector requires 1300 to 1800 volts for operation. However,
the ultimate detector choice is still under discussion.
The designers are currently talking of 40 bits per cycle readout with a 40-
second readout tinle. The bits were broken down as follows: 4 bits for
s vu-_c, code, 16 bits for one counter, 13 bits for the second counter, and
7 bits for te_:_perature conversions. It should b_ possible to reduce this
nun_ber by using internal logic and telerp_.etering only the difference be-
tween counters l and 2 resulting in a demand of about 30 bits per cycle.
The device has its own sampling device but will need access ports for
shooting and recoiling sticky string. Sample size depends entirely on
pickup by the string.
A Z-n_inute warmup before each counting cycle should be sufficient.
The only critical effect of environment of the experiment will be that of
te:_lperature. The investigators now talk of a 10 to 20 ° C temperature
range for testi:__g. I[owever, from data on Alaskan bacteria it would
appear that only heat sufficient to maintain a fluid culture medium must
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½{_:-naintainedo i_<_w-leueiradiation s}tok:idnot in<erfere wit i: tl<eexpera-
....£-',* since :}:e a-:lia-neta]2,oiite_-2aiTl}Dt_rser'.-esnot c.nlv as an internal
control :'_,* also a Derl"_ + "_ • "
_No inflight checkout and calibration is anticipated.
8.4 Availability
H,azelton Labs of Falls Church, Virginia, has made a b[arkILl and is
developing a A,[ark IV which will allow for multiple samplings rather than
the pair pern2itted 2n 21ark ik[.
Quarterly Report No. !7 from2 Hazelton Labs., indicates that a new con-
cept is bein_ developed for the _- .... "._u±_\er exT_era:zlent. T],e device now
consiszs o5 a series of ex;Deiiable capsules e cn, in =,c_.___... . - anc. b. n cn_.__2n
dia:2:<:.ter <i<<_._,-_<2tc v:ei£}-_ less tha_: I_-_ cra::_s....... !iacl- o; _;_=-_: caps<ies
<vouic2 be con;:ec:t<_ to I}-< lander bv a cab!_ 25 to 36 2<eters in iez'£t]-:
and \vei£hin_ approxi:2_ately 4C _2ra_zas.
Tkis device would not -._s_ra stick-,- string but would instead ]zave an
attached head designed to n2ake inthr,*ate contact with the :',[>r_i_{:.-_surface.
The growth serunuwouid be fed to the surface by a wick Lu prevent rapid
run off of the nutrients. A provision has also been made for conducting
photosynthesis experiments.
The device has its own built in heater to n]aintain operating temperature
surface tenqperature. A co-no-co circuit would be 2ncluded to prevent
9. i Objectives
-_Uolf Trap is designed to detect growth of n_icroorganisms which may be
present in _X{artian soil samples. The presence of life is indicated in the
experiment both by changes in light scatterin Z of a collimated light beam
passing through a gro\\_h medium into \vhich soil samples have been as-
pirated, and also by attendant chemical changes in the gro\vth medium as
indicated by changes in pH. Current thinking calls for a multichambered
device to allow for a variety of growth naedia.
The sensitivhv :"£the l_,}_t scatterin_ svsten_ is such as to detect changes
in popu!aticns <)£p__icroorganisnas of t]ae order o( jr)3 to ]04 orga:]isz._-_s rp._l.
ih_< arauount of _.ro_v_n ca:-:be 3b-served even in _:_2±-,era v.-ater _,vnen inoc-
ulated v.-i:h ] _.:_]_<,:ra}:-:,f s<,il. \Vniie the iisht sca_terin_ system2 mrovades
a naeasure of gr<_v:_}_,in ternas 0f nunabers of particles, changes in RH m]ay
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result fron_ chemical activities. The virtue of this instrument is the com-
bined measuren_ent of numbers and chemical activities thereby affording
an opportunity to correlate the two. In obtaining such a measure of specific
activity, one avoids the difficulty of attempting to interpret a chemical ac-
tivity alone and deciding which level of activity is to be considered signifi-
cant from a biological point of view and which may be the result of non-
biological catalysis. The feasibility of using optical and chemical changes
to detect nlicroorganisms in a portable semiautomatic instrument was de-
n_onstrated in 1960.
9. 2 Description
The operation of the experiment is automatically sequenced from the cap-
sule after landing by signals which activate the pickup system, dump the
nutrient into the culture chamber, and start programmed data readout of
the scattered light and pH. Upon impact the pickup device must be ex-
tended fron_ the capsule in such a manner as to assure contact with the
•w_Ict_ _=_. To ......... an experiment, a portlon _c dirt or dust (as
an inoculunn for gro,,vth) is introduced by the pickup into the culture cham-
bers. A single pickup system can be used to inoculate all of the chan_bers.
The engineering model will contain five separate culture chambers for dif-
ferent types of nutrients and for experimental controls. A collimated light
beam directed through each of the transparent culture chambers is the pri-
mary source for the light reading. A lens focuses the emergent light onto
an occulting disc and all light scattered by microorganisms is detected by
a light sens_r behind the occulting disc. As organisms introduced with the
dust multiply in the culture, the scattered light from the turbid culture in-
creases in proportion to the number of organisms present. The light-sen-
_or outpost, pruportional to the scattered light, and thus to the number of
organisms, is a_nplified and presented for analog-to-digital conversion.
Once organisna_ begin growing, their detection depends upon their reach-
ing numbers which can be seen by the photodetector. The time to reach
detection is a function of 1) the initial number of organisms, 2) the rate of
growth of the organisms, and 3) sensitivity of the detection system.
Qualification tests conducted at the University of Rochester typically used
a conservative inoculation of l mg of soil in a ml of medium. With such
inoculations using a variety of soil types the onset of growth has varied
from 2 to 24 hours. Naturally, a larger inoculum of soil hastens detection
by increasing the initial number of organisms.
Desirable supp,)rting mcasuren_ents would include air temperature, sur-
face telnperature, and subsurface temperature (i to 10 cm deep). It would
also be desirable to have as thorough as possible a chemicai anaiysis of
the Martian soil, both as an aid in interpreting the experiment, and to sup-
ply further backup for future similar experiments.
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_u_ v _el_ irel]leT=Is
Yhe ex_erin]ent_ is estin]ated to _,eigh _n,_,pounds ,_-_*_'..... ........_'_,-'ens4_n_ of as;. 9
x 9 inches o-_v_n_-"= a voluble of -_ in3. _T__:_ designed to _rate_=_ __r_n]_three
unregulated power lines, +18 volts (±12 ro ±21) and +6 volts (+4 to +8).
_qnile operating, it \rill require average power rates of 0. 16S \vatt at +i6
volts, 0. Zl watt at -18 volts, and 0. Z5 \vatt at +6 volts.
One data mainframe is comprised of thirty-t\vo 5-minute subframes (total
160 minutes), and each subfra_n_ contains 15 analogue .........4_ _____ a_
-F _Z0-second intervals. _ne readout is tinned to occur bet\veen 18 to ]9 sec-
onds after _ar_ of each 20-second comnnutation period. Zach subfra_e of
=__ analo_ue_ words is divided _,_:-*_*_]-'e_ _ ...._orouDs,_<.......qv_ words each _roun
]De_ Dre ented s . . _ _ " _=_g _ s eqmenlia!lv c'n a <eDarate an_±o£ue line. -_.:_a_,:aio£ue _o
digital converter :,'ith ]00-k chr< input i_'_]oedance caoabie of resoivin__ the
signal into a i0-bit binary v.-<)rd is required _n =}-__lander, i: v_iil receive
Lrorr: the exoerirr'._en_ three inSesen_en: a:_=_ogue ou[ou[ lines of zero to -5
voks m_hich must be eorr,_.n%uted. There is no antieimated background rate.
T%_.. design soec_ca:_: +:_-..... for data acouisition results in one-half bit per
second average data rate. Under terrestrial conditions m_here sufficient
Lnformation is available to interpret unusual results, a six to tenfold re-
duction in the data frequency could be tolerated. On h iars, where we must
be prepared for unexpected results, a three to fivefold reduction would
probably represent the upper limit of tolerable reduction.
A da_a reduction =c]_erne _--_=-b_cn deve! _-=,_ .......4_- ,]_ TT_R:ersitv._.• of Roches-
ter's _L,_-_ IBh! con=nuter v:hich will be com_atibie _xizh d_e engineerh]g
are c_rren_y being develooed, _ their .mrozran-_n:zn_ for ten, purer -:__<_-
sis has been ini<ia=ed. Y:o<n =_int_. <f i:ne data fr:_nu a soacecraft _ ...._ 6
n_.on_hs appears to be a realistic estinnate of the zi_]]e necessary to analyze
the data before it nnight be released for general use.
There is no anticipated susceptibility of the flight package to any interfer-
ence except extreme high level radiation sources, i.e., greater than I013
neutrons (l n_eV)/cm 2 or !07 roentgen of 7 ra_s. Ho\vever, during the
course of the experiment absolute limits of i0 u neutrons/cmZ/hr and ]000
roentgen/hr 7 rays are calculated, and any flux approaching even ] percent
of these values would need to be carefully evaluated in the light of the bio-
logical goals.
There is no radio frequency radiation from the experiment. An experi-
r_-÷_ _.... _ ha_ _en_onstrated the ability to survive sterilization
(150=C in excess of 40 hours) v,ithout loss of sensitivity.
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10.0 X-RAY DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENT
i0. i Objectives
This instrument is designed to provide an analysis of the mineralogical
composition of the Martian surface. In most cases, an X-ray diffraction
analysis can give an absolute identification of a compound present at a con-
centration of at least 2 to 5 percent in a mixture. In favorable cases (when
the other constituents of a mixture are non-crystalline) as little as 0. 01
percent of a crystalline material can be detected.
A number of samples taken at points around the lander should be analyzed
to correlate the data from this experiment with soil composition analyses
from the czscatter, pyrolysis-gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer
neutron inelastic scatter, infrared microscope and X-ray fluorescence.
The instrument is designed to take a powdered sample compacted into a
curved specimen holder. In order to minimize the number of remotely
prepared samples, it is recomn_ended that four samples be analyzed fron_
the quadrants in the immediate area of the lander.
This experiment will correlate with the various elemental composition ex-
periments to provide information on the mineralogical combination of the
various elements detected and measured by the other instruments. This
experiment will also provide a conclusive test of various theories, devel-
oped from Earth-based spectroscopic evidence, on the composition of the
Martian surface.
I0. 2 Description
When a specimen of a crystalline material is exposed to a beam of X-rays,
the X-rays are diffracted by the crystal planes of the material according
to Braggs law, n,\ : Z d sin 0. The angle 0 is defined as the angle between
the incident ray and the crystal planes measured in a plane perpendicular
to the crystal planes. The distance between the planes, d, is characteristic
of each crystalline material. For a given d spacing, there is only one value
of 0 which satisfies the Bragg equation for a given _ or higher integer or-
der of hA.
An X-ray sensitive device can be used to detect the reflected radiation from
the specimen. By using X-rays of a fixed wavelength and accurately meas-
uring the angle O, the interatornic spacing of the crystalline material can
be calculated. In this manner, a very precise measurement of crystalline
structure can be made because the X-ray wavelengths used in diffraction
are of the same order as the interaton_ic spacing of crystalline matter.
The X-ray diffraction pattern obtained with any crystalline compound is
unique because it is related to the fundamental crystal structure.
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com-_pounds contairs a con_bLnation of those lines characteristic of the d_fer-
°_-_- ..... _-_ ontainin_ X-ray dif-ent compounds. __y referring to a su_±e _ ..... g, c
fraction ir_or-_rr:ation for a v,:ide range of nuaterials, the constituent com_-
pounds may be identified. The nun%bet of compounds that can be identified
in a diffraction pattern depends on the s},_,metries, concentrations, in-
strument resolution, computing facilities, and other factors. _,iost actual
mineralogical samples have been successfully analyzed by the X-ray method.
T_=_ H4f_,-+_r,_ 1_ _t_n_ mot nnlv _-ve tO identify the constituent
compounds in the sample, but _ addition, their intensity can be used to de-
ter1_ine the concentrations of these compounds. Concentrations are gener-
ally detern_ined by a comnarison of the intensities measured in the unRnomm
.......... -_ _- _"-- _ ..... _ Serr_iquantita_ivebCZIII[JlU tO %i-_ ill_llSitieS <_m_l±_ :,:Ji_!% K-_,O\<%_ :_.'Tii2-lL=rOS.
estinna!es of concentrations can be n-=ade ,,vith _2ood orecision in this m_anner.
An X-ray diffracto_r.eter deveioned by _he Philips Electronic !nstrunuents
Co. for the Surveyor mission consists of a sn-_ali. 25-kv X-ray tube \vith
a copper target generates X-ra_,_= mhich are collin:ated by the parallel plates
of a Soiler slit. The beam of X-rays from this source irradiates the sneci-
men and the diffracted beam converges on a receiving slk. The diffraction
pattern is viewed by a Geiger-_'Iueller counter, m,hich is driven from Z0 to
90 degrees aroup_d the 8. 5 arc by a small motor. The number of Geiger-
l_{ueller tube discharges per unit time are proportional to the intensity of
the pattern at each angular position.
10. 3 Subsysten_ Requiren_ents
7he oroto.:voe_, Surveyor K-ray diffrac_onue_er-_ ei_!:s ab ut _=°_ oounds', and
zs es_ini%zed LO C)CC-.IYD_, _ LTJ iii. -_ _IIC. CIIIEJ.lY/_ _=!9b,.il -=_ Y.&I'_S.
The development -work to date on an X-ray d_fractonqeter for extraterres-
trial use has been restricted to the Surveyor n_ission. For a __lartian mis-
sion, the alignment of X-ray tube, san%ple holder and detector \vould be cri-
tical components with respect to expected g-loadings. This same alignment
could easily he disturbed by a sterilization heat cycle. Finally, the sam-
ple preparation and sample changing system in the Lunar X-Ray Diffrac-
tometer are not well developed at this time and appear to be the most cri-
tical components with respect to reliability.
Further deta_s on requirements are not available at this stage of develop-
ment. Also any specific information on the lunar diffractometer is only
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l 0.4 Availabilit_
A lunar X-ray diffracton_eter has been developed to the prototype stage by
the Phillips Electronic Instruments Company. An intensive development
effort is needed to develop a Martian X-Ray Diffractometer by 1973.
ii. 0 X-RAY FLUORESCENCE EXPERIMENT
11. 1 Objectives
The purpose of this experiment is to qualitatively identify and quantitatively
measure the concentration of specific elements in the planetary surface.
The type of instrument most suited for X-ray fluorescence analysis on Mars
is estimated to be capable of a sensitivity of 1 to 3 percent of the constituent
elements with an accuracy of approximately 25 percent.
A minimum of four measurements are desired in the four quadrants of the
area around the lander in order to obtain a n_easure of the variability of
the planetray surface. These measurements should be made in duplicate
to obtain confirn_ation that any one measurement was not disturbed by a
spurious event.
This instrument will provide corroborating data for the other soil compo-
sition experiments such as _-scatter and neutron inelastic scatter. Along
with other soil composition measurements, this experiment will provide
data to test sonde of the current theories on the composition of the Martian
surface.
ll. Z Description
The interaction of either a sufficiently energetic electron or an X-ray quan-
tum with the orbital electrons of an atom can eject an electron from the in-
ner electron shells. The resultant vacancy will be filled by an electron
from an outer shell of the same atom. This electronic transition to a lower
energy level is accompanied by the emission of a characteristic identifying
photon. Because of the high energies involved in transitions deep inside
the electronic structure, the emitted photons are in the X-ray region of the
spectru_n. Transition energies vary in a systematic manner with atomic
number, and it is this relationship which provides the basis of X-ray fluores-
cence spectroscopy.
Various techniques are used to excite X-ray spectra. In commercial lab-
oratory instruments for X-ray fluorescence analysis, the sample is bom-
barded with X-rays from a high-powered tungsten target X-ray tube and
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line smectra are mroduced v:ith _;+÷_=_bac_<_rou'_d...= A second technioue in-
volves direct electronic exckarion by ben_barding _,_:_.... sarnn!e_ _,,=t_-.. _{_-'---
energy electrons aN<J results in [he excitation of both line and contLnuous
spectra. A third technique is to use a radioactive source of X-or "_-ra-
diation to Lnduce X-ray fluorescence°
-Although clean-line spectra are obtained by excitation v:ith X-rays from
an X-ray tube, the power requirements and potential hardening problems
rule out this approach for planetary exploration. For lunar surface-com-
position analysis direct electron excitation was chosen. Despite the poorer
signal to noise ratio obtained in this manner, the po\ver requirements are
lower and the lack of an at_osphere on the moon greatly simpl_ies the
design of the electron beam generator. For a mission re hiars, the pre-
_'_" r'_ forscence of an a[nzosn]lere rules out the use ol an e_:Dosed l_=rne_:_ genera-
tion of electrons. Ln. this case, <he use of a brem_sstrahiun8 radioactive
source is n__os- attr_-ctive since no mov'er is reo_i_'_<_ fz,r r.he source, v<ei_ht
' - - _:_ sourc should _,vkhstand the _or= of awould he muite_ io'a:, ap._ [ne =o_:_, e - -= -
X {- _'-- flight and !andin 8 v:ith ease connnared _o an X-ray t_h_ o_" electron
beam source.
Once the X-rays have been produced from the elements in a sample, the
characteristic X-rays emitted can be separated from each other and the
background by either electronic or optical discrimination. Optical discrim-
ination requires the use of carefully aligned analyzing crystals and a colli-
mating stack of parallel blades or tubes to produce a beam of parallel
X-rays. Such a dispersive arrangement, _vith the need for n_aintaining pre-
cise alignment, v:ouid not be reliable in a hiartian lander \vhich has _o under-
.... ]_._ _ _,q shock.g,_ severe entry _. ..... e a .... in__pact
Electronic discrln-N=natzon,.... coilf.__ntonlv called ncndisoersive: _n_} s_s,_- " dis-._
penses v,-it_nbo_h crystai and csi!in_ator, and in,toad relies __n_a radiation
detector v,_-:_,_±_._produces an output signal Dro_ortiona! to the X-ray energy
deposited on it. After suitable stages of an-;plification, the signal under-
goes pulse height analysis. The counting of a statiscal!y significant num-
ber of events produces a spectrum of energy versus intensity° A scintilla-
tion or proportional counter and multi-channel analyzer, similar to the de-
vices developed for neutron Lnelasitc scattering, would be practical for ap-
lication in a Mars lander.
A source which has been used in a portable X-ray fluorescence instrument
is tritium absorbed in zirconium. Tritium has a maxin_um S energy of
17. 95 key. This particular source can be used for the detection of elements
with critical X-ray absorption energies in the range of 2. 5 to 13. 5 key.
T_ _*'_1 _g,_ _ _-ho ]_,_d_ energy of _hlshell electrons. The elec-
tron beam strikL_g the target atoms n_ust have an energy exceeding this
critical value in order to eject a }_ shell electron and cause an L-shell
electron to fall into the vacant space created _vith the emission of K_ X-ray
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radiation. For elements with atomic number greater than 35, the critical
X-ray absorption energy increases in a stepwise fashion from 15.2 key for
37Rbto 115key for 9zU. In order to detect these elements, a more ener-
getic source than tritium would be required. Of the sources which have
been investigated, Pm147 (half-life Z.6 years, maximum f3energy ZZ3key)
in an aluminum matrix would appear to be most useful.
Krypton-85 adsorbed in zirconium or aluminum would be an interesting
source to study. This isotope has a half-life of 10.5 years and a very ener-
getic emission of 670 key. A problem with very energetic sources is the
amount of radiation traveling directly from the source to the counter. Since
Kr 85adsorbed in a matrix concentrates at the surface, this problem would
be somewhatdiminished.
An ){-ray spectrometer built from a Pm147, or other radioactive isotope
bremsstrahhng source, a scintillation crystal and a solid-state multi-
channelanalyzer would be able to meet the sterilization, loading and re-
i; ,_+_. ements _ = _.4artianl_'nHpr rn_nn
_a ...._ r equir ......................
1 i. 3 Subsystem Requirements
The instrument described above has not been developed, but it is estimated
that the unit would weigh less than I0 pounds and consume about I. 5 watts
of power. Communications requirements would amount to reading out the
accumulated counts in about 80 channels. Assuming that seven bits would
characterize each channel, a total of 560 bits would be required per sample.
] I. 4 Avaiiabiiitv
A portable fluorescent X-ray instrument utilizing radioisotope sources has
been developed at the Argonne National Laboratory. This instrument would
forn_ the basis of the type of instrument required for this mission. A de-
_allea a_ve±opl_1_iL IJ±U_±_±il v,,uu._.,._ _,_.. required to develop a _ ..... _ -_
1973.
12. 0 SPECTROPOLARIMETER EXPERIMENT
One of the strangest properties of terrestrial life is its apparently exclusive
production of optically active substances; that is, substances which rotate the
plane of polarized light. Sugars and other life-associated compounds which are
optically active can be made in both dextro and levo forms. If a mixture of
dextro and levo nutrients is carefully prepared so that the optical activities
cancel one another out, extraterrestrial microorganisms eating the nutrients
would be expected to _ _-_ _,es ....2/ this balance.
More specifically, the proteins and nucleic acids, which are closely associated
with terrestrial life and possess little optical activity by themselves can be made
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..... ...... ,_e= op___ ac_i\-e n%ciecuies to, the n-=acronucie-
cuie s.
The feasibility of ush_g this phenon_enon as a 1_eans of ident_ying potential
micronr_an{_rns on _,_ars ]_as been studied at _ie]Dar under the _uidance of Dr.
__a Blei, The optical system Lnvolved is essentially that of a conventional dou-
ble-beam spectrometer designed for use in the ultraviolet region of the spec-
trum. Both light beams pass through both a polarizer and the sample. How-
ever, a second polarizer or analyzing element has been added to the so-called
sam]Die beaN]. The direction and rna_niLude of t]1_ rotation ......... _..... nec-
essary [o restore signal parity indicates the optical rotatory ponder of the solu-
tion under exan:ination.
>,le!par is currently developing a breadboar@ mob<e! +_ tn_s experin_ent. How-
ever. because of the mroorietarv na:ure of the deve!ooRuenL reoorts are r_o:
ayaiia_!e is. _he ooen __ ..... Ixeratare, iike -'_!e!par v urk ",:,as£one L:nder I'¢.£5A
contract :<aSv,,-842 and the reoort, coverins_ :he develcon_en: __{=_NASA x6_:-i_o_ _ ' p
da_ed August to November !@64.
l}. C SIULTi\=ATOR EXPERIhiENT
>,lultivator, in contrast to the other biological experiments, was designed to
carry out a variety of experiments. The original Multivator was designed by
Joshua Lederberg of Stanford. In the original design, over 30 separate experi-
mental reaction chambers \vere contemplated. Hence, the nanue hiultivatoro
A fine fikered sa_ole frorr. :he olane::s cr_s[ i_ blu,__u i_:_o th_ chan-:ber bv a
sa:_ple collector. A substrate (culture n]ediu_n], etc. ) is already located in the
chan_ber in dr}- forno. O%_ce the san-ole is introduced and the cha_rfser sealed
off, a soiven_ or sonde other chemical is released and <he reacti<-n %egins. =k
detector appropriate to the reaction sends data to the con_n_unica_ion systen_.
The basic reaction for which the device was set up vras the phosphatase reac-
tion described belo\v. Other reactions have been suggested an-_ong theban are
the follo<vLng:
tu rb id ity
pH
optical-rotatory dispersion
radio- isotope tagged metabolism
bioluminesc ene
Phosphatase enzymes are very con]nzon in terrestrial organisms and have been
assumed _o be oresen_ in extraterrestrial life. Phcso}tatases catalyze the hy-
drolysis of phospa-,e es:ers v qN _ kig}: specificity. The oroduc: of several hydrol-
yses reactions can be detected with high sensitivity using fluorescence techniques.
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Unfortunately, the action of phosphatasecanbe simulated by several other con-
ditions such as heat andhigh pH.
The size of the instrument is estimated to be as follows: a cylinder Z inches
in diameter by 4-1/Z inches long topped by a disk 4-I/2 inches in diameter by
1-inch thick andweighing about Z pounds. Power consumption is estimated at
2 watts and 100bits per san-lple.
14.0BELI_ JAR EXPERIMENT
A1rlongthe newer concepts in biological evaluation of potential extraterrestrial
life is that of the bell jar. Instead of the conventional collecting of specimens
for analysis within a vehicle, a green house would be deployed from the lander
and erected on the planet's surface. The device would carry with it both a se-
ries of preselected nutrients and appropriate detectors for the assaying of an-
ticipated reactions. The latest developments for Gulliver are designedon this
principle.
The ideal situation is a house with a imulticell construction such that a series
{_fnot necessarily related experiments may be carried out in adjacent soil areas.
The Gulliver device is designedto place out a series of individual cells each
landing in a randonnposition. Data relayed back would be meaningful for the
specific landing areas but would not showhow the same area would respond to
a variety of growth n_ediaand other selected chemical reactions. A multi-
chambered bell jar would allow the use of several different growth media and
reactants in essentially the same discrete soil specimen.
The experiment neednot be restricted to tagged growth n_edia. Chemicals
could be addedto the soil and the resulting gases which are evolved as a result
of chemical action could be analyzed by gas chromatography, mass spectrome-
try, or a combination of both. This would require the removal of the gaseous
components to the lander for analysis.
Instrumentation for such an experiment would consist then of a deployable bell
jar of a nmlticellular construction. Each cell would contain a specific nutrient
or chemical which could be released either by a wicking action as in the new
Gulliver or literally poured on the surface. It would be mandatory that the jar
be capable of being erected on site in such a way that it makes intimate contact
with the surface to prevent reaction products escaping to the outer atmosphere.
In most cases, the cells would also contain their own specific detectors such
asGeigertubcs or pH meters. In the case of gaseous reactants it would be nec-
essary either to be able to test for a specific gas in the cell itself or there must
1)csondeway to trap the gas and relay it to the lander vehicle for analysis by
onboard chron-_atographsor rt_assspectrometers.
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